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ABSTRACT

lhis thesis is a study of the largely neglected granrnatical theories
of the Danish structuralist and co-founder of the Lingruistic CÍrcle of
Copenhagen, Viggo Brøndal (l-BB7-1942). The introduction discusses the
general lingruistic background and the nain trends in linguistics during
Brøndal-'s student and teaching years. T\¡ro special sections deal at some
length with the Germanic system of granunatical terminology and the
theory of ¡nrtes (word cl-asses) and ænbra (sentence members or con-
stituents). Both topics are crucial to an understanding of Brøndal's
work.

The central part of the thesis consists of an English translation of
![orfologi og slntax (L932') . The work was the second of three major
works elaborating his scheme of logico-ling,r.ristic analysis. It con-
tinued the use of Aristotelian generic logical concepts first set out
in Ordklasserne (Word classes) (l-928), and the theory developed in the
present work was in turn to be refined in erqnsitionernes tìeori
(rheory of pre¡nsitions) (1940). The first work in this series has been
transl-ated into French (Les ¡nrties du discours, 1948), as has the
third (rhéorie des pré¡nsitions, l-950), which has also been translated
into Italian (L967'). tilorfologi og syntax, however, has never been trans-
lated into any other langruage.

The translation is followed by a detailed conunentary wtrich seeks to
provide the English-speaking reader with a guide not only to unfamiliar
aspects of Brøndal's ov,n systen of granunar, but also to the copious
references and gr:otations from othér langruages (also translated wÌ¡ere
necessary) from classical, mediaeval, renaissance and modern sources,
philosophical, philological and linguistic. Throughout the conunentary
cross-references are supplied to Brøndal's other works to chart the
development of the system. Consideration is also given to counter-
argnrments by scholars opposed to his views. The argruments presented in
I{orfologi og slzntax are evaluated, and in some instances demonstrated
to be clearly erroneous, though the overall significance of the work as
a valuable and highly original contribution to modern linguistic
thought is stressed. FinaIIy, the catholicity of Brøndal's approach, as
against the doctrinaire positions of Hje1mslev and the Genevans, is
seen as vindicated in the light of recent developments (e.9. functional
graÍmar, cognitive gramnar) which reject the narrowness of fautonomous'
linguistics.
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PREFACE

The translation of Brøndal's llorfologi og slzntax (1932), hereinafter

M & S, presented here is intended to make the work accessible to a

larger pubtic than that of the Danish-speaking world. the introduc-

tion sets out to provide an outline of Brøndal-'s career sufficient to

situate l.,l & S in relation to Brøndal's other major works and to the

intellectual background of European linguistics in the 1920s and 30s.

There foll-ows a discussion of two topics which have proved particular-

Iy resistant to incl-usion in the corunentary proper despite many at-

tempts at different pJ-acements. They are: L, the dual native and

Latin systems of granrnatical terminology in the Germanic tradition, a

distinction appealed to by lingrr.rists like John Ries and by Brøndal

himself when pointing out the absurdity (evident in the transparent

native compounds in German and German-influenced Danish terminology),

sây, of claims that syntax is the study of word-classes (parts of

speech).

rhis is followed in turn by 2. the rise of the careful distinction in

the Germanic tradition of ¡nrtes and ænbra, a distinctíon generally

igrnored in the English-speakíng world (apart from studies written in

English by followers of the Germanic tradition like Jespersen or

Deutschbeirr) and also igrnored in the French, although it appears that

this distinction was first elabqrated in detail by the Frenchman

(Abbé) Gabriel Girard in L747 (and independently in the sane year,
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according to Diderichsen, by the Dane Høysgaard: details are given at

the appropriate point of the commentary).

The commentary seeks to accor:nt for any matter which might be unfamili-

ar to an English-speaking student of J-ing,uristics who has read for the

subject in recent years at an English-speaking university. (I enlarge

upon this topic in the rntroduction). This has proved a delicate

task. Since the translation is meant to make the original Danish ac-

cessible to readers outside the Scandinavian world, it seemed reason-

able not to make the tacit assumption of Brøndal's time that aII read-

ers would cope effortlessJ-y with the major modern European languages

and the classical langruages too, or at least, with Latin and Greek. I

have tried to give a gloss of most of the non-English examples in the

conmentary, unless they are obvious from the context. Danish or

Swedish examples are glossed dirqctly in the translation itself.
Conunents of substance are denoted in the translation by an asterisk

thus: 'r(. In this way, readers conversant with Latin, say, or ltalian,

næìy read on without the distraction of such a sigrnal (merely to find,

perhaps, a simple gloss or paraphase to bring out the point being

made). I have, however, of necessity presumed a knowledge of French

and German f.ot the cormnentary, simply because Brøndal gave but one

address in English (at the 1936 International Congress of Phonetic

Sciences, out of deference to his hosts at University CoIIege London)

and because the secondary literature is, other than Danish,

overwhelmingly in French and German, when not in ltalian, Spanish,

Serbo-Croatian, Russian or Czech (as in Dokulil's obituary, until
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recently one of the most revealing on Brøndal the nan - DokuIiI had

attended Brøndal's seminars in Copenhagen in the late 30s and was thus

writing with first-hand knowledge). Though my owr grasp of Czech is

practially nil, at the time this was one of the longest accor:nts of

Brøndal's life and works available, so I vras more or less obliged to

construe the gist of it with a Czech dictionary and on the basis of a

knowledge of Russian, wi,th subsequent verification and correction þr a

native speaker. A footnote in Dokulil referring to M & S took my

attention: 'Vyjde v nejbliãlí dobð v italiském piekladu.' ('To appear

in the near future in Italian translation'). (DokuIiI L943: 1-9) I

wondered about this for some time. I tried to imagine an Italian

scholar wrestling with Brøndal's dense prose amidst Èhe general

uproar, supposing this to be taking place in, say, Rome L942-43. I

scanned the printed catalognres of The British Museum, Library of

Congress, Bibliothègue Nationale, the Bibliografia nazionale italiana,

and in 1982, the card catalognres of the University Libraries of

Copenhagen and Aarhus in vain. Much later I noticed in the

'Bibliographie complémentaire' to Brøndal's Essais a note against the

brief abstract of M & S: 'Édition italienne en préparation': it was

Brønda1 hinself, it appears, who intended to make the translation,

though wtry in ltalian remains a mystery, unless it vras Rosally

Brøndal's olvrì project (she, too, was a Romance scholar and joint

editor, with Togeby, of the posthumously published Essaís. )

r have also tried to suggest why anyone r¡nfamiliar with the

older European tradition in linguistics should bother to read Brøndal,
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other than as some kind of test of logico-Iingnristic versatility:

indeed, a number of his contemporaries, even when reviewing his work

with guarded admiration, spoke of experiencing 'vertige' and ,schwin-

delsucht' when reading Brøndal. I knovr the feel-ing only too welI. My

task here of stating the relevance of BrøndaJ- today has been made

irrneasurably easier by the recent upsurge in Brøndal studies centred

on Sven Erik Larsen's work at the University of Odense (Larsen 1986 et

seq. - there are more details on this in the introduction belov¡).

My hope is that the reader wiII find m:ch, if not all, in M & S as

intellectually stimulating as I have found it to be. It may be that

even on points where current informed opinion ( say on the possibility

of 'primitive' langruages or the view of Chinese as a language without

word classes) is entirely against Brøndal, some sounder evidence may

be produced to sustain his general argument, and perhaps from a stand-

point other than the purely granrnatical - the French and Danish semi-

oticians evidently believe this to be so, but to judge on such matters

is well outside my competence. I am content to leave the reader with

Brøndal's system of grammar, the core of which is encapsulated in this

study of morphology and syntax.
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I\TTRODUCT]ON

Like Jespersen before him, Brøndal devoted his Iife to lingruistics;

his career was constituted by his teaching, research and publication,

his travels, so far as I know, were all rel-ated to his chosen disci¡
line in one $¡ay or another (student and teaching years in paris, Con-

ferences in the Netherlands, Switzerland, Italy, England, papers given

ín Czechoslovakia, Romanía, and so on). The sketch that follows is bas-

ed on Professor EIi Fischer-Jørgensen's entry on her former teacher in

the oansk biografisk leksikon (t979 ), with occasional additions from

obituaries. Most of the schol-ars mentioned here have entries in my

commentary, p.l-99-383 below.

Rasmls Viggo (Hansen) Brøndal, l-3th October 1887, Copenhagen - 14th

December 1942, Copenhagen.

Brøndal (=8. ) was born into a working-class family. [Doku]-il says he

had an aristocratic temperament. I ne attended the Frederiksberg Granp

nar School in Copenhagen, matriculating in l-905. His first studies

hrere in law, as Jespersen's had been, but after a year he changed to

philosophical, Iingruistic and historical studies. In 1,9L2 he took the

eguivalent of a master's degree in Ronance philology (IinE¡istics),

which he had studied under the outstanding scholars Kristian Sandfeld

(whose irunediate colleagrtre he became in 1-928 on succeedíng to \rrop's
chair) and Kristoffer Nyrop. He \Â¡as also influenced by Holger

Pedersen, the Celtic scholar (acoording to Sonunerfelt: 1948: 261-) His

particular intellectual debt, however, was to the philosopher Harald
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Høffding and to the ling.rists Vilhelm Thomsen and Otto Jespersen

(Thomsen's pupil). In L9L2-L3 B. studied in Paris under the great

comparativist, Antoine Meillet - an ex-colleague of Saussure's - and

M. Roques and J. Bedier. (Influenced also by M. Granunont - Sonunerfelt

ibid. Ioc. cit. ) In l-917 he took his doctorate with the dissertation

Sr:bstrat og Iån i romansk og gennansk (Sr¡bstrat et eryrunt en rman et

en gernanique 1948). From I9L7-25 he worked for the Danish Place Name

Conunission. From 1925-28 he was lecturer in Danish at the Sorbonne and

from L928 Lo L942 he was Professor of Romance Language c Literature at

the University of Copenhagen.

In his dissertation, B. attempts to establish the underlying causes of

Iinguistic change; langn:age is seen prinarily as a social phenomenon

(probably under lleillet's influence). He distinguishes norm (the lin-
gristic ideal aimed at by all members of a given langnrage conrrunity)

and idim (the sum of all deep-seated unconscious dispositions and ten-

dencies of the race). Idiom thus operates in the direction of language

change and can become a so-called substrate in various langruages. The

conmon Celtic substrate in French and various neighbouring langruages

is taken as an example. ('Le français est du latin parlé avec I'idiome

gaulois' - from B's own abstract in ELG 141).

At this time B. htas already contemplating a system of ling'uistics with

a universally valid logical basis, though his publications over the

next few years did not betray this intent: Stedenavnesh¡dier før og

nu. L9L9, 24 p. (roponlnics ancient andnodern); 'Den bestemte arti-
kels oprindelse og brug', Danske'Sh¡dier L9232 75-85 ('Origin and use

of the definite article'); 'L'@.lvre de Vilhelm Thomsen', Acta phile
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logica scandinavica, II, 1,927-28: 289-318; and 'Mots "scythes" en

nordique primitif', Acta philol. scand., IfI , J,928-29: 1-31.

Now he began to publish his works on the logico-grammatical structure

of langruage. OKL, L92B; M & S, L932i PT, t940; and the collection of

major articles on these themes in ELG, 1943. OKL establishes a uni-

versal system of classes based on the four generic concepts descriptrn

(D), descriptor (d), relatr.m (R) and relator (r): these are a refined

and redefined version of Aristotle's categories: quantity, quality,

substance and relation. lThis is discussed at considerable length in

the conrnentary relating the point in M e S (Sec. 2Ll where these con-

cepts are introduced and the reader is referred by B. back to OKL for

details. I have supplied the necessary quotations from OKL for this

purpose. I By combinations of the four concepts we obtain 15 word

classes, four unidimensional: numerals (D), adverbs (d), proper na¡nes

(R) and prepositions (r) [i.e. relators or re]-ations in a wider

sensel, six two-dimensional: nouns (na¡ - which subdivide for B. into

(n. ) substantive (Rd) and (n. ) adjective (Rd) (bolding shows emphasis)

like Jespersen, B. insisted on this terminology on the growrds that

it united the noninal class of Latin and Greek, where the si¡nilarities

are evident (bonus dminus, bona domina etc. ); in view of this insis-

tence, I have been obliged to translate sr:bstantiv as (the otherwise

o1d-fashioned) sr¡bstantive throughout - , verbs (rd), pronouns (RD),

conjunctions (rD), possessives (rR) and refl-exives (do); four three-

-dimensional classes: derived verbs (Drd), derived nouns (DRd), de-

rived pronouns (rDR) and deverbal.nouns (rdR); and one undifferentiat-

ed class, the interjections (rRdD).
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There are thus four fevels of complexity. The classes are universal,

but individual languages are characterized by the actual number of

degree of complexity of classes used. The classes established bryr this

Iogical analysis in OKL are then used in the present work, M & S, as a

basis for morphology, while syntagrmatic combinations of the sane con-

cepts are used to establish the corresponding sentence elements or

members, as they are known in the Germanic tradition. (See discussion

of ¡nrtes (word-classes, so-called 'parts of speech') and renbra in

separate section below. ) While morphological classes and syntagrnatic

members are indepently defined, they bear a certain affinity or homol-

ogy to one another by virtue of the shared generic concepts.

In PT 1940 B. assumes all of the foregoing analysis, with sone slight

amendments, and reaches the stage in his system of the semantic des-

cription of words within a class: he chooses first the prepositions,

as they are the class embodying relations above all else. He draws

from modern logic (Høffding, RusseII) to establish relational con-

cepts, e.g. six abstract concepts - symptry, corurexity, transitivity

(in Russell,s sense, not in the normal grammatical sense - see comnen-

tary on Sec. 2l-), variabitity, plurality and generality; two concrete

continuity, totality; two complex - extension, integrality; one to-

tat relational concept: universality. (See my conunent on Høffding's

doctrine of categories, Sec. 84, for the similarities between this

scheme of B'S, at first glance so utterly unlike anything one might

expect in the lingtristic work of the English-speaking wor1d. )

According to Fischer-Jørgensen 't}e cast of [B's] mind is so original

that it is hard for others to adopt it and his books are wrítten in a
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condensed, almost lapidary styLe which make them difficult to read'

(cp. my remark in the Preface above about B's contemporaries complain-

ing of 'vertigo' or dízziness after reading him - and Fischet-JøEgen-

sen was a fellow Dane and former pupil, after all. )

B. was a very enthusiastic international lingruist; he attended prac-

tically every meeting of the Linguistic Circle (Lingvistenkreds) of

Copenhagen, founded by himself and Louis Hjelmslev in 1-931-: cp. the

'structural and theoretical stance which characterized the ne\4ter group

of Danish lingruists who formed the Lingvistenkreds in conscious o¡4nsi-

tion to Jespersen's (and Aage Hansen's) pragmatic arid eryirical

views.' (Haugen and Markey: 1'9721 l-468 - my emphasis). (One might note

Jespersen's preface to v. l- of A nodern English graInnar (1909-49),

where he notes that though this volume treats of phonolog¡¡ and ortho-

graphy 'In a language everything is linked together with everything

else, and it is impossible to treat sounds separately without regard

to [their] significations thus ... even syntactical phenonena are

here and there touched in this volume' (Jespersen 1909-49, I: v). If

somebody else had written that, one would have heard cries of 'Struc-

turalism!' - presunably for the young T\¡rks of l-931-, these words de-

note mere praEnatism. )

Though gravely ill in his latter years (cancer) he continued to build

his system to the very end; the sketches of articles he provided for

his wife Rosally and her co-editor, Knud Togeby, were dictated from

his sick-bed. Of chief interest here is his final redrafting of his

great scheme of linguistics in ¡elation to the r:niverse of knowledge

in DSG, especially where the sharp division of morphology and syntax
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in the present work iA modified in his concept of morpho-syntax. I
have cited this article in my cornmentary on B's system of granunar in

his Introduction. Cp. also F-J's comment in her article 'Danish

Iingnristic activity 1-940-48' :

The subject of this last chapter [DSG] is of central importance
in B's production. He has treated it more fully in his book
[M 6, S] and mentioned it in several articles and discussions. 1o
establish a system of grammar B. nakes two basic distinctions
1) between the inner and the outer, and 2) between system and
rhythm. The first distinction (Saussure's signifié - signifiant)
is not difficult to accept. The second is identified by B. hirn-
self with de Saussure's distinction between langrue and ¡nrole,
but is hardry guite the same 

(Fischer-JØrgensen 19492 97r

One brief example of the reaction Brøndal's work could provoke is the

celebrated Frei-Togeby-Frei controversy. In 1944 the Geneva School

Iingruist and sinologist Henri Frei wrote a scarifying review of the

Essais. Among other points, Frei refers to system and rhythm and says

it is not Saussurean at all, indeed such a distortion is not limited

to 8., 'elle semble assez comnine'chez ceu:< qui n'ont pas pénétré Ia

pensée de Saussure. ùr reste, i1 [8. ] était moins linguiste que 'togi-
cien du langage', pour employer r¡ne expression sortie de sa pIume,

(Frei 19442 1491. B. gets a caning over his views on Chinese - I
cannot help but agree with Frei here: his own article on ergativity in

Chinese is considered worthy of inclusion in the descriptíve master-

piece llodern spoken Ctrinese 1968 by the doyen of Chinese ling,uists

writing in trnglish, Y. R. Chao (the native palm goes to Wang Lí, who

died in L986) Chao, incidentally, greatly admired and freguently

quoted Jespersen âs, too, did lrlang Li. Frei ends his review by

saying B's work is an example of what general lingruistics should not
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be, that B. wilt get a place anong the minor linguists - as against

Bally ( ! ) and Trubetzkoy [grantedl who fluttered about in the

reflections of saussure's dazzling rays without understanding him or

carrying him further:

Je reconrnande le recueil du regretté grøndal à Ia médítation des

Iingruistes. Ils exemple de ce que Ia lingnris-
ti.ff--;¿nérate, dvis, ne doit pas-être, et je
conclus par le que lui-même, nagruère, portait
sur les Nachge d'¡nton I'Iarty: 'Jetzt,wohl we-

senttich von hístorischem rnter et ... L'historien futur de la
science des systèmes de langues réservera à Brøndal une place

honorable pur*i les scriptoles minores gui, à I'encontre-d'un
BaIIy ou d,ün Troubetzkoy, áutont voLti9é dans les reflets de Ia

;;;å" lumière de Saussure sans Ie comprendre ni Ie continuer'
(ibid. 1s3 )

Togeby's reply h'as held over until weII after the war and Frei's

counterblast was published irmnediately below it. Togeby wrote:

Le jugement d'ensemble est que Brøndal n'était pas saussurien
orthodoxe ãt -*;¡t a mal córnpris F' d" P' Nous tenons à dire
tout de suite çIlle M. Frei a 

å31'!?uÊ"ii"tiñu3?i Îîili:tír$
olument rien à celle de S. Un des
éórie est Ia distinction entre Ia
ction expressément rejetée Par S.
t'établiÈsement de deux séries de
e définir et les unités morPholo-
rmes flexionelles) et les unités
phrase). S. évité justenent une

gigr:e. B. n'a Pas désiré continuer
le grand maître genevois, il-nia pas 'voltigé dans les reflets
de fa granáà lumiére de S.', êt iI ne peut dónc pas être jugé à
ce point de rnre 

(Togeþr lLgL4l 1950: 351)

Frei repeated his claims, finishing with another insult:

pour un esprit qui reste à Ia surface des faits, toute tentative
de séparer ""'qn" 

I'apparence confond doit nécessairement

fier"nt"t +tãiq,rr; chose ãe comigue,et d'artificiel' srøndal se

réclanait d'Aristotei I{. Togeþr ferait bien de Iire Platon'
ennemi des soPhistes. (Frei ll944l 1950: 356)
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Enough has perhaps no$¡ been said to give something of the flavour of
bitter controversy that always surrounded grøndal's work. Togeby hirn-

self \das a Glossematicien and wrote the first full-scale granunar of
any langruage (French in this case) couched in Hjelmslevian terms (just
when most ringruists were saying; 'yes, very nice, inunanent structures,
figuræ and so on, but wirl it ever emerge in some concrete shape such

as a grammar?' - but he was evidently pigued by the attack on his
fellow Dane. The Genevans were very jealous of their reputatÍons as

guardians of the thoughts of saussure and were quick to repurse out_

siders taking the great name in vain. Frei is right about chinese _

but his is a case in point of F-J's remark that others could not adopt

B's cast of mind. Frei was very much a descriptivist, and in any case,

'wtrat saussure really meant, is an industry on the Joycean scale _ the

best recent conunents to my mind are rr:rtio de Mauro 1972 and Roy

Harris 1,987 (Reading Saussure). There seems to be general agreement

that saussure's views of slmtax would hardly get anyone very far in
theory or practice, and r think Togeby is correct to point out the

achievement of Brøndar here in presenting a slmmetric and stabre sys-

tem of morphology and syntax. rn the conunentary on the section on mor-

phology, r give detailed references to a recent revival in the j.980s

of the study of morphology as a topic of granunar independent of syn-

tax, where in the rGG era slmtax tended to swal-row up more and more of
morphology, phonology and semantics. suffice to say that here again (r
refer to the Odense group) we have an instance of Brønda1's 'actuali-
lê', his rerevance to modern (end,of the gOs) ringuistics despite the

fact that m¡ch of his argrumentation seems guite implausible in detail.
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rn some way he reminds one of the physicist - (Rutherford ?) - wtro was

said to have made atrocious errors of sinple arithmetic in his cal-

culations, but had good luck: somehow the errors always balanced out.

In concluding this part of ny rntroduction, I would like to expand

briefly on my prefatory remark about linguistic courses in English-

-speaking countries. One of the reasons why Brøndal's e¡¡re will doubÈ-

Iess seem rebarbative to the empirical cast of Anglo-Saxon thought is

not only its resemblance to Husserl and similar Continental thinkers,

but also in the parochial nature of American-dominated lingruistics of

the TGG era, which would make M & S seem very foreign indeed. We are

fortunately turning away from the period characterized recently by

Igor Mel'cuk who finds four factors militating against dependenry syn-

tax, which he believes has come into its time, though it was original-

Iy eclipsed by lrunediate Constituency (IC) models in the 1930s, especi-

ally under Bloomfield's influence (who, Percival claims - according to

Hudson 1"984 - got the idea of ICs from lùrndt):

1. English as rctÌrer tongue of tlte founding fathers of nodern
slmtax, Even though this sounds a bit too Whorfian, I am fairly
sure that PS-syntax could not have been invented and developed
by a native speaker of Latin or Russian ... To promote PS-repre-
sentation in syntax, one has to be under the overall influence
of English, with its rigid word-order and almost total lack of
syntactically driven morphology . . .
2. Þ<aggerated fornalistic drive. The Sturn rnd Drang years of
modern syntax began with a crusade against 'mentalism'; for more
than two decades, only surface, directly observable data were
admitted as legitimate. The Chomskyan revolution ... changed the
course of events, but to my taste, not radically enough ... syn-
tactic dependencies ... are m-rch less directly observable than
constituency and therefore require more intuition-based steps to
relate them to ... surface formç ... although ... discovery pro-
cedures do not enjoy the prestige they used to ... this fact is
still perceived as a flaw.
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3. Àvailable nathenatical a¡4nratus. Ivtodern ling,uistics is ...strongly biased toward mathematization ... The tiend is clearlyvisible from Bloomfield 11,926, 'postulates ...,1 to Harristo Chomsky ... r find this ... highty productive :.. [but] untilno\¡/, mathematics has been using-thé Þs-forrnaLism almost exclu-sively ...
4. rsolationist attitude tor¿ard semantics. Even today, the basicworking hlpothesis in modern slmtax is that of the cäntratity ofsyntax . ... the fact that modern ringnristic theories fail to putenough emphasis on dependencies seems to follow from the auto-nomist treatment of syntax ('generate structures first, and askthe guestions about meãning la[.er, ).

(MeI'cuk 1988:4-6)
r have guoted this excellent work at some length because it gives a
view from outside: Mer'cuk was pushed out of the ussR preciseJ.y be_

cause of his lingnristic catholicity and contacts with western lin-
gnrists. He found a home in the université de lvtontréal and finds the

Gallic atmosphere conducive to his or^rtì cast of mind. Much work on

Tesnière has been done there. Ivlel'cuk goes on to concede that the
picture he paints has changed over the last ten to fifteen years
(though Chornsky was being taught 'al_s ob der Heilig, Geist diktiert,
in a nurnber of Australian institutions up to a few years ago. ) Melrcuk

notes with satisfaction the development of Relational Grarmnar - ,a

decisive shift from ps- to Þrepresentation in slmtax, (he cites
Perrmutter 1983, whire r have guoted Johnson 1976 berow, wtro starts
his dissertation with a Jespersen guotation - again, Jespersen and

Brøndal are only interested in slmtax in terms of functionaì- members,

not parts of speech as in TGG - a contradiction in terms for the

Gernanic tradition: see section inmediately following) and especially
approves of Hudson's l{ord gralunar rgï4, which is exprÍcitry a

dependency granunar. so in the ligh.t of all that Mel'cuk has said here,

r believe it indicates the return of a climate favourable to Brørndal,s
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gramnatical views, ât least on the symnetry of morphology and syntax

and the distinction of word classes and sentence mernbers.

It may also be of interest to note that the ever sceptical and inde-

pendent Householder chose Brøndal's 1937 article on Hlpotaxis as the

first of his collection of cl-assic articles in Slmtactic theory, v.1,

Stnrcturalist, translating it himself from the French. The selection

is all the more sigrnificant since Householder relied 'on the opinions

of nany colleagues ... anong those who contributed especially long

lists hrere John Lyons, Peter Matthews, M.À.K. Halliday ... Frank

Palmer... I.A. Ivlel'cuk' (Householder L9722 f6) na¡nes that are

frequently quoted in my conunentary. The Familienähnlict¡keit between

these linguists and Brøndal for me is - their lack of tunnel vision

and the absence of the odir.m theologicrn in their work.



I.ATIN V NATIVE GERMANIC LINGUISTIC TERMS

Danish technÍcal and cultural vocabulary, like that of German,

which has ínfluenced it (Haugen L977]', reflects a conflict between

traditional and classical systems of nomenclature. grøndal exploits

this difference in rm:ch the same way as John Ries had in I{as ist Syrr

tanr?, especially in the introductory historical sections of M & S.

Thus where the English-speaking world has retained the Latin granunati-

ca1 terminology terms such as noun' verb, ¡nrtíciple, derived from

priscian's ncntpn, verbun, ¡nrticipirn, which are in turn derived from

Thrax' ono¡n¿¡, rhema, netoche, etc. (for full discussion see Robins

(Lg6'7: 30-36; 56-62) - with occasional 16th and l-7th century attempts

to introduce native English terms like 'for-noun' or 'joining-word'

going unheeded (Michael: l-970: 5L2-5I41, the other Gerrnanic languages

have a dual systen whereby the native coinings coexist with the Latin

terms. rye may note that the survival of such doublets differs from the

case of t¡nnecessary cultural and technical French borrowings in German

like passagierbillet, which was officially replaced by Fahrsctrcin by

the Imperial German Post Office after the Franco-Prussian !{ar - the

post Office alone listed some 700 mandatory substitutions of this

kind: the native terms in such fields are natural and unarnbigtuous and

their Gallic predecessors are unlikely to be reinstated. In the field

of gramnar, horalever, a peculiar situation obtains. For German, Stopp

has tisted some 120 odd English grammatical terrns with theír (C'erman-

ized) Latin and (often m:Itiple) native equivalents. (Stopp, 1960: 599
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ff. ) The list is called 'Termini Technici der Granunatik. Fachaus-

drücke der Sprachlehre'. He observes that the Latin forms may be pre-

served (with mínor orthographic change) : Fr¡tunm, Partizí¡m, or cÍt-

ed in shorter forms: F'utur, Partizip. Alternatively, there are

one or more German compounds' usually of standard v¡ords'
devised as substitutes for the lt,atin] terms ... of wttich one
is corunonly widely accepted. Thus from -r'ort comes Hauptrrrort,
Zeitnort; from -forn comes Nennform, Tat- urrd teideform -..;
from -Iehre comes Sprachlehre, etc.

There are reasons for this duplication of terminology; the ratÍonale

of the System rests in part on pedagogical grounds, the natlve terms

being viewed as more suitable for younger pupils:

As might be expected, the German forms are preferred in primary
schools, while the l,atin terms are used predominantly in gram-
mar school and r:niversity. Those in favour of the German forms
consider that they are more helpful in teaching granunar to
younger pupils, and that their use should enable Gernan gramnar
to liberate itself from ways of granmratical thought derived
from, but only suitable to, the classical language. On the
other hand, the arguments against such forms are that (i) they
make international exchange more difficult; and (ii) they are
subject to arbitrary change and extensions as the result of
peráonal theories and preditections; thus Dingrcrt (beside
Hauptwort), Tätigkeitsr*ort und n¡wort (beside Zeitnort), Grund-
forn and tminalform (beside Nennform Iinfinitive]); and the
terms for the tenses are legion. (p.599)

Stopp concludes rather drilY:

The student is advised to use
familíarity with the various
the granunatical'double-sPeak'
in the title to this APPendix)

the short, Latin forms. But some
German forms is essential, since
described above (and illustrated
is widely spread. (p.600)

The Danish situation is broadly comparable to that outlined by

Stopp. SteIIer & Sørensen's Engelsk gratmatik (1966), intended for

university students, uses full Latin forms (præsens ¡nrticípitn),

shorter Latin forms adapted to oai,iish orthography (konjunktiv) as weII
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as modern terms, €.9. Jespersen's nexus (as in infinitivsneksus p.114)

and junction (junktionen p. 93). A popular primer, such as Kirchhei-

ner'S Engelsk kursus pa 100 timer (22nd ed, L949) uses native terms,

e.g. stedord (pronoun, Iit. 'place-word), nutid, datid (present, pastt

Iit. fnow-time, then-tirê') r sometimes with the Latin equivalent in pa-

rentheses: Ejestedordene ('de possessive pronminer'). Now if this

hrere aII there were to the matter, namely that native terms are used

at the lower school or popular prÍmer level, wtrile the Latin terms are

used at higher levels, a brief footnote would suffice here. However,

Stopps's expression 'widely Spread doublespeak' hints at a more comp-

lex situation as will be seen in the discussion of l{enbra & Partes

below. In any case, we are not directly concerned with pedagogical

usage at any level, though this inevitabty arises as part of the lin-

guistic debate on terminology, rather \^re are concerned with the way

the dual system is exploited in the.scholarly htorks discussed by Brøn-

dal and with the way he uses the system himself. Stopp's point about

the native forms, being subject to personal predilections is brought

out clearly by Jespersen with regard to Danish:

One frequently comes across the term hovedord [IÍt. head**ord];
but the uncertainty of its precise vafue is shown by the fact
that it is used in different senses. In general it is used for
'substantive,, thus too the quite collrnon llarptnort in German.
But Højsgaard [sic: Høysgaard in VB], who was certainly the
first to use the term in Denmark, qnderstood it to mean a verb,
as for him this was the most important word c1ass.

(Jespersen 1-9L3, 28; tr. HaIIon, 1981-, 30)

(Not that H4¡sgaard'S view is necessarily \ttrong, either; in modern

times Tesnière's dependency granmar uSeS tree diagrams ('sternma') with

the verb as the highest node instead of S[entence] as in Transforma-
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tional Generative Granmar. Cp. also discussions of dependency graÍunar

in Hays 1964 and Johnson 1976 where the 'governor' of all elements in

a sentence is the main verb. Quite recently, Igor lvlel'cuk has written

an excellent work on the topic (Mel'cuk 19BB). ) In any case, horredord

is no longer in use, nanmeord being the accepted native equivalent of

sr¡bstantiv (the term used in Steller & Sørensen), perhaps for the

reason Jespersen suggests. Vüe may now look briefly at Ries' usage for

an example of what I have called 'expJ-oitation' of the dual

terminologry.

In Was ist Slmtax? Ries is concerned to establish the proper ob-

ject of the study and to remove topics of granunar frequently assigrned

to syntax in many traditional works such as the meaning and use of

case-forms or even elements of stylistics and rhetoric. The fact that

Satzlehre tlit. 'the theory (study, doctrine) of the sentence'1, Satz-

fügungslehre, YÍortfüggng or Satzbau are used as slmonyms of slmtax has

an obvious bearing on the matter, but is not decisive. He distingruish-

es three groups of theoreticians of syntax' The first two are classed

according to their fi¡ndamental acceptance of the eqr:ation 's¡mtax =

Satzlehre':

V'Iährend die einen Syntax im wesentlichen mit Satzlehre gleich-
setzen, also den SatZ, das wichtigste slzntaktische Ccbilde sel-
ber, zum eigentlichen Gegenstand der Forschung und Darstellung
*"h.n, w"ttã"n die andern ihre getrachtung den einzelnen aus
ihrem Zusanunenhang gelösten Bestandteilen zu, aus denen syntlk-
tische C,ebilde ái.ctr zusanmensetzen können, und indem sie die
nedeutung und den Cebrauctr der verschiedenen Arten und Formen

der wtir[.er [ = 'words in isolation', cP. I{orte 'words in con-
text, I untersuchen, weisen sig der syntax als ihren Gegenstand
zugleich alles dasjenige aub der g'rortlehre zu' vÍas in der ge-
wöñnlichen Wortbiegrungs- und Wortbildr¡ngslehre nicht enthalten
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i st.
(Ries, [1894i 1927, 10)

The one group, then, focuses on the sentence, the most important syn-

tactic construction itself, as the principal object of their study,

whíIe the second focuses on individual component parts wÌtich can rrrtite

to form slmtactic structures and by studying the meaning and use of

the various ty¡pes and forms of isolated words they thereby assigrn to

syntax every aspect of lexicology (Wortlehre) not already contained in

the usual study of word inflexion and word formation. Ries evidently

sympathizes with the former, though he does not accept the equation

completely; yet there is another group for wtrom he reserves his shar¡

est words: this group has hardly any systematíc principle at alL, for

they are the proponents of t{ischsynta:< who mix up and confuse aII the

objects of their study:

Wir bezeichnen diese Gruppe mit dem Namen
MISCHSYI\TÆ(

v¡egen der prinziplosen Ñebeneinanderstellung
oder D¡rcheinanderwürflung ihres verschieden
gearteten Stoffes.

(Ries t18941 1927. 11; original layout as sho\^tn)

In this group we find discussion of the nature and use of word classes

($Iortarten) or the 'so-called parts of speech' ('die sogenannten Rede-

teile, ), the study of uses and meaning of inflexional forms together

with a 'more or less systernatic study of sentences/slmtax' (Satzlehre)

or at any rate, 'fragrments of such a Study' ('Bruchstücke einer sol-

chen') with frequent excursions into the domains of stylistics and

rhetoric. Several pages of extremely harsh, not to say downright abus-

ive, criticism are levetled at this group in general, folloved bfy 25

pages specifically criticizing the German Slavonic scholar ltiklosisch,
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who had stated that syntax had two parts, the meaning of word classes

and the meaning of word forms ('Die Slmtax zerfällt ... in zwei Teile,

von denen der erstere ...die Bedeutung der l,Iortklassen, der andere die

Bedeutung der Wortfornen zum Gegenstand hat'). To this Ries retorted:

'Einfach, klar und - sicherlich unrichtig.' ('Simple - elear and - cer-

tainly hrrong.' (p, 19). By p.46 Ries is ready to give his own view. It
would be nice ['hübsch' as ironic in German as in English] if we

could dispense with the word and concept 'syntax' and write in plain

German Ior English respectively] '(...gut deutsch) Satzlehre' tstrdy

of the sentence/ sentence-tìeory]. Then the study of granunar would con-

sist in l¿utlehre [ 'sor:nd-theory' ] ; $tortlehre [ 'word-theory' ] and

Satzlehre ['sentence-theory'1, which would result in simplicity and

clarity and would, moreover, be attractive on account of the conveni-

ence of the (native) German designations:

Die völIige Gleichsetzung von Syntax und Satzlehre hat freilich
viel Verlockendes. Es wäre in der Tat hijbsch, wenn man Wort und
Begriff Syntax überhaupt entbehren und dafür gnrt deut,sch Satz-
Iehre setzen könnte. So würde dann der Laut- und der Íüortlehre
einfach als dritter Hauptteil eine Satzlehre zur Seite treten:
eine Einteilung der Gesamtgranunatik, die zumal durch ihre Ein-
fachheit und xlarheit, dann auch durch die Beqr:emlichkeit der
deutschen Bezeichnungen besticht. (loc. cit. )

Apart from theoretical considerations, what emerges from this passage

is that Ries is fully aware of the contrast between native and Latin

terms, that the contrast is, moreover, anything but a guestion of

'mere' stylistic variation.

The answer, according to Ries , lies in the fact that the correct

Iisting of linguistic elements is not sor¡nd - word - sentence, but

sor¡nd - word - çord combinations [í¡vortgefüge - better: 'syntactic con-
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struction(s)', here perhaps a somewhat circular rendering, though lat-

er the term lrlortgefüge is expressly eguated by Ries with syntaktische

Gebilde (p. 41:). 'Combinations of words' is Jespersen's English ver-

sion of the term ( following a guotation from Ries in the original Ger-

man (Jespersen L9372 l-LO).1 Moreover, the concept and term sentence

(Satz), being a term of logic in origin, became the natural counter-

part of vnrd just as judgenent and concept are related in logic. But

no$r that the erroneous definition 'the sentence is the lingruistic ex-

pression of a judgement' has been rejected, the definition 'S}ntax ist

Satzlehre, (, syntax is sentence-theory') should have been abandoned

too, even when used as a purely granunatical term (p.47). Both defini-

tions are based on the dangerous method of proceeding from the con-

tent, of which the form of expression is then sought or postulated. If

the attempt to proceed from the given lingristic form had been made

seriously, the error in the series sound - r,rord - sentence would have

been inunediately obvious ('so wäre der Fehler in der Reihe Iaut - Ybrt

Satz sofort in die Augen gefallen') (p. 47-48). Ries then says of

sentences, in a passage Eroted extensively by Hjelmslev 1t928, 36-37):

¡A fornal analysis, [though it wiII yield sor¡rd - word - v¡ord grou¡r ]

wilt not reveal sentences at all' ('Sätze aber findet eine formale Ana-

Iyse zuvörderst nicht,¡ 1p.ag). It is interesting here to recall Btøn-

dal,s observation in the present work: 'If the designation word is

seriously used as a name for the elements or mernbers of a sentence,

then it is thereby asserted that the sentence can be morphologically

defined [cp. Ries' 'formal analysis'1 ... a highly debatable point of

view' (M&S 44.22 tf .).
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We shall return to Ries again when looking at Brøndal's gradual

development of his own theory of what norpholoE¿ is, what syntax is,

and how they relate to each other in the graÍfiìatical system. (RieS'

notion of s}¡ntax as the study of 'wortgefüge = syntaktische Gebirde'

has also been taken up in more recent times by Ullmann (L959).) For

the present, however, I believe that enough has been said to emphasize

the sigrnificance of native Germanic terms in lingnristic discussion in

the relevant langnrages. As a final remark on the influence of C'erman

on Danish vocabulary, wê nay note the important case of the extension

of meaning of an established Danish form, sætrring (placing, setting;

then proposition; clause or sentence), precisely through German in-

fluence: the Dansk etynologisk ordbog shows that the word existed in

Old Danish (gareldansk, LlOO-1500) in the same form, notes the cog-

nates setning, Nor., sattning, Swe. etc; describes it as a derivation

from the verb sætte: then adds: 'i granunatisk, togisk betydn. eft. ty'

Satz' [,in the granunatical o logical senses, after German Satz'J.

(Nielsen, L9762 497). Now it is evident that any discussion of syntax

in Danish wiII make use of the term sætning: what we shall see, how-

ever, is the htay the native terms sdning, sætningslære, sætnings-

þgrning and so on are played off against the idea of 's1mtåx' in til C S'



PÀRTES 6, MEMBRA

The importance of the contrast of the ¡nrtes and ænbra iscrucial to Brøndal_,s concept of morpholoE¡ and slmtax, their nutualrelations and their position in the system of grammar. Towards the endof the Introduction to ¡{ & S he writes:
The general disciplines l¡nrtes :.. general morphology; ænbrageneral s'ntax] can-ñow be defiri;ä-;'purery rogica': thesrudv of renbra . . - i" i; iìct anarogoi" iã tn" srudy of ¡nrresin the sense thar onry l"li ;;;'ü; åã". n".,.rar. frameworkbe estabrished ro, sp""ci,'-å"¿ ,i;*;öi ïãlp""tiveJ.y.

(Sec.9.19)
t berieve that rm¡ch more needs to be said on this rnatter than canreasonably be slotted in as a

contrast, fiven that this idea
Scandinavian and German tradition

cornment at the first mention of the
has been

until
unfamiliar

relatively
outside the

recently.

this.
Thefoll0wing section sketches the historical background to

The concept of ,parts of speech, (¡rartes orationis) is over two
thousand years old and, protests of Sapir, among others, ( rq¡r conven_tional crassification of words into parts of speech is onry a vague,
wavering approxination to a consistently worked out inventory of ex_perience'" ' and again: '... no 10gica1 scheme of the parts of speech

is of the srightest interest to the lingnrist, _ sapir Lg21,: LL7;119) notwithstanding, does not seem to be under serious threat of ex_tinction today. on the other hand the desigmations for ,parts of the
sentence' (elements, terms, members), while of simirarly classicar ven_erability (Gk kolon, -a: L. nenbnrn,_a), appear in Aristotle o Cicero
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only in relation to logic and prosody, not grarmar. Kolar/ rmnbra are

terms or members of propositions; while to hlpokeinenon [tryzpo, under;

keinai, to lie, suppletive passive of titheni, to put, placel, meaning

both sr¡bstance and subject in Aristotle, becomes Latin sq4nsitrn Isub

+ ponere, to placel and subjecttm [sub + jacere, to lie]. Subjectr.rn

contrasts with praedicatrn, su¡4rositum with a¡4nsitu.

Michael (1970) & Robins (1967) disagree as to wt¡ether Priscian

(c. 500 AD) distingruished the logical and grarunatical senses of the

subject: 'Priscian does in one passage suggest a distinction between

the logical subject (su¡4nsitrn) and the gran'matical subject . . .

'subjects in the nominative case' (subjectiones nmir¡ativae)' (Michae1

1970: L34)¡ '...the terms subject and object v¡ere not in use in

Priscian's time as grarunatical terms, though the use of subjechn to

desigrnate the logical subject of a proposition was corÍnon' (Robins

L9672 60). They also disagree on the interpretation of Thomas of

Erfurt's use of su¡4lositr.m in his De rcdis significarrtÍ sive

granmatica specrrlativa (c.1350), formerly attributed to D¡ns Scotus

(and thus cited by Brøndal in OKL and still in PT (in the

bibliographies). According to Robins,

The construction of noun and verb was taken as fi¡ndamental
and the terms sr44rcsitrn and a¡positrn (subject and predicate)
were used to denote the syntactic functions of the two parts of
the basic sentence ... [these] terms ... lrrere, of course, rela-
ted to the subjectrn and praedicatr.m of the logicicans, but
they were, very properly, kept distinct.

(Robins L967 z 82ì.

V'lhereas Michael discounts the significance of the contrast sr4rposih4,z

subjectrn: . /

The distinction between logical and granunatical subject is, at
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it \^rere, waiting in the wings during the whole of the medieval
period. rt cannot be said to have been unformulated, but it wasnot so clearry made that separate terms were generarly felt tobe necessary su¡4lositr.m and subjectrn seem to have been
used as equivarent terns by Roger Bacon [c.1250] ... predicate
was more exclusively a category of rogic. Thomas of Erfurt pro-
vides a rare instance of its use in a specificarry gramnatical
context. He is describing one of the conditions necessary for
an utterance to be considered complete, and he refers to ''con-
structio habens suppositum et appositum'. But though the
context is grarunaticar the reference of the words is stilllogical. Thomas is not thinking primarily of words.

(Michael 1970: 135)

Whatever rhomas' intentions v¡ere, one thing is clear: the granunatical

tradition of the Middle Àges and the Renaissance restricted the scope

of sþtax to concord and regimen (government). Rann-rs, for exampl_e, di-
vides his Latin graÍnìar (Rudinenta grarrneticae latinae 1595) into 'ety-
mologia' ( sounds, syllabres; word-formation, inflexions) and'slmtax-

is' (concord, case-constructions) (Funke l-955: 92). pr¡ring the seven-

teenth century the Port Royal Granmar, Ç¡annai¡s générale et raísonnée

1660, by claude Lancelot c Antoine Arnauld and the port Royal Logic,

r,a logique, ou r'art de penser, L662 by Arnauld and pierre Nicole, em-

phasized the connexion of logic and granunar. Logic consisted in the

operations of 'concevoir, juger, raisonner & ordonner' wtrile gramnar

!ùas concerned with the first two processes; judging involves making

propositions consisting of two necessary terms, the subject e the pre-

dicate, as well as the copula:

Le jugement que nous faisons des choses, comme guand je dis: la
terre est ronde, s,appelle PROpOSITION: c ainsi toute proposi-
tion enferme nécessairement deux termes: I,un appellé suiet,gni est ce dont on affirme, cortrne terre; & l'autre appellé at-
trihrt, qui ce qu'on affirme, corune ronde: a de plus 1á liaison
entre ces deux termes, est.

(Lancelot & Arnauld L660 tfacsim L967lz 28-291
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As Brøndal remarks in OKL, the Port Royal Grammar 'dominates and ani-

mates [linguistic] research throughout the l8th century and not in

France al-one' (OKL 10). Now while John Wilkins had been working on the

idea of 'universal characters' since L64L (Slaughter L9822 107) and

especially in the 1650s at Oxford with other so-called 'projectors'
such as Ti'rallis, Ward and Dalgarno, it appears that the Port Royal Gram-

mar had some influence on his famous Essay towards a real character

and a phiroso¡ùrical rangnrage, L668, at teast in the area of slmtax.

(The wider intent of these projects, which 'popped up tike weeds dur-

ing the L7th century, starting with the works of [Francis] Bacon and

the l-etters of Descartesf (sraughter L9B2: 1), was to encapsulate the

whole of knowledge in a gigantic taxonomy of ideographic sigrns some-

what like algebraic symbols or Chinese characters: indeed it was Bacon

who declared that these latter were characteres reales, non nminales

I rear, not nominar characters ] in De Augrentis scientiarrn L623,

(n1lis c Spedding ed., v.I, p. 299¡ = expanded Latin edition of

ÀdvancenBnt of rearning 1605 (El]is a spedding ed., v.rrr, chap. 6, p.

605. ) It is interesting to note that Wilkins began as a mathenatician

and that (Seth) Ward and John VÍaltis, author of an imporÈant English

gramnar in L657, were also mathematicians. Wilkins makes clear in his

work that he is carrying forward Bacon's idea, though such 'projects'
htere first taken up in France by philosopher-mathematicians, parti-

cularly Mersenne (Harrcnie r¡niverselle 1636-37) and Descartes before

the English began to investigate the matter. lfe shall see elsewhere

that mathematicians and logicians.formed the nucleus of the phenomeno-

logical movement, especially Husserl. There are close links between
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mathematics, Iogic and linguistics in the v¡orks of Frege, Peano and

Couturat from the LBB0s with links in turn to a revival of interest in

international'atxiliary' langruages, e.g. Jespersen's own invention,

'Novial'. )

At a crucial point in Wilkins' discussion of the verb, he repeats the

Port Royal idea that the verb can be taken as being equivalent to an

adjective plus copula:

the verb ... ought to have no distinct place among integrals
Ifull or lexical words] in a philosophical granunar; because it
is really no other than an adjective, and the copula stm fixed
to it or contained in it; so caleo, calefacio, calefio ... is
the sane as sum calidus, calafaciens, calefactus.

(Wilkins l-668: 303; guoted Michael 19712 250¡
also quoted F\:nke 1959: 84)

I{ichael's source note adds: 'from the Port Royal Granunar.'The Port

Royal Grammar has (Chapter L7 [misprínt for 18], 'Des verbes qu'on

peut appeller adjectifs ...'):
c'est une erreur commune de croire que tous ces verbes

signifient des actions ou des passions. Car iI n'y a rien qu'un
verbe ne puisse avoir pour son attribut, s'iI plaît aux horunes
de joindre l'affirmation avec cet attribut. Nous voyons même gue
le verbe substantif sum, je suis, est souvent adjectif, parce
qu'au lieu de prendre comme signifiant simplement I'affirnation,
on y joint le plus général de tous les attributs, Eri est l'être
comrne lorsque je dis: je ¡nnse, donc je suis, je suis sigrnifie
Ià sum ens, je suis un être, une chose; existo sigrnifie aussi
sum existens, je suis, j'existe.

(Arnauld & Lancelot 1660 [facsim. L9671: 115-L16)

Shortly after Wilkins' discussion of the copula in this fashion occurs

what Michael claims to be the first use of the word subject in an

English grarunatical text:

The word su-bject I use, as the logicians do, for all that wtrich
goes before the copula; which if it consist of only one word,
then it is the same which thg granrnarians call the nominative
case.

(Wilkins 1668: 304, guoted Michael 1971: 484).
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Although Funke gives the precedence in this matter to Wilkins' 'clos-
est fol-lower among grammarians of the English langruage' (Robins 19672

L27), Christopher Cooper (Granma¡iç¿ lingnrae anglicanae 1685), the

question is one of interpretation rather than a clear-cut issue: Funke

had written a number of studies on Wilkins between 1929 and L959 and

had also guoted the passage ,cal-eo = sum calidus' (though with the

intention of showing Dalgarno's influence here), so he could hardty

have been unav¡are of the occurrence of subject in Witkins. At aII
events, the close link between the Essay and the Ç¡arr¡atiga is evident:

The first English grammarian who pays attention to sentence-
structure as such is Cooper in his Ç¡armatiqa lingnne angli-
canae... Cooper was rather fortunate in having good authorities
among his immediate predecessors, and besides Wallis it was
especially J. Wilkins (Essay 1-668, esp. 354-56 'On discourse')
on whom he could rely in guestions of semantics and sentence-
problems. rn this way Cooper introduces for the first tíme the
terms 'Subject', 'Predicate', 'Copu1a' into his slmtax; he
speaks of the position of the S and O ...

(Ft¡nke l-955: 93)

or:r result so far is that while the Partes as such have remained a

staple of granrnatical description from classical times, even though

theír number and nomenclature has been a natter of vehement dispute

(Michael's survey reveals 56 different systems up to 1800), the notion

of a countervailing syntactic system has been a relatively late de-

velopment. If ure accept Wilkins-cum-Cooper as the emergence of the

Subject-Predicate-Object concepts in theoretical English gra¡ûnar, Sây

Iater 17th century, there is still the question of the general recog-

nition of this approach in pedagogical grammar. According to Michael,

there was none:

The terms subject and object had long histories in logic and
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ied to grammar., Although suÞat the end of tne seventeenthlogical term r:ntil ,;il-il;;
(r,richael 1970 z 481 )The real test in fact is the contrast of subject and predicate ingrammar:

mars before 1800.

(rurichael 1970: 4g5 )Moreover' the opposition of parsing and analysis wt¡ich became a

;;ï, 
of school grammar in the later 19th century h,as previousry

Because the disti
utterance had nrnarians continue
marily the relati

ctses reE:iring
subject ana prãAi .a sentence even intor¡nknown. clause analysis ar"

(r,richael L970: 468_69)Yet by the 1900s theoreticar sl¡ntax as exemprified by onions, ÀdvancdEnglish syntax 1904 treats only of analysis in the rnodern sense, pars_ing not being nentioned: sentence construction is analysed into: suÞject, predicate, attributes and adjuncts. Ivlatriculation level primerssuch as Low & Briggs l¡Iatricr¡ration Engrish course (3rd ed. r.g0g; 1sted. IB9-?; Low,s trglish langnrage (l_st ed. LgBT) put the chapter on'Ànalysis of sentences, before that on ,parsingr: analysis means
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breaking up into component parts, viz. subject, predicate, object

(direct, indirect), adverbial adjunct etc., while Meiklejohn's popular

English tangnnge (l-886 , 25th ed. 1903) treats of analysis only.

Nesfield,s ltanual of English grannar c cqnsition (1898, 4th ed 1964',

mentions both aspects in the title to Part One ('Parsing & Analysis')

this may be a survival from the first edition because parsing does

not appear again at all r:ntil p. l-01 (4th ed), Chap. L2 'Syntax and

parsing', with a parsing chart. All in aII, there is a clear shift

from concern with parts of speech to parts of the sentence at some

time in the 1-9th century. It is uncertain when the shift of emphasis

occurred in the English-speaking world. It is signíficant that as late

as the l-870s John Earle (ltre philology of the English tongnre, 1871)

can decfare: 'The chief result of grarmnar, the exponent of granunatical

analysis, is the doctrine of the Parts of Speech' (p. L76). Now Earle

was not irurune to the influence of the Continental granmarians' nor

was he resolutely opposed to any changes in the traditional termino-

loqf. For example, prepositions and conjunctions are discussed under

the Same heading, 'The link-word group' (cp. Beziehr¡gsreörter). Dis-

cussing the 'Verbal group' he notes the concept of tense or time is

reflected in eristotle's definition of the verb as also in the C'erman

Zeitwort; others again take action to be the nain idea - thus Evnl-d's

Tatnort is mentioned:

But in these expressions the essential is obscured by that
which is more conspicuous. Madvig, in his Latin Granunar, seems
to me to put it in the right 1i9ht. He desigrnates the verb as
UDSAG{SORD, that is, 'Outsayings-word'; because it 'udsiger om

en person eller ting en tilstEnd eller en virksomhed, 'outsays
(=pronounces, asserts, delivers) about a person or thing a con-
ditíon or action. It is the instrument bry wttich the nind
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expresses its judgements, or (in modern parlance) makes its
deliverances.

(Earle LBTL¿ 225)

Earle might have noted also that 'udsige, apart from 'statef or

'utter' can mean 'to predicate'. (Thus udsagnsord, verb, word of

predication; udsagnsled, - glossed 'sentence verb' in v a B, unhelp-

fully perhaps for the reader not conversant with the Glieder/ ¡'5¡¿,

terminology, i.e. member of predication, predicate ( restricted

sense), predicator.) Yet whil-e going so far as to quote Madvig in

Danish to bring out the erement of affirmation in the word, it is

surprising that hre find no hint of analysis in Earle's syntax. He

starts promisingly by observing that though the study of syntax may be

approached from the parts of speech with syntax being built up on that

basis, the better approach is to start with the sentence and work

downward:

Slmtax will accordingly mean the resolution of the sentence
into its component parts, with a view of tracíng by wtrat
contrivances it is made to produce a continuous and consistent
signification.

(Earle 1871: 460)

For Earle there are three kinds of syntax: flat, flexional and phras-

al. 'FIat' refers to 'coll-ocation, or the relative position of words',

whire frexional is described as that ,where the ñ¡nctions of the ær
bers of the sentence are shewn by modifications in the forns of words,

(my emphasis), and the third 'where the same relations are expressed

by symbolic words' (i.e. particles as against Earle,s 'presentive' or

full/exicar words; p. 461). Despite the use of ,function, and 'meÍÞ-

bers of the sentence', analysis is.still into ¡nrtes, not nrenrh¡¿3

The analytical action of slmtax resorves the sentence not mere-
ly into words, but into parts of speech. the knowledge of words
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as parts of speech is the sum total of the doctrine of syntax-
And it happens guite naturally that many of the details wttich
are ordinarily comprised under the head of syntax have already
been disposed of in the foregoing chapters on the parts of
speech.

(Earle 1-871: 461 )

Small wonder, then, that the chapter on syntax in this tradition was

often the shortest in the book, as indeed it was at the high water¡nark

of American descriptive lingristics (Bloch & Trager L942¡ Z. Harris,

L952 etc. ). Now while f believe that the Germanic nomenclature and

the continental tradition of emphatically contrasting ¡nrtes ç renbra

(at least as early as K.F. Becker, Deutsche Gramatik L827, 4th ed

l-844) constitutes the essential background for Jespersen's emphatic

contrast of ranks (members primary, secondary and tertiary) with

word-classes, and of Brøndal's basic distinction of me¡nbra vs partes

as an essential element in the distinction between syntax and morpho-

Ioqf, I do not claim that this tradition was dominant. Neo-gralrunarians

generally until Delbrück devoted space to Iautlehre - Forænlehre -
Satzlehre in something like 5:3:1- proportions, if as mrch. Evidently,

íf syntax = 'analysis into parts of speech' it is hardly worth its

place in the 'Division of Grarunar' - and Brøndal's book would not have

been worth writing. Hence the vehemence of Ries ('Itlischslmtax') and

also Brøndal's supportive remarks in ¡'t c S.

At this point we may recall the concept of renbrrn (glossed in

C,eorges' Iateinisch-deutsches llandrnirterbr¡ch LB4.- , 5th ed L862, 'Ein

Glied des tierischen Körpers' etc. 'insbesondere, in der Rede, ein

Glied, Satzglied') in Classica1 usage. We have seen that, isolated and

debatable instances apart, the coñôept of slmtactic members is a rela-

tively late one. The rhetorical use of menbnm (from Greek kolon)
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avantage de cette théorie est celui d,insister ... sur la

différence entre nots et termes, ce gui est un progrès décisif
vis-à-vis de la grarrnaire traditionelle' (t966:166). (German scholars

had littre need to write in other languages, at least in the lgth and

early 20th centuries; Swedes traditionally used German wtren choosing

an international medium though there is a general Scandinavian ten-

dency toward English for this purpose nowadays. )

lr7hy, lastry, this concern about'mere' terminorog¡¡? r have tried to
show in the discussion of Germanic linguistic terminoloE¡ that the

native system is by no means simply a stylistic alternative to the

Latin and that terms originally felt to be sirnply equivalent wtren in-
troduced have been subsequently seized upon as arg'urnents in themselves

for this or that view (especially by Ries). An additional advantage of

the Germanic system is that the original stem under discussion (German

Glied, Danish led etc. ) permits a regrular lexical development not pos-

sible in English: thus Gried; satzgried; Griedsatz (Teirsatz); glie-
dern (to articurate, to structure); gegtiedert (articurated ... );
Gliedenrng (articulation (of sentences, not sounds), loosely: arrange-

ment); zergliederung (analysis). we noted above that the English trans-

Iators/adapters of Paul's Prinzipien rendered Satzglieder as sentence

rembers; yet Chapter 16 of this outstanding work, 'Verschiebung der

slmtaktischen Glieden:ng', became 'DispJ-acement of the syntactical dis-

tribution' (the topic is rank-shifting in Jespersen's sense, but from

the psychological standpoint, and constitutes a remarkable anticipa-

tion of the notion of hierarchical.,subordination of sentence members).

English knows renber as a noun, but not as a verb in current use.
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Ìlembered has not been exploited in linguistics so far as I know. Dis-

nenbernent covers part of the semantic range of Zergliederung ('m¡ti-

Iation'; but hardly rdissection'; and certainly not 'analysisr ).

Furthermore, 'articulation' has in linguistics, though not in technol-

ogy (articulated locomotive etc., but cp. Dan. Iædbr¡s for 'articulated

bus') resisted figrurative application beyond phonetics; this sense is

ancient (vox artictüata; cp. Diomedes' 'Dictio est vox articrrlata cum

aliqua significatione ... ' (Michael l-970: 45) ) and Artikr¡lation is a

conspicuous survivor of the sea-change to native terminolog¡¡: Viêtor's

little classic Kleine Phonetik 1884, 3rd ed. 1903, uses the native

terms where possible (e.9. index: 'Spiranten = [see] Reibelaute'), but

apart from iVtikulation, -sbasis, -sdauer, etc. we find lt¡ndartikula-

tion, Zurìgenartikulation, hybrid native-Latin forms. This has left the

lilortfeld open to clied and derivatives for deployment in syntax, where

English has for historical reasons been unable to exploit the differ-

ence, while the Romance langruages have by definition no difference to

exploit. Hence, too, artikulationslære in 11 c S as against ordlære,

sætningslære and so on.
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have seen in our discussion of the grammatical tradition in Northern

Europe. The importance of this deveropment is werl put by Apresjan at
the end of the introductory chapter 'The emergence of structural
linguistics' in his Principles e nethods of conteq>orary structural
Iinguistics (1973):

The empiricism of traditional granmar also shows in its concen-tration on the study of pARTrct]LAR rather than general proper_ties. The generar properties of entities such as, sayi wäras,phrases or sentences are usually not considered ny tråáiiionalgrammaria From this point of view, some of Jesiersenrs no-tions are quite significant, and especially his thäory or-"yr,_tactic ranks and tlpes of slmtacÈic com¡ination ..1 units insentences \¡¡ere classified by Jespersen as beì_onging to one ofthree ranks, _distinguished on a itnctional (syr,Éacõic) basis.rn conventional terms, his primary units were sùbiects and oFjects, his secondary units weie predicates aña attribr¡tivemodifiers, and his tertiary units were adverbiars of various
kinds

(Apresjan t9732 3Zl

Thus the ranks are rnenbers not rcrd-classes. Wtrile he conceded that
primaries freguently correspond to (noun) substantives, secondaries to
adjectives or verbs (cp. the pararrerism of the celebrated exampre:

The dog barks furiousry A furiously barking dog

I II III III II I ),
and tertiaries to adverbs, Jespersen hras insistent that ranks and word-

classes hrere not identicar. He returns to this again and again: in
AnalYtic slmtax (l-937) he refers to the fact that the two series 'to
some extent, but only to some extent, run parallel', and sets out two

columns A. Word

etc. ):

classes (Substantives etc.), B. Ranks (primaries,

The chief, and extremery important, distinction between the twoseries is this, that in A we.fleat with isolated words in theirdictionary or lexicar varue, whire in B we deal not only wi-n
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words, but also with combinations of words (Wortgefüge) and we
take both of these as they appear in connected speech ... fn
Saussurean phrase \Áre may say that A bel-ongs to la langue, and B
to Ia ¡nrole.

(Jespersen 1937: 1l-9 )

This is the view of Brøndal (system and rhythm) and Gardiner (langruage

and speech) guoted above. Sørensen remarked of Brøndal's view (essen-

tia1J-y the same as Jespersen's in this respect) 'Saussure would hardly

have agreed' (Sørensen l-958: 86) - but then Saussure, although the

first to state the associative/slmtagmatic dichotomy ('paradigmatic'

hras Hjelmslev's 1936 suggestion for 'associative'), had very little to

say about slmtactic structures, assigrning the sentence to parole, and

while for Saussure there is a 'Iingruistigue de Ia parole', it does not

figrure prominently in his system. Brøndal allows the contrast of

'system' (langue) and 'rhythm' (¡nrole), but makes both aspects

objects of linguistic study. It is worth noting here that Jespersen

refers explicitly to Ries' expression Wortgefüge: in his ehiloso¡ùty of

grarnar he had described Ries' Was ist Slzntax? as one of 'the two best

thought-out attempts at establishing a consistent system of arrange-

ment of granunatical fact' (p. 89) - the other being Noreen's Vårt

språk. We have seen above Ries' insistence on the series l¿ut - $Iort -

- Wortgefüge. In turn, the three systems of syntax presented by Brøn-

daI in the preliminary version of the introductory section of M & S,

ví2. the L930 paper SLG, were those of Ries, Noreen and Jespersen.

The continuity of terminology and ideas here is significant. Through-

out the 19th century linguistics was virtually a C'ermanic, indeed

German, preserve (Spraclnrissenschaf.t), and a characteristic, and large-

Iy successful, German approach to scientific problems was to attack
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from all sides until individual solutions might be encompassed, as it
were' into some vast conceptual Realenzyklo¡råidie, with the interrela-
tions of all scholarly disciplines spelled out. Doubtless this Drang

nach systenatisierung could be taken to unprofitable excess - one

thinks of the phirosophicar 'systems' of schelring and Lotze, nor

example but the very real achievements of the German world in the
period up to the First v{orld war in lingruistics as elsewhere would be

hard to overestimate. while Ries is the onJ.y German among the group

of linguists just mentioned, it is interesting to recall how scathing
sweet l^¡as on the condition of lingruistic studies in Britain in his
time; he had to go to Leipzig to learn the state of the art. rn turn,
Jespersen studied with sweet at oxford this apparentry from a

personal preference as weII as in tribute to sweet's eminence in
phonetic studies, as a certain animus against the Ger¡nan language and

German academic life appears now. and again in Jespersenrs works.

Nevertheress, Jespersen and his ferrow scandinavian, Noreen, were

dependent on the achievements of German linguistics, even when

rebuttingr sâyr the more extreme and dogrrnatic views of the

Neogranunarians. rndeed, sweet, Ries, Noreen and Jespersen are

important figrures in the transition from the 'atomism, of the Neo-

gramnarian era to the emergence of a Eì:ropean structural tingristics
no ronger dominated by German thinkers. Apresjan brings out this
transitionar aspect of Jespersen's slmtactic theory wtren he notes

that, in addition to the notion of rank:

The same concern for generarity and simpricity also character_izes Jespersen's theory of the two kÍndä or syntactic combina-tion: JIJNcrroN a crose attributive link-... and ¡un<r¡i _ u
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free predicative or semipredicative 1ink...(thus) 1. l,angruagepossesses means to convert a nexus combination into a iunctiõnwith no change in the rank structure of the sentence óf. "thedog (r) barks (It) furiously (rlr): 'a furiously (III)(r)' phrases and sentences are thus viewãd as equivarent(in a certain sense). Z. The two kinds of combination óccur notonly between the erements of phrases ... but also between theerements of compo'nd words. The morphemes of creverness andarrival are combined by nexus, añd these nouns thereforefunction as substitutes for whole sentences... Thus, on the ba_sis of his theory of syntactic ranks and kinds of syntactic
combínation ... Jespersen tried to capture the fundamen'tal sinpilarity in the structure of words, phrases and sentences wt¡ich
was later to become one of the cornerstones of the transforma-tional theory of langruage.

(Apresjan L9132 32_33)

Some proponents of TGG (viz. Ratz L972, Chomsky tg77) have indeed made

claims on Jespersen as a precursor of their theories; f have argrued

elsewhere (Hallon Lg8L) against this precisely on the grounds that
Jespersen's analysis, especially in Analytic slzntax, is functional,
member-based throughout, whereas ICC develops inunediate constituent

analysis and phrase structure gram¡nar in a way (so it is craÍmed) that
accounts for the problems of the Distributionalist model (discontinu-

ous constituents, structural arnbiguities, and so on), all the wtrile

staying with word-class based teminorogy (¡rp a vp etc. ): cp. Grinz,s

criticism:

sowie er (chomsky) nun nåimlich daran geht, seine Regeln aufzu-stelIen, bedient er sich schon einer ñicrrt geringen zahr gram-
matischer Begriffe, die er nicht aLs solche nach eig"rren ú"r-fahren gewonnen hat, sondern die er teils aus der añgegrif-
_fgnen deskriptiven Lingnristik, teils auch einfach auã áer her-körunlichen Granunatik entnimmt. so arbeitet er mit 'noun, nounphrase...' usw.

(G1inz L9672 96-97).

It is

sible )

Bugarksi

not my intention here to discuss TGG, in its (infinitery exten-

Standard

( 197s )

Theory form or any other - in any case, f agree with

and others that rcG is just another version of struc-
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tural lingnristics, valuable and insightful in many respects (wtren

shorn of the metaphysics), but not quite so revolutionary as has often

been claimed.

In the i-970s the dissatisfaction with TcG as the dominant model grev¡i

to the cogent protests of lingruists like Hockett, Householder and

Bollinger, to name just some Americans of the older structuralísm (and

passing by for the moment the sustained criticism during the period of

nany European linguists like Haas and Matthews) were added those of

lapsed converts like Derwing who had formerly recited the litany of

Observational, Descriptive & Explanatory adequacy etc. with due rever-

ence. Johnson's Torrard a theory of relationally-based gramar (1976)

opens with specific reference to Jespersen's Philoso¡ùryr of grarrmar and

Ànalytic slznta:<:

The basic aim of this work is to investigate the role that
granunatical relations should play in lingruistic theory. In tra-
ditional gramnar, granmatical "relations played a central role
(see. e.g., Jespersen 1965 tL924 Pcl, L969 [=1937 ASI). During
the reigrn of the structuralists, on the other hand, grarunatical
relations hrere ig,nored, being tainted with their association
with meaning. The transfornationalists have, in general, eon-
sidered granunatical relations to be rather peripheral (at least
to slmtax) ... the 'standard' view concerning the relationship
of grarunatical relations to the FORIvIULATION of granunatical
rules is that they are irrelevant.

(Johnson 1976: 1)

Johnson goes on to point out that there had been a gror,ving avrareness

in the lingruistic comrm:nity that such relations are inportant and

cites a number of unpublished references ('underground' Iectures, seni-

nars and so on) from lingruists like Postal, Perlmrtter, Keenan, and

Conrie. Later he says his work

attempts to justify. incorporating granunatical relations as
primitives into lingristic theory and to motivate the develo¡:-
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ment of a relationally-based theory, that is, a theory of granr
nar in which a significant number of rules and constraints are
based directly on the notion of grammatical relations such as
'subject-of ' and'direct-object-of ' .

(Johnson L976: 4)

Similar views v¡ere expressed by Dik (Functional granmar L978). Thus

the view that members of sentences are a different kind of unit from

word-classes, a kind essential to any description of slmtax, a view

propagated in English by Jespersen, developed within the Germanic tra-

dition, and supported vigorously by Brøndal throughout M & S, has come

to the fore again in current slmtactic theory. There have been recent

suggestions that any and all attempts to capture the facts of language

by any kind of guasi-algebraic method are doomed to failure on the

grounds of 'Ttre vastness of natural langruage' (Langendoen and postal

1984), ot because language is an 'epiphenomenon' which cannot be an

object of study in the sense that the natural and other sciences have

objects of study (Moore & Carling L9B2); such considerations, however,

take us past our present concern, nenbra and ¡nrtes. Before leaving

the American linguistic scene, however, I should like to make a few

remarks on 'immediate constítuent analysis'.

The technique of analysing sentences into irunediate constituents and

words into ultimate constitutents was described by Bloomfield:

Any English-speaking person who concerns himself with this
matter, is sure to telI us that the imediate constituents of
Poor John r¿ìn away are the two forms Poor John and ran awry;
that each of these is, in turn, a complex form; that the
inunediate constitutents of ran awEry are ran, a morpheme, and
away, a conplex form, whose constituents are the morphemes a-
and my; and that the constituents of poor John are the
morphemes poor and John. OnIy in this way will a proper
analysis (that is, one which takes account of the meanings)
lead to the ultimately constituent morphemes.

(Bloomfield 1933: 161)
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The first cut here is made between subject and predicate, and in the

example the elements of the predicate are closely linked in the form

of a phrasal verb. The subjecL/predicate division in logic goes back,

of course, to Aristotle, and on the face of it would seem a natural

enough procedure in sentence analysis. Yet as developed by

Bloomfield, r.C. analysis may be a relatively modern phenomenon:

Many lingruists have the impression, r think, that constituent
structure (by which I shall mean here 'constituent structure
above the word' ... ) is part of our long granunatÍcal tradition,
but this is not so. For example, it was not recogrnized by
Panini ..., nor by Thomas of Erfurt and the other fourteenth-
century modistae ... In fact, according to [W.K. ] Percival L976
['On the historical source of immediate constituent analysis'
in J.D. McCawley (ed. ) Notes from the lingruistic turdergrormd.
London: Academic Pr. I it is possible to date its birth Erite
precisely: it \^Ias invented by the psychologist l{r¡ndt in the
Iast decades of the nineteenth century, and borrowed from him
by Leonard Bloomfield, who introduced it into American lin-
guistics. So the grainmatical tradition actually provides rnore
support for dependency theory than its does for constituent
structure.

(Hudson 1.9842 94]-

We have already noted that Høysgaard's l8th century view of the verb

as hovedord, headword, finds new life in dependency gramnar wtrere the

analysis is not binary. rndeed, Matthews has pointed out that once

the morpheme is taken to be the ultinate constituent as agaínst the

word, both Item-and-Arrangement models like Bloomfieldian Decriptive

lingruistics and ltem-and-Process models (e.9. TGG, Systemic linguis-

tics) have no need to insist on the autonomy of morpholoEf.

Moreover, in the tagrmemic tradition the notion of 'string constitu-

ents' (a term apparently coined by Longacre 1960, related to Pike's

'serial expansion' dating from L95a) is devetoped as an alternative to
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continued binary analysis: El-son and Pickett discuss the sentence 'The

old man walked to town' and show the usual IC diagrarn with horizontal

lines and vertical cuts of varying depth:

As the first cut, the subject the old man and the traditional
predicate $ralked alone to tcmm are the two ICs of the sentence

Ithen the usual further binary analysis]. Such IC analysis
and the tagrmemic approach have in corrrnon the recognition of
hierarchical structuring, and the resultant description of a
given langruage will be similar at some points. However, in be-
ginning tagrmemic analysis we do not look for dichotomous cuts
( freEtently the choice between two possible cuts is arbitrary
... ), but for meaningful groupings at any given level... To
distingrish these strings from the predominatly binary cuts of
IC analysis, we wiJ-l use the term string constitutents ... For
the sentence above the following string of tagrmemes would
be recogrnized: subject, predicate (the verb only), nanner and
Iocation.

(Elson and Pickett 19642 6I-621

(Presumably, Pike's tagmeme derives from'syntagma'). Thus the granr

matical function of the tagrmeme (its 'slot') is in fact realÍzed by

sentence members, S-P-O etc. (Elson and Pickett 1964: 57). Thus at

Ieast one major American structuralist school paid attention to s1m-

tactic function during the period when it was, as Johnson suggests,

generally ignored: of course, Pike has always had the strength of mind

to argue against 'classical' American Structuralist dogmas such as 'no

mixing of levels' (cp. Pike 11947 I l-973 on 'Granmnatical prereguisites

to phonemic analysis' ) .

To end this brief review of current positions on the guestion of

nembra and ¡nrtes, I should like to consider the neo-Firthian tradi-

tion, based on Firth's ovn views and elaborated in the analysis of a

number of non Indo-European langmages by his colleagues at The School

of Oriental and African Studies (S.O.A.S.), London University, where

Firth held the first British chair in Ling:istics from 1944. Halliday
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(who, together with Harry Simon, \^¡as a service instructor in Chinese

at S.O.A.S. in the 1940s) in an important paper 'Categories of the

theory of grammar' (l-961), observed the following:

In description, structures are stated as l-inear arrangements of
s1nnbols, each symbol (occurrence) standing for one place and
each different syrnbol (item) standíng for one element ... In a
few cases traditional names exist which can usefully serve as
nanes for elements of structure, with the initial letter as the
descriptive slmbol. In the statement of English clause
structure, for example, four el-ements are needed, for wtrich the
widely accepted terms'subject' r'predicator' r'complement',
and 'adjunct' are appropriate. These yield four distinct s1m-
bols, so that S, P, C, A would be the inventory of elements of
English clause structure.

(HaIIíday 1961: 256-57 I

Halliday notes at this point that these terms are used by Hill in his

Introduction to linguistíc structures (1958), adding 'the

"definitions" of these terms ... are of course different, since the

theory differs from Hill's '(loc.cit.) (The reference to Hill's work

is not a random example: Halliday later catalogrues the 'seven sins, on

the Bloomfieldian method (roughly, the 'item and arrangement' nodel) -
and notes that Ling.ristic structures is (a) 'probably the best conpre-

hensive account of English grammar yet pubtished' and (b) 'an example

of the IBloomfieldianl method here referred to' (Halliday 1961: 280).

The only term in any way unusual in Halliday's list is predicator.

This term is absent from most standard dictionaries; wtrere it is

Iisted (S.O.D., Webster's 3rd) it bears the sense 'preaching friart i I

cannot find it in, for example, the standard textbooks of Bloomfield,

Hockett or G1eason. It remains a term in Systemic lingruistics

(Sinclair L972¡ Berry L975-77 ) and has been used by eritish lingruists

not (or no longer) directly associated with the Systemíc school
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(Strang 1-968; Ivlatthews, 1981; Leech et aI. I9B2; Huddleston 19B4 (in a

work describing itself as 'broadly structural, but belonging to no

school- such as Generative, Systemic, Functional etc.r), and is of

prime interest in the nenbrar/partes contrast.

One of Funke's main objections to Jespersen's S V O slmbotization in

Anatytic sltntax was that V (Verb) \Â¡as a word or form class and as such

was out of place in functional description:

[À.S. ] stellt den Versuch dar, eine Art syntaktischer elgebra
zu geben, welche durch Zeichensymbole ... S V O ... die syntak-
tische Fr:nktion kennzeichnen soll. Wir fragen uns: was soII
also algebraisch ausgedrückt werden? die Funktion der Sprach-
elemente oder ihre Form? T¡Ienn ein Satz wie I see hin mit S V O
slmbolisiert wird, so ist meines Erachtens sogleich die Misch-
ung von Bedeutung und Form ersichtlich; S and O sind F\:nktions-
zeichen, V ein Formzeichen, da das 'Verbum' an sich eine Wort-
klasse, aber keine eindeutige Bedeutingskategorie repräsen-
tiert. Konsequent funktionell müsSte man den Satz mit S p (prä-
dikat) O symboLisieren.

(Funke 1965: l-31)

It is difficult to imagine that this had never occured to Jespersen;

in EEG 10.1 - 'Predicate,, he says that in 'the dog barks' ,the dog'

is subject and 'barks' predicate', and '... barked furiously at the

butcherr is likewise the predicate (Jespersen 19332 97l,, goes on to

discuss object (boldface in original) but then symbolizes S-V-O.

Obviously 'predicate' refers only to the verb if we have a structure

as simple as 'the dog barks', but there can also be ambiguity: 'The

term I'predicate" is sonetimes restricted to the VERBAL part(s) of the

statement' (Zandvoort 19752 196). Perhaps Jespersen felt he had coined

enough new terms without trying to disambiguate 'p'. At aII events,

the unambiguous predicator has become an accepted term wt¡ich also

allows predicate to be used v¡here necessary in its broader sense.
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Strang notes of predicator (P) that

Like S and C [complement], it can take more complex forms,
though its range of possibilities is more limited, and the tie
between P and the form-c1ass verb as its realization is uniE-re-
Iy close.

(Strang 1968: 76)

This 'uniguely cfose tie' would explain v/hy Quirk et aI. L972, a

traditional yet thoroughly linguistically a$/are work, retains V in the

S-V-O-C-A analysis. This suggests the (purely hlpothetical) possibil-

ity of contrasting at least the major word-classes on the paradigrmatic

axis with the elements of the syntagrmatic axis thus

N
pro

SVOCA
Adj
Adv

with V simply being defined as a unit of uniquely dual nature, formal

and functional. (Cp. Dinneen's figure showing a similar meshing of two

axes with the words 'system' (horizontal axis) and 'structure' (ver-

tical) as an illustration of Firth's concepts - Dinneen 1967:305).

Such, however, would be a very pragmatic approach and guite unaccept-

able to proponents of the Germanic tradition which opposes any con-

fusion of renbra and ¡nrtes. In this particular instance Brøndal pre-

fers verb to 'vort narm udsagnsord' because although the latter is

better than the older hovedord or livord, it odes not cover the infini-

tive or the gerund (OKL 17), whereas in !I & S he offers the native al-

ternative, 'prædikat eller udsagnsled (t4 & S 52.L). However, udsagrns-

ord (predication word', i.e. verb; cp. Earle above) and usagnsled (pre-

dication member' i.e. predicate.in the restricted sense, predicator)

are both standard Danish grarunatical terms and illustrate how the Ger-
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manic system of gramrnatical nomenclature can be used to bring out

certain points (such as the ,uniguely close tie' of V and p) in a

manner scarcely possible in nnglish other than by resort to paraphrase.

such then, is the background to grøndal on morphology and syntax. The

foregoing consideration of the Germanic tradition of a dual system of

granmaticar terminology in general, and the insistence on the

distinction of ¡nrtes and nenbra in particular should now enable the

reader to appreciate the nain thrust of the translation of ltorfologí

og sltntax which follows.
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INTRODUCTION: THT SYSTEM OF GRAMMAR

1. In every field of know'ledge we find two closely interrelated

tendenc'ies; the one leads to ever more basic aspects, the other to a

system of ever greater completeness and harmony. The same hoìds for

linguìstics. In the ìong run we are not satisfied with a mene descrip-

tion of the imrpdiateìy obvious characteristics of the phenomena (the

practical aspect), nor again with menely estabìishing thein distn'ibu-

tion ìn space, time and society (tne nistoricaì aspect), rather we seek

at the same t'ime and to an increasing degree to subord'inate everything

to abstract laws (the t¡reoretical aspect). 0n the other hand we pose-

with ever renewed 'interest the quest jon of the rel at'ion of the various

aspects of ìanguage and thence to the system of grammar. It is this

I ast quest'ion which js to be put once again 'in the present work and for

which a new solutjon wilì be proposed'in what follows.

2. The top'ics which ìn practice - whether a practìcaì, historical

or theoret'ical point of view'is taken as the bas'is or not - have a'lways

been treated in every ki nd of 'l inguistics and which every grammar

ìaying any cìaim to compìeteness must treat, are the folìowing:Jr

#I

#2

Sounds and thei r systems:"- earl 'ier orthographia, ì ater ortho-

phoni a; modern ' phonoì ogy' . -x-

Syllabìeti and accent: earlier prosodial now phonetìcs or study

of art i cul at i on :t

l{ords and the'i r systems : I exi cography ( pract'ical ) ; synonymi cs 
-r"

#3
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or synonymy (theoreticaì, since the work of Abbé GIRARD).rr

#4 use of rords: the 'rhetoric' of antiquity; modern ,study of
meanìng' (semasiorogy or semantics) and styì istics.

#5 word cìasses or parts of speech: partes orationis: genera.l

mo rphoì og.y.

Infì exi on ( i ncì ud ing case) and deri vation ( incl uding
#6

com-

pounds ):

I ogy.

etymologia, anaìogia or accidentia;"r speciaì morpho_

20

#7 The sentence and its members: anaìysis; generaì syntax.

#8 Government (aìso: regimen, rection) and concold (arso: agree-

ment, congruence) : special syntax.

3' Follow'ing Priscian, the most originaì of the Roman grammarians,

the foììowing system was estabìished in the Middle Ages (see THUR0T,

JELLINEK):

I 0rthographia (about the rittera, ìetter, hence the study of
sound systems: #l ) .

II Prosodia (about the syìlaba, syl ìable, hence the study of
articuìation or phonation: #Z).

III Etymoìogia (about the dictio, word, hence the study of words:

#3 - #6).

IV syntaxis (about the oratio, speech, hence the study of sen_

tences, syntax: #l - #g).

3.5

IO
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From thi s the system was eventua'l ly devel oped which

variations - is now in general use:

wi th

3.t5

20

25

l+.5

I Phonetics (tne study of speech sounds, that is, of both their

systems and their articulatÍon: #I - #21.

II tlorphology (tne study of 'linguistic forms, by which is most

frequently meant the outer forms on'ly; basica'l'ly, it amounts

to the study of inflexÍons, thus only a part of #6, and that

from a purely practica'l or phonetic standpoint).

III Syntax (tne study of the meaning and functÍon of linguistÍc

forms, thus both essential parts of #5 - #6 and the entire

groups #7 - #8).

To these are added in the more thoroughgoing expositions (in

the work of NYROP, for exampìe):

IV The study of word-formation (partly about spontaneous forma-

tions, partly derivation and composition, hence inter alia

parts of #6) and

V The study of meaning (semasiology or semantics, usual'ly only of

semantic shifts and variation, hence essentia'lly = X4¡.

4. A number of modern'linguists have been dissatisfÍed with thÍs

and have therefore established their own systems. For example:

BEHAGELIç(1887) Cf. DAUZAT (1906), TLISC RICHTER (1909):

I Lautlehre (= #t - #21.

II Bedeutungslehre (= #3 - #8).

1. Semasiologie (= #4),

2. Synon¡mik (= #3).
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l ast]y, sentences (#7 - #9, which are then assigned to the provÍnce

of logic). However, al1 these elements are indissolubly Ínterlinked
and their treatment constitutes necessary chapters in any grammar

claiming to be a theory or study of .language.

There is next a weakness in most systems in that unlíke things
are joined and like things are separated. Thus, for example, the

study of sound systems (#1) ís most frequently united with the study

of sound formation (articu]ation) (#2): thÍs in BEHAGEL under the

heading Lautlehre, in N0REEN under phonology. In many works the

concept syntax unítes the study of word classes (#5) and the study of
the meani ng of i nfl exional forms (#61 wi th the study of
Í ntrasententíal rel atÍons ( syntactÍc rel atÍons I Hl _ #g); JOHN

RIES' protest (1894) against such ,l,lischsyntax, has stiìl not had

enough effect.

conversely, we fínd everywhere things separated whÍch should be

joined. case (and diathesis or voice) thus belongs close to the

study of word classes (#3: e.g. genitive and adjective), not to
special inflexional morphology (#6, the categories of which - tense,

mood, etc. - are of an entirely different kind). And compounds

belong - as ís recognÍzed by many (JAC0BI, cf. LEUMANN) - to
syntactic formatÍons (#7), not to derivation (#6) whÍch is related to
inflexion).

0f even greater significance is the fact that the concepts whÍch

have been made the basis for crassificatÍon have generaily been

Ínadequate. There has been an attempt, for example, to make a basic

di stinction between inner and outer* or between psychicar and

physÌcaì. Thus BEHAGEL (and DAUZAT) establish the studÍes of sound

20

30
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and meaning as the sole main dÍvisions Iof.linguistÍcs]; and N0REEN

lÍkewÍse distinguíshes substance (the subject matter of phonology)

from meanÍng (- semology) and form (- morphology). However, as pAUL

VALERY correctly observed (in hís essay on Edgar Allen poe), we

,.40 cannot in actual fact make a distinctíon between the

the material. JESPERSEN had Índeed assumed a close

spiritual and

synthesis of

45

50

55

inner and outer in language and proposes sÍmply - by a shÍft of
viewpoínt - to proceed now from outer to inner (,morphology,), not.¿

from Ínner to outer ('syntax'). l.lith curÍous inconsistency the author
of The Philosophy of Gramtar then assumes after all the possibilÍty
of taking into consideration the pure]y Ínner aspect ('symbolology,)

- to which there ought reaìly correspond the possibÍlity of taking
the pureìy outer aspect into consideration (phonetics? _ but here

indeed, and accordÍng to JESPERSEN himself, meaning, the Ínner
aspect, does play a role).

In language we must consistent'ly maintaÍn the assumption of an

invíolable synthesis of inner and outer; a lÍnguistic study of an

i nner aspect wi thout an outer one woul d then be equal ìy as

unjustified as a study of an outer without an inner aspect, and these

two aspects' one of which makes manifest the relation of the outer to
the i nner, the other, that of the í nner to the outer, must

necessarily coincide and yield identical results.

6. This crÍtÍcÍsm - which has already been ouilined in the
Jespersen FestschrÍft (1930) - cannot however obstruct, but rather
serves to emphasi ze, certai n natural affinities between the
grammati ca'l di sci pl i nes :
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6.5 a. The study of sound systems or phono'logy (#1) is closely

related to (thouglr definite'ly distinct from) tne study of sound

formation (articulation) or phonetics #?). They can be ioined to

form the study of sounds or 'phonics' (#L - #21.

b. The study of word systems or synonymics (#4) is likewise

dÍfferent from yet clear'ly analogous to the study of usage or

semantics (#3). These studies constitute the study of tords or

Iexicology (#3-#41.

c. The study of word classes, which can be designated as general

morphology (#5), stands furthermore in close relatíon to the study of

Ínflexion and derivation (exc'luding compounding), which can be called

specia'l morphoìogy (#6). Taken together, they can be said to consti-

tute the study of form or morphology ín the broadest sense (#5 - #6).

d. The study of sentences and theír members, or genera'l syntax

(#71 and the study of government and concord (#8) , are, f i na] 'ly,

c'learìy reìated: thus the study of sentences or syntax in a broad

sense (#7 - #81.

7. In the arrangement of these groups it has been usual to

proceed from the fact that the underìying concepts form a series:

sound - syllable - word - sentence, because it was assumed that the

sentence consi sted of words, the word of sy] I abl es and the syl I ab]e

of sounds. This ís already the case in ARISTOTLE and his conmentator

Ammonius, 'later in JAMES HARRIS (1750) and even now Ín modern times

in J. RIES.-x- The members in this series, however, are by no means

homogeneous, and the transitions from member to member are therefore

of a quite different nature. Sounds (#1) and words (#3, #5 - #6) in

10

I5

20

7¡5
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fact form systems which are pecu'l iar to a gíven ìanguage, whire
sy'l 1 abì e (#2) and sentence (#7) on the other hand are of another,

more universal and non-systematic kind.

It would seem ín consequence that phono.logy (: sound systems)

would have to be p]aced alongside morphology (: word systems and form
1s systems), while phonetics (: sylìable) on the other hand wouìd be

pìaced with syntax (: sentence), thus:

Phonol ogy (#1) : Morpho'togy (#3, #S - #61

Phonetics (#2): Syntax (#7 - #Bl.

Some imbalance is occasioned here by the study of meanÍng (#3

2 o #41 , whÍ ch, practÍ caì dÍ ffi cul tí es notwi thstandi ng, shoul d not be

excl uded f rom grarnmar (cp. SCHUCHARDT:* ,Es gi bt nur eÍ ne Grarmati k,

und die heisst Bedeutungslehre ...,). The imbalance can be removed,

however, if we distinguish synonymics (#3), whích is systematic (lÍke
phonoìogy and morpho'logy), from semantics (#4), which is of a more

2s general character ( I ike phonetics and syntax) . SemantÍcs, which

investigates the variant meanings of a word according to context and

sítuation, can in fact be easily seen to stand in close relation to

sentence ana'lysis (#l) and especiaìly to government and concord (#g).

The complete system of affinities may then be expressed in schematic
3 o form as fol I ows:

Phonology (#1): Morphotogy (#S - #6)

with SynonymÍcs (#3)

PhonetÍcs (#2): Syntax (#7 - #Bl

with Semantícs (#41.
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8. In order to define the reciprocal relationshÍp of these

subjects (tne analogÍes holdÍng between the two series as we'll as

those within the índividual series), two paÍrs of basic concepts are

evidently needed: a sÍngle pair (such as sound - meaning, outer

Ínner, substance - form) will not be sufficient.

As has a'l ready been emphasized, phonology and morphology are

systematic disciplines, phonetics and syntax non-systematic. This

contrast would appear then to stem from the dual node of linguistic

realizatíon: nob, as norm, now as speech, oF - to put it another way -

now as system, now as rhythm. While the norm or I ÍnguistÍc ,system Ís

socia'l and of a purely ídeal or formal nature, speech or linguÍstic

rhythm is índivÍdual and of a real or functional nature. This

distinction, which we owe to FERDINAND DE SAUSSURE (langue - parole)

and which recently /1932) has right'ly been strongly emphasized by the

English Egyptologist GARDINER*(language - speech [Eng]¡, is of such

fundamental si gní fÍ cance that í t must al so be cruci a'l for the

classÍficatíon of the branches of 'linguistics.

There is furthermore an important contrast between sounds (or

more general ly: symbo'l s) on the one hand - whether they occur

systematically and normatively and are studÍed ín phonology (#1) or

rhythmica'lly and functionally and are studÍed in phonetics WZI - and

'words' (in the broadest sense, cf. Àóyoq ) on the other - whether

they are dealt with, as system, in morphology (#3, #5-#6) or, as

rhythm, in syntax #4, #7-#8). This contrast - which is radicalìy

different from the distinctÍon between system and rhythm - derives

from the fact that I anguage i s constructed from two ki nds of

elements: expressions or oúußoÀo,, and thoughts or Àó'¡oi . The

IO
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syrbolic concepts, which are expressÍons of simple relations, appear

most clear]y (i.e. relatively most isolated) in the meaning of the

most abstract words; they are best studied in the synonymics of
prepositions and other partÍcles or of auxiliary verbs. The logical

concepts, converse'ly, are the elements formÍng the basÍs for the

generaì categories of thought; they make possib'le both the logical

systems which are constructed from the word c'lasses and also the

operations Ín which every kind of intellectual actÍvity consÍsts.

9. Now if we thus tentatívery distinguísh in part between two

forms of linguistic realizatíon, viz. system and rhythm, in part

between two kinds of elements, viz. symboìic and logícal, wê can

derÌve in consequence some system like the followÍng:

symbol ic I ogÍ cal

systemati c Phonol ogy (#1 )

Morphology (#5-#6)

+ Synonymics (#3)

PhonetÍcs (#2) Syntax (#7-#81

+ SemantÍcs (#4)

rhythmíc

while the symboìic disciplines are here defined unambiguously

phonology as systematic symbolics, phonetÍcs as rhythmíc symboìics

the 1ogica] di sci pl Í nes evi denily demand a more preci se

di fferenti ati on.

l,le di sti ngui shed above ($1 ) between general morphoì ogy or the

9.5
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' study of word classes (#5) and special morphology or the study of
Ínflexion and derÍvation (#6) and likewise between general syntax or

sentence analysi s (#7 ) and special syntax or the study of government

and concord (#8).

The general disciplines (#5 and #7) can nou, be defined as purely
'logical: the study of nembra (#7) is in fact analogous to the study

of partes (#5) ín the sense that only here can the most general

framework be established for speech and ,language, respectively.

converse'ly, the other subjects within morphology and syntax are

of a more specÌal and more miscel'laneous or derived character.
Synonymics (#3) actually presupposes the ìogical framework of the

study of word classes and adds to it its own more special (symbolíc)

definitions. Semantics (#4) in similar fashion builds upon sentence

analysis (subject, object, etc.) and with this as a basis studies the

semantic variations of syntactic constructÍons.

The study of meani ng ( i n systematic fonn, synonymics; Í n

rhythmic form, semantics) can thus be designated as being both

symboìíc and logical at the same time; synonymics forms a connectÍng

link between phonology and the study of word classes, and semantics

has in the same lvay a connexÍon partly with phonetics (t¡g the study

of stress or accentuatÍon), part'ly with sentence analysis.

We must now group around synonymics the subjects inflexion and

derivation (#6); for these subjects, iust like synonymics, study

systems (more general in the case of derivation, more special Ín that
of i nf I exion) of ínner form. l,le can I ikewi Se group around semantics

the study of government and concord (#g); for these syntactic
phenomena consist - just like the semantic phenomena - of dependency
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form, and the symbolic value which ís permanently attributed to the

individual sound as a result of its place Ín the system (- but it
does not study sy1 I ab1 e formati on , however, as S0MMERFELT has

supposed - ) .

#2 Phonetics, defined as the rhythmics of Ilinguistic] symbols,

conversely studies sounds only in relation.to their combination in

groups and sy'l 'l ab'l es and the reci procal rel ati ons of these

articulations and combinations; i.e. metrics and the study of stress,

assimilatíon and dÍssimilation.

#3 ilorphology, in a broad sense defíned as Logical Systematics,

considers exclusive'ly the inner form, categories and systems of words

- but not their combinatÍons.

#4 Syntax, in a broad sense defined as Logicaì Rhythmícs,

conversely studies precisely every possÍbìe combinatÍon of the

autonomous, non-phonic elements of language, i.e. compounds,

Isyntactic] members, sentences or clauses, períods (or compìex and

compound sentences) and all the reciprocal relationshÍps holding

between them.

The first two propositions - concernÍng phonÍcs or the study of

sounds - have been taken up for dÍscussion in an interesting way in

recent years by the PRAGUE SCHOOL, from whose works we may expect a

significant change of dÍrection Iin linguistics].

The latter two proposÍtions - concernÍng the mutual Índependence

of the two non-phoníc dÍsciplínes - have already been foreshadowed by

the founder of synon¡rmícs, Abbé GIRARD'* (1747 ) and shortly thereafter

by that most eminent Danish granmarian HøYSGAARD 07521; they have

in fact been put forward - in spite of unfortunate terminology - by
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0TT0 JESPERSEN, and now too by GARDINER. It is the task of the

present work to clarify and justífy what these writers have saíd in

this regard on a number of points.
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I. MORPHOLOGY

Die Form ist ein Geheimnis

den mei sten. G0ETHE

L2. If the proposítion concernÍng the autonomy of morphoìogy
(st1, #3) is correct, it foilows thence that no morphotogÍcar concept
may be defÍned syntacticalry, that is, on the basÍs of its position
in the sentence. The basic concepts of the morphorogicar or Ínner
form are the fol'lowing :

#1 rord; #2 yord class; #3 case (and diathesis); #4 inflexion;
#5 rord neaning.

13' It is so far from being the case that the autonomy of morphol-

ogy thus defíned has found recognition that, on the contrary, diamet-
rically opposite views are to a great extent assumed in genera'l
practice or even explicitly stated by promÍnent authorities among

1 3 . s theoreti cal 'l i ngui sts .*

fl Hord.* The very concept ,word,, which indeed formerly was a

basic concept for the whole of grarmar (even the sentence was defined
as being constructed of words, as mentíoned in 59), has gradually
been assÍgned a secondary role in the works of linguists and psychot-

l0 ogists as being ìogically derived and not, from the historicaì point
of view, an originaì e'lement in relation to the sentence. Thus A.

MEILLET maÍntains that a word is sÍmply defÍned by the totality of
the sentences in which it occurs or can occur; H. DELACR0IX denies

the ímmediate autonomy of words from a psychologÍcal point of view;
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and quite similar statements can be found in the works of foremost

ìinguists like SAYCE+?and JESPERSEN or in recent years in those of
+T

philosophers líke E. CASSIRER and JøRGEN JøRGENSEN.

#2 Hord Classes. 0n the basis of this view of the sentence as

the essential and orígina'l línguistic unít, the attempt has fre-

quently been made to define the genera'l categories of wordÉ, the so-

called word classes, according to their syntactic functions. This

view in fact underlies the classical term: partes orationis or parts

of speech; a position which has still been maintained in modern

times by a number of linguists. Thus F. KERN (1888) proposed to

classify words according to theír role in the sentence in the

fol 1 owi ng manner:

1. satzbildende llõrter: verbum finitum;

2. satzbesti¡mende: nomen, adverbium;

3. satz- und mrtverbindende: coniunctio;

4. ausserhalb des Satzes: interiectío.

Fol'lowing the same principle, E. HERMANN recently (1928) arrived

at a quite different system from this, one which is per se rather

pecul i ar:

1. Teilrort: wird (gelobt);

2. Einzelrort: Haus;

3. Gruppenrort: ir;
4. Sataort: nein.

#3 Case and diathesis. It is generally supposed, moreover, that

case (nominal forms like nomÍnative and accusatÍve) and similarly the

rel ated dÍ atheses ( verbal forms I i ke acti ve, passi ve and mi ddl e40
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frequent'ly elsewhere, adopts a classical notÍon - Ít is stated that
certain words, nameìy particles like and, rith, the, only have

meaning in the context in which they occur. l,lhere wê, as Ís
,80 customary Ín our grarlmatical tradition, draw the distÍnctÍon between

transÍtive verbs (with an object) and ÍntransÍtÍve (without), and

between ínterrogative and relative pronouns, the evident presumption

in both cases is that categorÍes of form can be syntactically defÍned.

The vÌews here outlined - for the most part quite widespread and

Bs undÍsputed - are cìosely related; they are all based on a certain
disposÍtÍon, not least prevalent in our own tíme, to consider sÍtua-
tion and context, in other words the concrete aspect, as the

essential realíty and therefore not the abstract elements whích under-

líe and alone make possÍble the gÍven situation. As thÍs empÍrÍcist

so attitude, as we mÍght call it, absolutely excludes the autonomy of
morphology presupposed in the present work, it may warrant a fresh

exami nati on.

L4. The definition of a rord.o If modern linguísts have had such

difficulty, as we have seen above (S13, #1), ín recognising the word

as an independent linguistic element and in consequence Ín defining
the very concept'word', this would seem then to rest on two circum-

stances (both of which, moreover, can be traced back to the dominance

of EmpÍricism).

#L. An outer, phonetic constant form has been required of a word;

suppletive stems líke the Latin fero - tuti - latun or the French

vais - aller - irai have thus - Ín spite of the írnmediate evidence -
failed to be acknowledged as constituting a single word.

5

10
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#2. Not onìy single free forms (forms complete in themselves ìike
Dani sh for [ ' for' ; ' fore-, ] and mand ['man' ], but al so common

combínations like for-mand ['fore-man,], i.e. the so-called com-

pounds, which are thus pìaced automatÌca'lly on the same footÍng as

,1s derívations and inflexional forms have been classed as words.

It míght, however, be possible - even necessary - to leave any

kind of phonetic or syntactic aspect out of consideration in the

defÍnitíon of the concept'word'. The word then becomes - as

GARDINER has recenily so apily expressed it - the unit Ín ,language,,

20 but not in speech. To put Ít differently, the word is then viewed as

an element in a system, not as a member in a ,rhythm,. It can be

defÍned as a general mrphological totality or unÍversal form, and

from this conceptual definÍtÍon Ít follows:

#L that phoneticalìy different 'stems' can constitute a síngle
2s word whose consistency is of a purely inner (ìogical and symbolÍc)

kind: French yô-, all-, ir-; and conversely, that phonetÍcal.ly

identÍcal 'stems' can constitute a number of words, the so-called

homonyms, which play a signifÍcant role in chinese, for example, and

also in European languages; French en I. from [Latin] in, II. from

3o ILatin] inde.

#2 that the members of compounds (but not of the combinations

themselves or of their resultant forms) are to be consÍdered words -
but on'ly, of course, íf they are viable elements whÍch can occur in
independent syntactÍc usage at the relevant linguistic level. A pre-

3s posítion like [DanÍsh] for and a substantÍve like nand are thus words

in the morphological sense, but the combinatÍon for-nand [,foreman,]

ís not - in spite of the usual view;* what we have here Ís complete
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entity of a syntactic kind, the investigation of whose internal con-

struction and overall role is the task of syntax.

15. l{ord clurr.r.*' If word classes were defined syntactÍca1ly

as was explicÍtìy assumed by KERN and HERMANN ($t3, #2 above) - then

each class (i.e. noun, verb, etc.) and each subclass (i.e. substan-

ti ve and adj ecti ve , fi ni te verb and partÍ ci pr e etc . ) woul d of

s necessity have one and on'ly one syntactic functíon. However, neÌther

these nor any other linguists have ever succeeded in proving this.

Those systems - as incomp'lete as they are. unharmonÍous - based on

this idea are quite unsatisfactory aìtogether. KERN ptaces the noun

(i.e. the substantive and the adjective) together with the adverb as

10 constÍtuting clause-determinÍng words. It is quite true that they

all contain a determining or descrÍptive element (as opposed to e.g.

proper names and pronouns). But why then should not partíciples be

included Ín this class, since they are the descriptive form of the

verb? And how might these descriptÍve classes be distÍnguished from

L 5 each other? l,{e I earn nothi ng on thi s score and i ndeed can I earn

nothing on the basis of the principìe. KERN moreover desÍgnates

conjunctions as clause-and word,.connecting words, and quíte right'ly.

But then prepositíons should be included here, which are after all

connectives in an especÍally exclusive manner; yet on the other hand

20 they must be distinguished from theír near relatives, the conjunc-

tions. - As far as EDUARD HERMANN'S system is concerned, it merits -

if it can seriously be described as a classífÍcatÍon of rords - no

very detailed discussion; tor Uy ttre distinction between part words

and separate words , between group words and cl ause words ( see
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exampl es S13, #21 he can evidently only mean a divÍsion of members,

i .e. of syntactic el ements, wíthout any real reference to the

elements' intrínsic value.

16. Before the question of the syntactic function of the

individual word classes ís taken up for detailed dÍscussion, we must

first examine whether the individual word is really - as has here

been assumed - characterized by morphological constancy, that is:

whether a gÍven word Ís firmly anchored ín a single word class once

and for al I .

As is well known, it is the dÍrectly opposite view that ís taught

Ín the grarrmars and dictíonarÍes of most languages. These works

proceed as it were on the general tacit assumption that a word can

belong to two, three, four or even more classes at the same time, or

'a less consístent version of the same view - that a word, though

prímaríly belonging to one class, can also function as (íf) belonging

to - or at ìeast, as analogous to - one or more others. Some

examp'l es wi l'l i l l ustrate thÍ s fami l i ar theory:

A single form is considered to represent a number of words not

only when there ís a real dichotomy of meaning, i.e. when there is a

c'lear case of homonymy (such as, for example, English light - substa¡-

tive, Danish lys; and light - adjective, Danish let); not only when

the stem is constant while inflexion indicates'two different classes

(English tight - substantíve, Danish lys; tight - adiective [in the

sense 'bright'1, Danish lys); severa'l independent words are lÍsted

separately in numerous instances where neither semantic nor forma-

tiona'l differences can be shown to exist (English light - adi.:

'light as a feather' ; adv.: 'to sit lÍght').

r0
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Thus, for example, we find consÍdered as two words (the fol'lowing

exampìes are taken from the recently published Englísh dictionary by

H. c . I'IYLD; they can be suppl emented by others f rom practÍcal ly any

dictíonary, even the most recent):

about I adv.: 'look about,; II prep.: ,ìook about you'

(preposítions occurrÍng outside prepositíonal constructÍons,

í.e. without a governed object, are consÍdered adverbs in

several 'l anguages, as u,e know: DanÍ sh , si dde over, [ , stay

behind (in school ); 'sit out' (dance) I ).

hot I adj.: 'a hot day'; II adv.: ,the sun shone hot,.
(adiectives modÍfying the verb in a clause are sÍmilarly counted

as adverbs generally: 'walk straight', 'work hard', ,live rough;

cp. French: tparìer bas', 'sentir bon', vendre cher', or Danish

'gå lige' ['walk straight'J,'arbejde hârdt, [,work hard,],

'sælge 4yrt' ['sell dear']).

ïhe following are consÍdered as three Iseparate] words:

nor I adv.: 'do Ít nor' ; II conj.: ,nor whÍle .. .';
III - according to WYLD, 'almost a noun,: 'up to now,.

hone I subst.: 'my hme' ; I I ajd.: 'The Hme 0ffice, ;

III adv.: 'go hole'.

one I adj.: 'worth one pound'; II subst.: ,the number one,:

I I I i ndef. pron. : 'one came' , 'any one' .

r"ound I adj.: 'a round table'; II adv.: 'go round,;

I I I prep. : ' round the corner' .

The following are considere{ as four words:

dear I adj.: 'my dear frÍend'; II subst.: ,isn,t he a dear?,;

III adv.: 'sell dear'; IV ínterj.: ,Dearme!,.
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pastl-*I participìe: 'the past week'; II subst.: ,-undo the past,;

III prep.: 'walk past the gate,; IV adv.: ,walk past,.

none I pron.: 'ilone so blind ...,; II subst.: ,none of Ít';
III adj.: 'of none effect' [archaic]; IV adv.:, none the better,.

L7. If any kind of consistent theory underlay this quite wide-

spread ìexicographic practice, it would be based on the Ídea that an

adjective (like hot or dear) or a particÍple (like past) should be,

or Ín some cases would have to be, construable and defínable as an

adverb without any formal change; a substantive (líke ho¡e) or a

pronoun (like none) should simi'larly be convertible to an adjective;
and adverbs (like about, now) should be convertÍble noyú to preposi_

tions"(about), noh, to conjunctÍons. And if the theory were elaborated

with complete. consistency, none of the word class definÍtÍons to
which a given fonn Ís attrÍbuted would be primary in relation to the

others.

Now as a rule this is evÍdenily not at all what ís meant; on the

contrary, a single definítion is usualìy chosen as the Ínitial one

quite instÍnctively - by whÍch is meant now the one which is primary

from the ìogical point of view, now the one which is the hÍstorically
origina'l defínition - and on the basis of the latter the other
derived or elaborated definitÍons are assumed: hæ Ís thus a ,noun,

IEng], i .e. a substantÍve, hot and dear are adjectíves, none,a
pronoun and past a particÍple, and other definitions of these forms

are considered to be secondary ones. whence the familiar theory

accordÍng to whÍch a word can function as a substantÍve or an

adjective, as an adverb or as a.preposition; one.also speaks of a
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word' s being used substantiva'r'ry, adjectiva|ry, etc. (one might wit,h

equa'l justice say 'is adverbial ized' or 'Ís prepositional ized,) .

2s Thus the fo]lowing are allowed to function as a,substantive,:
#1 adjectives: 'a dear' ; ,the number one' (?) [V.g. ,s ,,?',];

#2 pronouns: 'none of it,;
#3 verbs, especially participles (and infinitives): ,the past,;

#4 adverbs (?) [V.B.,s ',?"]: ,up to not';
30 The followÍng are ìÍsted as an ,adjective,:

#1 substantives: ,The Hme Office,;

#2 verbs, especi aì'ly particÍ pì es: 'the past week, ;

#3 pronouns: 'of none effect'.
As an 'adverb':

3s #1 substantÍves: 'go hone,;

#2 adjectives: 'shine hot, , ,sell dear';

#3 partÍcipìes: 'walk past,;

#4 pronouns: 'none the better,.

And as a 'preposition':

40 #1 adverbs: 'l ook about you, ;

#2 participles: 'past the gate,;

#3 adjectives: 'round the corner,.

SÍmilarly a so-called adverb (tike nor) is said to function as a

conjunction ('nor whíle ...') or an adjective (dear) as an inter-
4s jectÍon (ín the combination ,dear me!,). ,

18. It is hard, however, to resist the impression of being on

shaky ground here. In fact only pure arbitrariness seems to decide

to how many and to which word classes a given form can belong _ other
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than to íts prÍmary c'lass; and the suspicion necessari]y arises that
; designations rike substantive and adjectÍve, adverb and preposition

are by no means beÍng taken in the famì'liar traditional sense when

used for the 'secondary' functions. To put it another way: that a

word functions as a substantive, adjectÍve etc., or that it stands
substantival'ly, adiectivalìy etc., does not seem to be the same as

r0 being a substantive, adjective, etc. From the pure.ly morphological
point of view hon¡e is a substantive, hot, dear and round are
adjectives, past is a particip]e and none a pronoun - and these
definitions seem to be both consistent and suffÍcient within the
given norm. To allow a word that is not a substantive to function as

ls one or to stand substantivalìy or to be substantivized, presupposes

partly that a word - qua word or by virtue of its crass (membership)

has a si ng'le functi on, ei ther a natural one or one conformÍng to
the defÍnition, in the sentence (congruent function,Éor true meanÍng,

as GARDINER puts it), and partìy that the word can nevertheless
zo against its own nature, as it were - function Ín a dÍfferent way. It

is this theory then which now has to be examined.

19. In order to be abre to examine whether a word _ takÍng the
concept in the purely morpho'logical sense - has just one or rather
severaì syntactÍc functions (for example, one function proper and

several figurative ones) we are obtiged to establÍsh firs¡y the
s possible systems of words and eliminate all irrelevant, i.e.

non-morphoìogÍca], constructÍons. Now if in fact certain supposed

'words' vúere in themselves of a syntactÌc nature, it is clear that the
i nvesti gati on woul d be botched i n i ts very foundati on.
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l,low it has been precÍse1y the generaì practice, as it were, to

Is. I0 i ncl ude in all word classes - and in all languages - constructions

which do not possess that simpl ic'ity Inon-analytÍcity,

non-compositenessl required by the morphological definition of the

concept 'vJord'; constructions which, however, - because they are

combinations of independent elements - requÍre an anaìysis which must

r5 be first and foremost of a syntactic nature. As examples here we can

ci te:

'substantives' : chef d'oeuvre, cf. master-piece;

'proper nouns': ìleuveville, cf . llertorn;

'adjectives' : nort-né, cf. still-born;

20 'verbs': sur-passer, cf. Isur-pass] out-do, over-take;

'conjunctions': afin que, cf. so that (in order to);

'adverbs' : auiourd'hui, cf. this day ( today) ;

'prepositions' : au-dessous, cf. Dan. neden-under

Iunderneath: cf. aìso Eng'lish constructions like

zs inside of or American Engìish in back of etc.l

'i nteriections' : ma foi ! , cf. my rord!

i n every one of these cases - the number of wh'ich can be

multip'lied indefiniteìy - we have not one, but a number of words: that

is to sôy, not inflexjon or derivation, but combination (including

30 compounding). These so-called 'substantÍves' or 'proper nouns' contain

two nominals (chef and oeuyre in chef d'oeuyre, ¡aster and piece in

nasterpiece, etc.); these pseudo-'verbs'contain, in addÍtion to a

genuine verb (fr. -passer, Eng. -do), a preposition of hÍgh frequency

in the (given) language (sur-, out-), and so on. It is quite true (as

cs will be objected at this point) that these supposed 'nomínals' and
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' verbs' , ' conj uncti ons' and ' preposí ti ons' occur i n the sentence or

function in it similarly to the sÍmple words [i.e. plain stems] of the

correspondÍng class. But this, their usual global function, i.e. the

role these constructions as complete entities play or can p'lay Ín the

sentence, does not prevent its being a fact that each Índividual

entity can and indeed must be analysed both syntacticaì1y, Í.e. with

reference to the Ínterrelationships of the Iconstituent] members, and

morphologÍcaììy, i.e. Ín regard to the specÍfic value of the smallest

i ndependent el ements.

20. Every word Ís - as a word - defined by two sets of concepts;

the general or logicaì , and the specia'l or symbo'lic. To put it
dÍfferently, in order to define the morphologÍcal character of a given

word, it is a necessary and sufficient condÍtÍon to specify in part

s its class or ìogical category, in part its synonymic status or

symbol ic value-." French words I ike de and que are thus def íned as

preposition and conjunction respectÍvely; and simi'larìy in the case of

Latin words tike de and quan. Both Latin de and French de are

prepositions because - like prepositions wherever they occur - they

10 express a relatÍonship or situation and no other ìogical concept.

Both French que and Latin quan are conjunctions because 1íke all

conj uncti ons they desi gnate i n part a rel ati onshi p or sí tuatÍ on

(whence theÍr close relatíonship to prepositions), and in part a basis

or point of o¡igin. Now as far as synonymÍcs-t-is concerned, on the

rs the other hand, a characteristÍc dÍfference manifests Ítself between

the French and Latin words mentioned. For whíle the French words

assume a central and dominant posítion wÍthÍn theÍr classes - de as a
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generaì prepositÍon, que as a general conjunction - thÍs is not the
case with Latin words (or with the corresponding words in most

t0'languages' for example the other Romance languages): the Latin dë

'fron' is farnnre specìal than French de, and Latin quam, ,than,, than French

que. Latín dõ is a preposition analogous to ab and ex (cf. French däs,

Italian da) and must be defined Ín terms of its similarity to and

difference from the latter (and vis_à_vis other words which are
2s analogous in some other respect); Latin quan Ís a conjunction reìated

to atque and ut and must fÍnd its synonymic position in relation to
the latter. The Latin de is thus defined by the logical concept

'relation' + one-or-more more special symbolic concepts (the

expression of the 'from'-rer ationship, cf. German von, aus); while
¡o French de is defined thus: relatÍon + zero. The Latin quar is

simi'lar]y defined by the logica'l concepts relation and basÍs +

one-or-more more specia'l symbo'lic concepts (ttre expression for
comparison, cf. German als, rie); French que is sÍmply defined as

rel ation + basÍs, because any addition is rejected as superfluous.
3s llhile the symbolic value of a word in systems of a high level of

abstraction ( such as that characteri stical ly deve.l oped i n modern

French) can be reduced to zero, converseìy the logical value of a word

cannot apparently be reduced below a certain minimum of categories

necessary in order to constitute a word - this is so even ín the case

'*o of a very hÍgh 'leve'r of abstraction (as in chin.r.). 
*

2L- The Índispensab'le fundamental categories for any language are

here assumed to be four i n al I : 
t'

#I relation (cf. prepositÍon);
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substance (cf. proper name);

quality (cf . adverb; n.b.: only qua'lÍtatively);

quantity (cf. numerals).

t0

These basic concepts !{ere placed Ín recÍprocal relationship and

defined as follows in an earlier work Iof the author's] on word

classes [ordklasserne, 1928] : 
*

#L relation or situation = relator (r);

#2 substance or object, thing = relatu¡r (R);

#3 quality or characteristic = descriptor (d);

#4 quantity or basis (framework for content) = descriptur (D).

The logical concepts should therefore form two pairs iust as much

rs from the one poÍnt of view as from the other. They are divided when

seen from the one side into relative (r,R) and descriptive (d,D); seen

from the other side into active (r,d) and passÍve (R,D). By means of

the relation (r:R) a thÍng or object in the proper sense (R) is placed

in recÍproca'l relationship (r); by means of a description (d:D) a

zo given content (d) Ís placed in a framework (D).

It would seem that by means of these concepts the word classes

which exist in practice - and presumably all other conceivable ones -

can be defined.

If any single category is applied at a tíme, it is evident that

zs thê most abstract classes possib'le will be defined; if , converse'ly,

al I four are appl i ed simul taneously, they wÍ I I defí ne an

undifferentiated class of absolute complexity. AccordÍng to our

theory, all classes lie between these two extremes. They are defined
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and cl assi fi ed as fol I ows:

A. Abstract classes:

preposítions (r): de;

proper names (R): Plato;

adverbs (d): bien;

numeral s (D): cinq.

B. Concrete classes:

nouns (n¿): parisien;

verbs (rd),: ât"e;

pronouns (RD): ce;

conjunctions (rD): que;

possessives (rR): non;

refl exÍves ( dD): sê, soi.

C. Complex classes:

deríved verbs (Drd): rougir, rougÍssant;

deríved nouns (DRd): parleur, ainable;

derived pronouns (numerals) (rDR): pretier, Doii

verba'l nouns (rdR): pensée, sagesse.

D. Undifferentiated class:

interjectÍons (rRdD): 0h! Oui!

l,lhile the abstract classes (A), which are defined on'ly by a single

e'l ement, can have only one form, all the other classes (B-O) can
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occur, other than in their proper form, in a number of subordÍnate

forms or subclasses accordÍng to whether the one or the other element

is stressed. Most Ímportant here in our [western]'languages are the

2l's5 main and secondary forms of the concrete classes:

substantives (Rd): hme;

nouns (Rd)

adjectives (Rd) : vieux.

fínite verbal forms (rd): Ya;

60 verbs ( rd)

partÍciples (rd) : allé.

definite (RD): celui;

pronouns (RD)

65

indefÍnÍte (RD): qui.

copulative (rÐ): et;

conjunctions (rD)-

si tuative ( rD) : ou.

conjunct (rR): mn;

possessives (rR) -
70 absol ute ( rR): rien.

conjunct (dD): se;

reflexives (dD)

absol ute (dD): soi.

These, then, are the morphologícal types whose permanence or

7s Isusceptibility to] variatÍon with respect to syntax nust now be

examÍ ned.
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22. concrete classes (treated here for practical reasons). _ The

question here is: have nouns and verbs, pronouns and conjunctions,
possessi ves and refl exi ves ( and thei r secondary forms ) a si ngl e

priviìeged syntactic function? 0r must ,ue ailow them severar such

functions al I of equal standi ng? It i s obvÌous here that the
investigation must not be arbitrari'ly restricted to sentences or
members of a singre type or very pecu'liar types or to one particuìar
style (e.g. to the 'ìogicaì' styre of inteilectuar prose) . For this
would greatly narrow the number of given possibilÍties and steer the
solution of the problem in a particular direction Ín advance.t0

23' l{ouns (Rd). - By this vúe mean words designatÍng an object (R)

accompanied by a descriptÍon (d). These two elements can _ as in the

case of pure nouns of the type Fr. parisien, Danish kóbenhavner

[Copenhagener], Finnish suonalainen, 'Finnish' - hold each other in
s bal ance; these words then are not just substantÍves or just

adjectives, but have both components simultaneously and uniformìy.
Alternatively one of these defining elements can be stressed: we then

have on the one hand nouns emphasÍzing the object, or substantives;

nan (Rd); on the other, nouns emphasizÍng qua'lities, or adjectíves:
ro otd (Rd).

Nouns i n the morphol og'i cal sense here .i nd.icated must not,
of course, be compounded: words I i ke IDan] for_mand Ifore_
manl and mester-værk Imaster-piece], as we have saidr ôFê not
substantÍves, words like død-født Istill-born] or grå_llå [gr_y_¡tu",
i.e. blue-greyl are not adjectives

be'long to other cl asses cannot

in this sense. - And words which

occasi ona'l ìy function as nouns
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(substantives or adjectÍves).

An adjective, participle or gerund, an adverb, preposÍtion or

interiection do not become substantives merely by being furnÍshed with

23.20 an article; le beau, le passé, l'allant, le bien, le pour et le
contre, un ouÍ. Nor does a pronoun become a substantive mere'ly by

standÍng alone Ii.e. independently from the verb]: 'none of Ít'; nor

again does a conjunction ('adverb') when governed by a preposition:

',up to now'. - Nor in turn can just any word become an adjective
2s mere'ly by standing Ín combination where it describes an adjoining

substantÍve: a proper noun like London: 'London BrÍdge'; a substantive

like hone: 'The Home OffÍcel an indefÍnite pronoun'like none: 'of none

effect'; a possessive like ny: '¡y hat'.

From this it already emerges in part that nouns, whether pure or

s0i./ndÍvided ones, or the specÍalÍzed ones Ii.e.] substantives and

adjectÍves, are not limÍted to a single syntactic function.

#L Substantives do indeed occur in the 'normal' sentence with

quÍte different, even opposíte functions; now as subject, nou, as

object or as attribute (also called predicate ): 'llar breeds rant';
3s'Iar is rar'; 'Il [Rembrandt] est peuple'. A substantive can next be

an emphatic subject - and stand last: 'Vívat rex!'; or it can be an

emphatic object or attrÍbute respectÍvely - and stand first: 'Oculos

habent et non videbunt' (Vulgate); [Dan] 'ilat var det og ganske tyst'

Hit. 'Î{ight it was and completely still'1. A substantive finally can

+o stand alone, constitutÍng the entire clause, as in direct speech:

'lledice, cura te ipsum', or in exclamation: Fire!; or in titles:
Poems. - 0n the other hand substantives are used as part of (or more

correctly: members withÍn) a member, or as sub-members, so to speak,
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and then [can Ue] either descrÍbing Idescríptive] or described,

governing or governed. In the combination Hme Office there are thus

two substanti ves í nvoì ved, the fi rst descri pti ve, the second

described; in the sentence [Dan] 'Han blev anset for nand for at gdre

det' ['He was seen as the man to do it', i.e. the man for the job;

lit.'He was seen for the man for (to do) it'1, nand is governed

reìatÍve to the first for, and governing relative to the rest of the

sentence. And we must certainly construe the individual members of a

compound as sub-members because the indívidual elements here are

simpìy brought closer together than in the case of looser combinatíons

or juxtapositions. Substantives can, as is well-known, enter compounds

now as the first member: IDan] mand-st¡rk Ilít. 'man-strong', i.e.

numerousl when, as in this case, for examp'le, it will be descriptive,

and now as the second member: for-mand ['foreman'], when, as here,

it wìll be described.

#2 A(jectives do indeed take theír name from a sÍngle syntactic

function inasmuch as the adjectivu. of Latin grammar ís a translation

of Jníeerov, 'addition, appendix', of Greek rhetoric. And in the case

of the concept'adjective', and to an even greater extent in that of

the derivative'adjectival', we are ever more inclined to think of

thÍs situation, that a characteristic or quality is ascríbed or

attributed to an object, especÍal'ly (ín the case) where quality and

object constitute parts of the same member [or group]: good nan. But

even if the adjectíve, Ín accordance with its definitÍon (Rd), ís Ín
this sense a qualÍty word inasmuch as it always emphasizes the noun's

descriptive aspect, this does not mean that it is always bound to p'lay

the same role whenever it occurs in the sentence. In fact it can70
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hardly occur in fewer different ways than the substantÍve. To be sure,

it occurs quite frequently as an attrÍbute when it is an independent

member in the sentence, and then it usual'ly takes the fÍnal posÍtÍon:

'God is good'; 'Wash a nigger rhite'. Yet it also stands fírst as an

emphatic 'attribute: 'Klein ist díe Welt'. The adiective can indeed be

the subject, too ('substantivized'): 'Fair ís fou'|, and foul is fair'
(Shakespeare). And it occurs very frequent'ly, as Ís well-known, as a

descriptive ('adverbial') modifier of the verb Ín a sentence: IDan]

'Han taler godt' ['He speaks well'] - (exampìes were given 516 above).

The adjective also occurs as a complete sentence: [Dan] Godt! [Good!];

Fr. bon!; Ital . bravo! - And on the other hand it occurs in a number

of different ways as a member of a member. l'le only need to recall the

dífference between the preposÍtive and postpositive attríbute (brave

homne versus hme braye, une certaine nouvelle versus une nouvelle

certaine) - a difference which evident'ly cannot depend upon the words

in themselves, but rather ín the manner of theÍr combinatÍon, and thus

must be of a syntactic nature. Finally, adjectives occur in compounds

lÍke grey-green, green-blue, í.e. now initially (descriptive), noÌ{

finaì ly ( described).

#3 l.Jhat has been observed here wÍ th regard to substantÍves and

adjectÍves holds good so to speak in every particular for the puÌ'e

nouns of the type français., 'French' or 'Frenchman', grec, 'Greek'

Iadj.] or '(a) Greek' Isubst.l, etc. (often they are derivatives of

proper nouns: LatÍn Latinus, 'from Latium'; Finnish suaalainen, 'from

SuomÍ, Finland' etc.): Fr. 'il est grec', 'c.'est un grec', les

philosophes grecs, etc.

I t may thus be mai ntai ned that nouns of al I types are extremely

90

95
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variable Ín their syntax: they are noh, immedÍate members of the sen-

tence, now mere'ly sub-members; they belong now to one part, now to its

23.r00 counterpart, in a given syntactÍc construction.

5

24. Yerbs (rd). - By this we understand words which combine rela-

tion (r) and description (d). The two elements can be of equal weight

here; we then have the generaì or infinitive form of the verb - a form

which preciseìy because of its general nature wí11 noy{ occur as a

combining form, no$J as a descriptive form.0n the other hand, one of

the elements can be dominant, eÍther the relative or the descrÍptive.

In the former case we have the so-called finite verbal forms (rd), ín

the latter, particÍples (rd). A fÍnite verb is thus (to an especia'l

degree) a combÍner, a particíple is especia'lly a descriptor - while

the infinitÍve is neutral in thís respect.

CombÍnatÍons Ín which verbal forms, inter alia, occur, should not

- in the light of thís purely morphologÍcal descriptíon- be consÍdered

as verbs: compound verbs like out-do ([oan] over-gå) (cf. sur -

passer) or [Dan] hånd-hæve [naintain] (cf. ¡ain-tenir) should not be

consÍdered as independent verbs (so long as) their (constituent)

elements are used as free forms in the same language. (Rn¿ derivatives

like [Dan.] rdd-ne ['red-den', 'b]ush'1, [Fr] roug-Ír, though morpho-

1ogícal in nature, are nevertheless more complex constructÍons than

genui ne simpì e verbs. )

#l Firstly, as far as participles (rd) are concerned, it is

evi dent that in syntact,ic use they are close to their kindred forms,

the adjectives (Rd). In normal sentences they usually occupy the

position of the attribute: 'He ís rounded'. They can, however - iust

10
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like adjectives - stand as subject: IDan] 'Gent er glemt' []it.
'Hidden is forgotten', cf. 'Out of sight, out of mind'l; that iS,

almost Ín the opposite function. They can qualify the main verb, or

stand adverbialìy, as Ít is put: IDan]'Han taler dannet'I ltt.'He
talks educated(ly), cultured(ly)' i.e. 'He speaks in an educated

manner, like a man of culture'etc.l. They can also occur as the

second member of the compound verb: 'I have spoken,'He has ron a

victory', a property obvíously characteristÍc of their verbal nature.

They can stand emphatica'11y, as subject for example in so-called

nomÍnal sentences: 'Amantes amentes'; or as a preposítÍve attribute:

IDan] 'Elsket er han ikke' I lit. 'Loved he is not']. Finally, they

can occur wi thout dí ffícul ty as whol e members: 'ArrÍvé' ( tel egram

style). - 0n the other hand, particíples enter in a number of ways, as

el ements i n total i ty whi ch are themsel ves sentence members:

descriptively they stand now before, now after a second member (often

a substantive or other 'substantÍval' word): 'a gifted man' , 'un

homme doué'. And in compounds they occur in either position: [Dan]

've'l-begavet' ['wel]-endoued'1,'givet-vis' ['certainly'; lit.
'given-wÍse', cf.'assured-ly' ].

#2 Infinitives (rd ), which according to our defÍnition stand

neutrally midway between partíciples and finite verb forms, also

exhibÍt a certain double nature from the syntactic point of view: now

inclínÍng to the descriptive side and thus functioning analogically to

parti cÍ p'l es ( but not for thí s reason ' nomi nal 'ly' , as i s often sai d) ,

now inclinÍng to the relative side and thus functioning analogically

to finite verbal forms. In a sentence an infinitive can just as well

be a subject as an object and attribute: 'Yivere militare est'
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(Seneca). 'Fallen ist der Sterblichen Los' (Goethe). 'Felix terra ubi

vivere est bibere.' 'J'aime voyager.' It can also be the central

member of the sentence oF, as it Ís usualìy put, main verb. This is

normal for examp'l e i n the type of subordi nate cl ause cal I ed

2+-60 accusative with infinitive : 'suspicio eum esse cum illa muliere'

(Plautus). And thus, too, in the so-called historical Ínfinitive:

'Ainsi dit le renard, et fìatteurs drapplaudir (La Fontaine) - a

construction in which of course there Ís no'imp'lied governing verb, as

has been said (see KRETSCHMER). Finally, infinitives can constitute a

6s comp'lete sentence, for example a command: Stehen! Cf. 'Getrennt

marschieren, vereínigt schlagen'. - 0n the other hand, the infinitÍve

occurs frequentìy as a submember. It Ís combined for example with a

prepositÍve definite ar"ticle or other determinatÍve; thus ín Greek:

rò roreoveiv (and Ín schoìastÍc Latin, following the model of Greek

zophilosophy:'rò esse,), and thus in French: 'chaque artiste a son

faire' (Taine); and in German: 'Uns aber treibt das verworrene Streben

...' (Sctriller).0ne speaks here of a'substantival'use or of a

'substantivized' infinitive. Wrongìy. For the infinitive preserves its

verbal character here as el sewhere; ít simply functions - when

Tsgoverned by determinative elements (light pronouns) - with a certain

character of an obiect, oF as Ít was put in the Middle Ages:

naterialiter; but this is a syntactic function which has nothing to do

wÍth the word class 'substantÍve'. (tt is a quÍte dÍfferent matter

that this constructÍon easily becomes the point of departure for a

s0genuine hístorical transitÍon from ÍnfinÍtive to substantive: words

I íke le plaisir, whence Engl i sh pleasure, and le nanoÍr, whence

English nanor, which are now pure substantÍves, were once infinitives
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ín 0ld French). FÍna'lly, infinÌtíves enter into compounds and then not

merely in fínal position as in IDan] ou..-gC Isur-pass, out-doJ,

hånd-hæve [main-tain], but al so in the inÍtial posÍtion: sdge-lys

Isearch-l ightJ, flyve-plads Iairport; I it. fty-place]; savoir-vivre.

#3 The finite verb forms (rd) have, as is well-known, the function

of forming the sentence's central member in 'normal' or verbal

sentences: 'Finis coronat opus'. 'Platon var fÍlosof'. ['Plato ras a

philosopher'1. And in current grammatical usage word and functÍon in

thÍs case are so far taken as identical one merely speaks of'the
verb', that is, both where a word of a given class Ís meant (thus as

against noun, etc.), and where it Ís thought of ín its function as

the predicative central member in the sentence (thus as against

subject etc. to one side, object etc. to the other). It is presupposed

here - without being expressly stated - partly that a sentence

deservÍng its name must of necessity contain a finÍte verb (a claim of

syntactic nature which will be examined later), partly that a fÍnÍte

verb a'lways occupies the position of main verb, that Ís, the centra'l

element. This latter thesÍs, which touches directly on our discussion

at this point, ís quite obviousìy false. For quite certainìy the

fínite verb forms (i.e. insofar as all the moods are used [in a given

I anguageJ : partly the i ndi catÍ ve, part'ly the imperati ve and

subjunctive, together with the optative) stand most frequently in

modern prose in the central positíon in the sentence, ioining the

first half (i.e. the subject and so on) to the last one (i.e. object

and attribute): 'socrates is dead. He drank hemlock.' And this

naturally deserves to be taken into consideration in the defÍnition of

this member - the predÍcative central member - which hitherto for the

90
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24't!0 most part has only been characterized morpho'logically: as 'the verb'

or 'the sentence verb'. But on the other hand we must not forget the

following important facts:

1. that in many cases the verb - partly outsÍde declarative

sentences (i.e. ín questions, exc'lamations, orders), partly in
rlsemphatic or archaÍc style - by no means occupíes the central positíon,

but on the contrary, now the first, now the last in the sentence:

[Dan] 'Komer han?' ['Ís he comÍng?', lít. (also archaic) 'Cones he?']

'Kome her og påstå ...!' ['To come here and say that...!'] ; 'Kqr

dog!' ['Do come (on)!'] - 'Carpent tua poma nepotes.' 'Fortes fortuna

r2o adjuvat'.

2. that in numerous sentences, especially short ones, there ís no

central position, or more correct'ly, ít is not filled, so that the

verb cannot take a central position at all. This is thus the case

partly in sentences which seem to lack a last part (i.e. without an

ttu expì icit obiect or attribute): 'Deus est.' 'Le roi rôgne et ne

gouyerne pas.' 'I rrite '; partly in sentences where on the contrary

it is the first part that seems to be mÍssing (i.e. without an

explicit subiect and so on): 'Festina lente.' 'Carpe diem.' 'Anat

patriam. I

r30 These facts already suggest that the verb can play several other

roles in the sentence apart from takíng the central position. The

fact that the verb can even constitute the entíre sentence points in

the same directÍon; for example frequently in imperative and hortatory

sentences: Co¡e! AIlons!; in classical 'languages also in the

r3sdeclarative: Lat. Ano (and thus still in ItalÍan and Spanish).

To this we can add that the finite verb is not restricted to
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functÍoning as a member in a sentence. It can also enter as the

first, governing element in compounds of the type: fac-simíìe,

narche-pied, break-fast. It is certainìy a matter of dispute whether,

as A. DARMESTETER supposed, imperatives are a'lways involved here. But

since the form can evidently be neither infinitive or participle, we

cannot ignore the fact that here we have a finite form functionÍng as

a submember.

We might maíntain, then, that verbs, finite forms as well as

particip'les and infinitÍves, are no more bound to a single syntactic

function than nouns.

25. Pronouns (RD). - This class embraces words whÍch at the same

tÍme designate a thing as mere object (R) and as an object of

descrÍption (D). The two elements can be in balance here as in the

case of some very abstract pronouns (French ce; tout, nâne); more

often either the relative or the descriptive concept of object is

stressed. In the fÍrst case we then have definite pronouns (RD), in

the second indefinite ones (RD). Examples of definite pronouns are

demonstratÍves I ike Latin iIle, is, and iste and the so-called

defÍnìte article (Greek ó, French Ie, Eng'lish the, etc). Indefinite

pronouns are exemplified by Latin quis or Engìish some and any, and by

the so-called indefinÍte article Ín modern languages (Fr un, Eng a).*'

The foì'lowing should not be counted as pronouns, Íf pronouns are

defÍned in this way and hence purely morphologically:

1. words containing only one of the elements which characterize

true pronouns: adjectives like IFr] certain or divers, abstract nouns

(or proper nouns) like on and chose; conjunctions líke dont and que
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(cf' Dan hvis Iwtrose]' son Ivfrich]); finalìy possessives like IDan]
min [ty] and reflexÍves like sig Ioneself, himself...]. For relative
and Ínterrogative pronouns, see S39,#3).

2. combinatíons which, because they include pronouns for gxampre,

functÍon analogously to the latter: [Fr] chac-un (cf [Dan] en-hver

IeveryoneJ), quelqu'un (cf.[Eng] some-one, any-one), lequel, celui-ci,
gui/quoi.. .que.

#r. Definite or demonstrative pronouns (RD), which - by virtue of
their emphasis on the relatum or thing-concept (R) _ are akÍn to
substantives (Rd), quite naturally have functions reminiscent of the
latter. They generally occur as subject, as object and as attribute:
'Tum ille, Non sum, inquit, nescius .., (Cicero); ,Commendo vobis
illum et Íllum' (suetonius); ,Id est iden,. They function in addition
as heavier members: emphatical'ly, and hence outside the usual word

order:'Hoc dico' (object brought forward); ,Dixit iste, (subject put
back). They function on the other hand, in French and Itarian for
example, as lighter members: now proclitic, now enclitÍc (especiaì1y

with the imperative) : 'Lo prometto'; 'Je le promets, : - ,Lo pare,;

'Il le paratt': -'Dite g]ielo'; ,Dítes le rui,. FÍnaììy, they can

constÍtute an entire sentence, an exclamation or a question, for
exampì e: 'Her! ?' . - As submembers, demonstrati ves usual 1y pì ay a

determÍnative or what one might call expository role: they indicate
or suggest by way of anticipation an object which - later within the

member - is to be named and possibìy described: ,this man,. (To

designate this usage as adjectÍval or to speak even here of an

adiectÍval pronoun or to say that a pronoun becomes an adjective must

be said to be entirely misìeading; the pronoun remains a pronoun just
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as much as it does when it stands on its own, and its function here is
2s'as not at all descriptive - which is what is otherwise meant by the term

'adjectival'). In this category, too, so it would seem, belongs the

so-called definite article. By this Ín fact we never mean some

independent word (to set up the article as a particular class is

therefore - as pointed out by l.lIWEL - unnecessary and superfluous); it
s0 is simpìy a questÍon of a special use of a (suÍtable) abstract

demonstrative pronoun. ThÍs is placed either - as in Greek or in
Western European languages - in front of the substantÍve, or more

correctly, the materÍal member, of - as Ín most Scandinavian dÍalects

(except West Jutlandish) and some Balkan'languages - after it. In the

ss first case we have a proclitic function bound to the foremost part of

the submembers ('les quatre grands roís', cf. 'tous les grands rois');

in the second h,e have on the other hand an enclitic function very

cìosely bound to the material member, a kind of final determínant of

i t ( [Dan] 'Mand-en, Romanían 'om-ul ' ) . At the same time, the

60 phenomenon may wel'l be analogous in all cases: a more or less abstract

demonstrative is used as an unstressed submember. It remains the task

of syntax to state what difference is achieved by the use of

procì Í si s or encl i si s.

#2. The indefinite pronouns (DR) function quite analogously to the

6s defÍníte. They (can) stand as subject, object, or attribute: saething

is more than nothing (cf. Spanish 'algo es algo'); 'Do you want

something?' They can be emphatic: [Dan] 'lloget må han have gjort'

'He must have done somethi ng' , I i t. 'Somethi ng he must have

dore'l And they can constitute an entÍre sentence, for example as a

zo reply: 'Nothing!' - Alternative]y they can stand as submembers: [Dan]
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' llogl e/ Ingen mennesker' ISone/ilo peopl e' I , IEng] ' sorne/any peop'l e' . I n

order to indÍcate the difference between this determinatÍve use and

that of the free-standing pronoun ([Eng] 'of none effect', cf. 'none

of it') desÍgnatÍons like adjectiva] and substantival, or even (S16)

25.75 substantive and adjective are usually used. tle already know with how

little justificat,ion this is done. - We must now also count as a

determinative or exposÍtory use of an (abstract) indefínÍte pronoun

what is usual]y called the indefínite artícle: [Eng1 'a man', [Fr] 'un

homme' IDan] 'en mand'. It is not a questÍon here, as is usua'lly

ao claimed, of a numeral (Lat. unus and Íts cognates Ín older

Indo-European scarcely rose to the level of this very abstract class),

much less of a word sui generis which - together with the so-called

definite article and possibly wÍth the combination ca'lled the

partitÍve article in French - should constÍtute a class by itself!
ssHere we simply have a specia'l proclitic function of a word which by

virtue of Íts degree of abstraction and indefÍnite character (emphasis

on D) seems to be particular'ly suitable for this purpose.

#3. Now Í t hol ds good to an even greater extent of the pure

pronouns (RD), which in themse'lves are thus neither definite nor

goindefinite, and for that very reason can be now more the one, now more

the other, that their functions are manifo'ld and mutually quite

different. As examp'les we can examíne the French words tout and ú*.
Tout Ís shown in the dÍctionaríes as being:

I adj.: tout homme;

ss II pron. indef.: est-ce là tout?

III subst.: le tout; rien du tout;

IV adv.: toute autre chose; tout-à-faÍt; tout en riant.
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Rnd mâne is said to be:

^I adj.: la meme chose; moi-nielne;

II subst.: le mâne; ôtre a'tâne de ...;
III adv.: aujourd'hui mâne; (tout) de mâm.

l,Ihat I'le have here mi ght i n real i ty be qui te simply a seri es of

syntactic uses of words which remain Ídentical with themselves beneath

their sundry guises, and by vírtue of their character of pure pronouns

r û s ( RD ) are no$, more defi ni te or concrete ( cf. demonstratí ve,

substantive, proper noun), and now more Índefiníte or frame-l ike

(cf.indefinite pronouns, situatives, numerals). But what Ís meant by

their so-called character of'substantives'Ís simp'ly that they

ana'logousìy to substantives - are used with articl es (le r&e, le

1r0 tout), that is, 'materialiter'or as objects wíthin a member, or also

that they are governed by prepositions (à nêm; then why not de nê¡¡re

as well?), that they thus stand as regimen (obiect governed) or as

syntactic relatum. DesignatÍng them as'adiectives'Ís simply an

unfortunate expression for their determinatÍve function (tout homme,

rrs la nôn¡e chose). And to turn them into'adverbs' is here, as so often

(elsewhere), only a makeshÍft, an attempt to summarize a series of

entÍrely disparate syntactic functions (toute autre chose for example

Ís a radica'l'ly different constructÍon for auiourd-'hui nêne).

A'll kinds of pronouns - and not least the most general, the'pure'

rzo pronouns - have thus a considerable number of different syntactic

functions, and here, too, there is no justifÍcatÍon for bÍnding the

word class as such to a singìe function.
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26. Conjunctions (rD). - As belonging to thÍs class we shall here

consider words which simultaneous'ly express a connexion or relation

(r) and a basis or framework for description (D). Like the other

concrete classes, or c'lasses defÍned by two elements, this class, too,

s can occur in an undivided and in two subdivided forms: undivided or

pure conjunctions stress neither re'lation nor basis (but preserve the

right, according to context, of stressÍng the one or the other of

these concepts). Copulative conjunctÍons (rD) stress the linking

e'lement, situative ones (rD) the basis or framework. Copulatives are

1o words of the types: [Dan ] som las; colloq. tike], end [than]; og

[and], eller [or]; nen [but], thi [for]. Situatíves are for example:

hvis Iif], at [that]; hvor [rhere], når [rhen]; da [as, since], her

[here], nu [nor]. As an example of a pure or neutral conjunction h,e

can cÍte French que.

15 In connexíon with the demarcation of this class it is to be noted

that:

1. Combinations, e.g. French ones with que or Danish ones with at

Ittrat] should not - according to the princÍple whÍch has been asserted

again and agaín in the present work - be consÍdered conjunctions:

20 pour que and for at [so that] are compounded introductory members in

subordinate clauses, but each of these consists of two words, not of

one.

2. Among the conjunctions, and especÍa1ly among the situative or

framework-emphasizing ones, we must on the other hand accept various

2s words which are counted as'adverbs' in the grarnmar of all languages,

name'ly words of the type here and nor, whích do índeed denote place

and time (though not always in the actua'l or physical sense), that is,
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'situs'; however, they do not denote quality at all, as is required of

genui ne adverbs ( d) .

3. Those words whi ch are real 1y and tru'ly accepted as

conjunctions, must - unless it ís a questíon of a clear division into

a number of words, that is, a recent development of homonyms - be

accepted as conjunctions in all their functÍons; our IDanish]

partic'les sonr [1. as; 2. that, which] and hvis tt. if ; 2. rhose, of

rhichl and French que cannot therefore - if they rea]ly ' are

conjunctions - be relative pronouns at the same time, unless a

defÍnite cleft between two groups of (morphological) characteristics

can be demonstrated.

Now when it Ís a matter, as far as the conjunctions are concerned,

of examÍning our ever freshly posed question of their syntactÍc

variation or constancy, it must be remembered that ín sentence

ana'lysis hitherto it ís usuaìly the particles alone that have been

dismissed with word class denomÍnations: adverb, preposition,

conjunction. ThÍs is tantamount to avoÍdÍng the syntactic problem ín

advance. But conjunctions (and other partÍcles) must to just as high

a degree as the'larger word classes (i.e. those classes containing an

increasing number of concrete words) be able to lay claim to a

characteristic of their role in the sentence - a role which cannot be

assumed to be constant without (further) investigatÍon, and which

cannot at any rate - to judge from experience eléewhere - be assumed

to be ínvolved in the word c'lass definitions themselves.

#L. First'ly, as far as the copulatives are concerned, it appears

- as one mÍght expect Íf the definitÍon was accurate - that they often

occur linking two members: 'A Ís greater than B'; 'A [is] as great
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¡s B'; 'A and/or B'; 'Not A, but B'. Here a certaÍn relation
( compari son, addi tÍ on , choi ce, contrast) i s i ndi cated between two

members which are both expressed in the sentence and are introduced in
a given series or order. But this Ís by no means the sole function of
these words, however; they can all occur as well in a way which may

ô0 be called introductory (and therefore not merely or essentially
ìinking, since in fact the first of the linked members here has

entirely receded into the background of our consciousness): '0g hvad

så?' ['And what of it?]; 'Eller mener du íkke?, [lit. ,0r don,t you

think so?'l; 'üen peter dog!' ['But peter... !,]. In relative clauses
6s sm [that, rtro(m)] occurs íntroducÍng a subordinate clause and also as

an object (more rare'ly as subject): 'Manden sm jeg mødte, [,The man

that/who(ml I met'1. (It should be noted that thÍs functíon as object
(or as subiect) by no means gives the word the right to the tiile of
pronoun' That in Latin, for example, a pronoun would occur here is of

7o course beside the point. And that it Ís precisely conjunctions whÍch

are not unfitted for this function as an obiective Ìntroductory member

Ín a descriptive subordinate clause is shown by the correspondÍng use

in colloquial DanÍsh of sor at or og: ,Manden sor at jeg mødte' [lit.
'The man rho that I met'l; 'Der var een og spurgte efter dig,t.lit.

7s 'There was someone and asked after/ for you'].) 0g can occur Ín an

exact'ly anal ogous Yúay i ntroduci ng a governed member consi sti ng of a

verbal form, especÍally an infÍnitive; thus for.*.rpte in the curious
construction which h,e shall calì, with JEspERSEN, ,og = at, [,and =

that'l: 'Víl du ikke være så god og flytte dig, tlít. ,l,lon,t you be

s0 so kÍnd and move?' cf. 'Go and do it,l; ,BlÌv kun ved og syng, [lit.
'Keep on and sing,, i.e. ,Keep on singÍng,l. - l.le can final.ly draw
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attentÍon to the so-called adverbial use of end and og: ,End (cf.
end-nu) see vi på Rosenborg klædet...' (BlÍcher) [,Still may we see

the flag on R. (casile)'l'End íkke det svageste forsøg blev gjort,
['Not even the slightest attempt was made,]; ,Det mener jeg og' (cf.
og-så)' ['That's what I think too (]it. and,)1. What we have here are

not independent 'adverbs', different from the conjunctions end and og,

but quite simply different syntactÍc functions (which require a c'loser

analysis) than the copulative function which - evident'ly wrongly - has

been the soìe one ascribed to conjunctions, especialty the copulative

conjunctions.

#2. The situatives (rD) frequenily have the function of
introducing a so-called subordinate clause: ,Hyis, ôt, når, hyor, da

det sker, ...'['If, that, lhen, there, (or hor), since Ít happens

...'1. However, they are not limited to this: når and hvor can, of
course, introduce índependent questÍons and hvor [ut¡ere or hor]

exclamations as well: 'ilår rejser han?, [,Ihen is he goÍng

(travelling)?l; 'Hyor rejser han hen?,[,Hhere is he going (to)?,];
'Hyor herligt!' ['Hor delightful !,]. Ät [ttrat] can stand deter_

mÍnatively or as a kind of'article'in front of the Ínfinitive (and

then - in spite of all etymologÍcal considerations - should not be

considered, from the modern poínt of vÍew, as a different word from

the conjunction at). And simiìarly for hvis as a descriptive sub-

member ('genitÍvally' ) introducÍng interrogatiue an¿ relatíve clauses:

'Hvis hus er dette?' ['llhose house is this?,]; ,En søn hvis navn var

Saul' ['A son whose name was Saul']. (rnis function does not warrant

the establishment of a special pronoun hvis: for the possibilÍty of
Ínterrogative use Ís the same here as ín the case of når and hvor, and
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for relative use as in the case of som. Every coniunction in fact

contains exact'ly such a 'relative' or copuìatÍve element.)

(#3 ) The French que can serve as an examp'le of a neutral

conjunction (rD). It ís usually construed thus :

I pronom relatif: ce que; fou que tu es!

II pron. interrogatif: que fait-i1?

III conjonctÍon: je voudrais que ...; qu'on êcoute!; tel que ie

suis; si i'étais que de vous.

IV adverbe: que de fois!; que n'aÍ-je vingt ans!

27. As can easi'ly be seen from the comparison of the examp'les

cited, distínguÍshing these four formally independent'words' from

each other in a consÍstent way causes considerable difficultÍes: what

are here called relative and interrogative words (in the case of

'pronouns') are, as t,,re saw in the case of når and hYor, only two sÍdes

of the same phenomenon, and the exclamatory function is quite close'ly

connected to this (a function which in a partÍcu'larìy unfortunate way

has gi ven ri se to the establ i shment of an ' adverb' que) . t'lhat í s

meant by'relative pronoun' is here (as in the case of sqr and hvis)

merely a realization of possíbilities inherent in the nature of the

conj unctÍ on.

What ís present here in reality is then doubtless a conjunction of

the highest degree of abstractíon: neutral with respect to the

copulatíve-situatíve opposition (and therefore now more the one, novt

more the other) and undifferentÍated in relatÍon to more special

conjunctions (and therefore - líke de among the prepositions - suited

to substitute for them all). Que is, as F. BRUNOT put it, the

IO
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universal conjunction.

RÍch syntactic possibilities arise naturally from this moreover,

sÍ nce que can p'l ay the fol I owÍ ng ro'l es:

I as the prepositive obiect or attribute in relatÍve clauses

( then cal I ed ' rel ati ve pronoun' ) ;

II as the same in questions ('interrogative pronounsr);

I I I as the i ntroductory el ement of a sentence member or of

subordi nate cl auses ( so-cal I ed 'conj unctÍ on' ) ;

I V as the i ntroductory el ement of excl amati ons ( so-cal I ed

'adverb' ) .

28. Possessives (rR). - This class is supposed to contaÍn those

words whÍch simultaneous'ly denote a relation (and thus not merely a

possessive relatÍon) and an object for this relation: a relation (r)

and a relatum (R). Here either the relation or the relatum can be

emphasized: in the first case we have a conjunct possessive (rR:) Fr.

non), ín the second an absolute one (rR: Fr. mien). If neither

element is emphasized, one may speak of a neutral possessÍve (rR: Dan.

nin [mylmíne].

As í s wel I -known, the coni unct possessi ves are usual ly cal 1 ed

adjectíval possessÍves or even ( possessive) adjectÍves, and the

absol ute possessives are ca'l led substantival possessives or even

(possessíve) substantÍves. AgaÍnst this, however, it may be obiected

that:

#L The possessÍves have only a sing'le feature, namely the obiect

concept (R), in coÍmon with nouns (Rd); they lack on the other hand

the other feature characteri stÍc of nouns and especÍal 1y of
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adjectives, the descriptor concept (d). Now when certain possessives,

name'ly the absolute ones (fr. mien), emphasize the obiect concept,

then there results, to be sure, a certain likeness to those nouns

which emphasize the same concept, namely substantives (and moreover,

for the same reason, to the defÍnÍte pronouns). But it does not

follow from this that the other class of possessives, the conjuncts,

i s anal ogous i n the s'l i ghtest to adiecti ves; for the feature

emphasÍzed by the adjectives, the descriptive feature, is lacking in

the case of all possessives; and the feature emphasized by the

conjunct possessÍves, the relative feature, is lacking in the case of

all nouns, and therefore Ín the case of all adiectives.

#2 The actual difference between ton and nien, then, is not at

all the syntactic one, as one might think when the unfortunate

expressions 'adjectival ' and 'substantival ' are used: conjunct and

disjunct. Both types are or were used Ín fact coniunctly. One can'

say not just non ili, ma naison, but also un mien ari; in ear'lier

times one coul d say une tienne maison.

In general here the indívidual form is by no means bound to a

single functÍon: rnien is novú conjunct (un nien ami), now disjunct (le

nien). And even the 'conjunct' forms, which are usually 'con-joined'

forms [or added ones, as our Danish equivalent, ved-føjet, suggests],

do not aìways play one and the same role. l{e distinguish, as is well-

known, in the case of the possessives as ín the case of the genitive

inter alia between an objective, a subiéctÍve and a predicative

function: 'rra vue'luí est dêsagréabìe'contains a possessive Ín

objective function for example, 'la yue est bonne'contaÍns the same

words in subjective function; and ín a combÍnatÍon like'Dit bæst!'
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['You fool', lit. 'Your foo]'] tne possessÍve clearly functions

predicatively. As will sureìy be conceded, the possessÍve here remains

identical to itself in all respects; in every case it expresses

primarily a re'lation, and secondarily an obiect. But the character of

the relation is changed accordÍng to the context, and it would seem

that the variation in this context can only be of a syntactic nature.

How di fferent'ly a possessi ve can í n fact functi on i s qui te

natura'l'ly best seen in considerÍng neutral forms like Danish nin or

Italian mio. The neutral form can not only stand as a submember now

in front of (and then, as we have seen, in a number of ways)' now

after its object member (nit hus [my house], casa mia). It can also

stand as a independent member in a sentence and then - in resemblance

to substantives and pronouns - can now be subiect, now obiect or

attribute: 'l,lin er den bedste' ['l,line is the best']; 'Jeg eìsker min'

['I'love my ou,n ones']; 'Hun er min' ['She is mine'J (cp. also: tlit

og dit' ['ltline and thine'], so-called substantivization, in fact

símp'ly isolated usage). And ín interrogatíve and exclamatory

sentences possessives stand entirely isolated: llit! [lline!].

29. Reflexives (dD). - This class, which can also be called

personalia, contains such words as denote a framework as well as its

proper content, or to express it another vray: basís or situs (D) and

quality or description (d). Here eÍther the indefinite framework or

the descriptive content may be emphasized; we then have now absolute

or passive reflexives ('like French soi), now coniunct or active ones

(like French se). If neither of the defining elements is stressed, we

have on the other hand a neutral reflexive (like Latin se/sibi or our

5
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Danish sig Ioneself/one].

As belongÌng to this class $re may consider not only the so-called

reflexive 'pronouns' (third person) - which are thus not pronouns in

the true sense, since they only have a single element (D) ín common

with the latter. l,le may also include the more recent and líghter type

of so-cal I ed personal pronouns: ne and te cannot i n fact be

dÍstinguished from se, and to this may be added the nominatives ie and

tu and the pl ural forms nous and yous; moi and toi cannot be

distÍnguished from soi, to which may be added the third person

( sÍ ngul ar and pl ura'l ) lui/elle, eux/elles. The 'personal ' and the

reflexive forms cannot be distinguished at a'll by means of these

labels: 'Il travaille pour lui'; 'toi, je travailìe'; 'Je travaille,

mi' . In thÍs context 'person' simp'ly means reflexivÍty.

Now it is clear that these types - even wÍthin the same case - are

not lÍmited to a single use. Se - and similarly ne and te - which is

indeed mostìy used proclitical'ly, is now direct, now índirect obiect:

'Il ne le (te le, se le) donne'. Soi - and simÍlarly roÍ and toi,

lui/elle and eux/elles - is noy', used emphatically pre- or

postpositive'ly in the sentence (i.e. as a member), nou, governed by a

prepositíon or after a determinatÍve (i.e. as a submember): 'Soi, on

ne peut pas mourÍr, soi' (Dorgelès). 'En soi.' 'Le noi.'

As it now thus appears that words of all the concrete classes (and

all their subclasses) can function in a number of ways, often enough

in many intrinsicaì'ly quite different ones, the task now remains to

examine the constancy or variatíon of the abstract word classes.
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30. Prepositions (r). - This class, which Ín a certaín sense can

be considered the most fundamental of the abstract classes and hence

of all classes whatever, comprises on'ly the reìatively rare words

denoting a mere relation (r), that is, the pure forholdsord

Iprepositions, I Ít. 'relation words']. Consequent'ly vúe shoul d not

consider as belonging to this class:

#L l,lords bel ongi ng to other, usual ly non-abstract cl asses, whi ch

however - analogousìy to a certain functíon of preposÍtions - are used

merely as governÍng elements, e.g. with a substantive, pronoun or

reflexive as object: adjectives like sauf (cf. Eng. round 516-17),

partÍcip'les líke excepté (cf. Eng. past), gerunds like durant (cf.

Eng. during).

#2 CombÍnatíons containing a preposition and generally acting in

a governing function, the other members of whÍch, however, can be

completely analysed both morphologically (as words) and syntactically

(as members). And sÍmilarly for Ín part looser combinations lÍke à

cause d€, par rapport à, in part compounds like hor-nis, par-mi,

de-puis, 0ld French a-tout, en-droit.

(On the other hand, etymologica'l considerations do not of course

prevent former compounds like dans, earlier denz (Latin de-intus) or

avant (LatÍn ab-ante) from now being true preposÍtions. Chez, earlier

chies, Ís also a genuine preposition whích at some gÍven moment made

the rare leap from substantive to preposition, i.e. from a concrete

cìass to an abstract one and was exposed to an irregular phonetic

reduction which must be related to the 'logÍcal reductÍon.

The usual point of departure, as already indicated, ís that

prepositÍons can only admit of a single construction: that which
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governs a following obiect member (government; Fr. régine). This is

stated exp'licítly by NYROP: 'Une prêpositíon Íntroduit touiours un

régime'. It is an indisputab'le fact, however, that numerous pre-

positions can in part stand after theír governed obiect: 'Landet

over' ['Throughout the land']; and in part can stand without a

governed obiect: 'couri r aprês' , 'vení r contre' , 'parti r avec' .

(This'latter use is often called adverbial, or the prepositions Ín

question are even dÍvided for that reason Ínto a preposition and an

adverb - whereby evident'ly neither the morphologica'l nor the syntactic

analysis is advanced.)

To this may be added other functions. Prepositions can íntroduce

a subordinate clause: 'fra ieg kom til ieg gik' ['frm (the time) I

came untll I went'l - a function remíniscent of that of the conjunc-

tions (rD), which are indeed the near re]atives of the prepositÍons

(our prepositions, however, do not therefore become conjunctions Ín

thís kind of combinatíon.) Prepositions can even be an obiect in a

sentence: 'Jeg må af' ['I must (be) off']; 'Hun vílde ¡ed' ['She

wanted to golcome, too', lit. 'She wanted rith, along rith (us...)'l -

a function reminiscent of that of the infinÍtÍve (rd), wíth which the

prepositÍons have Índeed an affinity from another side (cp. 'ieg tå

gå' ['I must go'].

Finally Ít must be mentioned that prepositions as submembers do

not only govern a following member: 'à cause'; 'forcer â l'amour'; ¡â

aÍmer'; but also stand frequently as the first member of a compound

not governing, but descrÍbing the followíng member: 'sur-passer',

'[sur-pass] out-do' [as above, S19.20].

ThÍs fírst of the abstract classes Ís thus much freer and richer
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Ín its sententÍal functions than one is usual'ly inclined to suppose.

31. Proper nouns (R). - If proper names (nouns) are to be

understood as pure relata (R), then we can consider as belonging to

this class only those words which exclusÍve'ly denote or indicate mere

objects without describing or characterÍzing them in any way.

From this it follows that the category of proper noun must be

defÍned in ways essentÍal1y different from the usual practice or

psychological view.

#L l.le must not consÍder as proper nouns words belonging to other

word classes, nouns for example (tne temptation to do so is particu-

larly great in the case of substantives, which are indeed object-empha-

sízing words) and many types of complex words related to nouns (Bager

IBaker]; Rvdning [ClearingJ). Persona] names like German Schneider or

Eng'l Ísh Tqylor, names of towns I íke Norwegían 0dde [Headland?],

Finnish Turku ('market', = Swedisn Åbo) are not then proper nouns in

the strÍct sense so long as the relevant words in the same language

are still construed according to theír descrÍptive content.

#2 lde cannot at all consider as morphological proper nouns

combinations, including compounds - regardless of whether one or more

of the constituent members are genuine proper nouns or not. Place

names líke Skovs-hoved [Hood('s)-head] and Skag-en [tne Skaw; also

scawl (and numerous such formations Ín the toponomastics of most

countries, especially of the younger ones) have thus nothing to do

with pure proper nouns. Names I ike Tysk-land [Gemany, I it.
Ger¡an(s')-landl and Eng-land Ii.e. Angles' land] are just as much

combinations of common and proper nouns as llont-de-llarsan, for example.
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(That these combinations - just like pure common nouns of the

types mentioned - are used in a given envÍronment as fíxed

denominations of definite persons and p'laces is of course interesting

and important from the semantic poi nt of vÍew, but essentÍal ìy

irrelevant from the morpho'logical one.)

#3 0n the other hand - as against the noy{ common practÍce - we

ought to accept as real proper nouns all uncompounded and underived

technical terms Ínsofar as their semantÍc content or synonymic qualÍty

are not conmon knowledge in the relevant language community. I'le may

take as an example the South American word rate (cp. tea, coffee,

chocolate); while this is a cornnon noun in its homeland Paraguay, a

denomÍnation for a toast and the drink prepared for it from a kind of

ilex leaf, in every other country and language it must remain an

exotíc loanword, i.e. a mere name for an object the (definÍng)

qua'l ities of which are known on'ly to the ínitiated. Now if it were to

come about that the product, and with it the name became wÍdespread

and familiar to an entire race, there would then take place (as in

Spanish in Argentina and in Portuguese Ín Brazil) a mental association

between the name and the qualities of the obiect. And from the proper

noun a common noun comes into being, from the propriu which is a

purely denominating word (R) there arises a substantive which Ís also

descriptive (Rd).

One does not normally find a specÍal syntax of proper nouns in the

literature on grammar - apart from the probìem of the use of the

article Ín the case of some languages. It is clear, however, that this

cl ass deserves such an examination as much as any other, as much for

example as the re'lated nouns and pronouns. Here it appears, as one
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might expect, that proper nouns are encountered in essentÍal'ly the

same functions as these very same classes. Proper nouns stand in'bhe

sentence as subject, object, attribute: 'Caesar crossed the Rubicon';

'This is to be Troy'. They can be emphatic, and then prepositive even

though object; postpositive, even though subject: 'Charrider Lysiteles

saìutat' (Pìautus); 'salutem dicit Taxilo Tinar¡chides' (id.). They can

stand as the sÍngle member of a clause, particularly so in direct

address (and then in the vocative where such a case exists): 'iledice,

te ipsum.' - 0n the other hand proper nouns occur as submembers: they

can then stand descriptiveìy befone or after an object member: 'London

Bridge' , 'Avenue Thiers' , and frequently thus in the genitive: 'Cae-

sar's daughter', 'filia Caesaris'. Alternatively, they can themselves

form an object and are then described by pre or postpositive modi-

fiers: 'Great Britain' , 'a Solonon' ; 'Alexander Magnus' , '0rlando

Furioso'; or are governed by a preposition for example: 'Pro l,lilone'.

And they can, as mentioned, occur in compounds'in both in'itial and

final posìtion, as in pseudo-proper nouns like Eng-land, [Dan.]

Syd-Ameri ka.

32. Adverbs (d). - When this class is construed as consisting of

words denoting qua'lity alone, whÍch are thus pure descriptors, the

current category of adverbs - the motliest ín the whole of granrnar -

must be opened to a radical revision."Thus we cannot consÍder as

genuíne adverbs:

fi Words which are simpìy not descriptive. For example

situatives like her Ihere] and nu Inou], når [rtren] and her Isic;

hvor/where?1, which constitute a subclass of conjunctions: 526, #2),
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pronouns like tout and nêre (S25, #3).

#2 Words whích are certainìy descriptÍve, but more as well. For

example adjectÍves Ín combinations 1Íke sæ'lge dyrt'['sell dear'],

vendre cher ($t0; S23, #2]'. Thus too the complex words arisÍng from

adjectives by derivation: sage-ment (originalìy compounds).

#3 Fina'l1y combinations which are Ín part looser combinations

like sans doute, tout-à-fait etc., in part compounds of several

dÍfferent types like par-fois, pour-quoi, pIu-tôt, dés-or-nais.

There remain as actual or genuine adverbs words like bien and mal,

plus and moins, peu and trop, três and assez, si (tlg. a homonym with

the conjunction si and the affirmative response si) and ne (but not

tri, which is a conjunction, nor non whÍch is a reply, i.ê.

interjection).

The questíon is now whether these words always have a single

functÍon, whÍch would thus be the adverbÍal function.

Now í t i s easy to see strai ght away that they are used í n two

complete'ly different ways: on one hand as a member in a sentence, on

the other as a member wÍthín a member: 'Il parle bien', cf. 'Il parle

assez/si bien', 'Il ne parle pas'; cf. 'pour ne rien dire'.

As different as these functions are (with their quite divergent

relatíonship to the sentence: dírect Ín the first Ínstance, indirect

i n the second ) , they neverthel ess present certai n anal ogi es whÍ ch

could be thought to be - and Ín fact have been - a pretext for calling

them a'll adverbial. 0f a quÍte different type on the other hand Ís

the unquestÍonable function as obiect: 'FaÍtes plus/noins', cf. 'Ne

faites rien'; as attrÍbute: 'qui plus est'; or as a governed member

after a preposition: 'Un rat, sans plus (La Fontaíne); or as an
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introductory element: 'Plus l'oeuvre est belle, plus les caractères

qu'elle manifeste sont Íntimes' (Taine).

Nobody can doubt - and I daresay nobody ever has doubted - that in

all these instances we have a single word plus, a descriptive adverb,

32.40 which despÍte all its syntactic vicissitudes preserves íts

morphological identity unscathed. - Nor are adverbs, then, bound to a

single sentential function consistent with their nature eÍther.

5

33. ilumerals (D).o - If thÍs class ís defined as words whose sole

defíníng characteristic Ís the denoting of empty frames or objects for

descriptíon (D) - u,e can also use expressions like basís or sit¡¡s -,

then we are obliged here, as in the case of the öther three abstract

classes, to weed out a good deal . l,le cannot then consider as genuíne

numeral s:

#L Designations of number which are pure substantives, for

example popular units of reckoning 'like snes Iscore], skok [sixty],

ol [eighty] and arithmetic inventions like rillion, rilliard, etc.

#2 Words which certainly contain the number defining element (D),

but more besides. Thus al I derived numeral s: ordinal s, numeral

adverbs, distributives etc. primus, bis, bÍni. - The smallest numbers

should no doubt often be considered as not being entirely abstract,

particularly when they - like pronouns - are inflected in gender and

number. Thus the denominations of L,2,3 and (partly) 4 in the older

Indo-European I anguages: unus, -ô, -r!; duo, -ae; tnes, tria;
TeTTqpeç, - 0.

#3 Finally all conbÍnations of the símple numbers insofar as

the se are sti 1 I cl early recogni zabl e: thus combi nati ons I i ke

10
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duo-de-viginti and compounds like duo-decin - in other words the great

majorÍty of all denomínatíons of a number.

There remaÍn only relatívely very few basic numbers; their total

number (within the customary decimal system of countíng) would barely

exceed ten. Thís can be e.g. [Dan.] fem - tolv [from five to trelve],

tyve ltwenty], hundrede [hundred].

The syntax of numerals, which - like that of the rest of the

abstract classes - has been paíd little attention, consists then in

the very study of the combinatíons of these few basÍc elements.

The role of the numerals Ín the sentence seems to be most closely

analogous to that of the indefinite pronouns (cf. een [one], nogen

Isone1, ingen Inone]. They stand, líke these latter, as subject,

object or attribute: 'Tyve er en snes' ['Ttenty is a score']; Han lod

fen være lige' ['He let five be equal', i.e, let two and two be five];

[Eng1 'we are seven' . They al so stand emphaticaì'ly: 'Syv er vi' [lit.
'seven are wê', with the first word ín stress posÍtíonl; or quite

alone: 'Fyrre!' [forty!J (e.9. as a statement of a score at cards or

tenni s) .

What is particularly Ímportant is their changing roìe in

combinatíons. The simp'le numbers can here - again like pronouns

stand 'adjectívally', âs it Ís ca'l1ed, i.e. appended: 'Ti mand' ['ten

men'1. ('substantiva'lly', which is the contrasting tenn, merely means

free-standÍng: 'De var ti'['they were ten']. The combínatíons can

a'l so be of many other types; in vingt-quatre '20 + 4' = 24 the

relation the two members Ís thus one thÍng, in quatre-vingts '4 x 20'

= 80 quite another; while the first relatÍon is additive, the second

is multiplicative, but this difference must be of a syntactíc kínd.
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AddÍtion is expressed by a relation between an object memb'er and a

descriptor member; multiplication by a relation between a governing

member and Íts regimen (governed obiect).

34. Complex classes. - These classes, whích it would take us too

f a.r f rom our present di scussi on to treat i n dêtai'l , - theÍ r cl assi -

fication has not even been sufficiently elaborated - do not seem. to

assume any special position from the syntactÍc poÍnt of vÍew: derived

'verbs' like rCdne Iredden; cp. S24.17 above] are treated syntacti-

caì'ly like genuine verbs, derived 'substantÍves' like gerning{actlonl

or godhed Igoodness] are treated like substantives, derived 'affec-

tÍves' like lykkelig Ihappy] are treated like genuÍne adjectives, and

so on. It is the morpho'logical structure of these words which is more

complex. Theír syntactic possibilities are exactly those of the con-

crete classes - only that in certaÍn cases, because they combine the

possibilities of opposing classes, they can seem more suÍted to occupy

a complete clause. Thus in the so-called'nomÍnal'style - which is

frequent in e.g. Tacitus and the French naturalists (tne Goncourt

brothers, A. Daudet and E. Zola) - we fÍnd a large number of ver-

bal -nouns: 'Nul I a cul tus jactatio' ; 'Funerum nul I a aÉitio' (Tac. ) 'Et

queì serrement de coeur ... Et quelle êtrange souffrance... (Zo'la).

35. Interjections (rRdD). - There remains only one class, the

undifferentiated class. This is assumed to be defined by a synthesis

of all the logical concepts and therefore contains all abstract,

concrete and complex classes at once. By this is meant interjections,

the characteristic of whích it is to be both copulative (r) and bound

10
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(R), both descriptor (d) and described (D), consequentìy, a

simultaneous expression of relation and thing, frame and content. Each

word in this prímordiaì class, from which all other classes may be

thought to be híved off by (virtue of) differentiatÍon, Ís thus a

totality where none of the class-defining concepts must be wanting;

there is on the other hand only one such tota'lity. From this it
follows that we cannot consider as genuine interjections:

#l Words from other, therefore more speci a'l word cl asses :

substantives I ike Salut! , adjectives I ike Bon! , verbal forms I ike

Tiens!, adverbs lÍke Bien! (These words have not lost, as is said,

their actual or original meaning at all; they are simp'ly used as

sentences. )

#2 Combinations of a number of words of which one from time to

tÍme is a genuine interjection: 'fi donc!'; 'na foi!'; par-di! (Such

combinations are said to stand as interjections or interjectiona'lly;

but what Í s meant by thÍ s i s simp'ly that they - ana'logously to a

frequent use of the primary interjections - stand as whole members.)

There remain words of the type '0h!', 'Ah!', 'Fi!' (primÍtive

expressions of emotion (and also of the types like'Buns!' ['Bang!'J,

'Tdf ! ' ['Puff !], Hallo!, Pst! (which each in their ourn way exp'loit the

possibilities inherent in the definÍtion of the c'lass by virtue of

inner accentuatíon). Words of rep'ly like ja [yesJ and nej [no] may

also be considered as belonging to the interjectÍons: they constitute

the most abstract and most grammatical words of the class.

The question - our constant question, put here for the'last time -

is now whether genuine interjections necessarily a'lways function in a

singìe manner. It is clear that by virtue of theÍr heavy nature, they
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are in themse'lves to a higher degree suited to constÍtute the entÍre

sentence than any other words. And ít is undeniably Ín this functÍon

that they are most frequently encountered - which has given rise to

the desÍgnation 'interjectíonal use' and to the establishment of the

secondary interjections. It must not be forgotten, however, that they

by no means exclude col'laboratÍon with other members Ín the same

sentence: 'Fi donc!'; 'Av for pokker!' ['0h damn it!'], that they may

quÍ te wel 'l st,and as subject and object: 'Han sagde av' [ 'He sai d

"oh!"']; 'Ay var aìt, hvad han sagde'["0h" was all he saíd']; and

that as submembers they are used both 'material iter': 'et bms' ['a

bang'J and occur Ín compounds: 'et fy-råb' ['a cry of "shate!",

ugh!'1, 'et afskeds-hurra' ['a farewell hurrah']. As far as words of

reply in particular are concerned, they can be used, for example, in

Dani sh as bridging particles, í.e. as introductory elements of a

sentence or member: 'Ja vÍst!' ['certainly' , ] it. 'yes certainly'];

'Stort, ja væ'l dígt' [ 'Large, indeed enormous' ; I it. ' I arge, J€s

enormous' ].
Even this, the apparently most 'syntactic' class - word and

sentence seem here to coincide - appears thus, like aìl the other

classes, to have a single form, i.e. inner logical structure, but a

number of uses Ín the sentence.

36. Inflexion. - If it were correct, as is nou, frequently

claímed or at least presupposed, that morphology seen from the insÍde

is syntax, then not only word classes, but a'lso ínflexíonal forms

would have to be defíned according to their function Ín the sentence.

As has already been observed (S12, #4), Ít will rapÍdly appear in
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the case of most inflexional forms quÍte ímpossÍble to give any

syntactic defínition to them; it has never even occurred to anyone to

connect the feminine or the pìuraì, the future or the superlative, for

example, with any specia'l relation in the period or the sentence,

member or submember. It is only case (and diathesis) on the one hand,

and the moods on the other, of which any such thing might be asserted

with any degree of likelihood.

37. Case and diathesis. - It seems clear that 'nominal forms'

such as nominative and accusative, and verbal forms such as active and

passive belong together and form a class of their ourn Ín contrast to

all the other inflexional forms. They seem to express genera'l logical

relatíons: by ana'logy with those relatÍons whÍch are represented by

word classes and sentence members, but different from the more special

nuances from which synonymy is built up and whÍch sometimes become

established systematically in a fixed series of forms (mood, aspect

and tense; degree of comparison; gender).

Now here by case and diathesis we must naturalìy understand real

formal categories, that is, not merely expressions which Ín a certain

context seem equivalent or more or less analogous to these categoríes.

#L A single form cannot thus novú be accepted as one case or

dÍathesÍs respectÍve'ly, now a s another. Forms like mig or han (cf.

Engìish ne, hir) cannot - as MIKKELSEN and SONNENSCHEIN for example

have thought - be considered accusative in sentences like'Hun hader

nig/har' ['She hates ne/hin'], but dative on the other hand in: 'Han

gave mig/han prisen' ['He gave ne/hin the prize'J.u It is likewise

inadmissÍble to consider the partíciple givet (Eng. given, Fr. donné),
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as active in the combination have givet [(to) have givenl, but as

passive in the combinatÍon være/blive givet [(to) be given]. The fact

is that forms like givet in Danish and the corresponding participles

in a number of modern European'languages are neutral in relatíon to

the actíve-passive contrast and that non-nominative Iob1Íque] forms

ìike nig (Eng. me, Fr. me) are neutral with respect to the accusative-

dative contrast. (The unquestÍonable difference which manifests itself

in the different combínations here is of a syntactic nature, then, not

of a morphol ogi ca'l one. )

#2 A combination here called periphrasis or circumlocution should

not be considered a genuine form at all. CombinatÍons with

prepositions are thus not case forms, and combÍnatÍons with auxi'líary

verbs are not diatheses. It is not theoretically justÍfÍable and

scarcely practical either, i.ê pedagogically useful, to decline French

substantives in case paradigms thus:

Nom., Acc. l'ho¡te

Dat. à l'homn

Gen. de I'hne
f or i nstance only recent'ly in DAM0URETTE & PICH0N although wit,h

dÍfferent, newly coined names.

And it is just as unfortunate to construe as passive the Latin

periphrastic form amatrn esse and the corresponding turns turns of

phrase in modern languages (Fr. être aiú, Eng. be loved, Ger. getiebt

rerden, Dan. blive elsket).

When we already find periphrastic forms cÍted alongside simpìe

ones in Latín grarnmar and then ín the grarnmars of modern languages on

the model of the former - thus too for example tense forms ín great
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number - this is owing to a slavish fi'11ìng in of a certain tradi-

tional schema with approximate equiva'lents and to a misunderstanding

of the grammarian's duty not to halt his anaìysis until the smallest

índissoluble elements are reached.

The question is now whether genuine case forms (such as Latin

doninus, -um, -i) and genuine examples of diathesis (such as Greek

riOávor,tíOeo0or) are bound to a singìe syntactic construction and

consequently admit of or even demand a conceptua'l definition derived

therefrom.

As far as case is concerned, thÍs is very far from the actual

state of affairs. A nominative can in fact be now subiect, nou,

attribute: Hono homini lupus - not to mention the anacoluthic or

absolute usage, i.ê. usage outside a particular sententÍal context.

The accusative can be an object, oF, for example, an índÍcatÍon of

di rec ti on: 'Carpe dier ' ; ' Rman/domm i re' ; cf . 6ï"ou ÊÀeúorror

(Homer). The genitive stands nob, as member, now as submember: '0b-

litus sum mei' (Terence); 'Ciceronis domus'. A partítive can stand

now as subject, nolJ as obiect and Ín even more ways: thus for example

in Finnish and Estonian (cf. SETÃLA, SAARESTE). From whích Ít evi-

dent'ly follows that the case system in a given language must be de-

fined wÍthout (direct, at least) reference to sentential functíons.

And as far as diatheses or genera verbi are concerned, í.e. the

opposition of active, passive and middle voice (as in Greek) or of

active and medio-passive (as in Latin and the Scandinavian languages),

it is quite impossible to derive the definition of these fonns from

their role in the sentence. The fact Ís that contrasting forms within

thís category are used with the same construction, with the object for
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example: tr0ávar (active) and ti0eo0ar vóuouç (mÍddle): 'to give

laws (for others and for onese'lf, respectively)'; Lat. auguro and

auguror aliquid, 'to predict (augur) something'; Danish minde een on

noget [to remind someone of sonething] and mindes noget [to remember

somethÍ ngl .

It certainly cannot be denied that there is a certain affinity

between active and object and also between accusative and object, that

active and accusative thus stand in a certain inner relationship; but

this relationship between the morpho'logical and syntactíc concepts Ís

necessari'ly and unequÍvocally not evÍdent.

Case and diathesis are thus formal concepts which - contrary to

the plura'l of inflexional forms - are of such a nature, or more

accurate'ly: of such a 'logical (as against symbo'lic) nature that they

can be p'laced in relationship with syntactic operations. However,

this relation seems definitely not to be of such a dÍrect kind that it
permits firm Ínferences from member to form, and so from syntax to

morpho'l ogy.

38. l{oods. - The attempt has been made, as v're have mentioned, to

establ i sh a cl ose rel ati on between the verbal forms cal I ed mdi or

moods and the most important sentence types.

(tle cannot here consider as moods infinitÍve or participle, which

- like the finite verb - are categories directìy subordinate to the

verb, while the moods in the proper sense are onìy modifications

ana'logous to aspect and tense - (especially) of the finÍte verb; nor,

of course, âry possi b'l e peri phrasti c forms wi th so-cal I ed auxi I i ary

verbs + ínfinitíve: with skulle Iapprox. shall/rill/should] for the
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imperative, and skulle, kunne Ican] or tnåtte [must] for subjunctive

and optative. )

AccordÍng to IMAIER'S] theory (St3, #41, the indicative should

stand in permanent relation to declaratÍve sentences, and the other

moods to vari ous ' desi derati ve sentences' : optati ve to sentences

expressing wishes, subjunctive to volítional sentences, and imperatÍve

to commands.

Quite apart from the critícísms which could be levelled at this

more psychological than 'logical sentence classification, it must be

noted here that: the optative (in Greek) does not only express wishes

but also (withäv ) possibility. Its name is therefore not exhaus-

tive'ly definitive and should not form the basis of conclusions. The

subjunctive denotes doubt just as much as volition; and only when we

have succeeded in incorporatíng both these latter will we have found

the real concept of thÍs form. And even the imperative is not neces-

sarily bound to direct command proper: thus in Greek we frequently

find in subordinate clauses the form: o?oO'6 noínoov 'You (sg.) know

what to do, what you are to do' (cp. also the imperative Ín the first
part of compounds: fac-simile, etc. S24, #3). To this we can add what

is perhaps the most decisive point that the índicative is by no means

restrÍcted to declaratÍve sentences (if, as is held by H. MAIER, this

concept is to stand in oppositíon to all the others). The indÍcative

can, on the contrary, by reason of its neutral character (= the bare

finite verb) be found in all kinds of sentences, whether they express

volition, wish, doubt or orders; thÍs is also so in Modern Danísh, for

exampìe (where the subiunctive has greatly receded - or perhaps more

exactly: has become qui te 'lost 
) .
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All of this might meanwhile point to the fact that types of

sentences (of necessity moreover inc'luding questions in this regard)

no more stand in permanent and necessary relation to mood than for

examp'le to tense and aspect.

There has been no successfuì attempt at al 1 to define any

i n fl exÍ onal form i n di rect dependency rel ati ons to syntacti c

relationshÍps.

39. tlord meanings. - A final consequence of the doctrine of the

syntactic character of morphology wouìd be that the meaning of a word

could be syntactic in nature, or that the word as such should be

predetermined to a single, specia'l sententÍal use. In part the

various partic'les (tne so-called 'synsemantica'), in part, transitive

a nd i ntrans Í ti ve verbs , and i n part rel ati ve and i nterrogati ve

pronouns have been construed as being words of this kind.

#L 'synsemantica'l - Regardíng these JAMES HARRIS wrote that

while certain words ìÍke [Eng1 nan, nusic, sreet preserve a definite

meaning when subject to sentence analysÍs, there are others,'like and,

the, with, which - when isolated - upon immedÍate consideratíon ([Eng]

'immediately') lose theÍr meaning. Yet HARRIS adds prudent'ly: 'Not

that these latter have no meanÍng at aìl, but Ín practice they never

have any except combi natori al'ly ( [Eng] 'when i n cmpany, or

associated'). This theory, taken .up in our own times by the

phiìosopher of ìanguage ANTON MARTfand his pupi'l 0TT0 FUNKE, is at

the same time - as recognized by SVANBERG (1930) - quÍte open to

criticism. It is true that the meaning, or rather more correctly:

shade of meaning of a word, ís determined by the context in whích it
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occurs in the ÍndÍvídual instance, and that this holds true to an even

greater degree, the more abstract the word is (we may bear in mind

what was said above about Fr. de and que). It aìso holds true in

especially high degree of prepositÍons, auxiliary verbs and other

partÍcìes (the so-called mots accessoires or nots-utils - designations

which, incidentalìy, are frequent'ly misused, since there is an

involuntary tendency here to Ímagine that such words are adequately

characterized thereby). But from this it by no means follows that such

words should not have their own independent and constant defÍnition.

Now it is in fact possibìe to define every síng'le one of them since

they are in part assigned to a definite class ([Eng] rith is a

preposition, and a copulative conjunctÍon, the a definite pronoun), in

part allotted a position within the class on a synonymic basis by

means of more special definÍtions. There are on'ly a very few, highly

abstract words that are not suÍtable for the last-mentioned kind of

conceptua'l definitÍon: Fr. de is a prepositÍon and nothing else, Fr.

que Ís the universal conjunction, etc. But even these latter have

therefore their own morphologica'l value: they are 'autosemantica'.

There are thus no'synsemantica' or syntactical'ly defined words at all.

#2 Transitive and intransitive verbs (rords). - Since the Middle

Ages it has been traditional to divÍde verbs into two classes (tne

Jewish grammarian ABRAHAM IBN ESRA seems to have been the pioneer

here): the intransitives, whÍch simply denote an action concerning the

subject, and the transitives which require an obiect. Løbe lto run]

is intransitive, for example, and slå [to hit, strike] transitive, as

the latter is regularly construed with an obiect, the former is not.

But observation shows that the converse is by no means excluded, but
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on the contrary is quite frequent: 'Han løber en fare'IHe runs a

riskl; 'Han slår' [He strikes, hits]; and that on the whole the same

verb is now transÍtive, now intransitive: 'Han taler' [He speaks, is

speakingl, 'Han taler flere sprog' [He speaks several languagesl;

'l,lonter lentement' (intr.), cf. 'nonter une malle' (trans.). - The

same observation can be made moreover for adjectives and prepositions;

these, toor are noul followed by a regimen, now not: 'Han er rig (på

gods)' IHe Ís rich (in goods)J; 'Han er forlnod (planen)' IHe is

forlagainst (the pìan) l.
From this it appears c'lear'ly enough that it ís not verbs

( adiectives, prepositions) as such whÍch are necessarily either

transitive or intransitive in consequence of their inherent meaning.

It is situation and context, the impu'lse towards a more or less

expì i ci t form of expressi on that resu'l ts i n an al ternati ng

construction: with or without an object. The difference thus does not

concern the verb qua verb at al I ( or adjecti ve qua adjective,

preposÍtÍon qua preposition), but only the so-called sentence verb,

i.e. the central or predicative member ín the sentence. In other

words, the phenomenon can safeìy be transferred from morpho'logy to

syntax.

#3 Interrogative and relative pronouns (words) As is

well-known, there can be found in the grammar of numerous languages -

at all events, in a'|1 languages of Indo-European and analogous types -

one category of interrogative pronouns, and a second of relatÍve

pronouns. Now interrogative and relative (as here understood) are

evidentìy sentential concepts. It wÍ1'l be assumed, then, that here we

have words that are defi ned syntactica'l'ly. Now thi s assumption
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presents a difficulty of a quite remarkable kind: the so-called

relative pronouns coincide reguìarìy in form with the Ínterrogative -

and al so, moreover, coi nci de reguì arìy wi th certai n i ndefi ni te

pronouns. This is true of e.g. Danish hvm/hvad [rho/rhat, rlrich] and

hvilken [rlrat, which, whoJ, French qui and quoi and the corresponding

words in other Germanic and Romance and Indo-European'languages in

general; as concerns the so-called relative Qui/quod and the so-called

interrogative quis/quid in Latin, they are Ín part strongly conta-

minated ín their decìension, and in part both ÍndefinÍte as well:

qui-cunque, quis-quis etc. Now on the basis of this close

relationship between the three pronomina'l categories the question has

been put as an historical prob'lem (a probìem in so-called historical

syntax) whether the first, the second or the third function was the

origina'l one from which the remainÍng two would thus have developed.

Now i t has usua'l 'ly been agreed that the rel ati ve functi on must have

been secondary because of its connexíon with the subordinate clause

(assumed to be 'lately developed). There remained the choice between

the interrogative and Índefiníte function, and some then, with BREAL

and the Semitic scholar BROCKELMANN, took the interrogative as the

primary function, others, with MEILLET and the Egypto'logists SETHE and

GARDINER, the indefinite.

The prob'lem seems, however, in thís form to rest on an untenable

assumption. We can only speak of an historical development from one

type to another (Ínterrogative to indefinite or vice-versa) if they

are, each in Ítself, constant at a given time - and are thus not to be

construed as mere variants of a higher type of kind. Now the concepts

rel ative and interrogative are, as mentioned, purely syntactic
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concepts and as such inadequate for defining characteristics of a

morphologica'l type. In fact there occur no pronouns (or even words)

at all whose function it is to be exclusive'ly relative or exclusively

interrogative. Words like når [when] and hvor [r]rerel (Latin quando,

ubi and their Romance derivatives) are part'ly interrogative, partly

conjunctional, Í.e. relatÍve; this is true also of an interrogatíve

particle like Latin an whÍch is interrogative and dísjunctive, thus

relative (= conjunction). And as far as the pronouns mentioned are

concerned, they are rea'l 'ly al I i ndef í ni te and there i s no reason to

assume that there was any time when they did not belong to this

morphologica'l category, a subclass (defíned RD) of pronouns. Now it is

just this undefined or Índefinite character that permits them to

function not on'ly as what are usuaì1y called indefinites (quis,

aI i -qui s, qui s-qui s; qui -cr,nnque) , but al so as i ntroductory cl auses

where the indefiniteness appears either as a poÍnt of departure for,

or as a reference to, external description, that is, precisely what

are called relative and interrogative clauses respective'ly. It is

thus only the context or the construction which makes the relevant

pronouns now interrogative, now relative; in themselves they are only

i ndefi ni te .

40. We have examÍned the questÍon of whether morphologÍcal

concepts - as has been assumed to a large extent - can be defined by

v,ray of syntax. And we have found that neither the word as such nor

the i ndi vÍ dual word cl asses, nei ther case nor dí athesi s, nei ther

inflexÍon nor word meaning can be unequivocally línked to or derived

from gíven roles in the sentence.

5
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It has turned out, on the contrary, that al'l these concepts are of

a characteristic, non-syntactic nature, and that they can be defined

in part by general logical concepts - through the application of which

there emerge word classes and, it would seem, case and diathesÍs,

related to the former - , in part by more speciaì symbo'lÍc concepts -

whÍch are the basis of the synonymics of inflexions and word meanÍngs.

I n spi te of defÍ ni te dÍ fferences wi thi n these morpho'l ogical

concepts - particularìy between word classes and cases on the one

hand, inflexion and meaníng on the other - there has nevertheless

appeared a certaÍn monotone qua'lity in the morphological sphere,

certain common traits recurring everywhere: these concepts always

form a system, and these morphoìogical systems can be characterÍzed Ín

turn by certaín - often overlooked - peculiarities:

#L A morphological system constitutes a noñn. ThÍs means Ín the

first place that it is constant, in other words: that it stands fast,

with a hallmark of invariabÍ'lity for all users, that is, both for

producers ( speakers and wri ters ) and reproducers ( li steners and

readers). No change or tendency to change can have its point of

departure i n the norm as such.

#2 Next, a morpho'logical system is - likewise by vírtue of its
character of norm - superindividual. This appears with an authority

demanding absolute obedience from the indÍvidual, from all

individuals. Everything spoken and written ín a given 'language must -

in order to be understood - keep within certain quite precÍse limits.

These limits to be sure always permit a degree of free play (cf. the

concept of range of correctness in phonetics), and this margin of pìay

can be very wide in the case of abstract words and forms. The
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language community, however, depends upon all individuals' aimÍng at

the same ideal.

#3 Now the system ís precise'ly of a pureìy ideal or potential

nature on'ly. It does not at all require that all indivÍduals realize

a given form (word or meaning) in an identícal manner or in one which

is anaìogous in detaíl; a dialect may avoid certaÍn parts of a system

which another dialect or style particular'ly favours. And it does not

even requíre, as ule have seen Ín our discussion of suppletíve stems,

that forms of the same word have any externa'l element in common. The

normative constancy of words and forms that all members of the

language community must respect - if they are not to be outcasts Ín

that language conrnunÍty - are then onìy an inner foñn, a number of

systems where each individual element is a synthesÍs of logíca'l and

symbol Íc concepts.

#4 Finally, a morpho'logÍcal system ís distinguished by the fact

that its elements are convertible. This means that the relatíon

between a gÍven member A and any other member whatever, B, is always

just the same as the relatíon between B and A. Thought moves with

equaì facility Ín every directíon wíthin the system (which does not

exclude differences ín 'logical level, as u,e have seen). The indi-

vidual elements, i.ê. words or forms or classes, do not consequently

appear Ín one fíxed and necessary order; the nomínatÍve, for example,

mÍght with equal right be pìaced first or'last ín the cÍtation ordero

of the cases (RASK, as is well-known, has just assumed the contrary),

and prepositions or interjections can be made the first or the last

word class with just as much or as lÍttle justíficatíon.

One wÍll be ab]e to find these traÍts, which are characteristic of
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morphology, recurring in phono'logy (as it ís nowadays beíng consti-

tuted); here, too, the systems in each given'language are constant and

superÍndivídual, potential and convertible. Phonemes - like words and

forms - are fixed, abstract types, raised above and neutral ín rela-

6s tion to all indivÍdual and combinatoríal realizations, and are ordered

ín harmonious systems. It is this which iustifies our summÍng up

morphology and phonology as the systematic disciplines of grammar.

4L. In the examínation of the relation of the morphological

concepts to the sentence members there has emerged meanwhile not only

difference, but also sÍmiìaríty. It cannot Índeed be denÍed that words

and forms of a given definition, if not necessarÍly and constantly,

nevertheìess frequently and natural'ly seek certaÍn posítions and play

definite roles on the linguístic scene. It is the extent and cause of

thÍs phenomenon that we shall examine in the following part.



II SYNTAX

:r-Il linguaggio è perpetua creazione ^

CROCE

42. If the thesís here advanced (Slt, #41 of the autonomy of
:Å-

synt,ax is correct, it will follow that no syntactic concept can be

defined morphoìogicaì'ly, i.e. on the basis of the meaning of words or

forms. The syntactic concepts, oF, as we have called them above, the

concepts of the 'logical rhythm, whose relation to morpho'logy must thus

be examined, are the foìlowing: #I períod #2 sentence #3 member #4

compound.

43. The independence of syntax has meanwhÍle been just as far

from beÍng generalìy acknowledged as that of morphology. This ís

even a consequence of the mixing of morphology and syntax that we

observed in the'last chapter. This míxÍng - which it Ìs now our task

s to consider from the syntactic aspect - can be formulated thus:

#L Hords.* - The very concept of word i s frequently put at the

basÍs by definition of both sentences and members, and also (parti-

cu'lar'ly) of submembers. Thus a sentence is saÍd to consist of words,

and many members and submembers and all compounds as well are con-

t0 strued simply as words (of one class or the other, possíb1y in one

case form or another), but they are not construed syntactical'ly at alì.
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#2 Hord classes. - A word class such as verb has been assumed to

be necessary to constitute a sentence or at all events to constitute a

defi ni te type of sentence ( tne so-cal I ed verbal sentence, i .e. as

against the nomÍnal sentence or clause). Sentence types would thus be

characterized by the words of a given class which they contaÍn.

Next, certaín members are denoted merely by the name of the word

class: the verb, the adverb, or the verba'l or adverbíal member. And

on thÍs analogy certain sentences, particularly the so-called sub-

ordÍnate c'lauses, are generally denoted as substantival, adjectival or

adverbial, obvÍous'ly on the presupposÍtíon that these sentences - like

certaín members - appear in the role which is characterístic for the

relevant word classes. GARDINER emp'loys the word class concepts in an

even bolder and even more indefinite vray when he calls thought

substantival (dÍrected toward things?) and word meaning adjectÍval

(predicatín9?).

#3 Forns. - While the great majority of inflexional forms are too

remote from sentential relations for anyone to have been able to

conceive the establishment of some reciprocal dependency relationship

here, somethÍng of the kind has been attempted in part wÍth the moods,

in part with case and diathesÍs. There has been talk of índicative,

subjunctÍve and imperatíve sentences, of actÍve and passive sentences,

and many sentence members - partÍcularly submembers - have been

def i ned, or named at least, simp'ly as case: in scholastíc grarmar

nqrinativus verbi vúas the name for subject, and 'dative' is still
frequently used for indirect object, and by using the term'genítíve'

it is often imagined that an adiunct submember has thereby been

suffi cent'ly analysed.
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#4 tlord meani ng. - I t Í s to 0TT0 J ESPERSEN that vúe orrre an

interesting attempt to place word meanÍng, especially that of nouns,

at the basis of a definition of sentence members. Accordíng to this,

when we have two nouns (Ín which category are Íncluded proper nouns,

substantives and adjectives) or pronouns, the more special of them

(that is, in consequence of the definítion, proper nouns and sub-

stantives Ín partÍcu'lar) will - necessarily and independentìy of the

word order - be the subject, while the more genera'l (i.e. adjectÍves

Ín particular) will be predÍcative (= our attribute).

The vÍews here summarized - wíth the exception of JESPERSEN'S

notion of the relation between member and range of meaning - do not

rest on conscÍous or proper'ly reasoned theories. They are, as Ís

easÍ1y seen, diametrically opposed to the prevaÍ'líng exactly contrary

tendency to define morphoìogica'l concepts by r{ay of syntax. These

views may reaììy be mereìy consequences of a vague tradítíonal ter-

minoìogy and are testimony to the fact that a number of syntactic

concepts have still not been brought to clear consciousness and

therefore have not in any way been the obiect of consístent attempts

at defÍnition.

44. The concept of sentence. - The attempts which have been made

since antiquity to give a definitíon of the sentence, and whích have

recentìy (1931) been conveniently compiled by JOHN RIESI are many and

varied. At thÍs poÍnt the definitions based on words and word classes

are of prÍmary Ímportance to us.

#L As ear'ly as the cl assicical grammarians (pRlSCtRt'¡tÊ and possibly

DIONYSI0S THRAX-X- before him) t{e find the notíon that a sentence Ís a
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combination of words; and thus, too, even in our own time in the work

of a logician like BENNO ERDMANN ('Verkntlpfung von Worten'), of a

psychologist I ike HEINRICH MAIER ('Wort oder Wortkomp'lex'), or of

grammarÍans like H. Sl.lEET ([Eng] 'a word or combinatíon of words') or

E . BRATE ISwed] 'ordgrupp' [' group of words' ] , H. GTJNTERT ( 'Wort-

fügung') or A.H. GARDINER';(tEngl 'word or set of words'). - If by this

is meant simp'ly that in a gíven language a sentence cannot be formed

without using the words of that language (iust as a syllabìe cannot be

formed without using the specific sounds chosen by that language),

then all that has been said is a mere banality (which even then, upon

closer inspectíon, is perhaps not entirely incontrovertÍble). If on

the other hand, as is evidently the case for many of the authors named

(ERDMANN, BRATE, GüNTERT), emphasis is placed on a nuúer of words,

then an important sentence type is thereby arbitrarily excluded, name-

1y the sing'le member sentence (of whÍch, more later). And íf the desíg-

nation word is seriously used as a name for the e'lements or members of

the sentence, then Ít is thereby asserted that the sentence can be mor-

phoìogically defined. This, however, is probably a highìy debatable

poÍnt of vÍew.

I,lords (in the sense indicated above) cannot in fact, in

consequence of their potential character (S40, #3; cf. S39) as such

(tnat Ís, in their capacity as words) be elements in the sentence

proPer.

To be sure, words ostensÍbly enter into a combÍnatíon or synthe-

sis; but it is this latter and not the words which creates the sen-

tence, and the sentence is not equal to the sum of (indÍvidual) words.*

I,{hen words enter a context, by so doí ng they do not remai n mere
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words or lexical elements. They are altered by the synthesÍs; and the

intention of the sentence changes them from dead partst'to living

members.

#? Another and more extensÍve form of morphologícal definitíon of

the sentence consists in the requirement of the occurrence therein of

words of a given type. A psycho'logist of language líke WUNDT*"goes fur-

thest in this dÍrection, who requires both noun and verb as the funda-

mental sentence members and expressly dec'lares that these word classes

essentia'lly coíncide with the two maÍn sentence members, subject and

predicate. (0f our DanÍsh writers, KR. MIKKELSEN took an analogous

standpoint but with less consistency by requiring a verb and,'as a

ru'le', a substantive Ín the sentence.) - In a more moderate - and more

frequent - form, the theory requires only the verb, especially Ín

finÍte form: thus for example in the work of the German syntax scholar

FRANZ KERN (1884), who was followed in thÍs by many, Ín ScandÍnavia by

E. BRATE (1898). - A related vievú may be said to be present ín the sen-

tence defínition of traditional logic whereby the sentence necessari'ly

consists of three members: subject, copula and predicate - where by

copula, of course, is meant ín fact the verbal form [Lat] est,'is'
(cf. ZIEHEN).

45. These three types of sentence definition all suffer, then,

from the same weaknesses:

#1 They put a definÍte sentence type in place of the sentence, a

supposedly normal or 'logícal' type, characterized by the fact that

the thought moves from a nomínal subiect through a verba'l central or

copulative member to a nominal predícate (or attrÍbute): 'Gud er

5
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eyig' ['God is eternal']; or at least moves from a nomina'l subiect to

a verbal predicate: 'Gud er' ['God is (exists)']. - Now it is for-

gotten here that the sentence can be.reduced without any discontinuity

to a single member, that this does not need to be a verb (or for that

matter, a noun eíther):'Gud!' ['God!']''Yæk!' ['Off!, Aray!'];

'Ja! ' ['Yes! ' ]; 'Ay! ' ['(}uch! , 0r! ' ].

#2 These definÍtions presuppose on the other hand that there are

no languages without verbs (or without nouns). Now ít is quite true

that these two word classes (whÍch, moreover, are closely linked both

reciprocally and vis-à-vis two other concrete classes: pronouns and

conjunctions) play an important role in languages of our famiìy and of

ana'logous type, that ís, in Indo-European, Semítíc and Finno-UgrÍc,

and that in our languages there can seem to be a certain connexion be-

tween subject and noun ( ävouo) on the one hand, and to an even great-

er extent between predicate and verb ( åîuo ) on the other; when in

'The Sophist' PLATO for examp'le already denotes ðvoua and ôîuoas ne-

cessary for Àóyoc,, 'the sentence', ít was doubtless not entirely clear

whether by thÍs was meant the morphologÍcal concepts we cal'l word

classes, or the syntactic concepts we call sentence members (the very

names ín the c'lassÍcal ìanguages for word classes, partcs orationis

and tò uópn roî Àóyou show indeed that the distínction was not drawn).

- Now Ít is, however, a fact, which in this context Ít is Ímportant to

emphasize, that there are languages lacking both noun and verb (and in

consequence of this, pronoun and conjunction, too, Ín our sense).

This is true partly of primÍtÍve ìanguages,v'which - besides ínter-

jections - have onìy the comp'lex classes, consequentìy, words'like

verbal-nouns and pronominaì-coniunctions, partly of a superior medium
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of civilization 'líke Chinese"which - apart from ÍnterjectÍons - has

only the abstract classes, and can thus be said for example to split

the verb into a purely descriptive forn, which is defined'lÍke our

genuíne adverbs (and therefore has the function of these, of verbs,

parti cul arly parti ci pl es, and a'l so of nouns ) , and a pure'ly rel ati ve

fonn, whích is defÍned like our prepositions (and therefore has the

functíon of these, of verbs, particular'ly finite forms, and of con-

iunctions). - But Ín such'languages - which ín spíte of their radical

difference from ours are by no means formless, but quÍte certaÍnly

a-verbal - there are sentences of one or more members and members of

a'l I kínds rather as Ín our own 'languages. The sentence (and its
members) must therefore be defined independently of any word class

system (cf. C. ALPHONS0 SMITH).

46. Interjection = Sentence?. - There is one word class that by

virtue of Íts peculiar specÍal positíon seems to stand Ín an especial-

1y close and necessary relation to the sentence: that Ís the interiec-

tions. The interjections have been construed, surely ríghtly, as the

primÍtÍve words (both historical'ly and in fact), as the'ur-class'or
prÍmaeval class, or the undifferentiated chaos from which all more

specia'l classes can be thought to be split off, and from which all

cl asses can continously receive new ímpulses (by the so-calìed

'Urschöpfung' or spontaneous regeneration). From thÍs one quite natu-

ra'lly concludes partly that a'll spontaneousìy developed languages will

always contain interjectÍons as a basic or fundamental class, partly

that sentences whose logÍcal articulation limits itseìf to a minÍmum

(for example through feeble intellectua'l deve'lopment or in hÍghly

10
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emotively charged situations) would be able to consist of interiec-

tions alone. - It does not follow from this, however, that the Ínter-

jections as such are identical with sentences. We have a'lready (S35)

drawn attention to the fact that interjectíons are not of a syntactic

nature in spite of their undifferentÍated character and borderline

position resulting therefrom. Conversely, it ought to be maintained

that the sentence as such (even Ín its sÍmplest síngle-member form) ís

not interjectional. It is precisely here in fact, on this borderline,

where word and sentence (word sentence and sentence word) meet, that a

dividÍng 1Íne is to be drawn between two points of vÍew: between the

interjectíon as word (analogous to the noun and verb and as a synthe-

sis of these and other words); and on the other hand the interjection

as compìeting a sentence, that ís as member (and then analogous to sub-

ject and predícate and synthesisÍng these and all other members). From

the fÍrst or morphological point of view the interiection is consíder-

ed as an element - the heaviest - in a static system; from the second

or syntactic point of vlew, though, as a total entÍty in a dynamic

rhythm. But a rhythmic or dynamic whole of thÍs kind, that is the sin-

gle member sentence, can only coincide with the interiectÍon from an

entirely external poínt of vÍew (purely materially and factually). The

sentence must - as near'ly as Ít may seem to resemble the interjection,

being a synthesís of all members - nevertheless be defíned differently

ín one aspect: the static or systematic víew must be replaced by a

dynamic or rhythmic one. To emphasÍze one essential feature: a total

member or a sentence (these two concepts obvious'ly coincide) cannot

like the'total ryord'called the interiection be símply defined as a

sum of convertible elements (rRdD = rdDR etc.). For Ít is inherent in
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the nature of the sentence and of all syntactic formations whatever

that they form ordered series: concepts like successíon, order, di-
rection' in other words, play such a role here that the defÍnition for
this very reason must take on a different character.

47. sentence menbers - In order to be able to examÍne how the
individual members ín a sentence are related to morphologÍcal concepts

lÍke words, forms and meaníngs, hre must of necessÍty fÍrs¡y ìay down

the serÍes of members which are at all possible and defíne them with-
out regard to any morphoìogicar aspects. For íf certain putative
'members'were Ín themse'lves identical to or simpty contaÍned or pre-
supposed words of defÍnÍte classes or certaín cases or meanings of a

specia'l kind, Ít is clear that the Ínvestígation would be doomed in
advance to be wrecked on the shoals of obscurity.

If we now wish to attempt to defÍne member and sentence (= totar
member) by as simple means as possible, we must bear in mind two
observatÍons which have been alluded to here in several places, but
whose full consequences are now worth drawÍng:

#r Members have a certain affinity with words - Ínsofar as onìy
words can be members (or members of members). A member Ís never com_

prised of less than one word and cannot be made up of a mere infrex-
ional ending, a prefix, suffix or infix. (It is thus quite unjustÍfied
when the attempt has on occasion been made to analyse a LatÍn verbal
form like aro by making the -o endÍng the subject, on the grounds that
ít can be said in a certain sense to take the prace of the first
person pronoun in modern or analytical languages, and the stem ar_ the
predicate(!).) - This close relation between members and words, which
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places them in clear opposition to sounds (whether the latter are seen

from the phonetic or from the phonoìogical point of view), would seem

to be onìy interpretable thus: that both these concepts are logical ín

nature, i.e. defined by the categories or basic concepts whÍch have

proved to be the basis of the word class system.

#2 Certain members seem to have a specia'l affinity with words of

certaín c'lasses (likewíse, too, with certain cases and diatheses).

Thus there is no Ígnoring the fact that the predicatíve central member

or predicate must stand in a certain inner relation wíth the verb or

predìcat'ion-word (where thjs ìs piesent at all), andsim'ilarìy for exampìe

the total member in the case of the interjection.

It wou'ld seem then to be quite obvíous that we shouìd try to de-

fine the series of possible members by means of the very four'logical

concepts whose total combinatíons constitute the system of possíble

word classes. It is on'ly that the poÍnt of view must here be altered:

from static to dynamic, from systematic to rhythmic. I'lhÍle the word is

defined Ín and of itself, only potentially dependent upon the other

parts of the system, the member must be defined precise'ly as a member

in a series, on the other members of which it ís in fact dependent.

48. - The concepts which we must attempt to apply in the general

part of syntax, or 'sætningslære' Isyntax; tÍt. 'theory/doctrine of

the sentence'l are the same then which have been made the basis in the

present work for the general part of morpho'logy or word c'lass theory,

namely r and R, d and D (S21). But while these symbols are con-

vertible ín the morpho'logÍcal defínitions (Rd = dR = noun), those Ín

the syntactÍc definitions must be assumed to be non-convertíble. They

5
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must in other words, in order to be able to form unÍts whích are to

enter, each Ín its own wây, Ínto a rhythmic series or whole, enter

these unÍts in a definÍte order. This syntactic seríes of the four

basic concepts would nory seem to be the following:

#l D = descriptun: basis or framework for descrÍptîon;

#2 r = relator: combination or relatíon, i.e. attítude to

something new or different;

#3 d = descriptor: descrÍptÍve content;

#4 R = relatum: object or result.

A sentence or any thought-articulation whatever takes its course,

in other words, in its simplest fonn in one gÍven way. Attention is

focused fírst'ly on a topÍc (D:), which by virtue of its undescrÍbed

character calls for description. l,le posit - ín order to fulfíl this

requirement - a relatíon (r:), whích in turn points towards an obiect.

A description (:d) Ís found which matches the topic. And finally an

object (:R) is posited for the relatíon. - Here therefore D: and d:

are descrÍptive or subjectíve members, r: and R: relatíve or obiective

members. D: and r: can be called initial members (whose forward

progression can be denoted by a postposítíve colon); :d and :R can be

ca'l led final members (and their retrogressive oríentation may be

denoted by a prepositive colon).

If we now combine - exactly as ín the case of the word classes

these four concepts in every possible way, we have the following fif-
teen precisely defined members which - in analogy to the word classes

- are divided Ínto four rank classes according to theÍr degree of ab-

straction or complexity. The simplest members defíned by a síngle

element can be called elementary members; the two dímensíonal ones can
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be cal I ed analyti c , the three dímensi ona'l ones syntheti c, and 1 ast'ly

the sole four dimensíonal or undífferentÍated member can be called the

total member.

I. Elenentary nenbers:

D descrÍptive or subjective

initial member;

re] atí ve or obj ecti ve

d descriptÍve or subjectÍve

final member.

R relative or objective

l+5 II. Analytic menbers:

Dr: subjecti ve-obj ecti ve

initial member;

D:d purely subjective

r d objectÍve-subjective (purely actíve) central member;

50 R subjective-objective (purely passive) peripheral member;

r R purely objective

fi nal member.

40

r

D

:dR subj ecti ve-obj ecti ve
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II I. Synthetic nembers:

Dr:d =

Dr:R =

D:dR =

r:dR =

subjective (obj. ) initÍal-central member;

objecti ve ( subj . ) i ni ti al -perÍ pheral member;

subjectíve (obj.) peripheral-finaì member;

obj ectÍ ve ( subj . ) centraì -fÍ nal member.

5

IV. Total rnerber (= sentence):

Dr:dR= subjectíve-objective, inÍtial and final, centra'l and

perÍpheral member.

Now when it is a case of identifying ín real sentences the mem-

bers thus estab'lished Ín a purely theoretical way it will be practÍcal

to start wíth the analytic members. For they must, in consequence of

their neíther high nor low degree of abstractÍon and theÍr position,

which follows from thís, between the e'lementary and the synthetic

members, be thought of as beÍng the most frequent members in clear'ly

artículated speech-and thought. They are to correspond in 'logícal

rank to noun and verb and other c'lasses defÍned by two elements.

49. Analytic nenbers. - 0f these sÍx members, three immediate'ly

attract special attention, one in each sectÍon of the sentence: the

purely descrÍptÍve or subiective withín the first sectíon of the

sentence, the purely relative or obiective within íts last sectíon and

the purely actíve member, which dominates the central part and línks

the f í rst and I ast parts of the sentence. l,le easi'ly recognÍ ze here
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subject, object and predÍcate (= central member), which can thus be

defi ned:

49. r 0

subjectum or subject

objectum or ob¡ect"

praedicatun or predicate

D:d

r:R

r:d

The remaÍning three members now group themse'lves around these

three, which can be consÌdered typical each wíthin its own sectÍon.

To the subiect is attached a member whích in consequence of íts
15 definítion (Dr:) must precede the subject and is then obviousìy the

introductory nenber for which we have frequently had use (especiatty

in the treatment of the conjunctions, $26). In an analogous, Índeed

precÍsely symmetrical manner, there ís attached to the object a member

which in consequence of its definition (:dR) must follow the object

20 and thus form the final member of the sentence. It is the descrÍptive-

resul tati ve member which we have cal I ed attribute or 'compl ement'.*-

Finally, the peripheral member (D:R) is attached to both poles of the

sentence and also as far as the centre. It must be a member that

indicates the fact that a result (:R) enters a frame (D:), that is, to
2s what extent something takes p'lace. l{e here propose to call it the

member of extent or extensivl,¡n.

As each of these members Ís defined by two elements, they - like

the corresponding word classes, the concrete word cìasses - will be

able to appear partìy în a neutral or undivided form, partly in two

30 subdívided or special-stress members. The overal'l summary of analytíc

or two dímensional members comes then to look'like the fol'lowing:
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Dr: = intr. I (descrÍptive)

#l Dr: introductor

Dr: = intr. II (relative)

D:d =subj.I(passive)

#2 D:d subjectm

D:d = subj. II (actíve)

r:d=præd. I (relative)

#3 r: d prudicatu

r:d = præd. II (descriptive)

D:R = ext. I (descriptive)

#4 D:R extensivur

D:R = ext. II (re]atÍve)

r:R=obj. I (active)

#5 r:R objecüm

r:R = obj. II (passive)

:dR = attr. I (descrÍptíve)

#6 :dR attributun

:dR = attr. II (relative).

The question is now whether these six members of the clearìy

articulated ('normal' or 'logical') sentence (with all their twelve

secondary fonns) have a constant and necessary relation to certaín

words and forms, and therefore, whether each of these syntactical

units has its morphologicaì correlate.

50. Introductor or introductory nenber (Dr:) This member,

which is defined as relative (r:) teminus a quo (D:), and so, in the
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active mood, a basis from which attention ís directed forward towards

the foì'lowíng member, must in each sentence in whÍch it occurs

necessarí'ly stand jmmedÍately at the beginning of the sentence -

therefore in front of the subject and hence in front of all other

members (at least where the latter are of the same rank or weight).

Thus both in independent sentences: 'l,len han løj' ['But he I Íed']; and

in sentences standing as members: 'Jeg kommer hvis/når ieg kan' ['I
('ll) come iflwhen I can'1.

Members of thÍs kind can occur not only in globa'l form, but also

Ín accentuated form: in the latter case the introductory member

consists of a first part which stresses the basis or situatíon and a

second part which emphasizes transition or continuation. Thus for

example Ín combinations like ia så [0h, I seei indeed? = set

expressí onl i ntroduci ng so-cal I ed eftersætninger ['l í t. ' after

sentences'; here = main clause following subsidiary clause], or in the

k i nd of ' doubl e conj uncti ons' whi ch often í ntroduce so-cal I ed

'subordinate clauses'; for at [in order to], uden at lrithout -ing].

Since a member of this sort has never been recognÍzed ín syntax

hitherto, there has been no opportuníty whatever to discuss íts

relatíon to morphological concepts like word classes, for exampìe. In

generaì - whether the member consisted of one or of more words

grammaríans have quite simpìy spoken of coniunctions. Now accordíng to

our theory conjunctions are defÍned precísely by the same two elements

as introductory members, namely descriptrn (D) and relator (r); we can

call units which are identica'l'ly defined ín this vray - wíthout

bel ongi ng to the same domai n - hmlogous units (ttti s í n

contradistÍnction to anaìogous unÍts whÍch belong to the same domain

10
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and are partia'l'ly identical ly defined) .

Now as a matter of fact the Íntroductory member Ís frequently

represented in the sentence by coniunctíons: copulative coniunctíons

of the type sn [as], French c(ne, situative coniunctÍons of the type

hvis Iif], French si or neutral conjunctions líke French que: 'Son ieg

mener ...' ['As I belíeve ...']; 'Hvis det sker ...' ['tf it happens

...'l; Qu'il êcoute!'. However, words of a different kÍnd can play

the role of introductor wÍthout any difficulty: prepositíons like

Danish fra Ifrm; since], til Ito; until], on Iabout; if], pronouns

like Latin quod or German das (written dass, but identícal in fact

wi th das) , an adjectí ve i n the neuter form I i ke Dani sh skønt

IalthoughJ, an adverb like French plus, an Ínteriection like our

Danish ja [indeed... cp. S35, #2f: 'fra jeg kom til ieg gÍk' ['fron
(ttre time) I came until I went'l; 'm det sker eller ej' ['rhether it
happens or not']; 'Accusatus est quod corrumperet iuventutem'; 'PIus

ça vô, plus il s'amuse'. - Added to thís Ís the fact that the member

by no means needs to consÍst of a single word in the morphological

sense: what are construed as coniunctions are in many cases more or

less strongly bound combínations: qualquat, ob-gleÍch, c-end-sk¡nt

Iat-though]. Each of these expressíons can be analysed into more than

one member and word; but from the syntactic point of view they

constÍtute introductory members overall .

If we now consider the more specÍal forms of the introductory

member, it appears to be true of both of them that they too employ

conjunctions frequently, though not exclusively or obligatorÍly. The

provisÍonal or sÍtuational introductory member Ís often a conJunction,

eíther sÍtuative: 'nu da' ['nor that'], 'her hvor' ['her.e where'], oF

55
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copulative: 'sm om' ['as if'], 'als ob', 'cortrDe sÍ'. But preposi-

tions are also found ín this function; 'for/efter/uden at' ['in order

tolafter havÍng vithout -ing'1, 'pour/après/sans que'; or

pronouns: 'selv om' ['even if']; or participles: 'forudsat at'

['provided that'], 'supposé/pourvu que'; or adverbs: 'bien que'. To

this may be added the fact that the first part of an introductory

member, or (conjunctíonal idiom phrase) as Ít is ca'lled, can be an

entÍre combination: 'afin/sitôt que'. - In analogous fashion the

resumptive part of the Íntroductory member Ís certainly often a con-

junction like French que or Danish at [to], but can on the other hand

also be now a preposition: 'som on', now a pronoun: 'quand mê[e', and

noh, an adverb: 'or¡ bien'.

The introductory member Ís thus not bound to a single word class

(it wou'ld seem that there cannot be any talk here of special forms or

meanÍngs of words). And Ìt ís iust this that accounts for the fact

that the false, i.e. compound coniunctions or coniunctíonal phrases,

are of such varíable character.

51. Subject (D:d). - This, the purely subiective member, ís

defined as a descriptive (:d) tenninus a quo (D:), therefore as a

member whích as a frame is intended to accept a content. In con-

sequence of this definition the member takes a central positÍon wíthin

the first part of the sentence - between the introductory member and

the predicative central member. Because of its dua'l nature (O: + :d)

it can occur as partìy undivided, partly divided into two specíal

forms: a subject (I) (D:d) emphasizíng the frame, and a subiect (II)

(D:d) emphasÍzÍng the content: 'tloi (t) ie (tt) travaille'.

65

70

5
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The subject has often been p'laced in a specíal relationship wíth

the substantive. The basis of this víew is that the substantive is

as a matter of fact rea'lly privileged to occupy the subiect posítion:

from which it follows then: when words of other c'lasses, or combi-

nations (which do not of course belong to any Sing'leclass) occur as

subject in practice, they on'ly do so as'representatives'of substan-

tives; this ho]ds true for adiectives and participles, infinitives,

pronouns, numerals, adverbs (examples are given above under each

cl ass) , even whole sentences: 'at han kmer, er sÍkkert' ['It is

certaÍn that he rill cqne' ('He's bound to come')1.

This view, which Ís expressly articu'lated by the Semitic scholar

SCHLESINGER, is an o'ld and ingrained one. It rests upon a fatal error

and confusion of two concepts of the obiect which it ought to be vital-

ly ímportant to keep distinct: the concept of the actual or relatíve

object (R) and the concept of the descrÍptíve obiect (or obiect of

description) (D). In the case of the concept of úno".ípruor, estab-

lished by ARISTOTLE, translated as subiectr¡n, one thinks first and

foremost of the latter, but by no means exclusiveìy; because it is

usually p'laced in close connexion with otoío = essentia and wíth the

latter's quasi-synonym substantia, which most close'ly corresponds to

the first or proper concept of obiect. In a consístent theory of word

classes these concepts shou'ld serve to distínguish proper names, whích

represent indívidua'l or historicaì obiects (R), from numerals, which

denote situative or mathematical objects (D) - two abstract classes

which naturally have been less easily recognízed than the concrete

classes, the pronouns, which are a uníon of both (RD). Now the

distÍnction Ís no less important in syntax: the proper concept of

35
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object here represents the sentencers conclusÍon or terninus ad quer

(:R); by means of this the two closíng members of a sentence are

formed: obiect (r:R) and attribute (:dR). The descriptive concept of

object on the other hand constitutes the begínning of the sentence or

terninus a quo (D:), and by means of thÍs the two ínÌtial members of

the sentence are defined: introductory member (Dr: ) and subiect

(D:d) It appears from thÍs that there is a homologous relation

between subiect (D:d) and substantíve (Rd) only wÍth regard to the

concept of content (d); with regard to the concept of object (D, cf.

R) they are radÍcally different).

A real homology exists on the other hand between the sentence

member subject (D:d) and the word class reflexÍve (Dd), to which the

French personal pronouns, for exampìe, belong. It ís precÍsely the

characteristic feature of the reflexives to point or refer to a base

which is given in advance - a base whÍch, if it occurs in the same sen-

tence or c'lause must quite naturalìy be Íts subiect: 'Han vasker sig'

['He washes hirself']; 'Il se lave'. 0f course, it does not follow

from this that the subject should for preference be a reflexíve (or a

personal pronoun reìated to it) - we have iust seen that words of many

other types occur in this function -; nor by any means, conversely,

that reflexives should necessarily stand as subject - we have a'lready

seen them standing as obiects, governed member, etc.

According to the theory, at the same tíme, a certaín specia'l

affÍnity should hold between the two special forms of the subiect

(subj. I = D:d and subj. II = D:d) and the two subordÍnate forms of

the reflexÍves realized in French (the absolute noi = Dd and the

conjunct je/me = Dd). This would seem to find its confirmation. In
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the sentence: 'lloi ie travaílle' moi is preciseìy an Íntroductory

subject denoting the topic to be discussed, and je a resumptÍve sub-

ject which leads on to the predication. - A second confirmatÍon can be

seen in the fact that French se - which is, of course, not defÍnite in

case, and regular'ly enters sentences Ín the position between subiect

and predicate - in certain cases must not be construed as obiect, but

as subject, and then obvÍously as subj. II or postposÍtive descriptor

subject: 'Madame se meurt', 'Il s'en va', 'Cela se fait, se dit, se

peut'. Thís so-called intransÍtive or passive use of se (there are

modern French examples in Kr. SANDFELO)*fÍnds a natural explanatÍon if
Ì{e assume that se does not functíon here as object (which is wrongly

taken as a point of departure as the word's actual or normal func-

tion), but as subject II (= D:d). In a combination like se tuer the

'language obvíously admits two interpretations: if se here ís a (pro-

tonic) object - a member which is to be defined later - then the

phrase means (he) 'killed himself', 'conmitted suicíde'. If on the

other hand se ís a kÍnd of subiect or a postposÍtive descriptive

adjunct to the subiect, then the expressíon means'be killed','die'.
If $re - as is usually the case now - always construe se as object,

then the so-called íntransitÍve or passive use becomes as incompre-

hensible as ít is obvious on the assumption that se Ís a variant of

the subject; it is in fact the subiect, and not the object, that is

related to concepts like intransitive and passive.

It does not follow from this, however, that the two secondary

forms of the subject should be bound to use reflexíves (in the broader

sense) exclusÍvely. Double subjects of the type mentioned thus occur

generally, in colloquial Danish for example, when a name denoting
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obiect (proper nouns, substantive etc.) ís placed at the beginníng of

the sentence to be immedÍateìy followed by a pronoun: 'Petersen han

mente ...' [(as for) 'Petersen he thought, was of the opinion...'].

And in ÍnterrogatÍve, relative and indefinite relative clauses there

is found in a number of modern languages a divíded subject, sÍnce a

pronoun as first subiect ís continued by a second pronoun or a con-

junction as second subject: 'Han spurgte hvad der var sket' ['He

asked rhat (1Ít. rtrat that) had happened'J; 'Hvad der var sket var

følgende' ['llhat happened was the following'J 'Hvad der end var sket'

['llhatever happened']; cf. French ce qui, quoi que.

52. Predicate (r:d) This, the purely actíve and therefore

central member Ín the sentence, is defíned as being simultaneously

connector (r:) and descriptor (:d). It forms the heart or nucleus of

the sentence by standing as Íntermediary between the sentence's sub-

jective íntroduction and its objectíve conclusÍon. In addition, this

member will be able to occur ín secondary forms apart from the primary

one. If the relative element is stressed, a forward-positioned form of

a more copulative kind (pred. I = r:d) is produced; if on the other

hand the descript,ive element Ís stressed, a rearward-positioned form

of a more descriptive kind (pred. II = r:d) is produced.

The concept of predÍcate thus defined is represented ín our

languages, at least Ín clearly artÍculated prose, by a verb - a fact

which has occasioned the confusion críticized above (S24, #3) of the

morphological concept of verb or 'udsagnsord' Ipredicate-word] - with

the syntactical concept predicate or'udsagnsled' Ipredicate-member].
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Verb (rd) and predicate (r:d) most certainly have'when we except t
grammatical domaíns to which they be'long - the same definition; they

are homologues. But they are not therefore'identical . Just as verbal

forms (including participles and infinitives) can occur in many þrays

without being a predicate (S24), so too, conversely, can there be

predicates which are not verbal. ThÍs holds true first and foremost

for the many language types which have no category of verb at all in

our sense (see $45, #2). Such languages, part'ly primitive, partly non-

primitive ones - or more correctly: the people who speak them - all

have sentences, of necessity, and in these sentences they have central

members. But this member must, as the verb (and with it also our

conc rete cl asses al together) i s 'l acki ng, consi st of the materi al

provided by the relevant norm: this material will, in primitive

languages like the Amerindían languages, be words of a complex nature

like the verbal noun; in non-primitive'languages like Chinese on the

other hand it will be words of the highest possible degree of abstrac-

ti on, ei ther simpl e copul ati ves ( ' I i vi ng words' lç or simpl e descri ptors

('ful I words'). - Now instances of non-verbal predicates occur in our

Western ìanguages too; here - in analogy with Chinese which is so

i nstructive generaìly for linguistic analysÍs - we must think of

mereìy copulative words like prepositions or of merely descriptive

words like adverbs. Precise'ly these two abstract classes - which can

indeed be regarded as components of the verb (r + d = rd) - occur in a

predicatíve function. Thus for example in the strongly concentrated

sentences which are frequently used in newspaper headlines or tele-

grams: 'N.N. med i slutløbet' ['X in final race'], 'N.N. ikke

verdensmester' ['X. not world champion']. French here uses its two
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unjversal copulative part'ic1es, the preposition de and the coniunction

que: 'Quelle faute que cette démarche!', 'Pauvre de moi!'. Cf.

Spaní sh: ' i Pobreci tos de nosotros ! '

As far as the two subordÍ nate forms of the predi cate are

concerned, the relative or first predicate and the descriptive or

second predicate, it is clear that they are homologous to the finite

verb ( rd) and the participle (rd) respectiveìy. Now it is well-known

that bre find to a large extent central members consisting of two

parts, the first of which consists of a finite verbal form and the

second of a particip'le: 'Jeg har skrevet bogen' ['I have written the

book 'l , 'Han er gået sí n vej ' ['He has gone hi s way']. These

so-cal'led periphrastic forms, as ear]ier indicated ($Z+, #I, S37, #2),

are not verbal forms in the morpho'logical sense (as they contain both

a finÍte form and a participle, the whole expression cannot belong to

any of these categories, and the neutral form, namely the Ínfinitive,

Ís clearly separate from it); they are combinations of two verbal

forms, each of which has a right not on'ly to a morpho'logical , but aìso

to a syntactic definitjon. Morphologically the matter is clear: har

Ihas] and er [here: has (with verb of motion)] are finite forms (rd),

skrevet [written] and gået IgoneJ participles (rd). Ana'logousìy, or

more correctly: homologously to this, a purely syntactic analysis

must see in har and er a predicate I or copulative predicate (r:d),

and in skrevet and gået a predicate II or descriptive predicate (r:d).

This, however, should not be taken to mean that the first predÍcate

should necessarily be a finite verbal forn, and the second predicate a

partÍcip1e. In both functions the verb form can quite naturalìy be

used which is neutral in relation to the finite verb/particip'le
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opposition, therefore the Ínfínitive. This form occurs as predícate

II Ín the so-called future or modal perÍphrastic forms: ,Jeg viI
(eller) skal, ;å (eller) kan kmne' ['I shall (or) rill, ar to
must (or) can, mqy cme'1. Conversely i t occurs as predÍcate I in

constructions like: 'Han sagdes at have skrevet, at yære kommet, [,He

is said to have written, to have (lit. be) come,l.

53. Extensivrm or nerber of extent (D:R). - This member, whích

can be considered as'passive'(because Ít contains the two Ínactíve

or object-concepts) and as peripheral (because it has links wíth the

two outer elements Ín the sentence), is defÍned as a dynamic synthesÍs

of situs (D:) and result (:R). what Ís expressed by means of thÍs

member, which is thus ín aìl respects different from the central and

'active' predicate, Ís that, or whether, or to.what extent, a thÍng

(:R) takes pìace (D:). It is thus a member whích, bound to the

sentence as a whole (and not specíally to the predÍcate), indicates

realízatíon (place, time, frequency) and vatidíty (assertion, doubt,

denial): 'Han tals her/nu/ofte; nok/neppe Inæppe]/ikke, [,He talks
( is talking) here/nor/often; stitt/hardly/not' (with rearrangement for

the negative ín Eng'lÍsh: "He is not taìking..., does not... etc.)1.

It Ís clear that the member thus defÍned coincides to a ìarge

extent with what are usually called adverbs (atthough this, the

vaguest of all word class concepts, covers a good deal more) or

adverbial members or words Ín adverbial function. In this regard,

however, it is to be observed that:

#t we must here except members whÍch - although they are also

cal'l ed adverbÍal members - either stand ín the sentence Ín a
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completely different wây, e.g. as interrogative or relatÍve

í ntroductory members:'Hyor/när/hvorledes skete det?' ['Hhere/r]ren

/how did it happen?'J; 'Hyor, når, og hvorledes det end var sket ...'
['tlherever/rhenever/horever it happened . .. ']; or stand as more

specia'l determiners of another member: 'Han arbejde strengt' ['He

works hard' I ; ' Han b] ev rneget vred' [ 'He got very angry' ] '

#2 0n the other hand we must not only include genuine adverbs as

functioning in this role, but also words of several other types.

If we allow ourselves to be guided by the homology, pronouns (RD)

should have certain affinity wÍth the member of extent (D:R). Even if
pronouns - at least ín our Western languages - do not occur Ín thÍs

way partícularly frequently, it is nevertheless c'lear that many of the

'adverbs' used (í.e. situative conjunctÍons) are close to pronouns,

especialìy the indefinÍte ones: words like her Ihere] and der

[there], hyor [wtrere] and når [wtren] have - as WILHELM VON HUMB0LDT

has observed - a close relatíon in many languages to pronouns.

Negatíons too, which play an important role in the extensive function,

often have a close relatÍon to ÍndefinÍte pronouns; ure only need to

recall French aucun or English any or Latin non (from ne-oinor, 'not

one'), Engì ish not (<naught 'nothing') or our DanÍsh ikke (orÍgÍnal1y

neuter form of ingen [no one]. And from thÍs it foìlows once more

that the negative has a certaín affinity to the member of extent.

The words used as members of extent are generally of a number of

mutually quÍte different classes:

GenuÍne adverbs (d): ikke, Lat. non, Fr. ne: 'Je ne peux'; vel

[retl; other senses lÍke Ger. rohl], nok [enough ], Fr. bien:

4s A
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'C'est bien moi ' .

Situatives (rD): her, der, Lat. hic, ibi, Fr. ici, là: 'venez

tct' .

Derived adverbs (rdR): Lat. feliciter; Fr. vraiment, heureuse-

ment: ' c' est vraiment dommage' , ' Il travai I I e heureusernent'

( ' happi ly' ) .

Combinations (without word class definition): Fr. longtemps,
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bientot, sans doute, peut-etre.

If the member of extent - lÍke the other anaìytic members - is to

be subdivided, the first half of the member or extensivum(I) (= D:R)

must emphasize the frame or environment and belong to the first or sub-

jective part of the sentence, while the second half of the member or

extensivum (II) (= D:R) must stress thing or result and be]ong to the

last or objective part of the sentence. Thís splitting of the peri-

phera'l member seems to be realized Ín sentences like: 'Før var han på

landet, ru bor han i byen' ['Previously (before) he vúas in the

country, now he lives in tom']. Here the forward-positioned member

(whÍch here forms the first sentence member - wíthout thereby being

the introductory member or subject) indicates the circumstances, the

sphere fof actionJ, the situation - in this case a perÍod - in whích

the whole takes p'lace. The rearward-positioned member on the other

hand (which here forms the final sentence member - wíthout thereby

being either attribute or obiect) indicates the form - in this case,

ìocal - in which something is realized. It is certainìy not accidental

here that situatives like før and nu enter the first or situative

member and that substantives enter the second or resultative member.
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- It is easy to show, however, that these members are not in and of

themselves bound to these classes. Sentences like 'I morgen kan ieg

udmærket, senere kan ieg neppe InæppeJ'['Tomorrow I can (do it)
perfectìy well, later I can hardly (¿o it)'l show quite different

words empìoyed in the two functions of extent.

54. Object ( r: R) . - ThÍ s, the pureìy rel ati ve or obiecti ve

member, is defined as a relative (:r) teminus ad qum (:R) or as the

object of a relation. It thus - aS a close counterpart of the subiect

- forms the dominating part of the latter half of the sentence and in

consequence finds its p'lace between the predicate on the one hand and

the attribute (if one is present) on the other. The obiect, by virtue

of its bÍpartite definition, should be able to occur in three forms:

an actual or neutral obiect, an obiect (I) (r:R) emphasizing relation

or aspect, and an obiect (II) (r:R) emphasÍzing object or result.

If any word class were to have some specially cìose kinship to the

obj ect member, i t woul d have to be the possessi ves, whi ch are

homologously defined (rR). Now a kinship reìation of this kind seems

- as MISTELI has observed - to be perceptible Ín several languages;

the so-called objective conjugation, in which the obiect is absorbed,

as it were, in the verbal inflexion by means of suffixation, seems in

Hungarian for examp'le to stand ín close connexion to possessive

suffi xes.

However, words of many types can play the role of sentence obiect,

as is well-known; first and foremost, quite naturaìly, words which in

themselves denote an object, - So, proper nouns and nouns, particular-

1y substantives, and pronouns, particular'ly definite pronouns. But we
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do find adjectives and indefinite pronouns as well: 'Han har åbent'

['He is open' lit. 'has open(ed)']; 'Jeg kender ingen' ['I know no

one' I . We can i ndeed fi nd verbs, especi al ly i nfi ni ti ves, and even

prepositions and interiections as object: 'J'aime voyager'; 'Hun

vÍlde med' ['She wanted to come' (with us etc), lit. 'shewanted with'];

'Han sagde ja' ['He said yes'1. To this can be added, finally, com-

bÍnations of numerous kinds, for example members which themselves

contain several members, inter alia by virtue of being clauses: 'Han

erfarede kongens død/ at kongen var død' ['He learned (of) the king's

death/ that the king was dead'1.

The two accentuated forms of the object, of which the first or

forward-positioned form is to be a relator object, the second or

rearward-positioned obiect a relattm obiect, obvious'ly correspond to

what are usual'ly called indirect and direct obiects or [in our native

termsl hensynsled Ilit.'consideration-, respect-, regard-member'] and

( proper) genstandsled I it. 'obiect-, thi ng-member' I : 'Han gav ham

prisen' ['He gave him the prize'J; 'Jeg betalte opvarteren regningen'

['I paíd the raiter the bitt']; [rng.] 'He struck him a blor'. In

these sentences the latter object is the real one in the sense that,

of the two members of the definition, it emphasizes the second, namely

the object concept; it denotes, then, the obiect directìy touched,

affected or effected by the relation of the predicate. The first
object, on the other hand, is of a more indÍrect nature sÍnce Ít
denotes an object which the predication takes into consideration or

pays regard to on'ly in passing, as it were. - It ís worth noting here

that where there is only one obiect present, Ít is necessarily

neutral, that is neither object (I) nor object (II) (because they are
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compl ementary obiects) : 'Jeg betal te regningen' [' I pai d the Uill ' ];

'J eg betal te tjeneren' ['I pai d the naiter']. Here we must not

transfer the analysis from the more complex sentence to the less

complex (ttris is a golden rule in general ). - And natural'ly we should

speak of neÍther dative nor accusative - as is often done - when

ana'lysing the Danish and Engìish sentences quoted; we can only speak

of syntactic dÍfferences here, not of different cases.

A special discussion of the relation of the subdivided obiects to

word classes is doubtless unnecessary. The same free relation is

obviously predominant here as in the case of the neutral obiect member.

55. Attribute"(:dR). - This member, which is defined as a

descrÍptive (:d) terminus ad quem (:R), that is as a description or a

content advanced as object or result, must of necessity be the final

member in every sentence ín which it occurs, that is, must come after

the object and all other members (of the same ana'lytic kind): 'Han

blev glad' ['He became happy']; 'Hun gjorde ham glad' ['She made him

happy'l; 'Jeg s'log min hånd til blods' ['I struck, bumped my hand

until it bled'l; 'Il fut de non avis'.

This member - like the other five analytic members - will not onìy

occur in the proper or neutral form, but also in two divided subordi-

nate forms. The first member or attrÍbute (I) (:dR) would then

emphasize the descriptor or content aspect, the second or attribute

(II) (:dR) would emphasize realization or result: 'Han blev glad (I)

ved gayen (II)' ['He was pleased (I) by the gift (II)']; 'Hun gjorde

ham ked (I) af livet (II)' ['She made him sick (I) of life ('lÍving)

(II)'l; 'Han blev rød (I) i hovedet (II)' ['He gre$,, got red (I) in
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the face (II)'l; 'Han var ganmel (I) i gårde (II)' ['He was an old

resident (of the district), lit. 'He was old (I) on the fam (II)1.

It is clear that the last or resultative attribute in a certaÍn sense

approaches what we have called extensÍvum (II) or the final positíon

member of extension. They are distinguished, however, by the fact

that attribute (lI) is a correlate of attribute (I) and is thus

cìose'ly linked (as a symmetricaì correlate) to the fÍnal member of the

sentence, whereas extensivum (lI) corresponds to an extensivum (I) in

the first part of the sentence, and the pure member of extent stands

in a looser relation to the whole sentence: 'llu (I) bor han på landet

(II) ['llor (I) he ]íves in the country (II)'l; 'Han bor på landet'

['He lives in the country']; 'Han faldt i krigen' ['He fe]l in the

war' ].
As far as the attribute's relation to word classes Ís concerned,

it is clear that the homologous class of nouns (dR) particularly must

come i nto consíderation. In fact we usua'l'ly find partly the neutral

nouns, partly substantives and adiectives as attribute: 'Han er

Pariser'['He is a Parisian'];'Gud er ånd'['God ís (a) spirit'J;

'Verden er stor'['The wor]d is large'J. As attribute (I) Y{e find

adjectives especia'lìy, and substantives, as mentioned, often occur Ín

attribute (II) (usualìy íntroduced by a part'icle: 'Han er rød (I) i
hovedet (II)' ['He is red (I) in the face (II)']; 'Han er stor (I) soNr

filosof (II)' ['He is great (I) as a philosopher (II)']). But

otherwise it already appears from the examples gíven here and earlier

under the Índividual word classes that a number of other possibilities

are not excluded. Thus we quite natural'ly find descriptive words,

even if they do not in'themselves contain an obiect concept, thus
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adverbs, partìcip'les and reflexives: 'Elle est bien'; 'll est doué';

'C'est moi'. 0n the other hand we do find precisely obiect words,

even if they do not contain a descrjptor element, ê.g. proper nouns,

pronouns and possessjves: 'c'est Pierre'; 'c'est tout'; 'Je le

croyais mien'. In this functÍon we finaìly find words which, like

numerals and prepositions, do not present even some partia'l homoìogy:

IEng.] 'We are seyen'; 'Er du med?' ['Are you with me?' (Do you

understand?)1. That the metnber cannot be defined in terms of words

appears even more cìearly from the fact that it can consist of the

most dÍsparate combinatjons: 'La famille est à tuUl"; Soyez sur vos

gardes'; 'La statue est de Rodin' (exampìes ìncorrect'ly construed by

BRUNOT aS 'compl ements' - an extremeìy vague concept i n French

grammar! - of non-attrìbutive character).

56 . tlon-analytic mmbers. - Now the sí x cl asFes standi ng at the

same logicaì level defined here above, together with their twelve sub-

classes, which being defined by the same elements are closely related

(even if a shade more compìex because of the extra factor of empha-

s j s ) , obv'iously do not exhaust the total poss'ibi I i ti es of sentence mem-

bers. 0bservation shows both subiects and objects, for example, of an

essential'ìy different kind. 0f these, some are of a ìighter, others

of a heavier nature.

fl We find lighter or unstressed obiects for example on a'large

scale in French (here usually procljtjc): 'Il faut les lui render';

and al so in Ital ian (here enclitic as well ): 'Bisogna renderglieli'.

In ana'logous fashion light subjects are found nout proclitically: 'II

est un doux pays' ; now encl itica'lly: 'Que s'est-il passé?'
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#2 We find heavíer or stressed subiects now initiaì1y, now

f inal'ly: 'lrloi, jaloux!'; 'Jolis, ses livres!' Heavier objects (or

attributes) likewise: '0leum perdidisti'; 'Jolis, ses livres!'; 'Moi,

jaloux!'

It would now seem that two of the sets of definitions that we

establ i shed deducti ve'ly above ( S48 ) correspond preci se'ly to these two

'non-normal' types of members. The light members would then be

defined as elementary or one-dimensional, the heavy ones as synthetic

or three-dimensional.

57. Elementary merbers. - Each of these is defined by a single

element and is thus homologous with one of the abstract word classes:

D: = proclitic subject; cf. numerals (D);

r: = proclitic object; cf. preposition (r);

:d = enclitic subject; cf. adverb (d);

:R = enclitic object; cf. proper noun (R).

What is common to these members is their'light or atoníc character

- which is owing to their abstract defÍnitíon or as it were: slight

logicaì mass. They can be construed as sp'lit forms of the normal or

analytic members. The subiect proper (D:d) can thus be splít into a

proclitic subiect (D:) and an enclitic one (:d); the obiect proper

(r:R) can be simi'larly split ínto a proclitic object (r:) and an en-

clitic one (:R). This splitting process can be considered as an ex-

treme application or limiting case of the subdivision of the anaìytic

members previously examined ($+g et seq.). If thus in subiect (I)

(D:d) the frame concept is thought of as gaining a steadily increasing

preponderance over the descriptor concept, then the proc'litic subiect
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(D:) emerges as a limiting case; the reverse process would result in

the enclitic subject (:d). And an object (I) (which is already for-

ward-posítioned would in anaìogous fashion become a proclitÍc obiect

(r:), while an object (II) already rearward-positioned would become an

enclitic object (:R). The next task is to investigate the relation of

these elementary members to word classes.

58. Proclitic subiect (D:). - This member, defined as a simple

frame or topic member, can be construed as a provisional subiect or as

the first ('passive') part of the real subiect. By virtue of this it
also becomes close'ly related to the introductory member and the member

of extent, especía'lly to their first or forward-positioned forms (in-

troductor (I) = (Dr:); extensivum (I) = (D:R). In consequence of this

defÍnition the member nust stand Ímmediate'ly at the beginning of the

sentence, but in consequence of its proclitic nature must prop itself

up agaÍnst a following member (predicate, for examp'le). As Ít is ho-

mologous with numerals (D), it will have a certain affinity with

pronouns, especia'lly the indefinite ones (RD), and with conjunctíons,

especi a'l ìy si tuatÍ ve ones ( rD) .

Now in thÍs function Ít is precise'ly situatives that we fÍnd, for

Ínstance, the unstressed Danish der Ithere]: 'Der var engang en konge

og en dronning' ['There was once a king and a queen ...']; 'Der kom en

soldat marcherende ...' ['(lit.) There came a so]dier marchÍng ...'1.
(It should be noted here that in thís case we mere'ly have an unstress-

ed use of the same word der which granmarians and authors of díction-

aries in other contexts call now 'relative pronoun', now 'adverb',

whi ch , hovúever, from the overal 'l morphoì ogi cal perspecti ve Í s a20
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situative conjunction.) hle find moreover, as might also have been

expected, abstract pronouns of an Índefinite or neutral character:

Danish det, German es, Eng'lish it, French ce: 'Det er en mani hos mig

at ...' ['It's a regu'lar mania of mine to ...']. And we find the even

more indefinite and neutral French il, which is more abstract, and

therefore more colloquial as we11, than c€, and whích must doubtless

be defined as exclusively denoting the indefinÍte frame or situs (D),

which is emphasized by the indefinite pronouns and which Ii.e. D] Ís

the sole characteristic feature of the numerals. - To this category

obviously belong the so-called impersonal verbs for example: 'Il
p'leut', 'It raÍns'l' 'Es regnet', Det regner'. They are thus not with-

out a subject (cf. Latin ptuit), but the subiect is of a provisiona'l

and índefinite character (and the words used are indefinite and ab-

stract in a manner closely corresponding to this.)

A pecu'liar construction belonging to this category, a construction

whÌch lÍkewise - and possibly to an even greater degree - bears

witness of high abstraction is the French phrase il y a - to which

none of the other European languages (not even the Romance ones) have

any close correlates. The characteristic feature - to which we wilì

f i nd para'l1e'ls only i n French - i s that the unstressed member, here

proclitic, is once again a divided one.

We have thus established that the proclític subject function can

be executed by the exact'ly homologous word (French il), but that thís

function is by no means bound to it.

59.

s impì e

Proclitic object (r:) - This member, which is defined as a

copuì ati ve or rel ational member, can be construed as a
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provisional object or as a first (active) half of a real obiect

mernber. By this means it also comes to be considered as an antici-

patory form of the introductory member (in its second form = (0r:))

and of the predicate (in its first form = (r:d)). It must in conse-

quence of this definition stand at the end of the first half of the

sentence, between the introductory member (or subiect) on the one

hand, and the predicate on the other, and it must prop itself up

against the latter. - As it is homologous with prepositions (r) the

member has an af f i ni ty wi th verbs, especi a'l 
'ly 

f i ni te verbs ( rd) , to

possessives, especia'lly the coniunct possessives (rR), and fÍnally to

conjunctions, especia'l'ly the copuìative conjunctions (rD).

It will be important to examine if several so-called prefixes in

poìysynthetic ìanguages ought not to be construed as verbal or pos-

sessive words in the proclitic obiect function here defined. In

French we find actually conjunctions like thÍs: 'J'en connais'; 'J'y

pense'; 'll y en a' - words which do not of course by functioning in

th i s !,ray earn the ri ght to the name of pronoun , whi ch most grammars

bestow upon them (even $rorse is the name'pronominal adverbs', since

there is nothing at al'l common to adverbs and pronouns). Besides this

partial'ly homologous class u,e do find non-homologous ones as well

thus for exampìe pronouns and reflexives: 'Tu l'a voulu'; 'Il te

connai t' .

Apart from thÍs we find - once again as somethíng which with its

logical lightness Ís characteristic of French - the proclitic object

divided into a number of members; the question here is of the well-

known but never thoroughly ana'lysed combinations: ne le, te le, se

Ie; le lui, and le leur.
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Also this, the second of the eìementary members, is thus quÍte

variable with regard to the use of morphologicaì material.

60. Enclitic subject (:d). - This member, which is defined as a

simple descriptor or content memberr can be construed aS an appended

subject or as the second (actÍve) part of a subiect. It then becomes

simultaneously related to the predicate (in Íts second form (r:d)) and

with the attribute (in its first form = (:dR)). The member must in

consequence of this definition stand at the begÍnning of the second

half of the sentence between predícate and object (possÍb1y attribute)

and propping itself up against the first of these. - As it is homolo-

gous to genuine adverbs (d) it has an affiníty with adiectives (dR)

and particip'les (rd) and with the coniunct forms of the reflexives

(dD).

It will be of interest here to examine if varÍous so-called suffix-

es in polysynthetic ìanguages could not be susceptÍble of explanation

as nominal or verbal words in this enclitic and descriptive function.

The conjunct reflexives, which are indeed to be found in French, in

any case play a maior ro'le as appended subiects: 'Puis-ie entrer?';

'Veux-tu sortir?'. And the Scandanavian sik, sig which - like French

se - are usually construed as an obiect ('Han slår sig'['He hurts

himself'l apparently must have functioned in older Nordic as an un-

stressed subiect closely connected to a preceding predicate. For

wíthout this hypothesis the development of the Nordic medio-passiveois

scarce'ly comprehensible. The t,ransition from etda-s(i)k Ilit.'age
oneself'l to [Dan.] ætdes Igrou old], from ninna-s(i)k Ilit- 'remind

oneself'l to [Dan.] mindes [reoember] (see examples in FALK and TORP)
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p re s upposes a weakenÍ ng or overshadovJ'i ng of the ref I exi ve concept

which must have been absorbed into the verb and must have given ít its

special diathesis. But this means syntactically, it would seem, that

it initial'ly developed from an obiect (real or enclitic) into an

enclitic subject; for it is on'ly thus that the diathesis related to

the subject, the medio-passive, can be explaiñed (cf. dÍscussion of

French se tuer, S51 ).

Now the reflexives are not privi'leged in this function. lrle iust

as frequently find obiect words of a different kind, in French, for

example, c€, ofi, il: 'Est-ce que...?'; 'Comment peut-on âtaa Per-

san?'; 'Faut-il céder?' (It is iust the great number of such com-

binations, both in interrogative and other sentences, that makes an

essential contribution to the character of modern French.) 0f these

words, which are more or less pronominal (ce = RD; on = Rd; iI = D),

there is nothing that - lÍke the conjunct reflexives - emphasizes the

active descrÍptor factor. This can be seen from the fact that even if

the reflexives may seem to be particu'larly suited to this functÍon,

such preferential placement nevertheless confers no exclusivíty.

61. Enclitic object (:R). - This member, defined as an obiect

member reduced to its símp'lest form, can be construed as an appended

object or second (passive) half of a compìete obiect member. It will

then be able to occur also as an anticipator of the extensiYum or

member of extent and of the attribute (in their final or resultative

forms, = D:R and :dR). The member must in consequence of its defi-

nitÍon stand last in the sentence, but in consequence of its eìemen-

tary and therefore unstressed character must also be leant against a

E
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preceding active member, thus, the predicate. - As it is homologous

with proper nouns (R) it has an affinity with, inter alia,

substantives (Rd) and definite pronouns (RD).

Now it is precise'ly definite pronouns that we find Ín the function

of enclitic obiect: Ital. amo-la, vedo-lo (cf. lo vedo), Span. lleva-

ron-la, Port. chamo-O. However, the perSonal or ref'lexive words are

used quite anaìogousìy: Ital. amo-ti, dice-si, Span. 'habia mezcla-

do- se' ( Cervantes ) ; Port. di sse-me ( cf. ne di sse) . And coni unctí ons

often play this role: Ital. lasci-ci. (tne Italían situatives ci

'here' and vi 'there' function atonicalìy for the first and second

pronouns p'lural , wÍth which they have a special synonymic affinity

(cf. O'0VIDI0); they correspond in origin to French ici and y and no

more become pronouns - even in this enclitic obiect functÍon - than

French en and y in ana'logous functions).

It is thus clear that all the light or elementary members

whether they are proclÍtic (like D: and r:) or enclitic (like:d and

:R), and regardless of whether they are of a subiectÍve character (D:,

:d) or an objective one (r:, :R), - function re'latively independently

of word classes, even the homologous ones.

62. Synthetic n¡eters. - We have assumed by a process of inter-

polation that apart from the elementary or one-dimensÍonal and the

analytic or two-dimensÍonal members, together with the single four-

dimensíonal total member, there must also occur three-dimensíonal ones,

which could be called synthetÍc members.

These last members would have to be of a more compìex and therefore

heavier, more massíve nature than those previously examÍned, since
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accordÍng to definition they ought to be construable as combÍnations of

the latter Iviz. one and two-dimensíona] membersl. This third syn-

tactic rank class contains (in accordance with S48) four members:

#L Dr:d = an ( initial subject (D:d), whích is al so introductor

(Dr:) and predicate (r:d);

#Z Dr:R = an (initial) object (r:R), which Ís also introductor

(Dr:) and extensivum or member of extent (D:R);

#3 D:dR = a (fÍnal) subject (D:d), which ís also extensivum or

member of extent (D:R) and attribute (:dR);

#4 r:dR = a (final) object (r:R), which is also predicate (r:d)

and attribute (:dR).

There shoul d al so occur stressed subordi nate forms of these

members, exact'ly as in the case of the homologous complex word-classes:

descriptive and relative, active and passive. They wou'ld all deserve

study, though such a study has been hitherto neglected. They should

all be examÍned with regard to the particular word classes (comp'lex or

otherwise) they make use of. Here we shall direct our attention for

the time being toward on'ly two types of sentence, both of which seem to

contain members of this sort: a subiect and an obiect.

A. Dr:d : r:dR. Examp'le: hi, votre fils! - Here an initial

subject stands opposite a final obiect. But the subiect has absorbed a

copulative element (r:) and the obiect a descriptor eìement (:d). By

this means both members have managed to become predicative (r:d). They

can then be said to have jointly absorbed a predicate and to have there-

by render:ed a separate predicate member superf'luous.

B. Dr:R : D:dR. Examp'le: Jolis, ses vers! - Here - in sharp

contrast to sentence type A - an initial obiect stands opposite a fÍnal
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subject. But the object has absorbed a frame element (D:) which has

brought it forward, and the subiect an obiect element (:R) which has

taken it back. By thÍs means both members have become extensive (D:R)

and a separate extensivum or member of extent - which is supposed to

indicate the reality or validity of the combination of the two exp'licit

members - is rendered superfluous.

63. What is here described are two types of what are usual'ly

called nominal sentences, i.e. verbless sentences where not only the

subject but also the predicate or attribute is represented by a nominal

form (there are two inaccuracies ignored here: that the subiect need

not, of course, be a noun, and that the names predicate and attribute -

which are incidental'ly often quite questionabìy and arbitrarily defined

- are not quite adequate here; a synthetic member is required).

Sentences of thÍs kind were common in older Indo-European (examples in

A. MEILLET), and are still of frequent occurrence, not least in modern

French (cf. KEYL, LOREY, A. LOMBARD).

Now if the customary term'nominal sentence'were accurate the char-

acteristic feature of this type (or rather: these types) of sentence

would be that nouns, not verbs, were used in them to form predicates.

And a type of sentence - that is, a type of syntactic formation - would

then be defined by morphological means.

This c'learly goes against the thesis of the autonomy of syntax and

agai nst the pureìy syntactica'l defi nítion of these sentences given

here. If this definition is in fact correct these syntacticaì

combinations are characterized by the lack of an exp'licit predicate

which might possib'ly have had a verb, the so-called'maÍn verb'. But

q
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according to the theory - and in the ìight of what has been hitherto

established on other points - there should be nothing that Ín and of

itself can prevent the two exp'licit members from being non-nominal and

- for example - pure'ly verba'l .

A. Dr:d : r:dR = subject (+ r): object (+ d). - ThÍs sentence

type will often be nominal: Hospes, hostis; Träume, Schäune. It must

however be immediate'ly observed that the concept nominal here is often

amplified in a manner which is uniustified from a morphologica'l point

of vi ew; name'ly, the concept i s made to embrace part'ly words whÍch,

I ike pronouns and particip'les, are analogous on'ly with nouns ('Tous

condamnés!'), partly a'11 so-called substantival or substantivized words

and phrases whatsoever - a concept which has already (S23) been suffi-

cient]y criticized. A sentence like'alt vel !' ['lIl well !'], whích is

exact'ly the type defined here, contains no nominal element; it is built

up from a pronoun as predicative subiect and an adverb as predicative

attribute. - To exclude verbs from this construction seems then to be

quite unnecessary. In sentences like 'Herren gôY, Herren tog' ['The

Lord gaye (and) the Lord has taken (away)' - lit. took'l or'Gud er'

['God is', i.e. exists] there real'ly seems to be no reason for looking

at the latter Ín any other way than we did in the so-called nominal

sentences mentioned above, namely as predicate-attribute (that is, with

absorbed object or attribute). Conversely the first member, the pre-

dicative subject, can also without difficu'lty be a verb - thus for

example quite general'ly in the case of an imperative: Carpe diem!',

and in the classical languages Ín the indicative as well: Ano pat-

riam'. What h,e have here is obviously an introductory predicative

member (with absorbed subiect).
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B. Dr:R: D:dR = object (+ D): subjec¡ (+ R). - This type too

wi I I often be verbl ess and to that extent 'nominal ' : Jolis, ses

livres; Salva res (Plautus). And here too, however, the necessity has

been felt to amplify the concept noun in an Ímproper way, inter alia so

as to comprise proper nouns and participles: 'Amicus PIato'; 'Beati

possidentes'; 'Charmant le prince'. By the term'nominal'one is here,

as above, obviousìy led to think mere'ly of a formation (whether this is

morphologicaì or .syntactic is hardly made clear) in which the object

concept plays a role. Now from the syntactíc point of view this is
j ust the case to a great extent for thi s type of sentence where both

members contain both the relative as well as the descriptive object

concept (O + n). But this is no justification for excluding verbs from

such a constructíon. Sentences I ike '0leun perdidisti' or 'Punctum

tetigisti' which begin with an emphatic forward-positioned obiect,

obviously end with a member which has absorbed a free subject - just as

with our type B. And the question arises whether sentences like'Fiat
lux', 'Yiennent les rhumatisnes' should not be considered as belonging

here too. The second member here is a resultative subiect (D:d +:R),

and the first member, which is emphaticaìly forward-positioned (D:),

seems - in its capacity of intransitive - to have absorbed an obiect

(r:R).

The assumption that verbs should be able to appear - and in a

number of different functions at that - in 'nominal' sentences must

naturally appear paradoxical. But if we a'lready concede the right of

participles to appear in them ('Beati possidentes'etc.), it is really

impossible, if we wish to be consistent, to exclude infinitives and

finite forms.
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If this is correct, then the synthetic members are to an even

greater extent than the analytic (and the elementary) ones independent

of morphological categories. This is what one must real1y expect as

welì, sínce after all each synthetic member contains according to the

definition three analytic or three elementary members (Dr:d) = Dr: +

D:d + r:d = D: + r: +:d) and thereby presumabìy the possibilities of

these latter for morpho'logical correspondence.

5

64. Total nember (Dr:dR) This member, which is defÍned as a

dynamic synthesis of all logicaì elements, contains both frame and

content, both relation and object; it is in other words as much active

as passive Ín both relative and descriptive aspects. It can then be

construed as simul taneous'ly introductor and attribute, subiect and

object, predicate and extensivum or member of extent. It has absorbed

the beginning and the end of the sentence, its middle and its peri-

phery. It ís identical with the sentence itself - which thus in this

way has obtained its definition.

Now if a given sentence consists of such a total member it will

also on'ly contain one word (as word here must be taken in the strongest

morpho'logical sense) . Genui ne si ngl e member sentences are si ng'le word

sentences; for if there are a number of words, each of them - however

c'losely they were connected - would have to constitute a member, and

the sentence would most certain'ly - as always - be a tota'lity, but not

a unity in the proper sense. (tne question of the member's division

into submembers ís taken up later: 567.)

The total member Ís homologous with the interjection, and fre-

quently the total member or single word sentence is precisely an
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interjection: Fy! [ugh!]; Av! [ouch!]; Ja! fyes!J; lrlej! [no!]. But

just as the interiection, in spite of its total definition, is by no

means bound to the role of total member (S35), so neither is the total

member necessarily composed of an interjection. We can even show that

words of every class - consequently, even the abstract ones, which in

rank are furthest removed from interiections - can appear in this func-

tion. Words of the compìex classes are often found isolated as com-

mands or exclamations: Afgang! [Departure! i.e. stand back]; Elendigt!

Iwretched!]" Concrete words are no less frequent: u,e find nouns like

Brand! [Fire!] or Godt! [Good!, All right!J; verbs (particularly im-

peratives in modern 'languages) I ike eåf tGo!1, Aro. Pluit; pronouns

like Han! [Hel (colloq. him)]; coniunctions like Her! [Here !]; pos-

sessives I ike tlin! []line!l or refl exÍves I ike l,loi ! And as u,e have

said, even such abstract words as proper names can appear (especial'ly

in the vocative, where the case exísts): Peter!; or numerals: Fyrre!

IFortyt ]; adverbs: Bien! ; IEng. ] fell ! ; or prepositions: Auf!

It is thus clear that words of all kinds - regardless of ìogical

rank or quality - can appear here and (as far as various classes are

concerned) are Ín fact frequent as total members. Even if interiec-

tions can be said to have a special Ínherent predilection for this

ro'le, no word class - with, of course, the proviso: 'if certain con-

ditions are realized'- can be said to be unsuÍted or unnatural in this

posÍ ti on .

65. Ellipsis. - GrammarÍans have often found difficulty in

recognizing sentences wÍth on'ly one or two members as real sentences.

Starting with the assumption of the more differentiated sentence as the
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sole'logical or normal one, they have then either turned the short form

into a periphrastÍc one by means of a copu'la (cantat = €st cantans) or

have attempted to complete it by suppìying members that are supposed'ly

lacking. They then speak of understanding or omitting all possible

words or members (examp'les of the method in KR. MIKKELSEN, for ex-

ample), oF of incomp'lete sentences or sentence fragments. Thus ín

nominal sentences it Ís supposed that a copu'la is understood (a nu'l-

copuìa, as CH. BALLY has called it), and in inscriptions a subiect is

suppl ied as well ('This is ...'). HøFFDING says of this: 'Headings on

dissertations, chapters or pieces of musíc, names of books on the title
pô9ê, and captions under pictures are logical predicates: they Índi-

cate what the text of the dissertation, the [musical] notes, the book

or the pictures contain'.

Against this e1'lipsis hypothesis, widespread Ín the grammars of

most countries, a sharp reaction has however asserted itseìf. The

syntactici st ADOLF T0BLER right'ly maÍntains that this kind of supp'le-

mentation only succeeds by sleight of hand, that it is always arbi-

trary, and that it makes no contribution to the elucidation of the

motive and form of the supposed abridgement. And FERDINAND BRUN0T has

necentìy condemned grammatical tradition on this point in strong words:

'L'éducation grammaticale a vécu jusqu'ici des sous-entendus imagi-

naires'. Yet a clear recognÍtion of the danger contained Ín the el-

lipsis concept and of the care needed ín its application has stí11 not

been generally accepted. 0n this poínt it may be observed that:

fl Every sentence ought to be analysed in itself, i.e. ín the form

i n wh i ch i t actua'l 'ly appears - wi thout any reference to whether i t
fulfils such a requirement for completeness, a requÍrement based upon
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comparison with certain supposedly 'logical types (subiect : predicate,

or subject : copula : attribute - types whose privi'leged status is

based exclusively on the exc'lusiveìy descriptive character of ancient

and mediaeval logic; cf. SCH0LZ).

#2 The fact that a sentence contains only two members (as for

examp'le the so-called nominal sentences) or even only one (like the

so-called subjectless sentences or the isolated headÍngs or advertise-

ment signs) is by no means sufficient reason to understand or supp'ly

anything whatever, be it words or members. The fact is simp'ly that the

members entering this kind of sentence are more complex and therefore

more massive or heavier than the 'normal ' (i.e. analytic) members;

they therefore quite naturally govern a larger part of the sentence and

in extreme cases all of it.
#3 Accord'ing to J0HN RIES ure should assume an omission when it

rea11y Ís probab'le that a more complete form has existed or still
exists as a paralìe'l form or can be inagined as an addition. - Yet

even this apparentìy more careful point of view only deserves to be

mai ntained with quite considerable reservations. What has previously

been said or what could now be also said in a gíven combination is of

no sÍgnificance in reality. Syntactic analysis has only to do with

what is said and meant here and now, that is, in the single, actual and

individual case. From this Ít follows that the onìy cases where it is

real'ly justifiable to talk of ell ipsis (understanding, omission or

supp'lementation of elements) is where it is demonstrabìy a questíon of

suspended sentences, thus such sentences where there is evidence, in

the intonatíon for examp'le, that the speaker for one reason or another

( forgetfulness, discretion) eÍther cannot or will not complete the
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whole thought. 'I have to go to ...' (incident or place forgotten).

'So it was ...' (something so dreadful that we avoid usÍng the correct

but harsh word). 'Quos ego...' (Neptune's incompleted threat to the

winds, Aeneid I, 135). It should be observed, however, that what can

be shown here to be understood is never a particular word or word of a

particular kind. Nor Ís it even a single partícu1ar member, but quite

certain'ly one member or another which by its (e.g. resultative) nature

will be suited to comp'lete the sentence or the member.65

66. Submembers. - The constructions hitherto treated have all had

the common feature that they ímmediateìy entered into sentences as

members. These constructions are however not the only ones possÍble.

As is well-known, u,e have besÍdes sentences like'The rose is red' (A)

s combinations like'The red rose' (B), besides'The dog barks'o(A),'a

barking dog' (B).

VarÍous grammarians have been aware

and have sought to define it. HERMANN PAUL thus speaks in the latter

case (B) of a degraded predicate (= attribute) and SHEFFIELD says that

r0 a latent copu'la is implied here. WUNDT and SÜTTERLIN call A-combi-

nations (and so sentences) closed and B-combÍnations open. And JES-

PERSEN, who dealt wÍth the question at'length and in an interesting

wâV, distÍnguishes 'nexus' (A) from 'junction' (B); 'nexus' Ís charac-

terized as a combination of two thoughts, through which somethÍng new

rs is communicated (thus a predication) - a combÍnation which is flexible,

articu'lated and living, and which can be compared to a process or a

drama (obviously an ana'logy of the progression of the thought).

'Junction' or the combination of primary and secondary members on the
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other hand constitutes a more closeìy bound unity, a joint denomination

for a single obiect (expression for a sing'le concept?); it is stÍffer

and more lifeless, and can be compared to a picture or painting.

The observations of these linguistic researchers would seem to be

of no small value - apart from the fact that they have succeeded in

giving the quite satisfactory characteristics of this dÍstinction whích

is so very important for the whole of syntax.

When it is said that the red rose form contains a predication

(latentìy or in weakened form), or in other words: that the compound

concept presupposes a judgement, an unquestionable likeness between A

and B combinations is thereby pointed out; but on the other hand this

doe s not do j usti ce to the equa'l 'ly unquesti onabl e di f ference between

the two combinations.

l.lhen the 'predicative' combination (A) is called closed or finish-

êd, and the'attributive'(B) open or unfinÍshed, a dÍfference is

thereby suggested which is doubtless often valid, name'ly between A-

combinations as independent syntactic constructions (total entíties of

an absolute character) and B-combinations as dependent ones. But ít is

forgotten that a B-combination, without any change in its words or in

their reciprocal relations as members, can become independent; thus we

can use the following as a complete sentence: A splendid night! Le

rare oiseau (La Fontaine). Accordingly the dÍfference would seem not

to lie in the combinations as such (i.e. in their Ínner structure), but

in their overall use.

When JESPERSEN says that a nexus expresses two thoughts, a junction

on'ly one, we have to reply that both kinds of combination presuppose

two members (rose - red) which are combined and a unity or totalÍty
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which Ís created by the combination. l,le then have articulation

(synthesis and anaìysís) in both cases, even if evident'ly not entirely

of the same sort.

The comparison of nexus with a drama or a process, and iunction

with a picture or painting seems to be based on an intuitive recog-

nition of a rea'lity, but images in and of themselves prove nothing, of

course; and even Íf we are by no means ob'liged to admit that GARDINER

is right in saying that JESPERSEN had to give up here ([Eng.f is at a
-\¿

loss'), a c'loser ana'lysis would nevertheless seem to be requÍred.

Such an ana'lysis can be constructed upon the two following trains

of thought:

fi ilenbers and submenbers. - l.le must distínguish between actual

members and subordinated or submembers. Members form part of a sen-

tence directìy, submembers do so on'ly indirectly since they are defíned

as members within members. Rosen er rød ['The rose is red'] is a sen-

tence with three members: subject, predicate and attrÍbute. Den røde

rose er vissen ['The red rose is rithered'] is also a sentence with the

same three members, but here the subiect Ís divided again, namely into

three members whose reciprocal relations must be the obiect of a new

ana'lysis. - It is the dístinction between A and B- combinations thus

defÍned (infelÍcitously called 'predicatíve' and 'attrÍbutive') that is

wíth greater or less approximation expressed in metaphors 'like flexible

- stiff, livíng - lifeless, or in images like drama - paintíng.

#2 Prinary and secondary analysis. - If the logica'l concepts

(hÍtherto) used are sufficiently fundamental - and they have already

proved applicable in the definition of word classes and primary sen-

tence members -, they must necessarily fÍnd theÍr application here too
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(where there is after all no question of any area that is neÌ't in prin-

ciple). It would now seem to be rea'l1y feasible to undertake an ana-

'lysis of members (whereby they are thus analysed into secondary members

or submembers) by app'lying the same concepts and methods that were used

in the analysis of sentences (into primary members).

It is just a fact that a sentence can occur in another sentence,

and that such a member-sentence stands entireìy analogous to other

members: 'Han erfarede at kongen var død / kongens død' ['He learned

that the king ras dead / (ofl the king's death'1. The two objects

which can alternate here are completeìy homogeneous, and not mere'ly as

objects in the sentence but in this case also to some degree in respect

of their internal structure. The duality of initial subject - final

attribute recurs in each, in broad outline at least. - It is on this

that the frequently noted and unquestionable likeness between A and

B-combinations is based, and so between the'logical articulation of the

judgement and of the concept. tle have here an indication of a prin-

ciple that must be sought consistentìy in the ana'lysis of submembers.

67. Rank of sentence members. - A theory of three ranks of words

or members has been established by JESPERSEN (original'ly in Sprogets

Logik): they are divided into primaries, secondaries and tertiaries, or

words of first, second and third rank. In a combination like l{eget

varmt vejr lYery warm yeather], veir [reather] is thus primary (first

rank ) , yamt [wam] co-ordi nate member or secondary (second rank) ,

meget Ivery] subordinate member or tertiary (third rank).

0f this theory, which has been discussed by, among others,0TT0

FUNKE and L0UIS HJELMSLEV,'"' Ít must be observed from the point of view

5
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represented here:

fl What !,Je are speaking of here are of course exclusively members

(as indicated as we'll by theÍr Danish names: over-, ad- and underled

Iapproximate'ly super-, co- and subordinate members], not words, as it
is less fortunately expressed Ín The Philosophy of Grarmar.

#2 The members in question are all submembers according to our

terminology since they can only indirectly enter into the sentence:

they are aì 'l , the so-cal I ed prímary or superordi nate member i nc'l uded,

members within a totalÍty (namely the whole combination: meget varmt

vejr Ivery warr weather] whích is secondary Ín character since it
enters as a member into the primary totality ca'l'led the sentence.

#3 The series is by no rneans exhausted by the three named members;

on the contrary, a number can be added of a quite divergent character.

I.le can expand the combination with, for example, a prepositÍve and a

postpositive member: 'det meget varme veir i går' ['The very wann

weather this year'l - without any of the latter having the same charac-

ter as the so-called tertiaries. And it is aìso quite dubious to say

that [fng.] much in the expression nuch good white rine Ís designated

as the same member, name'ly co-ordinate member (= secondary), as good

and white.

#4 Submembers in the sense defined here, that is, members which

together form a member, are not necessarily of different rank: they

can all enter the combination on an equal footing, iust as a member

enters a sentence: negen god vin [much good rine], mine tre kære

brødre [my three dear brothers].

#5 Converse'ly, submembers can, ìike members, be of different rank

because of their greater or smaller degree of abstraction oF, if we
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wish to express it from the opposite point of view: their complexity.

They can be so massÍve that they fill the entire member or on the other

hand can be so subtle that they stand as pro- or enclitic partic'le-

-members.

68. Classification of subnenbers. - Submembers can - like

members, and because they are in principle of the same nature - be of

variable weight since they can be defined by four, three, tlro or one of

the I ogi ca'l el ements.

s # 1 A submember can be undifferentiated or four-dimensional

(Dr:dR); it is then a total submember which coincides with the member

itself - a limiting case of considerable theoretical (and as a matter

of fact not exclusively theoretical) interest.

#2 Next, it can be synthetic or three-dÍmensional. It will then

r0 be able to appear in four different fonns (defined like the synthetic

members, 562). 0f these it only needs two to form a member, and they

will be c'losely joined by virtue of their compound and closeìy related

nature of mutual dependence.

#3 A submember can further be ana'lytic or two-dimensional. It can

rs then occur in six different forms which are defined like the normal

members (S49) and fall into a number of mutually related groups. 0f

these, which are cìear'ly separate from each other, it will take two or

three, or possibly more, to form a member.

#4 Finaì1y, a submember can be of an elementary or one-dimensional

2o nature. The four possib'le forms in which it can then appear wÍll in

consequence of this definition be unrelated and will be attached to the

heavi er members because of thei r I i . e. the submembers' ] abstract
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character as unstressed pre- or postpositive items.

0f these submernbers the first occupies a special position: because

;a.2s of its total or absolute character it coincides, though a submember,

with the member itself (= the secondary totality). This corresponds

closeìy to the fact that the total member, though a member, coincides

with the sentence (= the primary totality). l,le can here ignore a

specia'l investigation which would lead to posing the compìex question

3 0 of the subdi vi si on ( accordi ng to stress ) of a four-dimensi ona'l ìy

defined formatÍon.

69. Corpounds.* - The synthetic submembers would seem, according

to the description a'lready given (S08, #21, to be what are usually

called members in compounds. Compounds are indeed, as has been more

than once observed (StO et seq.), syntactic formatíons. They should

then especia'l'ly be items to construe as combinations of submembers each

in itself of a complex nature, and thus logica'l1y intersecting each

other, and precisely for that reason closely interlinked.

The members able to enter compounds, if we take the latter in the

way just given, will be the following four:

10 Dr:d = subjective member, but governing (+ r);

Dr:R = objective member, but introductory (+ D);

D:dR = subjective member, but resultative (+ n);

r:dR = objective member, but predicative 1+ d).

ç

A

B

c

D

0f these members the fi rst (A) , which I acks the

concluding element (:R), cannot stand last, and the last

necessary

(D), whichl5
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conversely lacks the necessary introductory e'lement (D:), cannot stand

fi rst.

The fol 'l owi ng combi nati ons are accordi ngly possi b'le:

9.20

(AB )

(Ac )

(AD )

(Bc )

(BD )

(cD )

Dr: d

Dr: d

Dr: d

Dr: R

D: rR

D: dR

Dr:R = (Dr:)

D:dR = (D:d)

r:dR = (r:d)

D:dR = (D:R)

r:dR = (r:R)

r:dR = (:dR)

i ntroductory

subj ecti ve

predi cati ve

extensi ve

obj ecti ve

attri buti ve

combi nati on.

25

30

35

Now in fact six types of compounds would seem to correspond to thís

scheme (tfre forms of which, not least in polysynthetic languages,

naturally deserve a far closer study from this point of vÍew than we

have opportunity for here):

(AB):

(AC):

(AD):

(BC):

(BD):

(CD):

brise-glace, porte-plune, savoir-vivre;

chie-en-lit, marche-pied, trotte-menu, réveil-matin;

bon-hocne, ayant-coureur, bient-tôt, hor-nis;

non-sens, demi-frêre, quasi-dêlit;

quelqu'un, chac-un; Lat. quis-quis;

cerf-volant, bout-riné, ho¡ne-bêæ (Michelet), sépulcre-enfer

(Hugo).

If the analysis thus Índicated is correct, it follows from this

with respect to the relation between compounds and morphology that:
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#1 A compound Ís, as a combination of independent words, of a

purely syntactic nature. It is a combination which constitutes a

member in the sentence, - a member whose function cannot be derived

from the morphological or syntactic nature of its components. Cerf-

volant most certain'ly strongly suggets cerf and bon-honme suggests

hoilme, and we are therefore inclined to cal'l these compounds substan-

tives after the ostensibly predominant member; that this vÍew is un-

tenable, however, is demonstrated by formations like hor-mis, réveil-

-matin, or savoir-yivre, where there can be no question of any'head-

-member' Ii.e. predominant member] and where the result of the com-

pounds is radically different from the components.

#2 A compound as such cannot be defined morphological'ly. Its

individual parts are words, and only words can constitute these parts

(brise-glace; hor-mis). But the parts are also members, and the result

is defined only by the character of these members and by the kind and

degree of density of the combination following from that character,

and so i s def i ned purely syntactica'l'ly. The resul t ari si ng from the

combinatÍon can stand overall in different ways in the sentence: as

subject, obiect, etc. or within a member: governing or governed, de-

scribing or described. This relation too must be defined syntacti-

cally. And there is thus never any necessity to consÍder a compound as

a word.

#3 A given member in a compound (4, B, C, D) is not bound to a

particular word class. The same kind of word can occur now initially
(as A or B), now finally (as C or D) and in genera'l in quite disparate

functions. As far as the substantive is concerned we can compare, for

example, glace in brise-glace (obvious'ly in the obiective function)

45

50

55

60
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6e.6s with natin Ín réveil-matin (extensÍve use) and on the other hand honme

Ín bon-homne or in homme-bôte (described) with ¡ête in hoqne-bête

(descriptive). Converse'ly, a gíven member in a particular type of

sentence is composed of quite different words; thus for example the

first, descriptive member in the type AD is nob, an adiectíve (bon-

zo -homme), nolr an adverb (bien-tôt) and novl a preposition (avant-coureur,

hor-mis). - This latter was what our investigation set out to

demonstrate.

5

70. Analytic subnerbers. - Since analytic and synthetÍc members

can occur as members (in a sentence), they can also occur as submembers

(wÍthin a member). While synthetic formations are complex and there-

fore intersect one another's 'logical domain and form interlocking con-

structions, analytic formations on the other hand are relatively in-

dividual and distinct; they therefore form the basÍs for a clearer and

more transparent construction of sentences and members. Submembers of

the analytic type are defined analogous'ly to analytic sentence members,

and are thus of the following six types (where parentheses around the

Isymbol ic] defÍnition denote submembers):IO

15

I. (Dr:),

II. (D:d),

III. (r:d),

IV. (D:R),

V. (r:R),

VI. (:dR),

cf.

cf.

cf.

cf.

cf.

cf.

intr. : initial, introductory or presentative;

subj. : initial, demonstrative or detenninative;

pred. : central, predicating or qualificative;

ext.: periphera'|, extension determining or restrictive:

obj. : final, object-establishÍng or material;

attr.: final, attributing or distinctive.
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Firstly tre shalI cite some examples in which these submembers

appear to occur: Sa (l) plus large (Iv) acception (V). l,lon (I) cher

(III) ami (V). Ces (I) diverses (II) histoires (V). Certaines (II)

branches (V) de l'histoire (V). Une (I) date (V) certaine (VI). Toutes

nos (II) connaissances (V) historiques (VI). Tous tes (II) phénonènes

(V) de la nature (VI). Des (II) êcrits (V) littéraires (VI).

Next we can test a characteristÍc of the individual submembers:

I. Presentatiye = (Dr:). - ThÍs, like the int,roductory element of

the sentence, is of a provisional'ly íntroductory nature. Like a herald,

i t simp'ly arouses our attention; it forms the member's pre'lude. It is a

functíon natural'ly performed by abstract pronouns, which precisely for

this reason become what are called prepositive articles: Une (I)

histoire (V). Le (l) conflit (V). The French so-called partitíve

article, which is simp'ly de, if necessary combined with the demon-

stratÍve, shows moreover that not only pronouns but also preposÍtions

can occur in this position: Du (de=I, le=II) pain; De (II) grands (IV)

anis (V ) .

II. Determinative = (D:d). - This member, 'like the subject of the

sentence, specifíes who and what are involved here. It indicates the

frame or environment for the foìlowing determination and determines in

an especialìy situative or quantitative manner. The member can be

compared to the numerator in arithmetic: l{es (I) trois (II) enfants

(v); Ces (I) derniers (II) temps (V): certaine (II) petite (III)

aventure (V); Ces (I) diverses (II) histoires (V). The examp'les show

not on'ly numerals occurring in this position, but also adiectives,

whÍch are morphologicaì'ly quite divergent from the former (though this

naturally does not turn them Ínto indefinite pronouns).
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III. Quatificative = (r:d). - This member, like the predicate of

the sentence, describes while simultaneous'ly forming the transition

between the initial and final parts of the syntactic totalÍty. It
calls attention to the qua'lities which can be added in advance so to

speak (a priori or'analytically') to the true object of the combí-

nation: llon (I) cher (III) ani (V); Den (I) hvide (III) sne (V) [The

(I) white (III) snor (V)l; Det (I) bølgende (III) hav t(V)l [rne (l)

bitloring (III) sea [(V)].

IV. Restrictive = (D:R). - This submember, lÍke the extension

member in the sentence, restricts the domain of reality or validÍty of

the whole member. It delirnits by Índirectly negating, so that we may

quite appropriate'ly quote Spinoza here: 'Omnis determÍnatio est

negatio': Une (I) vraie (IV) épopée (V); Un (I) grand (lV) home (V);

En (I) begavet (IV) nand (V) [n (I) talented (IV) man (V)]; En (I)

ganske anden (IV) historie (V) tA (I) quite different (IV) story (V),

i.e. 'quite another story'1. - The examples show pronouns besides

adjectives in this function.

V. Ì{aterial = (r:R). - Like the object in the sentence, this

object submember is the relatíve terminus ad quem of the combination,

the target of the predicatíon or the point to which both pre- and post-

positive adjuncts or epithets seem to be attached. It was thÍs material

member that writers of the scholastic períod had in mind in the ex-

pression 'materialiter', and that JESPERSEN still considers as the head

or super-member in a junction: t¡lon (I) a¡ni (V); Le (I) beau (V); Son

(I) oui (V); Le (I) pour (V). - The examples show the most dÍsparate

words in this so-called substantival function (cf. S23).
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VI. Distinctive = (:dR). - This submember, postpositive in

relation to the 'head-member', is - iust like the attribute at the

level of the sentence - a descriptive terminus ad quen or expressÍon

for the result of the predÍcation. It, then denotes a more external and

independent description than the prepositive epithet; it adds a last

fi nÍ shÍ ng touch to the picture ( 'eí ne nachträg'l iche Korrektur' ): Un

(I) honme (V) brave (VI); Une (I) épopée (V) vraie; (VI) Une (I) langue

(V) une (VI); Un (I) savant (V) de premÍer ordre (VI). - As we see,

not only adjectives (which are homologous wÍth the function, after all)

are used here, but words of a quite dífferent type lÍke un and also

compound combinations.

7L. The position of the 'attributive' adjective. - The

definitions here advanced of the anaìytic submembers can serve toward a

more exact specification of, inter alia, the characterÍstic dÍfferences

which manifest themselves in the function of the adjectives (and of the

s so-cal'led adjectival members, for example of the genitives). These, as

is well known, can be now postpositive, now prepositive epithets; and

as prepositÍve epithets, they can be now determinative (II), now quali-

ficatÌve (III), and now restrictíve (IV).

#t In a combination like en viss efterretning [a certain piece of

r0 nersl the epithetical adjective can be construed now as synonymous with

'one or other', now with 'sure', 'relÍable'. The same word occurs in

both cases, and so ís not an Índefinite pronoun in the fírst case and

an adjective in the second. The meanÍng of the word must be broad

enough for ít to be able to contaín the two nuances; and the successive

rs realization of these nuances must depend upon an alternating functíon
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according to context. Now this alternation seems to be precise'ly of a

syntactic nature and depends upon a difference between two kÍnds of pre-

positive epithets: the determinative (iI) and the restrictive (IV). In

the one case the adjective stands determinatively, and viss Icertain]

then signifies simply that we have stopped at a given point in the num-

ber of items of news which are at all possib'le. In the second case'

converseìy, it occurs restrictive'ly; it then demarcates one class of

news items set in contrast with another: the uncertain ones.

#2 In a combination like den hvide sne [(ttre) white snow] what is

normaìly meant is 'sneen der io er hvÍd' ['(the) snow, which is of

course white'l; lÍkewise when the poets speak of 'den hvide alabast

[(ttre) white alabaster], or den hvide syane [the rhite wan] and either

do not know or do not remember that there are col oured sorts of al a-

baster and black surans. But if on the other hand I say den hvide hest

Itt¡e wtrite horse] I mean preciseìy that horse which (as opposed to

others) is white. In the latter case the adjective obvious'ly functions

restrictively (IV) just as in en viss ('sikker') efterretning Ia cer-

tain ('sure') piece of nersl. Conversely, it stands qual ificatively

(III) in the former case, i.e. so that the relevant quality ís viewed

as self-evident or susceptible of derivation from analysis from the

concept of the obi ect fo'l I owi ng.

#3 In many cases - in the Romance ìanguages for examp'le - the

adjective is used now as a prepositive, now as a postpositive attribute

or better: epi thet. Thus one says i n French un brave home or un

home brave, une vraie épopée or une épopée vraie or i n Spani sh el

verde prado besi des el prado verde; cf . 'l,li nueva casa es una casa

vieja, mi antigua casa era una casa nueya'. GRÖBER has characterÍzed
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the prepositive attribute as affective, the postpositive as logica'l;

the Hispanic scholar HANSSEN calls the first subiective, the second

objective, and BRUNOT says similar'ly that the one evaluates whÍle the

other depicts and describes. R. LENZ provides a more thorough syn-

tactic analysis according to which the prepositive attribute modifies

the concept of the substantive (i.e. the obiect) before the latter has

been expressed, while the postpositive is a kÍnd of correction or límÍ-

tation of the object!s Ínitial'ly more indefinitely represented concept.

The latter defÍnition by LENZ agrees close'ly with our definitÍon of the

distinctÍve submember (:dR): it stands as a relatíve]y independent

adjunct which at the last moment before the member is closed off alters

the characterÍzation of the set concept in a speciaì directíon (- to

call such a member logica1, as GRÖBER does, or to designate it as

objective, as HANSSEN does, does not seem to be any nearer the mark ).

As far as the prepositÍve epithet is concerned, on the other hand, a

distinction is absolute'ly necessary; for it can be now determinatÍve

(II), now qualifÍcatíve (III), nor'r restrÍctive (IV), and these func-

tions, even if two by two they have points of contact, are, as a whole

so disparate that a common definition is not possible. (Expressions

like GRÖBER'S affectÍve, HANSSEN'S subjective and BRUN0T'S eva'luating

obviously appìies to the qualificative functon and not the other two).

Now if we leave the determinative ('pronominaì' or 'numerative') func-

tion out of account, the qualificative epithets must be establíshed as

one subspecies within the prepositive epithets, i.ê. those Ithe qua'lí-

ficativel which reaì1y are self-evident or superfìuous because they

antÍcipate a part of the envisaged obiect's concept, but which for this

very reason - by this deliberate pìeonasm - can have their stylistic
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justifÍcation: 'Le sage (III) Socrate'; 'Le grand (III) Corneille'

(Corneille is not being compared here to his less famous brother); 'El

verde (III) prado' (we are not thinking here of the meadow Ín a green,

as against some other, state). As a second subspecies of prepositive

epithets we then have the restrictive, which designate a definite char-

acterized individual as distinct from others: 'Un brave (IV) hornme' 'Mi

nueya (IV) casa'. - l.lhile there is a certain kinship between the deter-

minative (II) and the qualificative (III) function - they are related

to each other like subject and predÍcate in a sentence - and likewise a

certain analogy between the restrÍctive (IV) and the distinctive func-

tion (VI) - they both denote a characteristic which is so to speak,

added from the outside -¡ the qua'lificative (III) and the restrictive

(IV) functions on the other hand are, in spite of their often identical

position within the member, of a completely disparate nature. And a

characteristic obtained by anaìysis of qualificatives ('affective',

'subjective') should not be transferred in this way to restrictives.

72. It is now a matter of examining the relation of the anaìytic

submembers here defined to word classes. It already appears from

sundry observations in the section on morphology, and even more clearly

in the examples just adduced ($570-71), that a given word class, adiec-

tives for exampìe (and thÍs holds true for the so-called adiectival

words, ê.9. pronouns and possessives) can occur Ín a number of mutualìy

distinct'attrjbutive' functions. Converse'ly, each individual submember

appears to be constituted not by words of a particular class, but now

of one kind of word, now of another - and very often of combinations.

Certainly, pronouns are often presentative (I), which in this case are

75
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called articles ('le/un grand homme'); but the exact'ly correspondíng

introducer-submember with the infinitive, which in Greek precisely em-

ploys the demonstrative, the so-called article (tò eîvqr), is in modern

languages now a preposition ([Eng] to be, zu sein, cf. d'âtre), now a

conjunction ([Dan] at være, cf. 'at han er' ['that he is'], where at

Ittrat, toJ is an introductory member). - Numerals and pronouns (cinq 7

quel ques hommes ) are usuaì 1y found as determÍ nati ves ( I I ) , though

possessives (un mien ami, il mio fratello) and adjectives (un certain

homme) are also found in thÍs role. - The qualificative member (III) is

quite often constituted by adjectives (the wtrite snow), but can be par-

ticiples for example (the glittering diamond) or compound forms (a

slant-eyed Chinaman). - Restrictives similar'ly are frequently adjec-

tives (my new, my old house) but can, as to a great extent in English,

be substantives and proper nouns, sometimes Ín the genitive ([Eng] the

boy king, People's Palace, London Bridge, St. Paul's Cathedral), where

these members, of course, neither are nor become adjectives or adjec-

tival members (cf. S23). - The same ho]ds for the distinctíve submember

fo'llowing the postpositive epithet (VI); it is often an adiective (un

homme brave), but may just as often be a substantive in the genitive,

for examp'le (amor patriae) or a proper noun (L'Affaire Dreyfus) or a

whol e combination (un savant de prmier ordre) . - As far, finally, as

the material or object-submember is concerned, words of any class can

in fact be used here, not just substantives and adjectives or related

nominals (le feu, la beauté, 1'embellissenent), not just words which

like proper nouns, pronouns or numerals in one sense or another are

object-words (un llapoléon,1e moi, un cinq), but also verbs (le savoir,

le reyenant, cf. un tolle), or even partic'les like coniunctions and
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adverbs, prepositions and interiections (le bien, des nais et des Si,

le pour et le contre, son oui). In these kinds of cases one speaks, as

i s wel l-known, of substantivization (cf. S23); but what happens is

simply that all these different words are quoted or híghlighted by

being placed in the obiect positÍon within the member; they function

' materi al i ter' , that i s , as materi al or obj ecti ve submembers .

For all these submembers (l - VI) it holds true, as various exam-

ples have shown, that they can be multi-memberä¿ without changing theÍr

character Ín the slightest, so they can be divided again into sub-

members and because of this consist of a number of words. (ThÍs is,

indeed, the manner in which a number of modern'languages repìace geni-

tives with a combination of preposition and substantíve or proper noun:

patris and Ronae by du pè"e, de Rome). This fact suggests that the

analysis must not stop at submembers or secondary members, but must be

co nti nued wÍ th tertÍ ary members , etc . - accordi ng to the same

principles, of course. This same fact, viz. that several members and

consequentìy several words, usual'ly of different kinds, enter into the

same member is also testimony to the extent that submembers are also

independent of word classes.

73. Elernentary submenÉers. - l,le have assumed above (568, #41 that

submembers just as well as members ín their simp'lest form must be

defined with the very same'logica'l concepts app'lied one at a tÍme. They

should then be purely governing (r:) or governed (:R), purely described

(D: ) or descriptive (:d).

Such light or accessory - necessarily procìitic or enclitic

submembers may be conceived as occurring if sentences withÍn which

5
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members of this type occur are themselves raised to member status. Thís

ki nd of transformatíon can take p'lace, for examp'le, if a sentence with

a verb in the indicative as predicate becomes a governed infinitive.

French "Il s'en va" and Italian "se ne va", for example, contain two

proclitic members, the first a subject (D:), the second an object (r:).

French "va t'en" and ltalian "va-tte-ne" contain analogous'ly two enclit-

ic members, the first subject (:d), the second object (:R). By trans-

posi tion from the fÍnite verb to the ÍnfinitÍve ri,e get in French "Il
faut s'en alIer", in Italian "Bisogna andar-se-ne". Here there then

occur submembers of an elementary type, the French proclitic, the

Italian enclitic.

As it is the same types of words that are used proclitically and

enclitical'ly, and so withín the member's first and second halves and

even in directly opposite functions (D:, cf. :d; Fr, cf. :R), it is

already clear from this that a given member does not here demand one

specific word.

74. Sentences as nembers. - l'le have seen that a sentence or

syntactic tota'lity can be anaìysed into members according to certain

principles, and that these members or secondary totalities can be

analysed according to the same princip'les into submembers, and that

this process can be continued. Sentences and members (and submembers

and their members in turn) are thus syntactic constructions of

princípally the same character; they can be primary, secondary, etc.,

but all are those totalities which are defined in an identical way

(Dr:dR). From thís it immediately follows that a sentence can stand not

onìy independent'ly (ttrat is, as a primary totality), but aìso as

5
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members (tfrat is, as secondary, tertiary, etc. totalities), and that

sentence types must be ana'lysed ana'logousìy to members.

An independent sentence or period ('a punctum') will thus be

susceptible of construction in the following ways:

I. It can consÍst of a sentence as total member whi.ch therefore fills
the entire period: Pluit. Det regner IIt is raining].

II. It can be formed from synthetic member-sentences Ior clauses], of

whích two together wilì generally constitute a period. Such a

period can then be constructed into opposite ways:

A. It can be introduced by a subiective clause statÍng the basis

( D r : d ) and concl udes wi th an obi ecti ve cl ause stati ng the

consequence (r:dR): Komer du, sa går ieg [If you c(ne, (then)

I'l I goJ.

B.0r it can converse'ly begÍn with an obiective clause giving a

result (Dr:R) and fínishes-with a subjective clause stating its

condition (D:dR): Jeg går, hvis du kormer tt shalt go if you

comel.

There Í s here a cl ose ana'logy wi th the two types of nomi nal

sentences or clauses (562) of which one (A) consists of an initial

subjective and a final objective member: ìbi, son fils! and the other

(B) of an inÍtial objective and fÍnal subjective member: Joïis, ses

I ivres!

III. Next, a period can be formed by (or, besÍdes other constructíons,

contai n) analytíc member-cl auses, of whÍch two or more are35
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necessary to consti tute the whol e of the fi rst rank. The

individual clause, like the individual member, can then be:

#1 Introductory = Dr¡;- Det er derfor, ieg går lThat is rhy I'm

goi ngl.

#2 Subject = D:d - At det ikke går, er klart [That it ron't work

i s cl earl.

#g Predicate = r:d - Når jeg går, så er det, fordi jeg må [If I'm

going, then it is because I have tol.

#4 l{ember of extent = D:R - Ikke at jeg skulde være Ímod [ilot

that I' d be agai nst ( i t) l.
#5 Object = r:R - Han fortaìte, at det var sket [He said that it

had happenedl.

#6 Attribute = :dR - Sagen êr, at jeg er for træt [tne fact is

(that) I'm too tiredl.

IV. Finaìly, a period can contain light'ly stressed clauses which

parenthetical'ly, as i t were, or on a postponed I evel - are

inserted ín front of or behind the weightier members. They can be

of the fol I owi ng kÍ nds:

#t proclític, introductory = D: - (Se)

that was whyl.

#2 proc'litic, governing = r: - Derfor

[Therefore (he said) I'm not, coming].

#3 enclitic, descríptÍve = :d - Det var

(a) (lít. dann it, i.e. damned) pityl.

derfor var det [(Look),

(sagde han) kom ieg ikke

(s'gu') kedeligt IIt was

60
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#4 enclitic, resultative = :R - Det var derfor (mente han) lThat

was why, (he thought)J.

75. Sentences or clauses as submembers. - That sentences or clauses

can be not just members but also submembers probably needs by now no

speci al demonstrati on . l¡le need merely make a sentence, the members of

which are sentences/c'lauses, a member of a second sentence. This latter

will then become a primary tota'l ity, the first sentence will be a

member in it and as well a secondary totaìity, and its members (which

are sentences/clauses) will therefore be secondary members or sub-

members: 'Han sagde at hvis du kun, rejste han' ['He said that if you

cane he'd go'1. In this period both hvis du kon and rejste han are

synthetic submembers (within the obiect) formed as clauses. An Ímpor-

tant exampl e of descri pti ve sentence-submembers are the so-cal I ed

relative clauses. In combinations líke Den der taber [He who loses],

L'homne qui assassina, [Eng] The light that failed the relative clauses

stand obviously as a submember of an attributive, or more exactly,

distÍnctive nature (cf. S70, VI).

76. l.lhat are here called sentences or clauses as members (or

submembers as the case may be) correspond in great part to what we

usua'lìy call subordinate clauses. These are classified (e.g. by KR.

SANDFELD) thus:

I. Substantival: that which taken as a whole can have the same

function in sentences as, and is co-ordinate with, substantives;

II. Adjectival: that which functions 'l ike adiectÍves and is often

10
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co-ordinated with adjectives or adjectÍval combinations;

III. Adverbial: that which corresponds to adverbs or adverbial combi-

nations and can be co-ordinated with them.

Thí s classification - the shortcomings of which for historical

research are, incÍdentally, emphasÍzed by SANDFELD - presupposes that

members can be defined like word classes. Such a definition, however,

as we have seen in our investigation of all kinds of members, is not

possible. If the clauses concerned are, as it seems, quite simpìy

members ( subj ect, obj ect, predi cate , etc . ) or submembers ( e. g .

di sti nctive epíthets), such a purely morphological classifÍcation of

sentence or clause types is not justified. This introduces an alien

e'lement i nto syntax wi thout necessi ty.

77. The concept of subordinate clause. - The usual contrast

established between main and suboFdinate sentences or clauses seems to

be altogether of quite dubious value - at all events, in its customary

and inconsistent form (for the history of the concept, see JELLINEK and

},lUNDT). By subordinate clause one might understand a clause which

entered as a member into another, thus what has been called here

member-sentence Ior member-cl ause]. Converse'ly, on]y the absol utely

independent sentence, our primary tota'lity, couìd then become a main

clause. However, as is wel'l known, it is not merely sentences of this

kind that are construed as main clauses, but also initÍal or fÍnal

clauses of a resultative character to which are attached (either pre-

or post-positively) a clause, - therefore a so-called subordinate

clause, - which states the assumptions of one or the other kÍnd (place,

5
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time, condjtion, purpose): Kommer du, går ieg IIf you come' I'lI go].

Jeg går hvis/når du kommer [I'll go iflwhen you come].

In this kind of combination there is in fact no reason to speak of

one part as more important and another as less ímportant, of main and

subordinate matters, or therefore in the case of main and subordinate

cl auses. The two halves of the whole are here quite obviously equa'l'ly

important and necessary. They are compl ementary members, the fi rst

introductory (either subjective or emphatica'lìy objective), the second

conclusive (either objective or emphatica]ìy subjective). Only by their

co-operation is formed the first class totality which any independent,

or if you will: main, sentence [or clause] must be.

78. I¡le have nou, examined from a number of points of view the

question of whether syntactic concepts - as is often held - can be

defined by way of morphology. And we believe we can assert that neither

the sentence as such nor its types, Íts members or submembers have been

susceptib'le to definition in unambiguous fashíon by means of word

classes. Verbs or nouns or words of any other class whatever cannot be

said to be characteristic of sentences or members of the one kind or

the other. And concepts like substantival, adiectival or adverbial do

not meri t empl oyment as conceptual defi ni tions of any syntactic

constructÍ ons.

Nor can inflectional forns - case comes quite especially into

consideration here - be used at all in syntactic definitions. There is

no such member as that called nominative (nominativus verbi as used to

be said in scholastic grammar for the subiect); for the subiect does

not necessari'ly stand in the nominative (S37). Nor is the dative any

5
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kind of sentence member - in spite of a still quite widespread

terminoìogy; for the indirect obiect or hensynsleddet lnember of

regard, etc.l (r:R) which is in question here cannot stand in the

datíve in the numerous languages - such as Danish, English or Chinese

in their modern forms - which have no datÍve at all.

It should in consequence appear most surprising Íf it were possibìe

- as attempted by JESPERSEN (cf. S42, #41 - to put word meaning at the

basis for certain parts of syntax. According to this scholar's theory,

in sentences with subject and attribute (whÍch would by no means need

to be joined by a copu'la?) the subiect is supposed to be a word of more

speciaì meaning, the attribute of more general meanÍng: Ton er en skurk

[Tom is a rogueJ. Tyven var en kryster [The thief was a coward]. In

case of doubt - that is especiaì1y sentences with a copula, ana'logously

with cotnparisons - it should nevertheless be possible to find the

subject according to this rule: Frøken B. var den smukkeste [fiss B.

was the prettiestl, cf. Den smukkeste var Frøken B. [The prettiest was

l,liss B.I - where the proper noun in both instances, (whÍch have, qua

proper nouns in consequence of an analogous theory of word classes, a

very specÍa'l meanÍng) is construed as the subiect.

This theory meríts examination. If it were valid in fact then

certai n members, and consequently syntactic constructions, woul d be

defined by word meaning, and consequently by morphoìogica'l concepts, -

a situation which conflicts with the principìe of the autonomy of

syntax which has proved capab'le of verification in all other respects.

Now in the fÍrst pìace it is easy to find counter-examples, i.e.

sentences where the subject word is more genera'l than the attríbute

word: Dette skal være Paris ved nat i niddelalderen lThis is supposed
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to be Paris by night in the l,tiddte AgesJ. Intet er tåbetigere l]lothing

is more foolishl. Alt er forfængelighed og forgængelighed [All is

vanity and transiencel. The more or less abstract pronouns which stand

here at the head of the sentence and are usual'ly and rightìy construed

as subjects, are without doubt in themselves, as words thèrefore, far

more genera'l than the final members of the sentences quoted, which can

hardly be construed otherwise than as attributes.

The matter no$r, however, seems to be that JESPERSEN with this, the

syntactic part of his theory, is not at all aiming at word meaning as

such, and so not at the more or less full-bodied comp'lex of 'logical and

symbolic concepts of which according to our analysis every word is con-

structed. He is, obviousìy, thinking rather of the immediate nuance the

word assumes in the given situation and context; Very generaì words

like dette [this], alt [everything], intet [no (adi.), noneJ can indeed

in the individual instance be tokens for more precise obiects. But if
word meaning is understood in this way, what we have here is a seman-

tic, not a synonymic phenomenon. And then semantÍcs or.the study of the

immediate nuances of meaning does not - like synonymics or the study of

the potentiaì or fixed concepts of words - belong to the morphologica'l

or systematic discip'lÍnes, so that there is no contradíction in putting

semantic nuances in connexion with syntactic relations. Conversely, it

seems precisely that many variatíons of meaning (as we have seen inter

alia in the case of adjectives) can and must be expìicable from the

standpoi nt of the varyi ng rol e i n the sentence of the rel evant words.

79. While a word a'lways remains identical with itself and therefore

has an absolute character, this does not hold true for a member. A
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member - which in the simp'ìest instance uses or realises a sÍng1e word

- is variable in more than one respect:

#L in quality, i.e. according to its role wíthÍn a given whole (the

member is then defined as a descriptive or relative, as actíve or

passive - and it is upon this tliat its position within the whole

depends).

#2 in level of abstraction, i.e. according to the number of the

defining elements (tfre member Ís then heavier or lighter and Ín con-

sequence plays a more or less independent role within its immediately

superordinate whole).

#3 in rank, i.e. according to hierarchical distance from the

absoluteìy independent sentence or whole of the first rank (the member

i s then a total member, true member, submember or member of a

submember, tc. ) .

80. The difference thus established between words and members can

now be more explÍctìy formulated and generalized. In spite of all

points of difference withÍn the syntactic constructions - differences

with regard to the qua'lity, level of abstraction and rank of the sen-

tences and members - there have in fact proved to be certain charac-

teristics which place this entire domain in sharp and clear contrast

with morpho'logy. We can summarize these characteristics by sayÍng that

the syntactic wholes and the units which enter ínto them always form a

rhythm and this rhythm can in turn be characterized by the fo'llowing

fundamental features:

#l The syntacti c rhythm i s not of a normati ve or ob'l i gatory

character. That is, it is in principle variable Ín relation to a given
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norm. It varÍes from time to time, from p'lace to pìace. A language can

in other words - even if it preserves its form in all respects - be

spoken and written with changing syntax. Periods and sentences, mem-

bers and submembers can change Ín structure and kind. There is here

the possibility for tendencies of a lasting kind to assert themselves

(e.g. in the direction of higher abstraction, whereby analytic con-

structions are therefore preferred to synthetic ones). Ald here the

point of origin can be sought for changes which may possib'ly finalìy

come to shake the very norms themsel ves.

#2 A syntactic rhythm is in other words in the final analysis

individual. It depends on the individual (speaker) whether he wishes

to choose sentences or members of the one or other qua'lity, weight or

rank. Everything that is spoken or written in a given language can in

fact only become rea'lity, consequentìy be realized physicalìy and

intel'lectually, through sing'le individuals and in indÍvidual situa-

tions. And the limits on the syntactic freedom of the individual (of

which, natura'lly, not all individuals will be aware, though poets, for

example, will) lie not ín the nature of the relevant ìanguage as such,

but exc'l usi ve'ly i n what i s permi tted by the combÍ nati on of generaì

ìogicaì concepts.

#3 Rhythm is moreover of a real or actual character. It is in and

through it that the language (whích would otherwise remain an ab-

stract, dead system) comes to operate and thus becomes reaìity.0n1y

in the sentence does the word come alive, only as a member can it
denote real or imaginary objects whích are experienced in an actual

situation, and onìy by entering into the syntactÍc rhythm can mor-

phol ogi cal el ements I i ke words and meani ngs become i ntel I ectual
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real i ti es .

#4 Last but not least - this is perhaps the most deep-seated

feature - the syntactic wholes and units are distinguished by being

non-convertible. This means that a gíven member A can never be ex-

changed with another member B wíthout some vital- difference beÍng

introduced. For if the relation A-B looks forwards, then the relation

B-A looks back. Time as ure know cannot be turned back and it is im-

possib'le to telegraph to the past. In a sentence and Ín any syntactic

structure whatever of hígher or lower rank, beginning, middle and end

are radica'l1y different stages. In other words, a member's pìace can

always be inferred from its nature (of course, not absolutely, but

among other given members); Ít is in this vray noteworthy to the

highest degree to what extent Chinese word order in the intellectual,

distinctly articulated sentence is exactìy the same as our own. And a

member's place is consequent'ly never a matter of indifference in the

determination of its nature; a subject (taken in the broadest sense)

can stand in many ways in a sentence, but Ín each neÌ{ way it Ís a new

type of subiect.

81. These characteri stic features of syntax wi'l'l be encountered

not onìy in the theory of syntax proper (to whÍch belong the theories

of congruence and rection) and in semantics (whÍch must therefore be

understood as the theory of local and individual realization and

shading of meaning of words). We shall also - but naturally to a great

extent: nutatis mutandis - encounter these features in phonetics,

since by phonetÍcs is understood the theory of the articulation of

sounds and sy11ab'les as it was constÍtuted in the second half of the
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1gth Century under the Ínfluence of the splendid advance of natural

science. Here too, in fact, we may fínd rhythm as a fundamental

feature, i.e. a successive realization (here not mere'ly intellectual

but also physical: of symbols which of necessity have an outer side) -

a realization of variable and individuaì, actual and non-convertÍble

character. Realized sounds and sy'llabìes then appear - iust like

members and sentences - to be articulatÍons by means of whích the

possibilities of the normative system are carried over into the

rhythmic reality of speech. It is this precÍse analogy that iustifies

our summarizing syntax and phonetics as two forms - the 1ogÍca'l and

the symbol ic - of grammatical rhythm.
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CONCLUS ION

82. The verÍfication which - after the necessary clarification of

the problem - is here attempted of the thesis of the mutual autonomy

of morphology and syntax, does not venture to be complete or defi-

nitive. Space - and the author's'linguistic horizon - have only per-

mitted us to quote a relative'ly small proportion of the facts, main'ly

from a few familÍar languages. The treatment of details concerning

cornp'lex words and the correspondÍ ng members (especi a'l ly thei r more

exact classification) has had to be left to later studies. And we have

on'ly been able to sketch the most important relatÍon between syno-

nymÍcs and semantics - two dísciplines still lacking a rationa'l foun-

dation. However, should the method here indicated prove fruitful, it
will find rich applÍcation in these uncharted regions in al1 ìanguages.

83. As far as the parts of the problem already treated here are

concerned, namely the relation between general morphology and genera'l

syntax - or to use the classical terms: partes and nerbra - the result

of our discussion can be summarized thus:

#L There Ís a sharp difference on a number of decisive points

between morphoìogy (characterized in S40) and syntax (S80), and thus

between the units of these grammatical discip'lÍnes: on the one hand

words and forms, on the other sentences and members. tlhile the

l0
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morphologícal constructions or forms are constant, the syntactÍc

formations or constructions are variable. While form units are col-

lective or socíal, sentence constructions are of an índívÍdual and

personal nature. While the classes and forms and derivations of words

are abstract, potentiaì ideals, sentences and their members are con-

crete, actual realities. And while a series of forms (e.g. of word

classes or cases) can be considered in any order whatsoever without

difference, the members in a sentence (and Ín a similar way, the

sentences in a period) always form a chronologícal order, where every

change, even the slightest, will alter the character of the members. -

We have summarized this relationship of opposition, which has now been

defined from several different aspects, by saying (58-10) ttrat the

morphological unÍts always form a syste¡, while the syntactical ones

form a rhythm.

#2 On the other hand a fundamental analogy between morpho'logy (as

described S21) and syntax (S48) has become manifest - an analogy of a

peculiar kÍnd which we (S50) have called honology, and which - íf our

theory is confÍrmed - in the final analysis proves to be a complete

identity. This - at first sight surprising - identity depends upon the

fact that the same four categories: relator (r) and relatum (R),

descriptor (d) and descriptum (D) seem necessarily and sufficient'ly to

define both all members (and sentences) as well as all word classes. -

¡4e can summarize these basic concepts of the ìogícaì discÍplines under

the name the logical constant.

84. These four concepts correspond quite cìose1y to the fÍrst

and most important four - of the categories established by ARISTOTLE:
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fl o,]oío = essentia, substantia, cf. relatum;

#2 roo'ov = quantum, cf . descriptum;

#3 noróv = quale, cf. descriptor;

¡4 np'oç "tt = relatio, cf . relator.

0f these, the I ast three, but not substance, houlever, are

retained as essential ones by KAN{ who has revived the doctrÍne of

categories in modern times: Quantitdt, Qualitdt, Relation; and so too

in rnost later expositions (which usually - as ín HØFFDING for example

- have characteristicaì1y sought to avoid the concept of substance or

essence ) .

I,lhile these concepts are for ARIST0TLE the 'predicates of ex-

istence' ( rcot¡yopíor toÛ'óvtoç), they are for KANT merely the basic

functions of discursive thought ('Stammbegriffe des Verstandes'). The

cl assical philosopher is here thinking statically, the modern one

dynamically. The former - and with him scholastÍcism - fÍxed his

attention on the system of thought, the latter - and fo1lowÍng him

many thÍnkers until modern times - on its rhythm.

85. If this set of categories is, as seems to be the caser the

most deep-seated in language and consequentìy the most fundamental

and mutually equa'l1y fundamental - for all'linguistic constructions,

dynamic as well as static, then Ít follows:

#t that the relative aspect (in our symbolism: r, R) and the

descriptive (D, d) are of equal importance. The concept of relatÍon

shoul d not then, as in ARIST0TLE, be seen as secondary; converse'ly, it
should not be made the absoìute'ly primary category, as it is by SEXTUS

EMPIRICUS and by modern'logicians. The descriptive aspect - which was
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long posíted as the basÍs for all European logic, fol'lowing

ARIST0TLE'S very examp'le - is ín actua'lity iust as essential as the

relatíve for the characteristic features of language and thereby for

those of thought.

#2 that the passive or object-concepts (in 9r. symbols: R, D)

and the active or functÍonal concepts are líkewise of iust the same

importance. Quantity (D) ís not - as has been believed under the

inspiration of modern science - more fundamental than quaìÍty (d);

here we should always recur to HENRI BERGS0N'S*decisive critÍque of

al I exc'l usi ve'ly quantí tati ve methods - a cri ti que embracÍ ng experi -

mental phonetics as well as experimentaì psychoìogy and the misuse of

statistics in sty'listic studies, for example.0n the other hand, the

concept of essence or substance (R) - positÍvism notwithstanding - is

just as índispensable for thought as its correlate, the concept of

relation; here we have by way of pure linguistic anaìysis reached a

result whÍch appears to coincíde with that whÍch for EMILE MEYERSONl

the most outstandÍng scholar of epistemo'logy ín our time - stands as

the fruít of a lifetime's critical study of the history of science.

86. If we acknowledge the profound distinction whÍch - in spÍte

of the identity of the constítutÍve elements - has been established

here between morphoìogy (with synonymÍcs) and syntax (with semantics),

a number of consequences of a fundamental and methodologica'l kind

follow.

#l Morphology, or the study of the inner form, and syntax, or"

the study of the sentence or clause, should not be treated together,

as is stÍll done in most grammars, both practical and historÍcal. As
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syntax we should retain onìy the study of the period and the sentence,

of members and submembers (including compounds), rectÍon and concord;

and to this we should add semantÌcs, construed as the study of the use

of words as they change according to context and situation. As mor-

phology, conversely, shoul d be dÍstinguished - by the novl prevaìent

'Mischsyntax' - as the study of word classes, of cáse and diathesis,

of inflexion and derivation; and to this must also be ioined syno-

nymics or the study of the simílarities and differences of the fixed

meanings of words.

It may possibly be obiected from a practÍcaì, that is, pedago-

gicaì poÌnt of view that the two named series of linguistic phenomena

a'lways occur in an indisso'lub1y bound form on'ly (case, for example,

on'ly i n sentences or members, words i n every si ng'l e i nstance wí th a

particular shade of meanÍng, etc.), and that they therefore can and

shoul d be treated together. And one can argue from an aesthetÍc or

poetic point of view that'language - like nature - ís always a unity

or whole ín which it is artificíal, and harmful to the understanding,

to distinguish between the immediately occurring phenomenon (in lan-

guage then: speech) and a more deep-seated structure or form (in lan-

guage: norms). G0ETHE, who indeed contended with science in the field

of colour theory on the basís of such considerations as these, sharp'ly

condemned the distinction of a dissectíng ana'lysis between seed and

rind in a poem ('Der PhysÍker',1820):

Alles gibt sie reichlich und gern:

Natur hat weder Kern

Noch Schale.

Alles ist sie mit einen Male.
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This 'totalitarian' concept-- which recurs in romantic phi'losophy

(as a reaction against KANT) and Ín modern so-called'idealistic'

linguistÍcs (as a reaction against positivism) - leads, however, from

the viewpoÍnt of scholarship on'ly to confusÍon. Just as Ít is natural

for the poet - at least of GOETHE'S kind - to see everything together,

so too is it necessary for the scholar - at least in his methodical

work - to subject one and the same phenomenon successÍve1y to a number

of separate analyses. Just as the scientist can and must analyse a

given piece of iron from the mechanical and chemical aspects as well

as from the magnetic and electrícal ones, so too must the linguist

analyse a gíven utterance nolJ from the morphoìogical (and on the

whole, systematic) point of view, now from the syntactic (and on the

whole, rhythmic) one. 0nly by means of a synthesis which seeks to

gather the results of the successive ana'lyses can the scholar hope to

approach that tota'lity which it is the poet's (and genius') privÍlege

to apprehend directly.

#2 The morpho'logícaì and the syntactic viewpoints, albeit in

contrast, should be considered complementary, that Ís, that they are

equally necessary and equa'lly ìegitimate. (It is therefore an un-

fortunate partiality to regard one of the poÍnts of view as subor-

dinate or superfìuous.) In both practical and historícal grammar

both must naturally emphasize the norm - it has been the general

practíce to neglect syntax for morphology; in part the morphologica'l

system was far more important than syntax for both 1 anguage teachi ng

and comparatÍve phi'lology, in part syntactic concepts, as we have

seen, were most imperfectly defined. Yet on'ly rarely do we find - as

in the work of MIKLOSISCH - a preference based purely on príncipìe for
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the morpho'l ogi ca'l poi nt of vi ew over the syntacti c . - The contrary

bias, which - not least in modern times - Ís so frequent, can be found

in epigrammatic expressÍon in a famous remark by I,IILHELM VON HUMBOLDT

accordi ng to whi ch 'l anguage Í s acti vÍ ty or actua'l i ty (èvápyeio ) , not

work or comp'leted result (äpyov). tt is the same view which lies at

the basis of BENEDETTO CROCE'S aesthetic (='linguistic theory), which

has indeed had such a great influence on KARL VOSSLER and through him

in turn on an entire trend in modern German'linguistics. According to

this theory - often advanced with great enthusiasm and great talent -

I anguage i s a'lways and everywhere a spí ri tua'l creati on and an ex-

pression of the individual - an indivisible whole (cp. GOETHE, 586),

in which the sentence ís the onìy reality (cp. several authors S13

#1), and of which logicaì analysis can on'ly extract lífeless and un-

interesting abstractions. - Against these old and ne!{ extremes any

unbiased theory must hold to the go'lden mean; word and sentence, form

and expression are equally important aspects of ìanguage. It is not

merely system or merely rhythm, but always rhythm and system at once.

#3 The grammarian then should not be a morphologist only, or a

syntactician onìy - and we can add: nor again, a synonymist on'ly or a

semanticist onìy. The professional morphologist (and synonymist) will

easi'ly come to regard hÍs specia'l obiect of study as the system - the

condition for the comprehensibility of ìanguage - as the only lin-

guistic reaìity from which then all the modes of language are thought

to be inevitab'ly deríved. Concepts like subiect and predicate which

cannot find any p'lace in the system (and realìy the concept of the

system itself also then comes to stand as a hindrance to an absolute

rati onal i zatí on of the grammatical ( understood here as = the
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morphologícal) categories. These concepts must then - as suggested by

L. HJELMSLEV - be systematica'l1y excl uded f rom grammar. - Converse'ly,

the professional syntacticÍan (and semanticist) or, if you wil'1,

stylist in CROCE'S sense, will easily be led to consider the infín-

iteìy manjfold individual varÍations, inc'luding the combination of

sentences and the shades of meaning of the word, as the sole true

rea'lity. This poÍnt of view, which is at present very much in fashion,

has without doubt animated in a beneficial manner the study of artis-

tic style, so greatly negìected by earlier'lÍnguists; it has on the

other hand led to a most unfortunate misunderstanding of the norm and

of the meaning of clear concepts (as when LEO SPITZER talks of'StÍl-
sprachen' as against 'sprachstile'!). - Only an equal consideration of

morphoìogy and syntax, of the community's needs for form and of the

free deveìopment of the individual, can promote both detailed study as

well as linguistic theory.

87. There follows from these consideratíons of principle the rule

that syntactic methods should not be applied in morpho'logy, nor mor-

pho'l ogi ca'l ones i n syntax. I f therefore a method depends on certai n

concepts rooted in one domain, it must be excluded from the other.

s If a word or a form drops quite out of fashÍon in certain kinds

of styìe (tne passé défini in modern spoken French, hos Ín modern

Jutlandish), it is often assumed, without closer investigation of the

morphoìogical system to whÍch the relevant elements belong, that a

change of the norm has taken p1ace. This is probably an uniustified

r0 appl ication of stylistic method in a morpho'logÍca'l domain; what is

decisive for the exístence of a form is in fact not its current use or
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non-use, but its conprehensibil ity or incomprehensibi'l íty ín the

relevant community as a whole.

The converse offence agai nst our methodol ogi ca'l ru1 e, the

application of morphologÍcaì method, therefore, to a syntactic topic,

may wel I ari se i n so-cal I ed hi stori cal and comparati ve syntax ( of

course: Ínsofar as Ìt treats of genuinely syntactic phenomena). As is

we'l ì -known, schol ars began by buí I di ng geneal ogi ca'l and hi stori cal

'linguistics on sound and form; and only much later did B. DELBRÜCK

seek to constitute for Indo-European a comparatíve, that is, genea-

'logical , syntax - a díscipline which quite natura'l1y followed the

a'lready exísting and, in the first volume of BRUGMANN'S Grundriss,

codified methodology of comparative linguistics. It was no accident,

however, that thís methodology vúas built up on sound and form; in

reality there was no other possibility. For sound and form - and they

alone - create at each given'lÍnguistic level firm systems which can

be used as fixed points for the constructions of hístorical study,

incìuding the reconstructions of genea'logical study. Only the norm

or as A. MEILLET has said: the continuity of tradition - has made

possible the interpolations in which all ìanguage history and language

comparison consist. A normative constancy of thÍs kind, so great a

fidelity of tradition, cannot, however, by any means be found in the

syntactic domain, where on the contrary individual variation and

personal innovation - therefore fashion, too, to a far greater degree

than usual - are prevalent. But it follows that the reconstructive or

inferential method - which has celebrated so many and such great

tríumphs where it built on sound and form relations - cannot at all be

applied to syntactic phenomena in the true sense. To take a single
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example: if a number of related ìanguages (like the Indo-European

ones) each at its oldest stage still accessible to us exhibits the

same syntactíc phenomena (for example, use of the infinitíve as

predicate, and thus a so-called historical infÍnitive; or 1íttle use

of sentences as nembers, the tendency then to so-called parataxis)

nothing whatever follows from this concerning the state of syntax at

the common language stage (Indo-European) to whÍch these 'languages are

known on other grounds to go back. Whether Indo-European empìoyed the

historical jnfinitive, and whether it preferred parataxis, are matters

upon which language comparisons can in principle shed no 'light. For a

specific use in the sentence is not firm'ly bound to this form's very

existence (Indo-European can have had an infinitíve without using it
hi storica'l'ly; and the historical infinitíves handed down in a number

of languages of our fami'ly can have arisen spontaneously and indepen-

dently in each separate place); a more or less comp'lex sentence struc-

ture depends on the intellectual culture of the individual speaker or

writer, possibly on the custom or fashion ín certain circ'les, but not

on the inherited morphological norm of language.

88. It has been suggested Ín the introduction (58-10 and else-

where) tnat the opposition of morphoìogy and syntax is only one ex-

ample of a more genera'l opposition: of system and rhythm 0F, to use

SAUSSURE'S expression, of ''language'and speech. Like genera'l morphol-

ogy or the theory of word classes, synonymics too is ruled by fÍrm

systems; like general syntax (or the theory of sentences), semantics

too is ruled by a changing rhythm. And accordÍng to the latest

PRAGUE SCHOOL - studies on phonÍcs this selfsame distinction seems to
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be of just as great signÍficance for the'outer', or more correct'ly -

symbolic, side of ìanguage as for its'inner'or logical one. Phonics

should, we are nour beginning to recognize, be divided into a sys-

tematic (NB not 'psychologicaì') dÍscipline: phono'logy, and ínto a

rhythmic one, phonetics. Phonologícal systems (tfrat is, systems of

phonemes or potentia'I, abstract sound types) then become analogous to

morpho'logica'l ones; and the phonetic rhythm (that is, the formatíon or

articulation of actual, concrete sounds) Ís then analogous to the syn-

tactic one.

89. If thís profound opposition between 'language (langue) and

speech (parole), of system and rhythm - an opposition whích we have

here sought consi stently to carry through, fol'l owi ng SAUSSURE'S

example - really (as has been assumed by GARDINER too) divÍdes all
'language creation (langage) ínto two opposed modes or forms of manÍ-

festation, or rather into an actual and a potentÍal form, Ít will be

natural to examine what relationship they have to the speakÍng human

being and to mankind in general.

#I The system as it appears for the grammarian's analysis in

phonoì ogy and morpho'logy, therefore i n synrmetrÍc aroupi ngs of sound,

word and form types, constÍtutes a normative ídeal for the individuaì,

an in principle invariable tradition for the cornmunity. This tradÍtion

is generalìy bound to the nation and it constitutes the preciseìy for-

med convention (oáotg) without which all comprehension and all com-

munication between members of the relevant cbmmunÍty (often díspersed

in pìace and time) is Ímpossible. A social crysta'llization of concepts

of this kínd can be compared with the basÍc princíples of one of the
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arts or sciences. The norm is for ìanguage what the axioms are for a

geometry: the basís upon which we build confidentìy and dogmatÍca1'ly -

until the moment it is discovered that a new basis Ís possible and

more suitable in new circumstances.

#2 The rhythm as it presents itself in phonetics and syntax, in

the arti cul ati on of the syì 'l 
ab'l e and the sentence theref ore - al ways

accompanied by a stronger or weaker degree of conscíousness - appears

to depend, on the contrary, to a large extent on spontaneous and mo-

mentary activity in the speaker and the hearer, the writer and the

reader. It ís the individual whose thought and wi11, whose feelÍng and

imagÍnation (Oúorg) are decisive here - though with two quite definite

I i mi tati ons . The i ndi vi dual al ways be1 ongs to a gi ven corlrnuni ty, whose

norm - in spite of all margÍns of free-play - must not be exceeded.

The individual is on the other hand - by beÍng human - a 6þv Àoyrrcóv:

a beíng characterized by the'logical faculty appearing in all thought

and speech (Àóyoç), the togical constant that makes the person a human

being.

The system is thus historical or national, the rhythm supra-

national or common to mankind.

90. If the ana'lysis of language has reached the most fundamental

concepts and the correct understanding of its mutual relatÍons (pos-

sibìy relations of solidarity) and its possible modes of operation, a

means must thereby be provided of characterizing not only ìanguage

(ìanguage in genera'l and the individual ìanguage), but also thought

(thought in general and the systems or tendencies of the índividual

thÍnker). It will be converseìy a confirmation of the correctness of

5
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our analysis of language if it appears suitable as a characterization

of the most deep-seated philosophical tendencies and systems.

l,le have aìready seen (S85) in several instances how different

philosophical biases (and the language-theoretical biases inspired by

them) can be construed as depending on an arbitrary predilection now

for one, now for the other side of the logical constant. The question

then becomes whether the basic opposition in the mode of operation of

concepts - the distinction therefore between system and rhythm, which

separates inter alia morphology and syntax - should not also recur in

phi 1 osophy.

Now this does indeed seem to be the case. We find in fact con-

stantly Ín both ancient and modern philosophy two opposed trends, an

idealistic and a realistic. For the first, reaìity is of an essential

nature: one, unchangeable, complete, and on'ly accessible to an inner

or higher sense. For the second, converseìy, rea'lity is of an exis-

tential nature: manifold, changeable, imperfect, sensible-

There can hardly be any doubt as to where the difference between

these schools rests: idealism has paid attention to the form (0éorç)

which has crysta'llized in a given community, and in'language to norm

and system. Realism has converse'ly paid attention to discursive

thought, to the natural human faculty for combination (0úolç), and in

'language to speech and rhYthm.

Theories of language have followed now one, now the other of

these tendencies. A theory wishing to be impartiaì should however

agree with both and disagree with both: agree with what they assert

and disagree with what they deny. For ìanguage (upon whÍch in turn the

understanding of all things depends) is both norm and speech, system
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and rhythm, both therefore idea and experience, both essence and

existence. Language is for a conmunity at a given stage - Ín splte of

a'll varíations - always the saue: but it is at the same time for the

i ndi vi dual - í n spi te of al'l conventi on - contÍ nual'ly somethi ng nel.
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24Lz SaEz = "prädikative Verknüpfung von Wortenrr [cf. S44' *11.

FALK (HJÀLMAR) & TORP (ALF): Dansk-{Ûorskens slmtax i historisk
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frenstilling. Christiana {i.e. OsIc} l-900. P. L76 ff.: The

reflexive form 5601.

KJNKE (OTIO): 'Jespersens Lehre von den'three ranks' (in Englische

Studien [t(, L925, p. 140-57). - Cp. JESPERSE\¡'S reply ibid. p.

300-09.

'Ein letztes Wort zur Rangstufenlehre Jespersens' (ibid.Æ,

L927, p. 309-1-5. - tcp. from a different point of view present

work 567, see also HJELMSLEVI.

'Von den semasiologischen Einheiten und ihren Untergruppen'

(ibid. Ir(rr, L928, p. 35-63). - Continuation of tilARTf'S doctrine

of 'autosemantika' and 'synsemantika' [critiEre 939, #1; see also

TIARRIS and S\ANBERG].

GARDINER (ALAN H.): 'The definition of the word and the sentence' (in

British Journal of Psychology XII, L922, p.354-55). Í'lord:

denoting something. Sentence: volitional attitude of the speaker.

-- ttre theory of speech arrt language. Oxford L932. Dedicated to the

memory of PHILIPP WEGH\IER, whose psychological views have {from

standpoint L9321 inspired the author. on the other hand, the

distinction made by SAUSSURE between langruage {IanE¡e} and speech

{¡nrole} is consistently sought. P. 88: The sentence is the unit

of s¡reech, and the word is the r,¡nit of langruage [cf. present work

S14, #21. P. l-06: I shall be at pains to show that noun,

adjective and so onr are parts of language, and that the real

parts of speech are subject and predicate lDevelopment of this

view SS11, 891. P. 55: A word-meaning may crystalliZe in oui
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minds a thought which has long eluded expression; br'rt that thought

is substantival in nature, and the word-meaning adjectival ldoubt

on meaning of this: s43, *21. - S42 (p.141 ff.): Word-form and

word-function as correlated lingruistic facts. P' l-45: Unless

there are strong reasons for the contrary view, it is always

assumed that words are functioning in accordance with their form

lThis view of a word's real or natural function is disputed in the

present work 5181. - P. 98: A sentence is a word or set of words

[critiqr:e s44, +1]. P. 308: Decisive evÍdence that the

interrogative meaning {viz. of the pronoun} is secondary and

derived from the indefinite is, however, forthcoming from EgrlptÍan

[Development s39, *3, see also $EftIE and MEItIEE]. - P. 2622

JESpERSH{ 'at a loss' lDoubt on this point 566].

GINNEKEXi¡ (.r. vAN): principes de linguistique générale. sssai

slnttrétique. Thesis, Leyden University. Paris 1907. - Builds on

unusual theories both in the psychological and lingruistic

Iiterature. But entirely fails to appreciate the togical asPect of

the nature of language. The difference between word classes is

said to depend upon feeling. 5103: "Ia cause psychologigue du

verbe et du nom sont les adhésions absolue et relative".

GIRARD (AbÉ C,ABRIEL): slmonyæs français, Ier¡rs différentes

sigrrifications, et te ctroix qu'il en faut faire porr ¡nrler avec

justesse. Paris 1718. 3rd ed. t740. - Basis for synonymics lon

this topíc: SS2, 6-10, 841.

-- f€s vrais principes de Ia langUe française, otr Ia [}arole rédr¡ite
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en néthode. vol. t-2. Amsterdam & Paris L747. - Establishes

independently of word classes [cf. S11] '7 membres: sgbjectif,

attributif, objectif, terminatif, circonstanciel, conjonctif,

adjonctif.'

CÐETïIE: $lerke, ed. H. Diit{TZER. Gedic}rte III, 1 (= Deutsche

National-Litteratur, 84. Band). Berlin c Stuttgart n.d. - P. 38:

Allerdings. Dem Physiker. Icf SB5, see also J. CoHN: 'Goethes

Denkweise', in Arctriv für die Geschictrte der Philoso¡*tie, vol . 4I,

p. 1-581.

GRöBER (c¡srev) :'Methodik und Aufgaben der sprachwissenschaftlichen

Forschung, (in Grr¡ndriss der rmanisctren Philologie 2nd ed. I,

Strasbourg 1904-06). P. 2732 'rEs handelt sich bei diesen

vorangestellten Wörtern inrner um Vorstellrrngen auf die die

Aufmerksamkeit des Hörenden gelenkt oder durch die er affektisch

erregt werden soII" [cf. S71, ç3¡.

ctitmenr (HERI{A}¡N): Grr¡rdfragen der Spractnrissensclraft. Leipzig L925. -

P. 96: Satz = "ein Wortgefüge" [cf. S44, ç1¡.

I|AIISSEß¡ (FRIEDRICH): S¡nnische Grannatik auf historisclrer Grundlage.

HaIIe a. S. L910. - S43, 4: "Das nachgestellte Adjektiv gibt eine

objektive, das vorgestellte eine sr:bjektive beigelegte

Eigenschaft" Icf. S71, #3].

HARRIS (JAl,tES): Heræs, or a ¡ùriloso¡ùrical erquiry concerning

r¡niversal grâÍÍFr, in whictr ttre rcst decided dissent Ís ex¡lressed

frm ttre ñmdarental a:<ims of tocke. London 1750, 3rd ed. L77L. -

An Aristotelian despite the sensory empiricism then dominant in
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England : intelligibte forn, ¡ntterns, ideas primary in relation

to sense perceptíon. P. 2l assumes (with ARISTOTLE) sound -

syllable word - sentence to form a continuous series [critique

s7l. p. 26 establishes theory of slmsemantika: "afd, tìe, with

Ioses {sic} their meaning, not that these last have no meaning at

all, but in fact they never have it, but when in cqrpaf{r, or

associated" [Eroted S13, #5; critique S39' *1]'

HER¡,¡ANN (EDSARD): Gab es im lrrùogernanisctren ldebensätze? Ein BeÍtrag

25t;1r vergleicherr:len Syntåx. Diss. University of Jena 1894 [ =

Zeitsctrrift für vergleictrerr:le Sprachforsclnnrg vol.33, P.

481.-535].Thequestionisansweredinthenegative[butin
consequence of the principle stated in SB7 cannot be answered at

aIII.
Dielilbrtarten.BerlinLgzB.(=l{actrrictrtender@sellsclnftder

Wissensctraften zv (tittingen. Philoso¡*risctr*Historisctre Klasse

LgZg, L). Word class system built on s!¡ntax [reported 5L3, *2;

critigue S15, see also E. CIrIOl.

HJELMSLEV (IOUIS): princi¡ns de gra'nnaire généra1e. Copentragen 1928.

[= Kongelige nanske Videnskabernes Selskabs Historisk-Filologiske

üeddelelser XVI, 1). - IV. Division de Ia granunaire: llorphologie,

syntaxe, phonorogie' P' g4z "tout fait syntaxique est morpho-

Iogique". P. L54: "C',est que toute distinctíon entre morphologie

et syntaxe est impossible". tlf slzntax here - as it is in the

present work v¡ere = sætrringstære {theory or study of the

clause/sentence), this assertion would be highly paradoxical' gut
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Hjelmslev tends to exclude entirely concepts like subject and

predicate from granmar; thus p. 342 "La notion même de sujet ou

prédicat grarmatical est des plus douteuses" i cf' present work

s86, #3 and J. RIES 19311. - P. L29 ff. Discussion of JESPERSENI'S

rank theory [cf. 567]-

I{øFFDING (HARALD): IÞt psykologiske grr:ndlag for logiske dæ'

copenhagen 1899 (= Kongelige Danske videnskabernes selskabs

skrifter, ser. 6., historisk o9 filosofisk efdeling Iv, 6). - sZZ

in fine: about titles as logical predicates Iqr¡oted with

reservation here 5651.

IÞn ÍEfineskelige tanke, dens forær og dens op!¡aver. copenhagen

19L0 (German and French translations 1911)' - S92: "The dominance

of the concept of substance was connected with the old PresuF

position that the írmrutable and lasting was the highest {prin-

ciple)...substance is an example of a moribund, if not already

defunct categoryr' [referred to here s84, see also MEYERSON and

RB\TOI',VIER].

,Det logiske prædikat. Nogle benuerkninger om forholdet mellem

sprog og tanke. ' ( in oversigt orrer Kongeligre Danske videnskabernes

selskabs Forhardlinger IILA, p.23L-42). - The logical predicate

is ¡mt = the psychological, the member emphasized by the stress of

the sentence. lThis distinction, already partly rendered void by

this very equation between logical and psychological analysis

should be made superfluous by that {distínction} proposed here

5556, 62 between analyt'ic and synthetic membersl '
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IH2¡TSGAARD (¡.p. ): I l{etlrodisk forsog til en fi¡tdsta¡dig dansk synta:r.

Itvoraf kan tages anledning, €Y al+ne til en ræÈ ofl tldelig

construction i vort sPro9, æn 09 til des fìøIlere ifdsÍgt' i aIIe

andre. copenhagen 1752. Introduces in an independent way the

philosophical granmar of the time to Denmark; see s538: rrA

phitosopher is needed to give its correct form; wtrich I neither an

nor clai¡n to be; a philosopher, I say, wtro would also be a

greater lingruist than I". Distingruishes, Iike GIRARD (L747),

"morphology" and syntax; see in particular index and explanatory

notes(p.343ff.)suchasABSoLIIIE,MEAI{INGandespecially

E1.YMOLOGY, where we find: ''ErYI¡IOLOGY (the examination or study of

words) is that part of gramnar in wtrich words are taken

absolutely. Just as synta:r on the other hand is that part in v¡trich

words are considered relatively. [cf. s 11, see also H. BEITELSBI]'

HLMBOLDT (!{ILHELM VON)3 CesareIte Sctrriften' I-IX: Iilerke' ed' A'

LEITZMNiIN. Berlin 1903-04. [See also nov¡ R. LmOUX: G¡illarmn de

laDboldt. Iå fornation de sa pensée jusqu'en L794 = Pr¡blicationS

de Ia Faculté des Lettres, université de strasbourg' fascic' 59'

1932 I .

über díe Vermndtschaft der Ortsadr¡erbien nit' d€n Prøræn in

einigen spraclren. L827-29 (in Ylerke vI, 1). - [cf. s 53].

Die spractrptriloso¡*risctren werke, ed. H. sTEII\m{At. Berlin 1884'

P. 2622 Language is ðvépVe1¡¿, not äpyou [¡¡g' nore correctly:

both - and: S 86, +21.

JACOBI (H.): cqnsitr,m und l{ebensatz. Bonn L897. - [Cf . SS 5, 69 on
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the syntactic character of com¡rounds; see also LEullANNl.

JELLINEK (MAK HERI{ANN): 'Zur Geschichte einiger granunatischen Theorien

und Begriffe' (in frdogernanische Forschungen XIX, 1906, p.

272-916l. on the history of the concept of subordinate clause

lcf. S 73; see also WUNDTI '

C;eschichte der ner¡trcchdeutschen Cramatif von den ÀnfËingen bis

auf Àdel¡ng 1-2. Heidelberg L1L4,-LA. - rI, P. 1-9: Gliederung der

Granunatik lcf . SS 3 ff . ]'

JESPERSB,I (CIIflo): 'sproglære i anledning af Noreen: Vårt språk' (in

Dafiske strdier 1908, p. 208-18 ) . I Sound, II Meaning' III

Relation between form and meaning: graÍmar and lexicon [cf. SS 4

ff .1.

sprogets togik. copenhagen 1913 (Universitetsprogram) - 1'.

substantive and adjective. P. L7 z 'rThe sr¡bstantive denotes

something more special than the adjective" [cf. s 781. 2. Lin-

gnristic rank. P. 3]. : I super jr:nct, II adjunct, III subjr:nct I cf . s

67, see also FLNKE and HJELI"ISLEVI. P. 31: "The wOrd Or COnCept

wtrich is to be ¡nade more sPecial by help of another is always more

special in itself than the specializing word" [cf. ss 43, #4¡ 78,

see also EHRLINGI.

- De to horredarter af grarmatiske forbirdelser. Copenhagen L921 (=

Kongelige Danske Videnskabernes Selskabs Historisk-rilologiske

læddelelser rv, 3). - Jr¡nction and nexus [cf' S 66]'

--:Itre philosopùr¡r of grarrmar. London 1924. - II Systenatic graÍmar'

New system [cf. S 4 ff.' see a]so JØRGH'[Sn\¡I. V. Substantives and
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adjectives I s 78]. vII. The three ranks [cf. s 67]. VIII.

Junction and nexus [cf. S 66].

Tant<er og studier. copenhagen t932. - Reprint of, inter alia,

'sanunenfaldet: 09 = at' (Dariia 1895). - [cf. S 26, +11.

JøRGH{SEN (JøIRGnv): A treatise of fornal logic. rts evolution ard nain

branches with its relations to nathenatics arxl philosophyr. L-3

copenhagen 1931. - Chap. XIrI, 3:" The material of formal logic":

report of theories of langruage. P. 223: "Grafiunar should, according

to JESPERSENI, be dÍvided into three main dívisions: rnorphology,

syntax, and a division wtrich may perhaps be called slmbololog¡'

dealing respectively with the functions of the forms of language'

their different expressions, and their relation to the real or

ideal objects to which they refer" [cf. ss 4 ff.]. - P. 2372

"Psychologically and lingruistically [Ne. see S 13, *1] the sen-

tences are primary in relation to the words".

JUNGIUS (JOACHIMUS): Iogica tlanh¡rgensis. Hambr¡rg 1638. 2nd ed. 1-681-.

LEIBNIZ ranks hin with Galileo and Descartes, es¡recially as a

precl¡rsor of the logic of relations; see also CA^SSIRER and SCHOLZ.

KA¡¡T (IMIIANLJEI): Kritik der reinen Verrn¡nft. Riga 1781. - P. 89, 962

Categories derived from judgements [cf. S 84; see also ARISTO{ILE,

ITøFFDING, RN{OWIER].

KERN (FRFrtIz): Grr¡rrclriss der deutsctren Satzlehre. Berlin 1884. - P. 5

Satz = "Ausdruck eines Gedankens mit Hilfe eÍnes finiten

(ausgedrückten oder zu ergänzenden [!l Verbums" [cf. S 44, *21.

Die deutsctre Satzlehre. Berlin 1888. - Word class system
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[Reference S 13 , *2¡ critigue 5 151.

KEyL (HANS): Zweigliedrige prädikative Nminatsätze im rranzösisclren

(Ma Soeur esclave! ).Ein Beitrag 7,vr. französisctren S:FItax urxt

stilistik. Dissertation university of Marburg L909. - P' 8-l-7:

introduction to Indo-European langnrages [cf' S 63] '

KPETSCHMER(PAt',t):'Zururklärrrngdessogenanntenlnfinitivus

historicus'(inGlottaII,p.27O-B7l'-"EinNominalsatz[?]

bestehend in einem substantivierten t?l Infinitiv". tcf.

discussion of 'nominal sentencer $ 63, Qf ' substantivization' SS

23, 70, of historical infinitive S 24 , #21 '

LEIBNIZ: Off,¡scules et Fragnents, ed. couruRAT. Paris 1903. - Point of

departure for modern 1o9ic, wtrich as against ARISTCT$,E

enphasizes the concept of reration [SB5' #1' cf' JUNGrus and even

as early as SEKruS WPIRICUS; see atso cotIIlURAT: Ia Iogique de

Leihriz. Paris 1901, as well as CA^SSIRER and scHoLZl.

Ln\fZ (RODOLFO): Ia Oración y sus Partes. Madrid L920. (= Pr¡blicaciones

de Ia Revista de Filologia Española, V). - Principles taken from

lr¡u¡tDT, examples especially from spanish and ¡merican languages' P'

173-76 on position of 'attibutive adjective" P. L74z "En Ia

conbinación de substantivo y adjetivo, cualquiera que sea eI

orden, eI secundo es eI enfático, eI distintivo" [cf' S71' +3i see

arso BRUNor, HANSSE\I' GRöBERI '

LELJMANN (E. ) : 'Einiges i.iber Kornposita' (in lrrclogernanisctre Forsctnngen

wII), l-888, p.291-301). - Relationship to subordinate clause [cf'

55; see also JACOBII.
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LOMBARD (AtF): 'Les membres de Ia proposition française. Essai d'un

classement nouveau.' (in ¡{oderne språk )oGII , L929 ) ' - Has not

avoided the usual confusion of morpholoE¡ (= study of words and

forms) and syntax.

rês constnrctions næinales dans Ie français noderne. Etrde

syntaxique et stylistique. uppsala a Stockholm 1930.

Demonstrates in an interesting $tay the invasion of so-called

nominal sentences in French (naturalistic) literature from c. 1865

[cf. 563, se also KEYL and tOREYl.

LOREY (F.): IÞr eingliedrige tminalsatz in Französischen. Ein Beitrag

75ttt französischen Syzntan rrrd Stilistik. Dissertation - University

of Marburg 1-909 [cf. 563].

MAIER (HEINRICH): Die flztlogistik des Àristoteles. L-2. Tübingen

l_g96-L900. - Demonstrates the sigrnificance of the analysis of

Ianguage for Aristotle's logic Icf. S90].

Psyctrologie des erctionalen lÞnkens. Leipzig 1908. - P- 360:

Satz = 'Wort oder lgortkolç]ex' [Critique S44, #1]. - P.380 Moods

{of the verb} related to sentence tlpes [Report s13, *4; critigue

s381.

MARS1¿ (AMON): 'Über die Scheidung von graflIntischem, Iogischen und

psychologischem subjekt, resp. Prädikat' (in Archiv für

systenatisctre Philoso¡*rie. L897, p. I74 ff ', 294 ff ' )'

@sareIte Schriften ed. J. EIS$\¡MEIER, A. I(ASTIL, O' KRAUS'

1-2. nalle 1916-20.

,Von den logisch nicht begrtindeten synsematischen Zeichen', ed
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O. FUNKE (in Englische Str¡dien 63, P. L2-40). [cf. S39, #1; see

also HARRIS, SVAI{BERGI .

MEILLET (AM'OINE) : 'Le problème de la parenté des langrues' (in

Scientia xV, L9L4, p.403-25). - Recognizes - in opposition to H.

SCHUCHARDT only genealogical relatÍonships, based on the

contínuity of tradition Icf. S87].

,La phrase nominale en indo-européen (in uércires de Ia Société

Lingnristique de Paris xIV, 1906, p.7 f.f . [cf . 563].

'Linguistigr:e' (in IÞ la néthode dans les sciences, 2nd series,

3rd ed. Paris 1911) . - P.2742 "un mot de Ia langrue courante n'est

défini gue par I'ensemble des phrases où on I'entend et où iI est

ticite de l'employer" [? cf. S13, #1].

MEYERSON (nmrln): Identité et réalité. Paris 1908.

De I'e:çlication dans les sciences. l--2. Paris L92L. - rr1: La

Science exige Ie concept de chose [cf. S85].

'La pensée et son expression (in Journal de psycttoloftie. )ovrr,

1930, p.497 ff.).

'Le sujet et le prédicat, (in Rern¡e de nétaphysique et de

mrale, Àpril-June 1930) .

I€ ctreninerent de Ia ¡nnsée 1-3. Paris 1-931. - Suns up earlier

works to form a coherent synthesis, SS 328-62 related to language.

The necessity of the concept of substance p.L42,529,767,978

I cf . our conclusion S85, see also AI¡DRE IvIETZ: t ne nouvelle

¡ùriloso¡ùrie des sciences. Paris L928 and HE¡{R,I SEE: Science et

philosophie d'après Ia doctrine de lt. FtniIe t{eyersori. Paris L932l.
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ITIKKELSn\I (KRISTIAN): IÞt nl'e system i dansk sproglære' Copenhagen

L}OZ. Does not understand wIwEL'S justified criticism {viz. of

traditional pedagogical granrnar) .

Dansk ordføjningslære. copenhagen 19L1. Ttroroughly

traditional. Thus assumes a dative to exist in Danish lCritique

s37, #11. Inconsistent definition of sentence p.2: rrA sentence

can thus be defined according to its form as a combination of

words [!, cf. s44, *1] containing a predicate in one of the three

main tlpes l?, cf. s44, +21 and as a rule [lll a noun towtrich the

predicate is related. - Itlisuses the concept of ellipsís p' 691 -

140 lCritique 565, see also BRUNO{[] '

MIKLOSISCH (FRANZ ) : Vergleictrerule Grar¡ratik der slaviEclren sprachen.

vienna 1883. IV, p.1: "Jener TeiI der Granunatik welcher die

Bedeutung der wortklassen und wortformen darzulegen hat, heisst

syntax" [thus = our morpholoE¡, cf. s86, *2 and discussions in J.

RIES {Was ist flzntax?}, Pt. I, P.191'

r{TSTELI (FRANZ) : Charakteristik der har'ptsächfichsten ryPen des

Sprachbaus (= ¡briss der Sprachvrissensclnft, ed. H' STEII{IIIAL and

FR. ¡'IISTELI, II). Berlin 1.893. P.77 on the relation between

possessives and objective conjugation Icf' S54]'

NOREB,I (ADOtF): Vårt språk, vol. v. stockholm 1904-05. - Large scale

system of theoretical Iingruistics based essentially on semantics'

New, frequently r:nfortunate and superfluous terminoloE¡ [see

JESPERSB{'S critigue 1908; also, HOLGER PEDERSmi¡ in dittingische

gelehrte Ànzeigen L901, p.880-900J '
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Einführung in die wissenschaftliclre Betractrtung der Sprache.

Beiträge zur t¡Iettrode urid Terninologie fls¡ Ç¡armatik. Vom Verfasser

genehmigte und durchþelesene Übersetzung ausgewählter Teile seines

schwedischen Werkes "Vårt Språk" von HANS W. POLÍ,AK. Halle (Saale)

LgZ3. p. 40: Haupteinteilung der Granunatik [neport 54, critique

ssl.

ÀIYROP, (¡GISTCFFER) : Gramnaire historique de Ia langue française. 1-6.

Copenhagen 1"899-L930. - I. ehonétique. II. t{orphologie. III'

Formation des mots. IV. SémantiE:e. V-VI. Syntaxe Ithe

classification cited in 53 I - VI, 56 Definition of preposit'ions

Icritiqtre S30].

O11¡g (ERNST) :'Die Wortarten.' ( in Cernanisctr-roanisctp üonatschrift

L6, LgzB, p. 4L7-24). - Reply to E. HERIIANN t928. Establishes the

following: Dingwort, vorgangswort, zuordnr:ngswort, Eígenschafts-

wort, Umstandswort 'nach ihrer Beziehungsbedeutr¡rg auf Grund einer

kategorialen Auffassung der Wirklichkeit''

pr,ATo: So¡ùristes. - P. 26282 Not until öíuoto' and ðuóuoto u'"

combined does À6yoq come into existence lfor the meaning of these

terms see S45 , *2¡ cf . ZIEHB¡ P.291

['PRAGIJE SCHOOL'] TravarDc du Cercle f,ingruistique de Pragnre' L-4'

prague Lg2g-Lg3L. - 4: Réunion phonologique internationale tenue à

Pragrue L8-2L December 1930.

Charisteria. G¡ilel-m üathesio Erírquagenario a disciprlis et

Circr¡li Linguistici Pragensis sodalibr¡s oblata. Prague 1932' -

Iry)ortant discussions of the principles of general linguistics'
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especially phonoloE¡, by Prince N. S. TRUBETZKOY, ROMAN JAI(OBSOù¡,

SERGE KARCEVSKI, A. SOM¡4ERFELT and others.

pRTSCIAITI: Prisciani Institutiones grarraticae in GramatÍci latini ed.

KEIL rr-rrr. Leipzig 1855-59 rrr, p.l-08, 23: '(est oratío)

comprehensio dictionum aptissime ordinatarum' Ithus: combinations

of words, cf. S44, +1].

RA^SK (RASMUS KRISTIAII) 3 $amlsds tildels forhen utrykte afhandlinger

ed. H. K. Rask. L-3. Copenhagen L834-38. - III, p.202-204 (1826)

RA^SK maintains, in a polemic against J. GRIMT'I - 'the {cítation}

order of the cases adopted from the lndian {sanskrit}':

nominative, accusative, dative, genitive etc. as the only

justified one, that is, grounded in the nature of language; thus

already in the prize-winning Essay ù det islandske sprofts

oprirulelse (1814, printed 1818) and in Angelsaksisk sproglære

1817. [For a discussion of the arbitrary nature of any orderlng in

a single series, see S40, #4].

RE{OWIER (CHARIES ) : Essais de critique générale. Prenier . essai:

Traité de logique grénéra1e et de logique foræIle. I-II. Paris

L9L2. )ofi/r: Catégories. Critigtre of I(AÀllI, wtrom the author

otherwise follows, but the concept of sr:bstance ( sr¡bstratum,

support) is called r, p. L29 'cette plaie de Ia philosophie' [cf.

586, see also HOFFDING 1910 and especially MEYERSOIüI.

RIES (JOHN): Irlas ist flntær? Ein kritisct¡er Vers-uctt. I'tarbrurg 1894. -

Critiqr:e of ¡IIKLOSISCH lwtrom see] and especially of 'ltlischsyntax'

[Support of this view here SS5,7]: 'Die Syntax hat es grund-
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sätzlich nur mit Form und Bedeutung der Wortgefüge zu tun'.
I ztJr Gliederung der Syntax und der Cesamtgranunatik' ( in

rndogernanischer Anzeiger 34, I9L4, p.11 ff.l. - Against R.M.

MEYER in @rnanisch-rmanische lilonatsschrift 5, p.640 ff .

Was ist ein Satz? ( = Beiträge zur Grundlegung der S]¡ntax III).
prague 193L. - List and discussion of definitions of the sentence

lcf. 5441. P.L27 seeks compromise in the dispute on ellipses: 'Ffir

die Beschreibung eines bestinunten Sprachzustandes bleibt inuner

fraglich, ob eine Ftigrung, deren Herkr¡nft aus einer vollständigern

historisch erweislich ist, vom Sprachgefühl der zeít noch als

elliptisch empfi:nden wird' ICriticism 565, *3].

RICHTER (EtISE): 'Die Rolle der Semantik in der historischen Granunatik

(in @rnanisclr-rmanisctre ltonatsschrift 2, L9I2, p.231-43).

Address given in 1909 at the 50th German Philologícal MeetÍng.

oivides like DAUZAT and HJELMSLEV - all lingruistic phenomena -
into phonetic and semantic aspects [cf. 54].

SAARESTE (ALBERT): Die estnische Sprache. Tartu L932. - P.41: 'Einer

der auffallendsten zuge der estnischen Syntax ist, dass das

Subjekt ausser im Nominativ ...auch im Partitiv' als Partial-

subjekt auftreten kann'. 'Auch das Prädikativ erscheint ausser im

Nominativ auch irn Partitiv ..., seltener im rllativ, Genitiv,

Abessiv und Komitativ' [cf. here S37 on the relative independence

of case {forms} from ffunctional] membersl.

SAÌ\¡DFELD (TiRISTIAN): Bisætningerne i derne fransk. En lråndbog for

shdereru:le og lærere. Copenhagen 1909. - P.1-3: Prefatory remarks:
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definition of the subordinate clause and its tlpes [cf. 576].

syntaxe du françaÍs conteqrorain. I. I€s Pronons. Paris L928. -

5576 ff.: se in intransitive and passive use [cf' S51]'

SAPIR (EE[^IARD): Iangnrage. An introdr¡ction to the study of s¡nech.

Oxford Lg2L. preface: 'Among contemporary writers of influence

on liberal thought Croce is one of the very few who have gained an

understanding of the fundamental sigrnificance of langruage'- The

author of this valuable work seems - follovring CROCE, cf. VOSSLER

and SVAIrIBERG - inclined to identify langruage and speech; for this

reason also like aII of this school - has a sceptícal attitude

towards the word class concePt.

SAUSSURE (FERDIMND DE): Cotrrs de lingruistique générale, ed. CHARLES

BALLY & ALBERT SECHEHAY-I, Lausanne & Paris 1916. 2nd ed. L922' 'A

masterpiece of theoretical lingnristics wtrich establishes two

fundamental distinctions: between synchrony and diachrony and

between langue and ¡nrole [Development SS8, 89]. Cf' Re\¡ue

critique 83, p.49-51 A. I{EILLET; Literaturblatt L9L7, col. 1-9 H.

SCHUCHARD{I; lfi¡seum 24, p.153-L56i 31, p.57-59 A. KLttylüERi Re\ re

¡ùrilosophique 42, 7 A. SECHEHAYE; ìüordisk tidsskrift for filologí

4. Series VI, p.37-41 O. JESPERSEDI; llodern langnngre reviw 19'

p.253-55 W.E. COLLINSON; see also GARDINER'

sAycE (A. H.): Princíples of ccqnrative philologry. London 1874. 2nd

ed. 1875. - Ch. IV, SS 3-5: Langruage based on the sentence, not on

the isolated word [cf. S13' #1].

SCHLESINGER (MICHEL): Satzlehre der aranäiscllen Sprache des
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babyloniscÌren Talnds. Leipzig 1928. Construes subject aS

substantival IcritiEre S51].

scHolz (HEINRICH): @schichte der logik. Berlin 1931. ( - Geschichte

derPhilosophieinLängsschnitten,ed'W'MOOG'4)'P'31:
Aristotelian logic essentially predicate or concePtual logic' -

p.4L, 462 Consideration of the object of a sentence begins only

with JUNGIUS and LEIBNIZ, and therefore of relation [cf' dis-

cussion of the relative aspect as being just as irçortant as the

descriPtive one: 5565,#1 and 85' *11'

scHUcHARDT (HUGO) :,GeschichtlÍch verwandt oder elementar verwandt'

(in llagurar lilyelvör, LgLzl. - Combinations like urbs ltf,lae ín many

languages (reprinted in part: Brevier p.194-99). Cf. Archiv ed'

Herrig l-30 (191? ) , p.1-83-84 R.M. MEYER; Literatr¡rblatt 33 ( L912 ) ,

p.294-98 V{. I4E1ER-L(!BKE; IÞutsctre Literaturzeitr¡g L9t2, col'

LIZL-Z3 H. URTEL; zeitschrift für deutsclrè Íllcrtforsclnrng 13,

p.339-40 F. KLUGE.

Inrgo scln¡chardt Brevier. Ein vadeækr.n der allgeæinen

sprachvrissensclnft, als Festgabe zrn 80. cæhrrtstag des lleisters

zusaÍÍF,ngestellt urxt eingeleitet von LÐ SPIS¿ER. Halle (Saale)

Ig22. P.L}L: 'der Elementargedanke offenbart sich ínnrer r:nd

überall in den sprachen: der geschichtlichen verwandtschaft "'

steht die r:ngeschichtliche, die elementare gegeni.iber'' Icf ibid p'

l-81-, 254-5; development in relation to syntax: here s87, +21 ' -

p.Lzl: 'Man verzichte doch endlich auf das granunatische Triptychon

[r,autlehre, Grarunatik, wörterbuchl i es gibt nur eine Granunatik'
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und die heisst Bedeutungslehre oder wohl richtiger Bezeichnungs-

Iehre. - Das Wörterbuch stellt keinen andern Stoff dar als die

Gra¡runatik; es liefert die alphabetische Inhaltsangabe zu ihr'

IJESPERSE\¡ Ttre philoso¡ùry of grarn¡rr, P.32 takes an

unslmpathetic view of this thesis; it is accepted here s7l.

sgdil¡i (e. N. ) : Finska språkets satslära. 3rd ed. Helsingfors

{i.e. HelsinkÍ} L908. - S55 B3 partitíve in a number of

syntactical functions: as subject, object, 'adverbialis',

'absolute' etc. tcf.S37, see also SAARESTEI.

sETItE (K.): in Zeitschrift für ägyptische spractre xLwI, 1910, p. 4-5:

Egrlptian interrogative pronouns derived from the indefinite ones

lcf . S39, #3, see also C'ARDTNER]'

SEXTTS EMPIRICUS. - About this sceptic, wtto surcnarized hís """ or

scepticat propositions t¡nder .. , i.e. the víewpoint of

relativity[cf.S85,+1],seezrEHm\¡p'46(withbibliography)'

SHEFFIELD (ALFRED D[^IIGIIT): Gramar ard thinking: a stldy of the

rorking conceptions in ryntax. New York I9I2. - Assumes a latent

copula in the sr:bmember [cf. 566]. - On p.27 interestingly defines

the sentence = 'meaning' [cf. {our} systen] + 'projection into the

field of vital concerns' Icf. {our} rhythm] '

SI\TITII (C. ALPHONSO): Str¡dies Ín Unglish syntalr. Boston 1906. - P.202

'one comes almost to believe that the nonns of s!¡ntax are

indestructible, so persistently do they reappear in r-rnexpected

places'. [This agrees if syntax is taken as beíng = sætnings-

lære {theory or study of the clause/sentence} - closely with our
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SS45, 80, 86l. - P.10: 'Polynesian words, for exam¡rle, are not our

words, but the Polynesians have their subjunctive mood, their

passive voice, their array of tenses and cases' because the

principles of slmtax are psychical and therefore universal IHere

on the other hand we are talking about something qr:ite different:

the monotone nature of the norphological categories. Certain forms

recur constantly though by no means neccessarily -, because a

few fi¡ndanental concepts are their basisl.

SOUI1ERFELT (ALF): 'Sur f im¡rortance générale de Ia syltabe' (in

TravanD( dr¡ Cercle Lingruistique de Prague IV, p.156-159).

SOMMERFELT rightly emphasizes the sigrnificance of the syllable

concept for general lingruistics; but overlooks [cf. S11] the fact

that it is a phonetic unit (cf. the sentence), not a phonological

one (cf. the word).

'Sur Ia théorie de la syllabe' (in Festskrift til A. Kjær.

Christiania {i.e. oslo} L924, p.48-52).

SONNH{SCHEIN (E.A): Ihe soul of gral¡lnr. A bird's eye vian of the

organic unity of tlre ancient ard the rcdern langnrages strdied in

British ard Àrnrican sctrools. Canbridge L927. Argues for a

conmon terminology in the major languages. Allovrs, for example, a

dative in English Iincorrectly in consequence of our S13,

+11 .

SPITZER (tEO): Stilstr¡dien. I. Spractrstile. Ir. SHlspradren. Munich

L928. - lCriti+¡e of the title: 586, *3]

StjtteRt,rlü (Lt,t[^flc): Das Wesen der sprachlichen Gebilde. Kritische
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Betærkr¡ngen zv YÍilhetm lÍr¡ndts Sprachpsychologie. Heidelberg 190L.

Distinguishes like WLJNDT between closed and open combi-

nations, i.e. sentences and members [cf. 566].

SVN{BERG (NILS): Str¡dier i språkets teori. Kritiska och historiska

bidrag. Dissertation Uppsala University 1,930. (Source: tþpsala

Universitets ^Arsskrift). Emphasizes, in continuation of CROCE'

the individual and the stylistic. P.130 incisive critique of the

theory of 'meaningress' particres: 'slznsemantica" Icf' S39' *1;

see also HARRIS, together with MARIY and n¡¡frel.

st{EET (HÐüRY): New nnglish gr¿unar. London L892. t, p.19: sen-

tence 'a word or combination of words capable of expressing a

thought ..'Icf. S44, +1].

ITttROT (CHARLES): ,Histoire des doctrines grarrnaticales au moyen â9e'

(in: tibtices et extraits des tns. de Ia Bibliottrèque rqÉriale

)O(If , 2'). Paris 1868. - On the system of scholastic ararunar [cf .

s3l .

TOBLER (ADOIF): Vermisctrte Beiträge zur f.tanzösischen Grarna¡i¡. 3rd

Series. 2nd ed. Leipzig 1908. - P.150: 'Getingt es den Liebhabern

der "Ellipse" in manchen FäIlen etwas ausfindig zu machen, womit

der vermeintliche i.iberrest aus einem greulichen Wortgemetzel sich

zu einem aller erforderlichen Gliedmassen frohen Salzkörper wieder

vol1ståindigen liesse - das Motiv der Vertü¡runelung bleibt freilich

gleich unerfindlich, wie der Grund, aus welchen durchaus so und ja

nicht anders ergänzt werden soll -, so wird gerade hier es beson-

ders schwer eine Ergänzung vorzuschlagen, die man die wünschbare
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Unentbehrlichkeit im ¡rnbeginn und Entbehrlichkeit iml,aufe der

Zeit nachriihmen könnte'. IDevelopment: 565]'

VALERY (PAttL): Variété. Paris L924. - P.l-1-3 ff . Au sujet d'Elrreka'

p.L2Z: ,Le temps n'est plus où I'on distinguait aisément entre Ie

matériel et Ie spirituel'. [Development: 56 {sic i'e 5}]'

-- 'Les sciences de 1'esprit sont-elles êssentiellement différentes

des sciences de la nature?' (in Re\ re de sltntlrèse II, 1931,

p.9-L1): partout travail interne; système, découverte. Icf. E.

WINKLER: 'sprachtheorie und Valéry-Deutung', in Zeitschrift für

französische sprache r¡rd Literatur LVI, L932' p.129-601.

\¡CSSLER (tç1Rt) : @sarmette A¡fsätze ^It Sprach¡ùrilosophie' Mr:nich

Lg23. Characteristic chapters: Das Leben und die sprache P.97,

Der Eínzelne und die Sprache p.152'

Cæist r¡nd Kr¡ltur in der Sprache. Heidelberg t925. - \fI' Sprache

r:nd Leben. IX. Sprache und Dichtung. Inspired bry CROCE the

author, himself a masterful stylist, fights for the cause of art

and the individual against the prevailing positívisn. Given this

bias, the normatíve side of langruage is necessarily neglected Icf'

s86, #21.

WEGm\¡ER (PHIIIPP): untersuctlrngen tiber die Grrmdfragen des

Spractrlebens. HaIIe 1885. - Psychological theory of, inter a1ia,

psychological subject and predicate i cf. HoFFDING, GARDINER..

WIWEL (H.G.): Syns¡nxrkter for dansk sproglære. Copenhagen 1901. -

Further: 'om begreb og form i grananatiken' (in lilordisk tidsskrift

for filologi, 3rd series xI, 1902-03, p.161-68). 'ltere om dansk
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sproglære' (in Dania X, 1903, p.1-1-9). - Sharp and often justified

criticism of traditional granunar (as in the work of, for exanple,

KR. MIKKELSB{, whom see) but from a positivist standpoint wtrich

prevents the author from recogrnizing the inner form {of langrage}

and from formrlating concepts wtrich could replace the díscarded

ones. An attempt at a pedagogÍcal revision of the still preva-

Ient traditíonal parts of speech has been made - follonring WfWEL'S

ovrn example by ERIK REHLING: Dansk gramatik æd orrelser.

Co¡nnhagen 1924¡ Det danske sproft. Frenstilling for lærere og

seninarier. Copenhagen 1-932.

WLJNDT (WItHEIM) : VöIkerpsychologie. Eine Untersuclnng der Ent¡ricklungs-

geschichte von Sprache, ltyrtlnrs und Sitte. V.1: Die S¡lrache. 1-2.

Leipzig l-900. Grand attenpt at a verífication of positivistic

psychology (and logic) in the sphere of langnrage. The lingnristic

horizon, however, - despite the nany citations from exotic

Ianguages is essentially rndo-European. Thus for exanple when

both noun and verb (II, p.283) are assumed to be neccessary in the

sentence [critiEre S44, #2]. - About open and closed co¡nbinatÍons

[cf. 566] and the concept of subordínate clause [cf. S77], see

index. See also VAI{ GINNEKEiI and LEI¡Z.

WIILD (HEi¡RY CECIL): iltre r¡niversal English dictionary. London L932. -
FoIIows customary lexicographic practice Iexanples 516].

zItrInü (TH. ): tehrh¡ch der Iogik auf ¡nsitivistischer Gnmdlage mit

Berücksictrtignng der @sctrictrte der rogik. Bonn L920. - P.618 ff .:

copula [cf. S44, *21.
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COMMn\IIARY

References to the translation of l{orfologi og syntax are given in the

form: Section. Line number, e.g. 80.L2 = Section 80, line 12.

Title page: Motto -

Às no event, no shape, entirely resembJ-es another, so do they not
entirely differ: an ingenious mixture of nature. If our façes were
not alike, r^rê could not distingruish man from beast; if they were
not unlike, \¡/e could not distinguish one nurn from another.

Ttre essays of llict¡el Equen de t¡ontaigne, tr. C.
Cotton. (sook rII, Essay L3, 'Of experience').
University of Chicago, 1952, p.519.

The motto sets the thene of Brøndal's work, the contrast between analysis

(distingrishing, subdividÍng) and generalization: on the one hand, the

search for distinctive features, on the other, for classes and categories.

pedication The relevance of the Dedication to Brøndal's former teacher

is that the wt¡ote of the Introdr¡ction ('The system of graÍunar') is based,

as Brøndal notes in his Bibliography above ('... provisional forn of the

Introduction Sec. 1 ff.') on his paper 'Le système de la granunaÍre' (-

SG), a contribution to Jespersen's 70th birthday Festschrift in 1930. In

the earlier paper, after some fairly searching criticism of Jespersen's

system (a criticism ¡m¡ch toned down in the present work), follored þr

some suggestions of his own on the points at issue, Brøndal concluded:

Je voudrais offrir ces considérations, nées surtout d'r.¡ne disctlssion
des idées claires et suggestives de M. Jespersen, à la réflexion du
maître et de tous ceu:< qui, conrne lui, croient encore à la vaLeur
d'une pensée systématigr:e. (ELG/SGz 7)

For his part, the 'Master' - never one to shirk a good polemic - added
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the following note to the section of Anatltic syntan dealing with his

pupil's system of granrnar:

Brøndal on more that one occasion freely criticizes my ovrn views,
but that has not hindered him from dedicating his llorfologi og
slmtax to me. In the same hray my own opposition to some of his
opinions does not detract from my aùniration for his learning and
brilliancy. (Jespersen [19371 L969: 90)

The dedications of Brøndal's other works are: PT, to A:<eI Højberg

Christensen, the Danish Germanist; ELG, to the menory of Nikolai

Sergeevitch Trubetzkoy. OKL is without formal dedication, but the last

paragraph of the preface nanes the philosopher Harald Høffding and

Jespersen as the most prominent of Brøndal's Danish mentors. (,leslrrsen's

Iånguage 1922 is dedicated to his own former teacher, the Orientalist

ViIheIm Thomsen. Thomsen Jespersen Brøndal alone constitute an

impressive teacher/pupil succession in the Danish contribution to

linguistics - and the series could easily be extended in both directions. )

Title of introù¡ction

'Gran¡natikens system' repeats the title of Brøndal's Jespersen

Festschrift paper just mentioned (SG). As the term syæten appears so

frequently in linguistic discussion, particularly with respect to

structural lingruístics, and in some schools refers specifically to the

paradigrmatic as opposed to the slmtagmatic (Firth: systems - structures;

Hjelmslev: systems - processes), it may be worth noting that the

expression 'system of granunar' is of long-standing, as is indeed ryrsten

wtren used as part of a title. One of the earlier senses of syrsten was

that of 'a complete treatise or body of any art or science' (Bailey

1733) i 'a systematic treatise: obsolete except in titles of books - 1658'

(S.O.D. 3rd ed. L9442 2LL6), thus such titles as: W. Clare, A cqùeat
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system of grãrnâr, 1690; J. BeII, À concise c cqrrehensive sllstem of

Erglish grârmâr, L769¡ E. Or'ren, À short systen of Englistt grama,t, L777

(a11 quoted Michael 1970: 589, 59L-92). Similarly for the subdivisions of

granmar, âs in: J. Brown, The first part of the Ärerican slnsten of

Brglish slntax ..., L84l- (in Kennedy L9212 2I1, item 6061). The phrase

seems to have dropped out of British usage in the 19th century, WiIIiam

Angus' À new systen of English grãnnâr (Kennedy L9212 2L6, item 6019)

being the last occurrence, so far as I can see; and Brown's 'system of

syntax' appears to be the last L9th century À¡nerican use in thÍs context,

rotrich is slightly surprising given the fact that about nidcentury the

American r¡niversities were consciously remodelled after the German

exan¡rle as the prestige of cerman $Iissenschaft was beginning to outstrip

its competitors in all areas. The expression has survived -this is the

point here - in the Cermanic tradition throughout the nineteenth century

and into the twentieth, both in titles and as a general expression. Ries,

for example, in YYas ist Ð/ntax? speaks throughout of 'das System der

Slmtax', and refers, for example, to 'das System der Gesamtgranunatik'

(Ries [1894l L927: 3). Hermann PauI uses this expression in the sense of

the ideal or possible arrangement of gramnar according to its

subdivisions wtren he says: 'Die Stellung der Wortbildungslehre im System

der Granunatik ist umstritten' (PauI L9622 433). Cp. too Deutschbein's

S¡rsten der neuenglisclren syntax (L9L7'), listed by Brønda1 in the

bibliography of OKL. Jespersen used the phrase as the title of a work

outlining his theories (Ihe ryrsten of grarnar 1933), while Funke used

this title in the 1950s for an article reviewing the possible

arrangements of the subdivisions of granmar from Priscian to modern times

(F\:nke L955) .
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opening section of the rntroduction echoes the contrast of

and the particular in the guotation from MontaÍgrne. The

section of SG refers more specifically to the various

to gralûnar, descriptive ( synchronic ) , com¡nrative and

(diachronic), prescriptive, rational universal, and

on a travaillé de manière bien différente en graÍmaire (- théorie de
Ia langrue). Tantôt on a décrit un état de langrue considéré à un
moment donné, tantôt on a étudié tes rapports entre plusieurs états
(granunaire comparé et hístorig,re). D'autre part les traditionalistes
ont établi les règles d'une norme donnée; les rationalistes ont
recherché les possibitités et conditions généra1es du langage
humain; les positivistes enfin ont insisté surtout sur les
variations dialectales.

(SGÆLG: 1)

L.2 as¡rects: synsprrkter - also vier4nints, star$nints. The term chosen

fits better, perhaps, with its frequent occurrence in titles As¡ncts of

...; cp. Vtiwel's S¡ms¡nxrkter for dansk sproglære

L.3 systen: v¡e have just seen that 'the system of granmar' is a set

expression, especially in the Cermanic tradítion, wtrich predates the use

of system as a key term of structural lingruistícs ('La langue est un

système des sigrnes...' Saussure [19161 L972: 33), systemas a network of

reciprocal relations or the like. \Ievertheless, the broad sense of

syætem (Linnean system, ryzstena natura L735, Paley's 'The universe itself

is a system' (S.O.D.)) goes back to the 17th century at least. Here

Brønda1 is anticipating the outcome of his investigation insofar as the

results of his grarunatico-logical analyses of ¡nrtes and æùra will be

synthesized into a coherent wtrole, the system of grannar in the

deliberate sense. (Cp Brøndal's remarks on Hjelmslev's morphology-based
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suggestion that 'subject' and 'predicate' should be excluded from

graÍìmar: 'and really the concept of the system itself then too comes to

stand as a hindrance to an absolute rationalization of the grarunatical

categories' (86:87-89).) To complicate matters, apart fro¡n sundry

other senses of this term, systen emerges a little later as a key term in

opposition to rhlthn (roughly, the Saussurean langrue/parole) (9.2 f.f.l .

2.L ff. The eight possible subdivisons of granmar given here are a

reworking of fourteen points in SG. The development involves more than

condensation. The SG topics are:

L. Sons et systèmes de sons
2. Valeur symboliçre des éIéments phonétigr-res
3. Syllabe, accentuation
4. 'Sprachkörper und Sprachfunktion'; assimilation et

dissimilation, métathèse
5. Slmtaxe phonétique, sardhi, liaisons
6. Forme extérieure des mots
7. Parties du discours
8. Formation des mots, dérivation, composition
9. Flexion, fonction des formes

10. Synonymes, sémantique
11. Phrase et membre des phrases, période
l-2. Ordre des mots et des phrases
l-3. 'Rection' , accord
L4. Figrures de rhétorique, stylistigr-re

(SGÆLG: 1-2)

On the basis of topics ('chapitres') of major sigrnificance, L. souds, 9.

forms, LL. sentences, Brønda1 says that the generally adopted system is:

I. Phonétique (1, 3, 5; rarement 2, 4)
II. Morphologie (6; souvent 8)

III. Slmtaxe (11, L2, L3i 7,9; rxre partie de l-0 et de 1-4).

On y ajoute guelquefois corrìrnes parties indépendantes:

IV. Formation des mots (8)
V. Sémantigue (10, souvent purement historiçre).

(sclT,Ißz 2l
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As an exanple of IV and V as separate divisons, Brøndal cites \zrop's
.Gramaire historique de Ia langrue française. lrte have already seen that

Paul,s divison \4ras: r¿utlehre - Forner¡lehre - Satzlehre - Iiþrtbildungs-

lehre, with derívation and compositíon dealt with in the latter division,

though as an appendix to syntax. (Cp. conunent on 5.27 below. ) What is

interesting here is that SG points I - 4 become #1 'sounds and their

systems' and *2 'Syllable and accent'. It appears that SG 2, 'Slzmbolic

value of phonetic elements' and SG 4, 'Sprachkörper...', have been

dropped from the list. Yet wtren Brøndal presents the phonic part of the

tripartite system of granmar in SG, called 'Phonetics' - 'PhonétÍque,

théorie du son (ou de tr'irnage acoustiEre signifiante)', an obvious echo

of Saussure's dictum'Le sigrne lingruistique unit non une chose et un nom,

mais t¡n concept et une image acoustique' tl-91-61 (L972): 98) and 'Nous

proposons de conserver signe pour désigrner le total, et de replacer ...
inage acotrstique ... par ... signifiant' tl-9161 (L972): 99), even though

Saussure is not mentioned in SG - it is precisely these points which are

given pride of place in the elaboration of 'phonétigr:e':

I. ehonétigr:e. - Ici on placera la théorie de Ia valeur syrnbotique
des sons (2l', eL Ie chapitre 'sprachkörper und Sprachfunktion' (4).
On n'admettra Ia théorie des phénomènes phonétiques qu'à titre de
faits bruts et dans Ia mesure où elle sert utíIement à la
symboliEre.

(SGÆLG: 6 )

By 'slzmbolique' Brøndal means the outer side of language as against the

inner, roughly Saussure's dichotomy signfiant/ signifié or Hjelnslev's

Þ<¡lression/ Content. (Cp. 'sounds (or more generally: slmbols)'

8.18-19. ) I^fe shall return to the gr:estion of phonics in the discussíon

of 7 f.f.. when Brøndal presents his (Iatest) arrangment of phonics in the

system. For the moment vre rnay note the emphasis in the SG (1930) versÍon
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on the outmoded notions of symbolic vafue and Sprachkör¡nr/-funktion. By

slzmbolic value of sounds Brønda1 is referring to 'the idea that there is

a natural correspondence between sound and sense, and that words acquire

their contents and value through a certain sound symbolism'. (Jespersen

L9222 396) (In SG Brøndal refers to Jespersen's chapter on'Sowtd

symbolism' in the work just quoted. ) As Jespersen observes, this idea

'has at all times been a favourite one with linguistic dilettanti' and

goes back to the Classical dispute over whether langruage is by nature

(physis) ot, as Aristotle said, by convention (thesis). (For ¡ùrysis and

thesis cp. M & S: 89. ) rt is the theme of Plato's Cratylus: 'the

naturalist argument leaned as it m:st on the weight of onomatopoeia in a

vocabulary and on a more general sound symbolism in the phonological

structure of some words...' (Robins L9672 18), and the wildly speculative

character of naturalist argnrments has made the notion suspect ever since.

(Jespersen gives the example of Nigidius Fignrlus wtto explained that in

uttering vos the lips are protruded in the direction of the ¡rersons

addressed, unlike nos. (1,922 loc.cit. ) He adds, however, that such

absurdities do not thereby rule out serious discrrssion of sound

strmbolism. ) Suffice to say that sor,¡nd symbolism could hardly be retained

as a major constituent division of phonetics, and it is dropped in the

delineation of phonetics here (M & S Section II). Sprachkör¡nr urrcl

Spractrfirnktion is the title of a work by Vlilhelm Horn (t92Ll which

advances the theory that there is a relation between a word's function

and its phonic form so that loss or weakening of function is accompanied

by a reduction of the phonic form (short discussion without exam¡lles in

Funke l-950: 44-45). Brøndal makes a brief reference to Horn's work in PT:

105, h¡t the notion is dropped in M & S. Assimilation and dissimilation
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are retained, houtever (11.15).

The morphology model of SG includes'la synonomie ou sémantiEre (L0),

c'est-à-dire 1'étude comparée et systématique de la signification des

mots' (SG/ELGI 6), whereas here synonymics and semantics are divided

between morphology and syntax (M o S Section 7.)

The syntactic model of SG has lt (the sentence and its members) and 12

(order of words and sentences) as its constituent parts; the study of the

function of inflected forms (9) such a study makes up the entire

section on slmtax in a work as recent as Palmer's Ttre Iatin langrage

L954, for example and that of the parts of speech are emphatically

excluded. Government and concord (L3) are assigrned to heterogeneous

groups outside the system proper, because 'l'étude de Ia rection et de

I'accord est à Ia fois morphologiE:e et syntaxique...' (SGÆtG: 7); here

they have been grouped with the semantic side of syntax (I't & S 9.39-40).

Thus we can see that Brøndal's doctrine of the system of grancnar has

undergone significant changes in the two years since the appearance of

SG; how parts of the system in tt a S are subsequently developed will be

discussed in the conclusion below: for the moment, however, perhaps

enough has been said to draw the reader's attention to the fact that

behind the somewhat dogrmatic presentation of the system in the Intro-

duction to III&S, rmrch in fact remains tentative.
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2.5 Sounds arxù tlreir systens: By beginning with sounds (interchangeable

in the classical era with 'letters' cp. 3.4-5) Brøndal is arranging the

possible topics of granunar firstly in terms of elements or material from

smallest to largest unit and then listing the terminology of topics

(subjects) in historical order. Subseguent outlines of particular systems

are given in the reverse order, viz. nane of subject or topic (e.9.

orthogra¡ùia) - elements or objects of study (e.9. littera). While Ín the

case of Priscian (at least as presented here 3.1- ff. ) the one-to-one

correspondence means that the same overall ordering according to size

results from either method, this becomes increasingly less the case as we

approach Brøndal's solution and it is clear that given the confusion Ín

the traditional subject names and the overlapping of their application

the order chosen is the appropriate one here. However, in the granunatical

tradition from the I'tiddle Ages onr¡¡ard the choice of inítial description

in terms of elements or subjects has interesting implications:

There had developed within the tradition two ways of displaying the
constituent parts of granunar. The older, first explícit in the work
of Peter Helias ín the middle of the twelfth century, was in terms
of material: the constituents are letters, syllables, words and
sentences. The alternative hray r^ras in terms of processes:
orthography, etlmology, syntax and prosody. Both medíeval and
renaissance granrnarians tended to favour the former if their
inclinations v¡ere logical rather than literary, the latter if they
were literary rather than logical. Consequently prosody has a firmer
place in the second.

(Michael 1970: 184)

orthogra¡ùia: the Greek term he orthogra¡ùia is simply glossed

'orthography' in L&S (citing Apollonius Dyscolus, De adverbiis: l-65.L5;

Sextus Empiricus, .ãdversms natlrenaticos: t.92¡ it is also the name of

works by Herodian, Orus and other granunarians L&S 1940: 1248b).

Similarly as a loanword in Latin but apparently rare (Georges 5th ed.
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1,8622 'Rechtschreibung', with single reference to Suetonius; not recorded

in Lewis 1BB9). But to interpret this in the current sense, especially

'writing systems' or 'the study of spelling' (Collins L9791 would be

misleading since the traditional use vùas wider and indeed overlapped with

prosody by considering the pronunciation of syllables:

Orthography meant the study of the letters of the alphabet, wtrich
v¡ere enumerated, and classified as consonants, vowels, diphthongs,
and often into more refined categories still. The sounds wtrich each
Ietter could represent were usually described. Letters conpose
syllables, syllables compose words; the structure of a word was
therefore shown by the syi.Iables into wtrich it could be divided.
Spelling r¡¡as conceived as the division of a word into syllables,
according to rules, and not simply as the enumeration of its letters
... Strictly, the pronunciation of letters and syllables belonged to
orthography, and the pronunciation of words to prosody, but the
distinction hras guite unreal, and constantly ignored.

(ibid.184-8s)

(The link between letters and wt¡at ultimately came to be recogrnized as

phonemes v¡as probably so close in Latin, as also in some daughter lan-

guages like Spanish or ltalian, that the dual sense of 'Ietter' as

writing symbol and sound symbol seemed natural. The early 'cornparative

philologists' Iike Bopp still spoke of 'letters' in this sense. Con-

versely, in Modern Eng1ish, with its orthographic system deriving from an

earlier stage, the discrepancy is notorious. Though tachygraphy vras a

Greek invention, it can scarcely be an accident that England was 'the

birthplace of modern shorthand' (EB 9th L871, v.2L: 836), cp. Bright's

Characterie of 1588; the investigation of such systems and the

construction of military ciphers in the English Civil War underlay the

advances of phonetic studies in the 17th century - Cooper L685 is of

special interest here again. )
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ortholùþnia: A neologism. (Not recorded in L&S' e'eorges, Lewis.) Not

current in English in any form (not in S.O.D., Webster's 3rd, lfyld); in

19th century = ,the art of correct speaking/articulation' (Century l-899;

htebster's 1900; Ogilvie/Annandale 1903). Current in French, with

additional meaning 's¡reech therapy' (Robert L978, which gives L828 as

first occurrence). Or¡ the other hand, orttroepy is a genuine classical

word orttroepeia 'correctness of diction' in Plato, Democritus and

others (L6,S) which v¡as used in English for the division of grarmar

specifically treating of pronrrnciatíon (1668 a/c S.O.D. - Wilkins? - )

and 'correct pronunciation' (1801 in S.O.D. which provides the revealing

example ,Formerly they regrulated their orthography by theÍr orthoepy',

1830 - the reverse of modern trends towards 'spelling pronunciations'.)

2.6 nodern '¡ùronology': An advance on the description of 'sons et

systèmes de sons' as 'phonétiEre' (cp. colrúnent on 2.L ff. above). nrøndal

had attended the First International Congress of Lingruists held at The

Hag'ue in April 1928 (lst rCL t19301: 186, Iist of members) and there for

the first time he encountered the ideas of Trubetzkoy and the members of

the prague Circle, ideas he found related to and confirmatory of his own

('beslagtede (og bestryrkende) ideer' PT: v). Though the proceedlngs of

the Congress were not ptrblished until L930, the year SG was presented on

the occasion of Jespersen's 70th birthday, it is hardly imaginable that

erøndat r^ras unaware of the famous Pragrue Circle contribr¡tion to

proposition 22 ( relating to the general question 'Q,uelles sont les

méthodes les mieux appropriées à un exposé complet et pratigue de Ia

granunaire d'une langue gr"relcongue?' ), beginning:
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Toute description scientifique de la phonologie d'une langrue doit
avant tout comprendre Ia caractéristique de son système
phonologique, c.-à-d. la caractéristique du répertoire, propre à
cette langrue, des dif férences sigrnif icatives entre les images
acoustico-motrices .

(Jakobson, Karcevsky a Trubetzkoy ÍL92Bl 1930: 33)

As r¡¡e saw above, SG recogrnizes the Saussurean notion in the definition of

'phonétique' as 'théorie du son (ou de I'image acoustigue signifÍante)'i

nor¡r M 6( S uses the correct structural term for the study of sound systems

(of a specific language), phonolog¡¡, as opposed to phonetics. The term

¡ùonology in the broad sense of 'science of vocal sounds' is an 18th

century neologism (1799 in S.O.D. ), often glossed in the later 19th

century as equivalent to the slightly later neologism 'phonetics' (cp.

conunent on 2.7 below); thus'The science or doctrine of the elementary

sounds uttered by the hu¡nan voice, wttich shows how they are respectively

formed, the distinctions between them etc.' (entry ¡ùonetics

(Ogilvie/Annandale 1903 fl-882-83 = this definitionl), sinilarly Webster's

1900; The Century Dictionary 1903 (lst ed. l-889) shov¡s lrlhitney's

influence as edítor and scholar responsible for the linguistic

definitions:

l-. The science or doctrine of the sounds uttered by the human voice,
or used in a particular langruage; phonetics - 2. That part of
gramnar which treats of pronunclation. Compare ortlrcËpy. - 3. The
system of sounds and of their combinations in a langruage.

(v. 6, p. 4451c )

There follows a Erotation from Isaac Taylor's Nphabet (1883) wttÍch

appears to illustrate the third meaning: 'the conunon characteristic of

the Senitic alphabets the unique phonology ...'. English-German

dicionaries of the period render ¡ùonology as (in addition to Ptpno-

IogÍe): 'SchaII- oder Tonlehre' (Lucas 1854), 'Lautlehre' (Flüget 1894),

'Laut1ehre, Phonetik' (Muret-Sanders c. L910). In practice thÍs
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Phonologie or Iautlehre meant especially the description of sound changes

in the history of a given langrage, thus 9'Iright Historical @rnan gramar

1907, v.1: 'Phonology, word-formation e accidence'; similarly Leskien's

work on Old Church Slavonic, Itrandhrch der altbrilgarisctren Spraclrc t18711

(L922), where lautlehre relates OCS to starred (reconstructed)

proto-Indo-E\rropean forms .

Abercrombie believes that the current sense of phonology (cp !{hitney's

third definition above) is in fact of m:ch longer standing than one might

suppose, given Brøndal's gloss 'modern' ('i nyeste tid'; Iit. 'most

recently'):

The word phonology has been used in nany different senses; the sense
in wtrich it is used [here] is one of its earliest. Peter S.
Drponceau, for example read a paper to the American Philosophical
Society in 1-81-7 'English phonoloE¡ì or an essay tovnrds an
analysis and description of the component sounds of the English
language'...Ialso] H.D. Darbishire 1895 'The study of the spoken
sounds of any langrage (as distinct from other languages) is called
phonology, which also enbraces the study of the changes in those
sounds during the history of the langruage. The system of spoken
sounds possessed by any language is called its phonological system
or more briefly its phonology' (ltbercrombie 1967: 169-70)

He adds that the exclusive sense of the study of historical sound changes

'hras cotûnon in gritain during the early part of this century, but Ís now

almost obsolete, (p.179) This could be expanded to 'corunon in E\rropean

Iinguistics in the 19th century'. The development tor¡ards the Pragnre

doctrine is well sketched by Trr:betzkoy in the htroduction to the

crundzüge:

r,inguists arrived only gradually at the separation of phonetics and
phonoloE¡. J. Winteler ...1876 seems to have been the first to
recognize correctly that there are phonic oppositions ... used to
differentiate the meaning of words in a given language ... But he
did not as yet conclude from this fact ... two separate sciences ...
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Sweet expressed the same idea on several occasions ... This insight
\^ras streÁsed in particular by Otto Jespersen' the most outstanding
of Sweet's studeñts tbutl Saussure, who recognized and clearly
for¡m¡lated . . . the difference between langrue and parole .. . did not
expressly insist on the necessity of distingrishing [phonology and
pfróneticsl. rn his Cot¡rs ... this thought is merely hinted ?! ... It
ias only J. Baudouin de Courtenay ... wtro arrived at the idea that
there should be two distinct tlpes of descriptive sor:nd study ...
tbutl outside thisl timited circle of disciples ... [his] views ...
\¡¡ere little known. It thus happened that the distinction did not
gain any followers prior to the First World Vüar. This idea began to
Éecome þopular only in the postwar period. At the First I.C.L. in
The Hague- in 1928 three Russian schoLars, none of whom happened to
be from the school of J.B. de C., form¡lated a short progran in
which the distinction between the study of sound pertaining to the
act of speech and [that] ... to the systen of language was clearly
and distinctly set forth.- (Trubetzkoy [L939] 1969:4-5 lealtaxe's tr.])

Vühite phonic studies in themselves are not of direct importance to a

discussion of morphology and slzntax, the recognition of the phonoloW/

phonetics distinction is of obvious importance for 'The system of

granunar'; this question v/as to remain of the greatest significance for

Brøndal to the end, and I have pointed out elsewhere that he made

original contributions to phonemic theory in the mid 1930s with a

quasi-algebraic analysis of phonemic structure.

2.7 Syllabte: The choice of the syllable as the unit of wt¡at ultinately

becomes phonetics tnEry strike the reader more familiar with the American

Structuralist tradition as somewhat odd. !'lhile it is true that 2.1 speaks

of sounds (c systems of sounds) as the units which ultinatel'y become the

object of the study of phonolog¡¡ without mentioning the phoneme anlmhere

in the Introduction, Brøndal was ahrare of the term; Trubetzkoy's notes Èo

the htroduction of the Grundzüge include as the first two reconurpnded

references: 'On the relationship between phonology and phonetics, cf.

KarI Bühler,'Phonetik und Phonologie'T.C.L.P. iv t19311 22 ff'¡
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Brøndal, 'Sound and phoneme' Proc 2nd I C Phon Sc 1935 (Trubetzkoy [19391

t9692 251. The unit in phonetics is generally 'speech sound' or

,segmentr; 'phone' can be used in phonetics 'to refer to the smallest

perceptible discrete segrment of sound in a stream of speech ('phonic

continuum, or phonic substance)' (Crystal 1980: 265l', but it is also used

with a different sense in phonology. At aII events, the syllable does not

bulk large in the American tradition, though Bloomfield himself devotes a

dozen pages or so to the concept (Bloomfield l-933: L20-26, 287-90,

349-51). The syllable (apart from its articulatory signíficance as the

pulse 'produced by the motion of the intercostaL muscles' (Gleason 1961:

256')) is mentioned only casually in, say: - Harris (L960 tL951l) - and

then only as ,syllabification'i - Gleason (1961) (of three references to

syllable in the whole work, one is the articulatory ¡ruIse just quoted'

one is to syllabic writing (e.g. Japanese hiragana and katakar¡a), the

third tel1s us 'Amorpheme is not identical with a syllable' (p.53)); or

Hockett (1958), and does not occur at all in sledd (l-959), though the

gramnar has the customary first chapter on 'the sounds of EngJ-ish'. In

fine, the concept of the syllab1e is anything but a key term in the

American tradition.

The position in the European tradition, including traditional scholarly

graÍmar, €.9. Jespersen, iS somewhat different. JesPersen'S Englistt

¡fronetics fI9L2l 8th ed. l-966 has a 20 page chapter on 'The syllable"

paul passy's petite ¡ùronétique ...(1906) devotes half-a-dozen Pages to

the concept with a capitalized sectionheadíng, SI/LLABES (42-47), the

syllable constituting a subdivision of the main divisions of phonetÍcs,

viz. ,groupes de souffle' and 'groupes d'intensité', the latter with four
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subdivisions, 'groupes de force', 'syllabes', 'durée', and tintonationt.

In the European Structuralist tradition, Trubetzkoy devotes a dozen pages

of the Grundzüge under the heading rProsodic properties' to 'Syllabic

nuclei' and 'Sy1lable and lilora', thus viewing the syllable as being of

phonological significance (rrubetzkoy t19391 1969: L70-81). rn
particular, the London school around J.R. Firth, followed by Ha1liday and

proponents of what is no\^r called Systemic linguistics, accept the

syllable as a basic unit. (l,Ie shall return to Firth inunediately in

connexÍon with prosody. ) Abercrombie devotes some dozen pages to the

syllable in his Eleænts of general ¡ùonetics: the first section of the

chapter'The analysis of speech' is'The syJ.lable', \,rrhere he remarks:

In order to be able to describe and compare the pronunciation of
different langruages, wê have to analyse s¡reech: to split up into
units the unbroken stream of movements, and of resulting sound, that
constitute an utterance ... One unit seems an obvious starting poínt
for this purpose, and that is the syllable.

(abercrombie 1967:23)

In view of this emphasis placed by the Prague school on the difference

between phonology (phonemics) and phonetics (a reaction by structuralists

who were stressing systems of relationships as against the 19th century

preoccupation with things and facts), it nay be worth noting that

Abercrombie emphasizes the complementary nature of the two dÍsciplines.

Halliday had pointed out that:

The study of phonic substance belongs to a distinct but related body
of theory, that of General Phonetics. Since phonoloE¡ relates form
and phonic substance, it is the place wfiere linguistics and
phonetics interpenetrate. Lingruistics and phonetics together make up
'the lingristic sciences' .

(Halliday L96tz 244)
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However, Abercronbie takes a somewhat dífferent view of the position of

phonology vis-à-vis phonetics by making phonology a part of the latter:

The study of the phonology of languages is, of course, of great
importance in general lingristics a1so, in fact it provides the
co¡nmon ground between the two 'Iinguistic sciences'... it is
nevertheless an integral part of the subject of phonetics, and is
not a separate subject, although the word 'phonology' is at ti¡nes
used as though it was a name for one.

(Abercronbie 1967:71)

By today's standards, then, the question of whether the syllable is

basicalty phonetic or phonological in nature is not an issue of great

importance. What is of importance for Brøndal is that the syllable is the

unit of 'rhythm', parole, s¡reech, the syntagrmatic axis' and here Firth

would agree:

Let uS regard the syllable as a pulse or beat, and a word or píece
as a sort of bar length or grouping of pulses wtrich bear to each
other definite interrelations of length, stress, tone, Erality ...
The principle to be emphasized is the interrelation of the
syllables , ... the syntagmatic relationsr âs opposed to the
páradigrmatic or differential relations of sounds in vov¡el and
ãonsonánt systems, and to the paradiEnatic aspect of the theory of
phonemes ...

(Firth [1948] 1957: 128)

Accent: Cp. Michael above: pronrnciation of letters o syllables =

orthography, that of words = prosody, 'bl¡t the distinction was quite

unreal'. See also the following note on prosodia with reference to

accentuation in prosody.

prosodia: Vte have seen Michael's corunent (under 2.5 above) that prosody

as process tended to fall within the province of the literary rather than

the lingruistic. For this reason, then, the continuous popularity of the

¡nrtes since classical times in granunatical discussion, and the

relatively late appearance of renbra, a prosodic term, ín regard to
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syntax. And just as the subject/object distinction in granunar is an

offshoot of logic, the notion of the parts of the sentence, especially in

the C,ermanic tradition as Glieder, Ied ... is an offshoot of literary

prosody, metric analysis of verse, though indeed graÍutar in the

traditional sense included just this kind of prosody: the earliest senses

of he grarrmatike tekhne, the art of graÍmar htere: knovrledge of ta

granmata, letters, i.e. the skill of reading and writing (Robins

L967213); and also, knowledge of the phonetic values of the letters:

This consideration included also accentuation, and was closely
related to the study of metre and music. Pronunciation and ver-
sification being naturatly associated with each other' and both
being part of gramatike, it is not surprising t!?tr as prosodlz'
they rèmained pait of graÍüurr, in nngland, until weII into the 19th
centurY' 

(Michaer L97oz24l

It is this sense of prosody that Brøndal has in mind ('earlier prosodia')

and he realizes that some other term for the sr:bject will be more

approprÍate. We may note briefly, however, that prosody has been revived

as a granunatical technÍque and that still in the 'forties. In a famous

paper 'Sounds and prosodies' Firth challenged the 'apotheosÍs of the

sound-Ietter in the phoneme' and suggested an alternative strateE¡:

we are accustomed to positional criteria in classifying phonernatic

variants or atlophoneË as initial, rnedial ...[etc] Such procedure
makes abstraction-of certain postulated units, phonemes ... Looking
at langruage material from a slmtagrmatic point of view, any phonetíc
featureã ðharacteristic of añd pèculiar to such positions or junc-
tions can just as profitably ... be stated as prosodies of the sen-
tence or word. penuitimate stress or junctional geminations are also
obvious prosodic feature ín syntagmatic junction. Thus the phonetic
and phonðIogical analysis of the word can be grouped undgr the two

headiigs [of the title]l sounds and prosodies. ... The study of pro-
sodies in modern finguistics is in a primitive state compared with
the techniqr:es for [ft" systematic study of sounds. The study-of
sot¡nds and the theoreticat justification of roman notation have led
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first to the apotheosis of the sor:nd-letter in the phoneme and later
to the extended use of such doubtful derivatives as 'phonemics' and
'phonemicist', especially in America ... Therè is a tendency to use
one magic phoneme principle within a monosystemic hlpothesis. I am

suggesting alternatives to such a 'monophysite' doctrine.
(Firth t19481 1957t L23)

An outstanding application of prosodic analysis is shoun in Lyons' paper

'Phonemic and non-phonemic phonology', vütlere phonemic, morphophonemic and

prosodic analyses of Ï\¡rkish are given (for major and minor vowel

harmony); Lyons concludes 'that [the prosodic forrm¡Ia] gives a 'truer'
picture of the langruage seems impossible to deny' (Lyons IL962l L973:

196). It is not the íntention of the proponents of prosodic analysis,

however, to replace the phoneme tout cot¡rt, despite Professor Firth's

strictures. They suggest that prosodic analysis fits some langruages

(especialty Japanese - Firth's original example - 'vúe never met any unit

or part wtrich had to be called a phoneme' (Firth t19481 19572 L251,

ArabÍc, and some tndian and African languages) better than does a

phonemic analysis. Current versions of Systemic lingruistics hedge their

bets and thus the units of English phonologry are said to be: 'tone group'

foot, syllable and phoneme' (Sinc1air L9722 L5; Berry 19772 771.

2.7-8 ¡*ronetics or strdy of articrrlation: ¡ùronetikos (adj.) ¡neant 'vocal'

and Zeno of Citium (the Stoic) used to phonetikon for 'the faculty of

s¡reech, (L&S L940: 1968a). The modern term based on thís form is a neo-

logism later than phonology. For ¡ùronetic S.O.D. indicates 1826 as the

earliest occurrence, and for ¡üronetics, 1841; adjective and noun are

identical in French, ¡*ronétique, but Robert 1978 gives L827 for the

adjective and 1869 for the noun ('Bianche de la lingruistique qui étudie

Ies phonèmes' [sic]: p. L424b). (Since the word phørèæ (to phmena
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sound, utterance, speech, Iangruage - L&S 1940: 1-968a) was first used by

À. D¡friche-Desgenettes in 1873 (Godel L9572 1-60), the first occurrence

of phonétique as a noun can scarcely have matched the suggested

definition. )

Brøndal's original reads: 'fonetik eller artikulationslære'; the latter

is the only Latin-Danish hybrid (with the possible exception of

lydsystenlære, 'study of sound systems' - ¡,t&S 3.4-5 - wttich occurs aS a

paraphrase rather than a key term) in this section. Cp. also conunents in

the introductory section on Germanic Granunatical Terminolog¡¡ on the

survival of 'articulation' in the Germanic system and in English

terminology in a phonic sense which excludes its application Ín slmtax as

an equivalent of Gliederung. Phonetics, of course, is not restricted to

articulatory phonetics; acoustic and audítory phonetics are the other

generally accepted main divisions of the subject. !{e have already

observed that Brøndal continued to elaborate his doctrine of the sor¡nd

side of langruage after M 6, S; it is sufficient to note here that in DSG

L942 Brøndal retains the syrrabre as the syntagnatic r¡nit of 'rhythm'

(tnrole) but finally rejects phonetics as a linguistic discipline' re-

Iegating it to the status of an auxiliary scíence bordering on physiology

and physics; it is replaced by prosody (cp. renarks on Firthían prosodic

analysis above).

2.9 slnonlmics: synonymic as a noun ('The study of synonlms' as a

department of grarunar') is presumably later than the adjectival use (18L6

in S.O.D. ); 'also slmorrynics 1857' (S.O.D. ). Ð¡nonfry in this sense is

older (1683 in S.O.D.) and is current, but I have hesitantly opted for
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less usuar form generalry to emphasize Brøndal's view of slmonymics

a systenatic study wtrich is the counterpart of senantics.

ris view of slnonlmics as being of eEral status to senantics seems

/eculiar to srøndal and to Behagel (from wtrom he may have taken the
idea). The phenomenon of synonymy is evidently a part of se¡nantics, but
generally receives less attention than Brøndal,s classification suggests
(cp. diagram in M6,s 9): ullmann devotes half-a-dozen pages to synonlmy

(1959: 108-114), while Lyons treats ít as a part of hyponomy, ítserf onry

a five page section of the chapter on 'structural semantics rt: sense

relations' (Lyons 1,9772 291,-951 . Cp. also note on 'study of meaning,

2.tL-Lz below.

2.L0 Girard: The Abbé Gabriel Girard t677-L748. According to the Grard

dictionnaire r.niversel ù¡ xr)(e siècle l-866 'rI vécut très retiré, et l,on
ne sait presgue rien des circonstances de sa vie' (v.g: LZ67). Grard

rJarousse L964 describes him as a French granunarian; sometime chaplain to
the D¡chesse de Berry, then Royal Secretary-rnterpreter for Russian and

the Slavonic langruages. He h'as elected to the ecadénie ín L7A4. Brøndal,s

lasting interest in Girard (wtro is listed. in the bibliographies of oKL, M

& s and PT) does not appear to be shared by many. GÍrard is not mentloned

in, say, rhe Encyclo¡nedia Britannica 9th (or any subsequent) edition. He

is not mentioned in saussure's cot¡rs or in vendryes' rårigage, or even Ín
ullmann's Principles of senantics (2nd ed. tg57), a work wtrose scope of
reference rivals that of Brøndal. while Dinneen 1967 1ists rcs vrais
principes (1747) in his bibliography, he does not discuss Girard in
the text. r have not been abre to locate a copy of Girard L71g in
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Australia; however, the preface to Sardou's ldot¡veau dictionnaire de

slmonlzlns français 1932 contains a lengthy guotation from the work wttich

is worth reproducing. Sardou says that it has become collìrnon for linguists

to claim that there are no (true) synonyms in any given language ('iI n'y

a point de sl¡nonymes dans les languês'), adding: 'Voici ce que disait

I'Abbé Girard il y a plus de cent ans':

I1 ne faut point s'imaginer que les mots qu'on nonme synorl1Tæs Ie
soient dans toute Ia rigrueur d'une ressemblance parfaite, en sorte
gL¡e Ia sens soit aussi uniforme entre er¡x que I'est Ia saveur entre
deux gouttes d'eau de Ia même source. Car en les considérant de
près, on verra gue cette ressemblance n'embrasse pas toute I'étendue
et Ia force de Ia sigrnification; qu'elle ne consiste que dans une
idée principale que tous énoncent, mais Ere chacun diversífie à sa
manièrã par une idée accessoire, grri lui constitue un caractère
propre et singrulier. La ressembLance gue produit f idée générale
lait donc les mots s]¡nonymes; et Ia différence qui vient de I'idée
particulière gui accompagrne la générale, fait qu'ils ne Ie sont pas
parfaitement, et qu'on les distingue conne les nuances de la même

couleur.
(Girard l-718, in Sardou L9322 iií-iv)

Girard attempted to make a systematically linked inventory of the

vocabulary of French as did Roget for English a century later. That such

schemes had universal ambitions is borne out by the guotation from

Wilkins' ReaI character in Roget's preface to the first edition of the

Itresaunrs (q.v. ). The casual user of a dictionary of synonlms would, one

imagines, be tikely to consider it as a practical tool only, rather than

a Baconian scheme of classification. Technical thesauri are clearly

hierarchical as well within the given province of specialization (thus

the denomination of aII chosen terms as 'broader than, equal to, narrovrer

than'); to claim that similar attempts for the whole vocabr¡Iary can have

theoretical status is another thing. Nevertheless, something of this sort

underlies Brøndal's view of slmonymics as theoretical and thus part of
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system (Iangue) as opposed to lexicography, which he takes to be

practical and thus part of rhythn (¡nrole).

z.IL use of t*ords: while 'use of words' sounds slightly awkward in

comparison with 'usage', in the original the approach by element or

material evidently forms a series: 1. Sorrr¡ds and their systens 2.

Syllable and accent. 3. Words and their systems. 4. Use of words. 5. !{ord

classes etc.

rhetoric: It has been pointed out in the section on t{enbra & Partes that

Cicero, following the example of Aristotle, considered the tactics of the

deplolment of sentence members within the period as an important part of

oratory. (cp. Jebb's classic article 'rhetoric', Encyclo¡nedia BritannÍca

9th ed. l-886 v. 202 508-16 with a detailed analysis of Aristotle's

Rhetoric. ) Rtretoric thus was wider in scope than 'usage'; it also

involved considerations of metre and style.

2.LL-L2 study of æaning: beQdningslære is the Danish native equivalent

of (usually) senaritics (thus, for example, in V&B); cp. German Bedeutr.rrgs-

Iehre. In other contexts one might merely omit the native term (since

'semantics or semantics' would be clearly pointless), ht Brøndal i¡n-

mediately offers two Latin equivalents - semasiology or semantics, intend-

ed clearly as s!'nonymous alternatives (thus in Wahrig 1968 for example

under Senasiologie, Senantik) tne former being current in German lingruis-

tics from about the 1870s (cp. titles çroted by Paul (192027412 Heer-

degen, Untersuctnrngen z,ut lateinischen Senasiologie 1875i Hey, Senasie
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logische Sttrdien, 1-8BB?; Schneider, Senasiologische Beiträge L, L892-),

the latter term being prefered in French (Bréal, Essai de sénantique,

1897: see bibliography to M e S). Ullmann notes that of the various

rivals ('sematology', 'semology' etc.) only semasiology and semantics are

current 1L950s), and although the tr¿o are s]¡nonymous inphiloloE¡,

semantics has a wider general application, especially in phíIosophy

(UIImann 1957: 4-5). (According to Dr:bois et aI. 1973, (346, 432) sénasie

logie is in contrast with onmasiologie, both being parts of sénantique:

this notion appears to derive from Hjelmslev. ) A further difficulty

arises in the case of Behagel's system (4.5 below). Finally, the subtÍtle

of Brøndalrs last major work, Præ¡nsitionernes theori 1940, is: 'Ind-

Iedning tit en rationel betydningslære'. rn ELG, an abstract is given of

this and the subtitle reads: 'Introduction à une ryznorrymie rationelle'

(my emphasis), wtrile Naert's 1950 translation has 'Introduction à une

sénantique rationelle' (do. ). Rosally Brøndal and Knud Togeby edited the

ELG and presumably wrote the abstracti however, BÉØndal normally provided

a French abrégé of his Danish works (with the exception of MeS and PT) -

OKL has an appended French sumnary of over 50 pages - and it is a

reasonabre guess that the French sunmary subtitre ('synonomie "'') is

his suggestion. They (RB & KT) also wrote the foreword to Naert's trans-

Iation with notes on textual emendations. From wtrich I conclude that

betldningslære is best rendered 'study of meaning' here. (GT has pointed

out to me that the 2nd Supplement to OED quotes German use of Senasie

Iogie as early as L829. )

2.L3 nord classes: I have added 'parts of speech' here to provide a link
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\,rrith the Latin term; in fact Brøndal, in keeping with modern English

linguistic terminology, is opposed to the older expression, cp. OKL: 'den

gamle sammenblanding af de to områder ...i betegrnelsen talens dele' ('the

old confusion of the two domains [Ianguage and speech].. in the desig-

nation Ttre ¡nrts of speech') (OKL 52). Pven so, OKL was translated as les

¡nrties dr¡ discogrs, although the expression 'classe/classement des mots'

exists in French.

¡nrtes orationis: See the separate discussion in the section on Partes

and renbra above.

2.t6etyrcIogiaranalogiaoraccidentia:EtlzmologDrno\^/hasroughlyits

classical meaning: thus etymlogeo 'analyse a word and find its origin',

in, for example, Athenaeus (Granunaticus), Strabo: L&S 1940: 704a¡

Georges, etymlogia: '... die Wortableit*g, Etlmologie; von Cicero durch

veriloquirn, notatio, von andern durch orÍgirntio i..ibersetzt' (Ceorges

LB62; L, 1534). Now derivation (Àbleitr¡ng, aftedning) in morpholoE¡

refers to the study of the process of word-formation as opposed to in-

flexion or compounding. In some historical lingruistic studies' ho$tever,

derivation is used as a s]rnonl¡m of etlmóIog¡ in the c'urrent sense (as in

Georges' definition), The sense of etyrclogy was formerly larger and even

embraced the study of the ¡nrtes, grøndal's *5; the S.O.D. traces the

development:

La. The process of expounding the elements of a word with their
modificatións of form aná sense..1588. b. The facts relating to the
formation and derivation (of a word) c. (obs. ) Etl¡mological sense
L7L4. 2. The branch of lingruistÍc science which treats of the
origins of words L646. 3. Grenmar. The part of gramnar which treats
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of the parts of speech, their fornation and inflexions L592.
(S.o.D.3 L944:638)

The cônnexion with analogy is brought out well by lvlichael with regard to

the English tradition to 1800:

Etymlogü/ and syntax were the basic divisions of gralrunar. Etymology
ca?ried-- two príncipal senses: rword-variation' ( including
'word-formation') and 'word provenance'. The former htas by far the
more comrnon, and etymlogy was the usual name for that dívisíon of
gramnar wt¡ich described thé parts of speech. When the provenance of
úords became a more frequent topic in the gramnars some writers used
anatogy for word-variation and etyrclogyr or more often derir¡ation,
for word-provenance' 

(*ichaer 1970: r-g5)

Moreover, the fluctuation and overlapping of the meanings of these terms

in the given period was such that they can best be appreciated when set

out in tabular form:

Provenance of çords etryrcIogy: conunonly tiIl 1700,
seldom therafter.

derivation: conunonly after 1-700.

Variation of words
( príncipally inflection)

Fornation of uords
(principally suffixes and
compounds)

etymlogy: throughout.
analogry: sometimes before L750;

often thereafter.

etyrclogy: throughout.
derir¡ation: sonetimes, between

1700 and 1750.
analogy: sometimes, throughout.

(Michael 1970: 185)

accidentia: The Greek ¡nrepmai 'accompany', 'attend', whence the

participial form to prre[þflEnon, 'attribute', in logic 'consequence'

(Aristotle); ta parelnæna, 'attendant circumstances' (Longinus) - L&S

1940: 1337a. Whence in Dionysius Thrax, the categories or consequential

attributes of a given word class (nobins 19672 34); in Priscian the Latin

equivalent is accidentia or 'accompaniments' or formal categories of a
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hrord class (Michael 1970: 107).

2.Lg Ttre sentence and its renbers: See separate discussion of ¡nrtes arrËl

rnemtrra above. The study of the ¡nrtes constitutes general morphology, and

that of their cognterparts, the nenbra, general syntax. This suggests' at

least as set out so far, that the problem of morpholoE¡ and syntax in

their general form might be addressed by studying the appropriate units,

word-classes and sentence nembers. This is in fact the line taken by

Brøndal (1.{ 6, S 9.19 ff.), though rnany linguists would disagree.

z.Lg Gor¡ernrent and concord: The original has rection 09 congnrens.

Rection in English is described as 'rare' in S.O.D., first use 1637,

defined as 'syntactical government, regimen' (p.1678) ' Congnrence is

specifically labelled as a granmatical term in few englísh dictionaries;

the century 1903 has '9r. concord, agreement' and webster's 3rd has '=

agreement 4,, wtrich proves to be the granunatical sense. It is r¡nlabelled

in, e.g. , s.o.D. Ig44, v'Iyld 1936, OgilvieTAnnandale 1903, collins L979,

Webster's International- L900. It appears that v¡hile the phenomena were

familiar to the classical granunarians, there were not set terms in Greek

or Latin, such relations being described actively, e'9', certain verbs

,demand, the genitive. rhis is doubtless the reason for the nr-rmber of

alternatives suggested in the renaissance period. The Port Royal Granunar

used con¡enance (following RamJs' convenientia) and régire (ernauld c

Lancelot 1660: 140). For current English usage, Crystal says 'The term

concord is more widely used Ithan agreerent] in lingruistic studies'

(Crystal 1980: 19).
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3.L priscian, ttre rcst original ..,: Priscian is generally considered the

greatest representative of the Roman grarmratical tradition, but his

achievement is usually seen as being one of synthesis rather than

invention. ,Though he drew m¡ch from his Latin predecessors, his aim,

like theirs, uras to transfer as far as possible the granunatical system of

Thrax's Techrié [morphologyl and of Apollonius' writings lon s]mtaxl to

Latin'. (Robins L9672 56)

3.4-5, 3.6 littera - sound sYstens:

All this had already been set out for Greek ... and the phonetic
descriptions of the letters aS pronounced segments and of the
syllabie structures carry little of linguistic interest except for
tñeir partial evidence of the pronunciation of the Latin language.

(Robins 1967: 56)

'sound systens'

in M & S 6.5.

original lldsystemlære, identified with phonolog¡¡

3.6-7 stqd,lr of articrrlation or ¡*ronation: original, I¡ddarmelseslære,

identified with phonetics in M&S 6.7. tlddannelse is rendered'arti-

culation" 'phonation' in v&8. strictly, ¡*ronation refers to 'any vocal

activity in the larlmx whose role is one neither of initiation nor of

articulation' (Crystal 1980: 265), but as lyddarurelse means literally

'sound creation', V&B's alternative in a less technical sense seens

acceptable.

3.9 dictio: the sense r¿ord is from Priscian's definition: 'dictio est

pars minima orationis constructæ' , 'dictio is the minim¡m ¡nrt or unit of
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sentence structure' (Keil I.L6); in this he was following Dionysius

Thrax: Iexis esti neros tou kata syntaxin logou elakhiston (original only

qr-roted Robins t9672 43 without reference; according to L&S: 1038r = €d.

Bekker DT 633.31-) 'lexis is the smallest unit of discourse' (Michael

l_970: 44) ¡ (lit. ,Iexis is the smallest part of the granunatically

arranged logos, sentence') , a definition scarcely improved until

Bloomfield's ('..the word, as the minim¡m of free form...': Bloomfield

l_g33: 1-78). Dictio, like lexis, had the nain senses s¡nech, diction,

style (cp. L&S: L03B; Lewis: 300) but lexis had been used for a single

word by Aristotle, Epicurus and by DÍogenes Babylonius the stoic of the

famous meaningless blityri, wfiereas dictio as 'word' seens to be confined

to later granunarians like Diomedes (4th century AD: 'Dictio est vox

articulata cum atiqtra significatione...' , 'the word is an articulate

sound with some meaning', Ivlichael L970: 45) and Priscian after him (Sth

century AD).

rlhe stndyz of uords: ordlære, identified with lexicoloE¡ M & S 6'LI-L2'

3.L0 oratio: corresponds to Thrax' Iogos; more generally in classical

usage, tS¡reech', tdisCourset, tlanguage', etC., henCe BrøndaltS gIOSS

tale, speech.

the stq{z of sentences: sætningslære, translated literally to maintain

parallelism of Latin elements and C'ermanic process terms in this section,

in M c s 6 (a), (b), (c) and (d) and throughout the work'
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;4 NYROP: Kristoffer Nyrop \4ras one of Brøndal's three teachers in
. ,nguage at the university of copenhagen, the other two being virherm
homsen and otto Jespersen. According to Fischer-Jørgensen and others, it

was to Nyrop',s chair of Romance Langruages that Brøndal succeeded in l_g2g.

4.3 BEHAGEL: Otto Behagel (1S54-L936), Germanist, professor at Heidel-
berg, gasel and Giessen: '... einer der ftihrenden Junggramnatiker, dessen

Arbeiten zur sprachgeschichte und syntax noch heute r.urentbehrlich sind,
(Brockhaus t967, v.2: 463r. rn sG Behagel was not nentioned, the three
systems outlined there being those of Ries, Noreen and Jespersen.

Behagel's four volume lÞutsche Syntax Lg23_32 (vol. 4 appeared in time
to be incruded in Brøndal's bibriography here) remains a standard work

and Behagel ranks with Hermann Paur as one of the great authorities on

German slmtax in the first half of the twentieth century. Apart from the
fact that lÞutsctre srlmta:r had been completed since sG (1930), Behagel,s

work has doubtless been chosen as an exemplar of syntactic theory because

it can more truly be described as a systematic study of syntax (though

traditional in spite of attempts at strict objectivity vis-à-vis the

'subjectivism' of 19th century granunarians like Grinun), wt¡ereas Ries,
short though incisive work of l-894 devotes the first 60 pages (of a total
text of 145) to a sustained polemic against other theories of slmtax and

is largely concerned with the the issue of the place of slmtax in the

system of granmar. At the sane time, this new positivism in slmtax

overlooked the emerging phenomenological and structural philosophies of
grannEr. Glinz observes that the failure of paul and Behagel to take

cogrnizance of the work of saussure and Husserl is remarkable from the
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standpoint of the history of lingruistícs:

Wissenschaftsgeschichtlich ist bemerkenswert, dass Werke wie die
pALILsche und die BEHAGELsche Syntax L9t9/2L wÅ 1923/32 erscheinen
konnten, ohne Notiz zu nehmen von SAUSSURE (Cor¡rs, 1916) und HUSSERL

( rogische Llntersuchungen, L900/L90L\ -
(Glinz L9672 55)

(A criticism wtrich cannot be levelled at Brøndal, of course. )

4.5 nedeutungslehre: = htldriingslære 3.28, the study

by Brønda1 with 'semasiology or semantics' (cp.

above), is divided by Behagel into semasiology and

Behagel's case, semasioloE¡ cannot simply be the

semantics, but is subordinate.

of meaning, equated

conunent on 2.tL-t2

synonlmics. Thus in

preferred term for

DèUZAT, RICHTER: grouped with Behagel because the 'first cut' of the

division of grannnr is phonetics (in the older broad sense, but cp.

Abercrombie 2.7 above for defence of that sense) and semantics, Behagel's

I. Iautlehre II. nedeutungslehre. Brøndal quotes Dauzat: 'Tout langage

suppose deux facteurs essentiets ... Ie son et I'idée. D'où Ia divison de

Ia lingruistiEre en Ia phonétigue . . . et la sémantigr-re . . .' (t{ & S

Bibliography above). Similarly, he notes of Richter: 'DiVides - Iike

DAUZAT and HJELMSLEV all linguistic phenomena into phonetic and

semantic [onesl' (¡t & S Bibliography). The position of Hjelmslev here ís

by no means simple and witl be discussed tater, âs he denied the

practical sigrnificance of the separation of morpholoE¡ and syntax (-

principes lg28l; Iater he denied that the division could be made at

all.
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4.10 NOREÐÍ: Adotf Gotthard Noreen (1858-1925), Professor of Scandinavian

langruages at Uppsala from L8B7 to l-91-5. Brøndal lists only vol. 5

(l-904-05) of Noreen's Vort språk ('one of the greatest undertakings in

the history of grammar'z LoLz 1-954) from the standpoint of the system of

grannar. (In SG Brøndal refers to vols 1 and 5.) Begun in 1903, the work

\4ras projected to be in nine volumes; by L91-8 five had been completed;

v.7 and parts of volurne 9 appeared by 1924. 'The very massiveness of the

work (...3,348 pages) obscured its great theoretical ímportance, wttich

v¡as not remedied by the C'erman extract tardily published in 1923

(Noreen-Pollak)' (naugen & Markey L9722 L485). Jes¡rersen thought that it

was one of 'the two best thought-out attenpts at establishing a

consistent system of arrangement of granunatical facts' (Jespersen L924:

39), the other being Ries' $Ias ist S1/ntat(? (But cp. my remark above on

Ries under Behagel. ) (Paul noted Noreen's exploitation of C'ernanic

terminolog¡¡ to cover 'sentence' vis-à-vis 'clause', othenuise stated in

terms of Satz/ liþbensatz etc.:

Noreen sucht die Schwierigkeit [viz. the difference of dependent and
independent clausesl aus dem wege zu gehen, indem er für den
aþeschlossenen Satz die Bezeichnung 'mening' einfijhrt, um dann die
Bezeichnung 'sats' noch für den Nebensatz verwenden zu können.

(Paul Sth ed. 19202 ]-23l

From the Bibliography of tit & S and a note in SG, it is evident that

Brøndal's reference 'L907-23' includes the German abridgment.

A.LI ¡ùronology (about tlre 'natter' or 'substance' of langtnge ...): in

the original, 'fonologi (om sprogets 'stof')'. Reduced form of SG:

'phonologie (dont la phonétigr-re, purement physiguê, rl'est qu'une sitçle

science atu<iliaire)' (SC 4l.. In spite of Brøndal's solution of the
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problem of the distribr¡tion of 'the study of sound' here in M & S with

respect to langue and ¡nrole (Sec. 71, it is precisely Noreen's víew of

phonetics as a purely ar:xiliary (non-lingruistic) science that Brøndal

ultinately adopts in DSG (L942: 136). Noreen chose three aspects for the

study of langruage: material, content and form. But simply to say that

phonology is the study of the phonic substance, Hjelmslev's 'expression',

hardly does justice to Noreen's clear expression of the phonemic

principle; cp. I\¡IIio de Mauro's appendix 'Noreen et. Saussuret in his

edition of the Cours (Saussure []-9161 L972: 390-94), wtrich quotes the

original Swedish extensively. Not only must phonolog¡ be distingruished

from its closest hjälpvetenskap phonetics, but this ín turn m.¡st be

distingruished from its own auxiliary science, acoustics. Noreen's pupit

Collinder clai¡ned him as a precursor both of Saussure and of Praguian

phonoloE¿; given Brøndal's enthusíasm for both develolments, it is

slightly surprising that his attitude to Noreen seems on the tepid side

compared with that of his own 'master', Jespersen (cp. Brøndal's note on

Vårt språk in his Bibliography here: 'nehr, frequently unfortunate and

superfluous terminologl¡' ) .

Brøndal,s numeric reference, #1 - #2, needs clarification: Sec. 2*1 iden-

tifies the study of sounds and their systems with modern phonoloE¡, Sec.

2*2 identifies the study of the sytlable and the accent, formerly pro-

sdy, with modern phonetics or the study of articulation. But Noreen, as

has just been pointed out, assigned to phonetics the status of an aru<i-

1íary science. BrøndaÌ,s Sec. 2#2 is in fact realised as prosody in Vårt

språk:

Ttre articulated speech phenomena are treated under two headings:
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ic ¡ùronologY. In the qualitative
ial meaning occurs as a mark of a

he prosodic features are defined -
s contrasts in the sequence. TheY
dr¡ration and tone. The chaPter on

sonority deals with the syllabics and with distribution " ' The

study ãf prosodics is origináI, but it seems clear that sonority is
a aitfereñt tlpe of phenomenon from the other prosodic features; it
is a structuriig pulsãtion in the speech current, wfiereas the others
are modificatioñs just like the Eralítative features.

(Lotz t19541 1966' II:6I)

Though the matter is less vital to Brøndal's overall concern in !I c S'

the ultimate relegation of phonetics from the system of grarrnar in DSG

follows Noreen by estabtiShing prosody as the study of sor¡nd from the

aspect of 'rhythm', 'parole'. (DSG loc.cit.)

4.13

logi.

that

sæIogy tlre content of langruage: Danish and Swedish' aerþ-

The term appears to have been coined by Noreen: Irlalmberg remarked

,Noreen est un précurseur de Ia sémiologie (gu'il appelait 'sé-

mologie')' (ltalrnberg 1983: 33). The second aspect of lingruistíc study for

Noreen, content (Danish: irulhold, Swedish irureþåIl) is defined thus:

Betydelsesläran eller semologien
innehåIl: de idéer som genom

utgöra dessas 'betYdelse'. Semo1

från sin närmaste hjäIPvetensk
[även] från den del af PsYkologie
och de ännu högre fbrñirmreiserna' samt - och detta kan icke-nog
kraftigt inskärpás från 'Iogiken', läran om begreppen såsom

sådana (och ic'te blott så vidt de [har?] fått språklig! uttryck)
ochomdessas(menickedespråkligauttryckens)förbindelser.

(Noreen L903-24 !.-z 5L, quoted Tullio de lrlauro 19722 393)

(The study of meaning or semoloE¡, _wtrich_ deals with the psycho-

iogical cãntent of lángrage: the ideas wtrich are comruncated by

."á.rs of speech sound ánd-in this way constitute their 'meaning"
Semology t*r-st be strictly ( 9a) distinguished not only from its
closest a¡rciliary science 't philosophy of langruage', but also
from that part ôf psychology which deals with ideas or representa-
tions ¡cp. vorstelluãgänl anã-with even higher _perceptions, but also

and this cannot Ée åufficiently emphasized - from 'Iogic', the
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science or study of concepts as such (and not only insofar as they
have found linguistic expression) and of their relations (but not
the relations of linguistic expressions). )

I have guoted this passage of 1903 as it is of considerable interest in

comparison with the attempt to apply logic in granrnar not merely by

Brøndal in MoS, but by many Danes from Jespersen (Sprogets logik 1913) t'o

the Glossematicians (Hjelmslev, Ulldal, Togeby), Hanunerich and more

recently Diderichsen and H.S. Sørensen. (Nor is the issue settled today:

in the wake of the failed 'revolution' of TGG, the cause of logic in

Iingruistics has been taken up by proponents of modal logic, especially

'Montag'ue, logic, though aII such calculi seem to be losing their appeal

in the face of more recent sophisticated computer 'network' models of

cogrnitíonal structures ( 'connectionism' , 'para1lel distribr¡ted

processing') which have been 'sweeping the academic world during the past

two years, and wtrich jettisons the concept of rule-governed behavíour (in

language, ot any other domain) as a crude myth' (Sampson f987).)

Nevertheless, it is generally accepted that Jespersen took his cue from

sweet (cp. ttallon l-981: I4g), both from sweet's famous paPer 'words,

Iogicandgramnar,L1TS-T6andfromhisliþr¡EnglishgraEDar:logicalarrcl

historical 1891-98. And it is all the more interesting to find that in

spite of Noreen's rejection of the general relevance of logic to granmar

of course, aII the panish granunarians preface their work by warning

against the misapplication of logic, 'pseudologic', to granrnar, but each

goes on to argrue for Some special application, Aristotelian, Set

Theoretical or whatever that he adopted sweet's concept of the

granunatical relations subordination and coordinatÍon. !'ltrile the notion

evidently bears on syntax (which Noreen includes in his 'morphologY'),
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the relations are discussed in vol. 5 of Vårt språk (published in

separate sections between 1904 and l-912) wttich is devoted to semology.

Diderichsen, in his paper 'De tre hovedarter af granunatisk forbindelse'

(a deliberate reference to Jespersen's De to hovedarter .. . L92I'l,

discusses the gradual emergence of the notion of relational concepts like

predication and attribution, crediting Girard L147 with the first

outlines of the theory of sentence members, and points out that for the

development of clear-cut relational concepts gramnarians firstly had to

recogrnize that the relations of coordination and subordination can exíst

between clauses/ sentences and sentence members, and that such relations

can exist wtrether expressed by a conjunction or not. oiderichsen says

that apart from Girard, the earliest recogrnition of this is to be found

in Sweet (ldew English Gramar, v.I, Sec. 45 = p.18) from wtrom it was

adopted in a modified form and with new terminology \z Noreen (reference

to vårt språk v: 1-69ff ):

For at der skulle kr:nne udvikles et system af klare relations-
begreber, måtte man først indse at ikke blot sideordning, men også
underordning kr¡nde finde sted så vel mellem sætninger som mellem
sætningsled, og at en sådan relation kr.mr¡e foreligge, uanset om den
utryktes ved en konjunktion eller ej. Denne opfattelse har jeg
(bortset fra Girard) tidligst fundet hos Sweet, fra hvem den i
modificeret form og med ny terminologi overtages af Adolf Noreen ...

(Dideríchsen IL9521 L966: 195)

Brøndal's criticism of Noreen's concept of semologl¡ is sharp and explicit

in SG:

Tandis gue Ia phonologie du savant suédois ne fait guère de diffi-
culté (1- 4, 5?) [VB's"?": but cp. preceding corunent on Noreen's
prosodic phonoloE¡1, sa 'sémologie' (10?) [do.] ne peut pas être
considérée corrne un progrès. Une théorie des sigrnifications qui ne
part pas des formes linguistigues risgue fort en effet ... d'échouer
dans des constructions de philosophie populaire (ou de 'sens
corûÍun') qrri n'ont rien à faire avec la nature profonde du langage.

(SGÆIG: 4l
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The essence of his objection would seem to be that Noreen's semology is,

as it is glossed in SG'[une] théorie psychologique du langaget. LoEz,

however, finds this

...the most original part of Noreen's work. He defines lsemologyl as
the study of lingruistically formed psychological content and
distingruishes it sharply from semantics, the study of 'ídeas' in
general, just as phonology is distingruished from phonetics.
SemoloE¿ includes two suÞdisciplines: the study of categories, and
the study of functions - nothing was published on the latter...the
study of categories is the classification of meaning ínto various
suÞcategories. In the latter he treats problems like: utterance
and 'glosa', wtrich corresponds to autosemantica and synsemantica in
traditional terminology. He distingruishes the deictic and sltnbotic
spheres (wtrich later becane famous part of Bühler's Sprachtheorie).

(Lotz t19541 1966, rr: 6-)

Brøndal retained his objections to psychologically based lingristies ever

since his critical review of Vfundt's Vdlkerpslrchologie ín one of

Høffding, s seminars about 1905 or 1906 ('dengang nye og aktuelle' PT (v)

vol. 1 of Wundt,s work Die Spractre was published in 1900, but the

second edition came out in L904). I have already mentioned (conunent on

Sec. 2.7 above) that Bühler and Brøndal were the first two references

given by Trubetzkoy in the Grrrdzüge 'on the relation between phonology

and phonetics,; Sprachtheorie was published in 1934, but there is líttle

reference in Brøndal's work after that time to Bühler, save for a 1939

review of Karl von Ettmayer's IÞs Ganze der Spractre rrd seine logisdte

negrürdrng, l-938, which is based on the theories of 9Ítrndt, Bi.ihler and Tru-

betzkoy. !,lhat is perhaps surprising here - given Brøndal's slzrqnthy wÍth

the Prague School (cp. M &S LL.25 ff . ) - is that Bijhler was closely

associated with the Pragrle Circle, published in its Travar¡x, and enjoyed

the respect of its leading figrures - indeed, one might say he was himself

one of these, although not considered primariJ.y a lingrist (cp. 'the
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cerman philosopher and psychologist KarI Büh1er ...': Lepschy L970: 53 =

Chap. III 'The Prague School'). (Bühler was himself sharply critical of

Brøndal's OKL - though his criticism was based only on the French swmary

of the work - in Sprachtheorie (p. 303).

Diderichsen has drawn attention to the similarity of Noreen's ideas on

'utterance' and 'glosa' (cp. Lotz above) with Husserl's development of

Marty's auto- and synsenantika at about the same time:

Husserls undersøgelser er omtrent samtidige med Noreens ... og kunne
opfattes som den al-rene teoriske urrclerþgnlng r:nder den svenske
fórskers sprogteori, så nær beslægrtede er de i deres tanltegang,
skønt de n4pe har kendt hinandens arbejder.

(Diderichsen IL9521 1966: 207!, (my enrphasis)

4.L4 mr¡ùology: the gloss in SG, 'théorie des formes linguistiques,

de la granunaire' is strikingly similar to the definitionpartie centrale

given b1t Noreen:

Formläran eller morfologien, som redogör för det särskilda sätt,
hvarpå ljudmaterialet i betydelseinnehållets tjänst formas till
'språkformer'. Formläran utgör granmatikens centrala och viktigaste
del, hvadan den och är skarpt skild från andra vetenskaPer:

(Noreen L903-24 r.z 51-, E:oted TuIIio de Mauro L9722 393)

(The study of forms or morphologf, v¡fiich deals with the specific
means wheieby the phonic substance is made into lingristic forms in
the service -of thé meaning content. The study of form (morpholoE¡)
occupies the most central and important part of granunar and, thanks
to rnðrphology, granmar is clearly distinct fron the other sciences. )

(The French version of the first part here is: La science de la forme ou

préoccupe de décrire la façon dont le matériel

au service du contenu sigrnificatíf en 'formes

Lotz points out that this section of Vårt språk

ldescribesl the meaningful signalling units. It is divided into

morphologie, gui se

phonique est modéIé

lingruistigr:es' . )
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two subsections: the formation of the sigrnal along the lines of the
seguence, and classes of such sequences (corresponding to the
'slmtagmatic' and'paradigmatic' Ioriginally'associative' ] axes in
Saussure's theory). The part on sigrn formation treats word formation
and syntax, that on inflexion treats mainly the granunatical
paradigms.

(Lotz tl-9541 l-966, ILt 62l.

Brøndal's critical corunent in SG reads:

Pour ce qui est de sa norphologie (7-9,1L-13), eIIe est évidenunent
encore plus hétérogène que la morphologie traditionelle (6, 8), la
syntaxe (LL-13) y étant noyée d'une maníère très peu satísfaísante.

(SG: 4l

For Brøndal the placing of syntax inside morphology is naturally highly

unsatisfactory, since the autonomy of both morpholoE¡ and syntax is one

of Brøndal's key concepts. Noreen's idea is none the less of great

interest as many more recent models have tended to take the reverse view

(cp. co¡runent on Sec. l-3. L ff . below) .

4.L6 JESPERSni¡: Jespersen's system vras presented differently in the

Jespersen Festschrift. Brøndal there stated that for Jespersen 'Ie
Iangage présente une seule distinction fondamentale: son et sens,

extérieur et intérieur' (SG: 4). Jespersen's classic for¡rnrlatÍon of this

principle was given in lltre philosopùty of gr¡r¡rnar thus:

Now any lingruistic phenomenon nìay be regarded either from without or
from within, either from the outward form or from the inner meaning.
rn the first case v¡e take the sound ... and then inErire into the
meaning attached to it; in the second case we start from the
sigrnification and ask ourselves wtrat formal expression it has found
in the particular langiuage we are dealing with. If we denote the
outward forrn by the letter O, and the inner neaning by ... I, vle may
represent the two ways as O - I and t - O respectively.

(Jespersen L924: 33)

(Hje1mslev may

Saussurets view

of Iingruistic

welt have had Jespersen in mind wtren he described

that the real units of langruage are the mutual relatíons

phenomena, not the phenomena thenselves, as meaning
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;hing short of a revolution to conventional philology, lsuch] having

tn concerned with sounds and meanings only' (Hjelmslev [L9471 L972:

). lrle have seen in the introduction that Brøndal and Hjelmslev were the

eading figrures in the foundation of the Copenhagen Circle in 193f in
conscious opposition to Jespersen's ... pragrratic and empirical views'

(Haugen & Ivtarkey L9722 146S); though njelmslev had written appreciatively

of the theory of rank in principes ... (LgZg) and again in his obítuary

of Jespersen (L9431, he never showed anything like Brøndal's (albeÍt

critical) admiration for their former teacher. The reason is not far to
seek. Brøndal always retained a respect for the older concerns of
philology (cp. his work in word histories, toponomastics and the like)
and was essentially conservative; Hjelmslev was consciously the leader of

a neht hlave utttich t^tas to have no truck with the phonomenon-oriented

traditions of the past. )

rhis system can be considered from each aspect in turn, yieldÍng a study

of sound and a study of meaningt ot from both at once, but Ín opposite

directions in turn, in which case we have the arrangement shown in sG:

r
II

IIT

Son Phonétique
Sens Sénantique
A (Son > Sens) uorpnologie, ou Théorie des Fornes
B (Sens ) Son) Slzntaxe, ou Théoríe des Fonctions

(ou des Notions, L92g')
(SGÆtG: 4-5)

as in M & s, the main reference for Jespersen's system is lltreNow in SG

philosophy of grarDar, that

paedia nritanr¡ica L4th ed. )

to 1929 (the article 'Grarmnr' in EnclrcIe

being dropped here (cp. also Brøndal's

bibliography). The system shown in SG is, however, based on Jespersen's
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L908 review of Vårt språ,k, 'Sproglære in anledning af Noreen: V.s.',

where the divisions of grarnmar are as shown. (The bibliography for M c S

gives the division as: I Lyd lsound] II Betydning [Itleaning] III Forhold

mellem Form og Betydning lRelations between form and meaning] ). This

position is not that of the L924 classic: there, in Chapter II,

'Systematic graÍutnrr, Jespersen conunents on the problem of terminology

(rejecting 'semasiology', the preferred German term, the 'senatolog¡¡' of

Sayce and Murray, and Noreen's 'semoloE¡' 'a rather barbarous

formation', and 'an egually objectionable name 'significs', while

accepting BréaI's 'sémantique', semantics) and adds:

In spite of the fact that the subject-matter of semantics is the way
in wtrich meanings and changes of meanings ÍÞy be classified and
brought into a general system, and that this branch of línguistic
scíence thus deals with 'general' and not with 'special' facts, it
is not customary to include senântícs in gramnar ... and I may
therefore be excused if r leave semantics out of consideration in
this volume.

(Jespersen L924: 35)

In the following section 'sounds', Jespersen, having thus excluded

senantics from the system of grarunar, goes on to consider the status of

the study of sounds (or 'theory' of sounds, evidently calgued on lydlære/

Iautlehre):

If next we proceed to grarunar, the first part of nearly all
scientific treatises consists of a theory of sor-rtrds without regard
to the meaning that nay be attached to them.

(Ioc.cit. )

He then briefly discusses the difference of terminoloE¡, noting that

'phonolog¡¡' might be better used for the 'phenomena' (he does not use

'system' here) pertaining to a given langruage, and 'phonetics' for the

universal study 'but this question of terminoloqf is not very impor-

tantr. Indeed, neither discipline need be included in 'the central ¡nrt
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gra¡mnar' 'It lies outside the scope of this work to say m.rch about

netics or phonology' (p. 35-36); moreover,

The definition of phonetics given above, 'the theory of sound
without regard to meaning' is not strictly correct, for ln dealing
with the sor¡rds of any rangnrage it is impossibre to disregard
meaning altogether. It is important to observe wtrat sounds are usedin a language to distingrish words, i.e. meanings ... Ituch of whatis usually treated in phonology might just as welr, or even better,
find its place in some other part of the granmar. 1p.36)

But this 'definition' is not Jespersen's, but that of the previously

dominant Neo-granunarian tradition ('nearly atl scientific treatises'

above means until L924¡ in the previous year Behager, rearizíng an

ambition originally conceived in the Winter Semester L873-74 when he

heard KarI Bartsch declare that Grinrn had not completed the slmtax of his

Deutsche Gramatik, brought out the first volume of 'IÞutsctre Ð,ntar( wtrich

is anchored in this tradition: syntax is to be described ,rnöglichst

objectiv', from O,rter to rnner -'Ich bin deshalb so weit irgend möglich

überall von der Beschreibung des äusseren Tatbestandes, nicht vorn Inhatt

ausgegangen' - Behagel 7923-32, Iz ix). grøndal's citation of Jespersen's

system in SG is somewtrat disingenuous; he says that the system seems to

have changed over the years since Jespersen 'reconnait en effet (L924')

çlue la définitíon de Ia phonétigr:e comne r¡r¡e théorie des sons ne prenant

pas en considération re sens, n'est pas strictement correcte: ,for in
dealing with the sounds...[etc. as above], (SG: 5). Given the prominence

of the references to Ttrc philoso¡þz of gramar in SG (as in M & S) the

reader might reasonably assume that the system sho¡¡n represents

Jes¡rersen's latest thinking, slightly modified by the admission qr:oted.

Brøndal also guotes Jespersen's remark on the indissoh¡ble tink between

sor¡nd and meaning (differing with Sweet's proposal that it is desirable
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to treat the two aspects separateJ-y):

It should be the grannnarian's task always to keep the two things ín
his mind, for sound and signification, form and fUnction, are
inseparable in the life of langruage, and it has been the detriment
of lingristic science that it has igrnored one side while speaking of
the ofher, and so tost sight of the constant interplay of sor:nd and

sense 
(Jespersen L9242 40, quoted sG: 5)

To which Brøndal adds, emphasizing the significance of this principle:

La conséquence de ce principe Ie plus profond peut-être qu'ait
énconcé óe Uaître de la lingruistigue - c'est gu'il ne faut adnettre
ni phonétigge absolument asémantique (I) ni sémantique absolument
aphonétigue (rr). 

(SG: 5)

Indeed, this v¡as Jespersen's basic position on sound and meaning from

Iånguage (Lg2l) on. So to portray his system of grannrar as including the

studyofsound(lydlærelautlehre)andmeaning(ht],dningslære/Bederr

tr.rrgslehre) as formal disciplines in themselves rather than as aspects of

'wtrat is by common consent reckoned as the central ¡nrt of granunar, by

some even as the wtrole of the province of granrunar' , ví2. norphology,

word-formation, and syntax (Jespersen L9242 37l., is hardly just. As

Jespersen's own 'naster,, Sv¡eet, put it (with echoes of his student years

in Neo-granunarian Leipzig in the opposition 'phonetÍcs/ psychology):

The study of the for¡nal side of langruage is based on ¡ùronetics - the
science of speech-sor:nds; the study of the logical side- of langUage
is based on pryahology the science of mind. But phonetics and
psycholoE¡ ¿o 

-nõt coñstitute the science of language, being only
þräparatíôns for it: Iangruage and grarrnar are concerned not wíth-foti., 

and meaning separately, but with the connections between them'
these being the real phenomena of language.

(Sweet, l-891-98, I : 6-7 )

When one recalls that Sweet and Jespersen were international authorities

on phonetics,

study of sound

this willingness to assign an extra-IÍngruistic role to the

vis-à-vis the central parts of grarunar, morpholog¡ and
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syntax, seems all the more remarkable.

The new presentation of Jespersen's system in M a S omits phonetics and

semantics; the three divisions of granrnar are those of llt¡e ¡ùilosophyr of

grârnãr, the well-known

...threefold dívision, three stages of granunatical treatment of the
same phenomena, or three points of view from which grarunatical facts
nny be considered, wtrich may briefly be described as (A) form, (B)
firnction, (C) notion. Let us take one ftmctional (syntactic) class
and see its relation on the one hand to form, on the other to
notion. The English preterit is formed in various $¡ays, and though
it is one definite syntactic category, it has not always the sa¡ne

logical purport ... Syntactic categories thus, Janus-like, face both
wafs, towards form, and towards notion. They stand midway and form
thè connecting link between the world of sounds and the world of
ideas.

( Jespersen 1924: 56-57 )

The debt to Sweet here is striking. Sweet discusses each 'part of speech'

in NÞG under form, meaning and fi¡nction in turn: thus the nor:n is

consídered under the form of inflections of nr¡mber and case (p. 49 ff.l,

the meaning of not¡ns as 'class-words' (p. 54 ff .), and the fi¡nction of

nouns (that of 'head-words') (p. 62 ff.). We have just seen that Sweet

saw granmar as being concerned with the connectíons between form and

neaning, so Jespersen's identification of syntactical fi¡nction as the

connecting link is an obvious tnove. This division met wíth sharp dis-

agreement, particularly from Anton Marty's pupil, Otto Funke: 'Jes¡rersens

Gruppe 'Ft¡nktion, (B) ist ... aus der WeIt zu schaffen ..' (Funke L926'.

3L2¡ cp. discussion in HaIIon 1981, l-59 ff . )

4.23 slmbolology: Dan. qmbolologi; (notion, Iike forn and frrtction, are

given in English in M & S. ). I cannot find this term in Jes¡rersen L924¡

it is not an indexed term, nor does it occur as a chapter subheading (cP.
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rphology' (pp-40-441, 'syntax' (pp.45-57, = chap. rrr) the
. oheading used for the section treating the form,/ fttnctionz notion
rvision is 'notional categories, (p.55). Cp. also ,I shall use BréaIrs

¡ord semantics for this study [the theory of the sigrnifÍcations of
wordsl' (p'35) referred to above in the general conunent on 4.16. rn
Jespersen L929 the main divisions are said to be two: 'r. The theory of
forms, fI. the theory of notions' (p.6L1). In Analytic syntax, the word
is used only in the sense of 'scheme of slmbolization, - 'After thus
discarding various things in graÍmar wtrich find no prace in our
slmbololog¡¿ [viz. 'generar slmtactic slmbors'] ...t (.lespersen 1937: g5).

The divisions of tlEG are those of the vorumes: r, sornds arut s¡nllings -
written in L909, this predates the views of ,the centrar parts of
gratnmar' of PG 1924, though the preface contains the familiar idea:

rn a rang:age everything is rinked_together with everything erse,and it is impossible to treat 
-sounds Éeparately without regard to.th" sig,nifications those sour¡ds are inlended Êo "*pi"""i thus ithappens that even syntactical phenomenã ãie nere and there touchedin this volume.

(Jespersen 1909-49, r: v)
fI - V and VII, SyntÐ(, and VI, I{or¡*rology. yet ,slznbolology, is repeated

by Brøndal (5.46) with express reference to rtre phitosoph¡r of gramar. sG

in this respect was more accurate: 'La slmtaxe, appetée ici également
Théorie des Fonctions ou des Notions ..., (sG: 5). rhe term as used in
this sense appears to be the invention of Jørgen Jørgensen, wtrose

Treatise of fornar rogic had been pubrished recentry (193r-): cp. the
quotation from this work in the Bibliography to M & s: 'Granrnar should,
according to Jespersen, be divided into three main divisions: morphoJ.ogy,

slmtax, and a division wtrich nay perhaps be called slmbororogy . . . , (my
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eq>hasis).

5.5 to rerr\¡e frm gramnar ... sounds: The literature on this topic

is vast, as is indeed that on what one might call its inverse forn, viz.

'can graÍEnar be excluded from phonoloE¡?' (cp. Pike 1947 in rebuttal of

the American Structuralist insistence on 'separation of levels'). From

Aristotle to the end of the 18th century, gramnar in any of its nunerous

senses normally included some consideration of lingruistic sor¡nds; the

Port Royal gramnar, for instance, is in two parts, the first dealing with

'Ietters as sounds and as characters'(Chap. I, des'Voyelles', II des

'Consones' [sic but 'consonnes' in the index], III des 'SyllabeS', etc.),

the second, though far larger, with morphology and syntar< - and this was

a graflnar emphasizing its status as 'general and rational'. In our ol^trt

time, attempts to provide systematic accot¡rts of langruage, such as

Transfor¡national or Stratificational Gramnar, necessarily contain a

phonological element. In the 19th century, hourever, the term grannar was

narrowed to contrast with the study of sor¡nds, cP. S.O.D., sense 4: 'The

system of inflexions and syntactical usages characteristic of a

language', citation date 1846. Sayce's article 'Granunar' in the 9th ed.

of the Encyclo¡nedia Britannica states that 'where accent and pronun-

ciation do not serve to express the relations of words in a sentence,

they fall into the domain of phonologf, not of gramnar' (v.XI,37b). The

granunarians Brøndal has in mind here (apart from Jespersen - the dis-

parity between the presentation of Jespersen's system(s) in SG and M & S

shows the difficulty of accepting the statements in lltre philosopþr of

graûnar wtrich restrict the 'central part' of grarunar to norpholoE¡ and
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syntax in the face of e.g. the first volume of ÌtE, wttich deals entirely

with phonology) would include, Sâ1r, Poutsma L904-L7, Kruisinga 1909-L0,

Sonnenschein L9L6, Orrme L925, to take just some of the major names in

traditional scholarly English granmar of the relevant period. But equal-

Iy reputable granrnarians took a different view: PauI - or any other neo-

granrnarian would not have accepted Gramatik without lautlehre; the

first volume of Sweet's NEG is subtitled 'Introduction, PhonoloE¡ and

Accidence'; Harold Palmer's influential Grannar of s¡nken English (1924)

characterized the usual divisions of gramrnar as 'Accidence, etymology,

parsing, the grammar of 'words' and 'syntax', analysis, the granunar of

sentences', while his own classification was '1. Pronunciation 2. Parts

of speech. 3. Parts of the sentence' (Palmer ÍL9241 1969: xix-xx). Àgain,

in our own time, descriptive grarnmars in the traditional mould (e.9.

er¡irk et aI. L9121 exclude the study of sound, and lingruists especially

of the British tradition prefer this narrower sense (cp. Robins 1964: 'In

a wide and imprecise sense, granmar often covers what would more strictly

be divided ínto gramnar and phonology ...' 1p.185) ); Ín a recent

introductory text on lingruistics, Lyons mentions the broader sense of

the term wtrich subsumes phonoloE¡ 'and even senantics' lny emphasisl

under graÍmar, adding: 'This can lead to confusion' (Lyons 1981: 100).

5.6 words:

granunarians

13.6 below.

Brøndal probably has Saussure and Hjelmslev in mind here as

who remove the word from the scope of granrnar. Cp. comnent on

5.9 sentences: Cp. Hjelmslev2 '...1a phrase ne semble pas être une notion
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d'ordre ling:istigue' (njelmslev 1928: 36¡ cp. above on Ries E-roted

extensively here by Hjelmslev). In this Hjelms1ev is following the

orthodox Genevan view as set out by Saussure:

Une théorie assez répandue prétend gr:e les seules unités concrètes
sont les phrases: nous ne parlons que par les phrases, et après coup
nous en extrayons les ¡nots. uais d'abord jusgu'à Eret point Ia
phrase appartient-et1e ã Ia langue? Si eIIe relève de Ia ¡nrole,
elle ne saurait passer pour I'unité lingruistiEre.

(Saussure [ 19].61 L972: 148 )

5.1,0-L2 On these points, then, and especially on the status of the word

and the sentence, Brøndal shows himsetf to be an unorthodox structuralist

(where orthodox = C,eneva or what would later be the Glosse¡natics of

Copenhagen) by retaining the traditional point of view.

5.2L nischsyntax: See discussion of Ries above in section on Gernanic

granrnatical- terminology.

5.21 cqn¡ds: Brøndal emphatically assigrns compounds (cq¡osita) to

syntax, not to morphologf. Cp. also diagram in M c S Sec. 10; the ratio-

nale for this view is set out in IÌ1 & S Sec. 69. Cp. connrentary on that

section.

5.34 inner arxcl outer: One would have expected a reference here to Wilhelm

von Humboldt, whose use of the concept of 'die innere Sprachform' in

lingruistics provided inspiration for the German idealist school of

Iingruistics (Vossler, !,leisgerber in the l-920s, Glinz in recent times),

for the Marburg neo-Kantian Ernst Cassirer (particularly Cassiter L923,

ehiloso¡ùrie der rymbolisctren Forren. I. Die Spractre; and also for Anton
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Marty (cp. the work by his pupil, the Swiss Anglist Otto Funke: Iûiere

Sprachform, eine Einführung in À- l{artys Spractr¡ùilosolùtie, 1924. Tlre

concept is criticized by !,Tundt in his classic Vtilkerpsychologie wtrere he

takes a positivist or realist view of ir¡nere Sprachforn:

Wenn dieser Begriff fruchtbar werden soll, so wird man ihn vor allem
von jenem ihm seit Humboldt anhaftenden Nebenbegriff irgendeiner,
sei eS in der Wirktichkeit existierenden, sei es zu ihr hinzuge-
dachten idealen Sprachform befreien müssen, an der jede einzelne
Sprache zu messen sei

(V,itrndt L9L2, v.II: 400; guoted Arens 1955: 363)

Brøndal refers tov¡ards the end of the work to the closely related

fnrmboldtian concept of language as dynamic process, activity (energeia),

not static product (ergon): cp. Sec. 82 #2. According to the Reallexikon

der deutschen Literaturgeschichte the notion ultímately comes from

plotinus and had a profound effect on the concept of form in German

Iiterature: the previously dominant notion in aesthetics had been that of

'Der poet ist der Macher', that the task of the poet was to describe

nature as it really is:

Erst Shaftesbury hat, anknüpfend an Plotin, diese Àuffassung in ihr
Cegenteil verkehrt: 'Das Schönmachende, nicht das Schöngemachte ist
daã wirklich Schöne' (Characteristics ...). Damit verliert der
Dichter als 'Macher' seine herrschende Stellung gegenüber der Natur
und der Formbegriff seine bisherige Bedeutr:ng. Der Dichter setzt
nicht mehr die Regeln, sondern ist nur Dnrrchgang für dir 'erste
Schönheit'. Shaftesbury hat. den Plotinischen Begriff des endqt eÍdos
(the inward form) der neueren jisthetik fruchtbar gemacht. Damit
tritt er der Kunstregel der Franzosen gegenüber und hat auf Sturm

Und Drang, Herder und die Dichter der Klassik r:nd Romantik bestinp
mend eingewirkt. Form wird jetzt von der Natur her als schöpferisch
wirkènde Urkraft aufgefasst, das Kunstwerk als Organismrs ver-
standen. Jeder Stoff hat sein Eigenform, die in der Seele des
Dichters a1s gestalterisches Prinzip wirksam werden muss.

(Kohlschmidt and Mohr 19582 468-69')

The notion \4tas

like Herder and

not restricted to literature, of course; through writers

Coethe such ideas passed into general intellectual
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circulation. The historian Meinecke, for example, cites Shaftesbury's

influence in this regard in his memorial address on Ranke:

One would not detract too much from Ranke's achíevement if one were
to say that the very principles that made his historical writing so
vital and so fruitful - feeling for the individual, for the inner
forces that shape things, for their peculiar individual development,
and for the conunon basis of life which brings aII these together -
were $¡on through the efforts of the German mind during the 18th
century. AII Europe helped Shaftesbury gave valuable intel-
lectual aid to the German movement with his theory of inner form ...

(gr¡oted Cassirer 1950: 224-251

Cp. also Goethe's development of the notion of a science of form as

uorphotogie and its spread to linguistics in conunent on Sec. l-2 belcivr.

5.46 qmbolology: cp. coÍment on 4.23 above.

5.52 inviolable synthesis of inner arut outer...: cp. the Saussurean

concept of the complementarity of lingruistic phenomena: '... Ie phénomène

lingruistigue présente perpétuellement deux faces qui se correspondent et

dont I'une ne vaut que par I'autre'. (Saussure []-9161 L972: 23) -

Jespersen Festschrift: cp. connentary on Sec. 2.L ff'- above.

6.8 ttre stud'y of sor¡rrils or'¡*ronics': original = Iydlære eller 'fonik'.

6.LL-L2 ttre study of nords or lexicology: original : ordlære eller

Iexikologi.

6.L5 exc\ding cqounùing: original has '( f sanunensætning)'. This is to

be read 'ninus,, cp. KN (Engr-Dansk Ordbog): 'minus sigrn nirnrsteg (Brit.
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& U.S. written -t Dan.Tot -'. DGL has kindly sent me an extract from

G,¡rfdendals ordbog for skole ofl hjen 2nd ed. l-9?7, where the entry for

minus uses onlyåit the examPles.

6.17 ttre stgfir of forn or rcr¡ùrology: original= fornlære eller morfologi.

6.20 ttre stq{r of sentences or synta:c: original = sæÈningslære eller

syntax.

7.3 series: cp. conunent on 2.5 above.

7.5 ARISTOTLE: The term syllable is used by Aristotle Ín his IÞ inter-

pretatione (Peri herreneias, Ori interpretation). However, as GT has

reminded Inêr since eristotle divides nys into the 'syllables' m- and -ys

(rctrse into ç and -ouse), the concept hardly tallies with the generally

accepted sense of the word. The passage in guestion occurs in Chapter 4

of the

'Anthropos' (rnan) sigrnifies something, but not that it exísts or
does not exist; it wi}} become an affirmatíon or a negation when

something is added. But no single syllable of 'anthropos' (has

meaning)i itt ,micet 'ice' is not significant, br¡t is noll only a

vocal sound.
(Arens' translation: Arens 1984: 23)

7.6 HARRIS: James Harris (1709-1780). (The date cited þr Brønda1 (for the

publication of Herres) should be 175L. ) Arens' Aristotle's ttnory of

langnnge ar¡t its tradition concludes with the chapter 'Jarnes Harris, an

aristotelian of the LSth century' and emphasizes the dominance of HenlÞs

over Harris' other works:
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James Harris M.P., Lord of the Treasury, a nan of leisure,
philologist and philosopher, author of Works in 5 volumes, won fame
with one of them: Herres or a ¡ùiloso¡*tical iruEuiry concerning
Iangrr:age and r¡niversal grarrmâr, which ... at once enjoyed greater
success than the books of his fellows in the lingruistic field, Lord
Ivlonboddo and John Horne Tooke.

(Arens L984: 514)

rn the annotation to the entry for Harris in the Bibliography here,

Brøndal repeats his claim that Harris assumes with Àristotle that sound -
syllabte word - sentence form a continuous series, giving Heræs p. 21

as his reference. Now it is true that the word 'syllab1es' occurs on that

page - and nowhere else, so far as I can see - it is not listed as a term

in the extensive index the context hardly supports Brøndal's view.

Harris is discussing meaning below sentence level:

Now a sentence nny be sketched in the followíng descríptíon - a
coryound çantity of sor¡nd sigrnificant, of wtrich certain ¡nrts are
tlrenselves also significant. Thus when I say the sun strineth not
only the whole quantity of sound has a meaning, but certain ¡nrts
also, such as sun and shineth. - But wtrat shall we say? Have these
parts agen Isic] other parts, wtrich are in like manner sigrnificant
...? Can we suppose aII meaning ... to be divisible, ând to include
within itself other meanings without end? If thís be absurd, then
m¡st vre necessarily admiÈ, that there is such a thing as a sound
significant, of wtrich no ¡nrt is of itself signíficant. And this is
wtrat h'e call the proper character of a WORD. For thus, though the
words // sr;rt and shíneth have each a meaning, yet is there certainly
no meaning in any of their parts, neither in the syllables of the
one, nor in the letters of the other... it follows that I{ORDS will
be the snallest ¡nrts of speech, in as m¡ch as nothing less has any
meaning at aII.

(Harris 1751: L9-2L. Page 21 begins at //)
I have quoted

cance for the

below. )

this

next

passage at some length since it is also of signifi-

reference to Heræs. (Cp. conunent on Sec. 13 +5

1.7 RIES: Vüe have already pointed out that Ries' series was not 'Laut,

V{ort, Satz' but 'Laut, Wort, Wortgefüge'. I have not been able to find
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any reference to the syllable in Was ist Syntax?, though Ries may have

used the term elsewhere. (l¡ot that one would expect a full treatment of

I¿utlehre in a work on syntax, but Ries does in fact mention phonological

phenomena in the section'Syntax r:nd Lautlehre' (p. LL9-21), e.9. Satz-

sandhi, Iiaison in French, Satzaccent, Pausen, Tempo, der einzelne Laut. )

While the issue of the status of the syllable is marginal for Brøndal's

overall purpose (morphology and syntax), he needs the syllable as a

,phonetic' unit for speech to contrast with the logical unit derived from

phonology, the 'systematic' study of sound. Cp. Sec. 1-1.

7.1,9 the stu{r of reaning:

as senantics would obscure

and semantics. Thus grøndal

Cp. however the limitation

following co¡runent.

original, Betltdningslære- To render this here

the distinction drawn here between sltnonymics

is able to use the Danish term to advantage.

in Danish vis-à-vis German remarked on in the

7.ZL SCHUCHARDT: Hugo Schuchardt (1842-L927), German comparatívÍst and

Romanist. Professor at HaIIe a. S. 1873-75, at Graz 1876-L900. He v'as

known for his vigorous opposition to positivism in lingristics in general

and to the Neo-graÍmarians in particular, cp. his tiber die lautgesetze:

gegen die J¡nggr¡rmatiker, 1885. The quotation here is given more fully

in the Bibliography (under the entry for the anthology lrugo Schuchardt-

-Brevier): Schuchardt says that the grarunatical 'triptychon' of phonoloE¡

(broad sense), granunar and lexicon should be abandoned; there is only one

gramnar and that is (called) semantics (Bedeutungslehre) or more proper-

ly, onomasiology (,... oder wohl richtiger, Bezeichnungslehre'). (The
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eguivalence is given in Marouzeau (l-951): '(Fr.) Onomasiologie - Bezeich-

nungslehre - Onomasiology: Terme employé parfois pour désigner proprement

Ia science des appellations ...' ) while native German terminology pro-

vides the distinction noted by Schuchardt, Danish apparently does not.

Betldningslære (used in 7.L9) is calgued on Bedeutungslehre, but I can

find no Danish form corresponding to Bezeichrrungslehre, wt¡ich would pre-

sumably be a compound of betegrnelse. (Bedeutung is generally rendered

reaning, sense, sigrrification, with a number of alternatives in more

specific contexts - thus for exam¡rle in the 4 vol. Langenscheídt (L9741.

In philosophy, the well-known Fregean opposition Sirn / Bedeuhng is

translated sense / reference. Bezeichnung, Dan. betegrrelse, is roughly

denotation, signification, narking, desigrnation, description. lvhen used

as a native term for Onmasiologie, Bezeichnungslehre stands for some-

thing like 'Study of desigrnations or descriptions' (Gk. onoa here in its

basic sense of nare). Whence, r take it, the resort in the original to

the Greek forms here following, ví2. syznonlnik (L7.23) ... senantík

(L7.241 .

1.23 Synonlmics ... s¡rstenatic: As for Hjelmslev and Firth, system,

systems, ryrstenatic here refers to the paradigmatic axis. Slnonymic

systems of prepositions for over a score of languages were to be

elaborated by Brøndal towards the end of the thirties in PT; some

indication of this approach is given in Sec. 20 of ¡4 & S. Cp. cottunent

thereon below.

7.24 Senantics ... rþre general: For Brøndal, anything non-systenatic is
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to be placed on the slmtagnatic ('rhythmic') axis: thus if by his

definition se¡nantics is the study of variant word meanings 'according to

context and situation' ('efter sanunenhæng og situation'), ít can be

joined to phonetics and syntax as a study of ,speech' phenomena. The

notion of ,context and situation' is probably derived from the more

precise 'context of situation', as used by Gardiner. Cp. comnent on 8.L5

below.

8.13 SAUSSLJRE: rhe ¡ibliography annotation under the entry for the Cours

says that Saussure establishes two fundamental distinctions: slmchrony

and diachrony; langrue and parole. Then some references to reviews of the

Cours are given. It looks as if Brøndal has chosen only those aspects of

the great work wtrich fit his arguments. Contrast the lengthy annotation

under Gardiner's work.

8.15 GARDINER: Sir AIan Henderson Gardiner (1879 - 1963). Though prin-

cipally an Egpptologist, as the text states, Gardiner was also held in

high regard as a lingruist by Firth, for exam¡lle. He studíed the Classics,

Hebrew and arabic at Oxford. He was financially independent and the only

post he ever hetd was a readership in Egpptology at the UnÍversity of

Manchester from 1.912 to L9L4. He worked in Berlin from L902 to 191-2 on an

Egrlptian dictionary sponsored by the Academies of Berlin, I'ltrnich, Leipzig

and Göttingen under the direction of Professor Erman. În t927 he produced

his egyptian gr¡nmar, wttich went into a 3rd edition in 1957:

The writing of the Eglptian graûn¿¡r led Gardiner to lingristics. He

was keenly interestãd in the subject and gave mrch thought to its
problems. It was, however, only in L932 that Ttre tlreory of s¡nectt
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ard langnrage appeared, to the great relief of his Eglptological
friends wfio regretted that lingruistic theories kept Gardiner away
from EglptoloE¡. The reviewers were far from enthusiastic about the
book to Gardiner's discontent, for he sometimes thought that it was
the best of all he had written' 

(ðer'y 19gr-: 4r.s)

Firth noted Gardiner's interest in 'context of situation' and the orígin

of Situationstheorie in Wegener:

A key concept in the technique of the London group is the concept of
the context of sitr¡ation. The phrase Tcontext of situation' was
first used widely in English by l{atinowski. In the early thirties,
when he vras especially interested in discussing problems of
languages, r was privileged to work with him. He had also discussed
similar problems with Àlan Gardiner ... the author of that difficult
book, lltre theory of speech ard langnrage. ...Gardiner, by the way,
dedicated his book to one of the earliest users of the notion of a
situational context for langruage, Dr. Philipp Wegener, wtto thought
there might be a future for the 'Situationstheorie'.(Firth 1950: 181-82)

In the Bibliography for ¡,1 & S, Brøndal notes under the entry for !{egener

1885 'Psychological theory, inter alia on psychological sr:bject and

predicate cp. also GARDINER, HøFFDING'.

The entry under Gardiner's ftnory ... guotes briefly from Chap. III, 'The

¡m.rtual relations of langruage and speech', Sec. 33: 'The antithesis of

'language' and 's¡reech'. A more extensive Erotatíon of the passage is

needed to bring out the 'context of situation' approach wttích leads to

the 'antithesis':
The attentive reader will- by this time have accustomed himself to
think of speech as a form of drama needing a ninim¡m of two actors,
a scene or situation of its own, a plot or 'thing-meant', and as a
Iast element the extemporized words. Such miniature dramas are going
on everlnarhere speech is practised, and it is little short of a
miracle that the authors wt¡o deal with linguistic theory seem never
to have thought of describing one of them ... there has been a sort
of conspirary not to isolate or analyse in its entirety a single act
of speech Nor is it even easy to find in the indexes of the
voluminous works on the philosophy or psycholoE¡ of langnrage any
reference to 'speech' as the co¡nmon name of the activity wttich un-
folds itself in these ling-ristic dramas. If one is lucky enough to
find any mention of speech at aII, it is usually in the form,
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'Speech, see Languàgê', as if the two were identical. But no, I ¡rust
correct myself. The conwpnest entry is 'Speech, parts of', whereas r
shall be at pains to show that noun, adjective, and so on, are parts
of langruage, and that the real parts of speech are subject and pre-
dicate. It is as though the critics vrere everlastingly discussing
dramatic art without ever going to the theatre. One is tempted to
conclude that phitological science abhors the concrete no less than
nature abhors a vacuum.

(Gardiner, t932: 106-L07)

The opposition may be Saussurean, but the spirit of the argument and the

conclusions drawn make London seem very far indeed frorn C'eneva. And all

that Brøndal wants to stress here is the identification of word classes

as units of language and members as units of speech as confirmation of a

view he had reached four years earlier in OKL. Cp corunent on 2.13 above.

8.22 'words' in the broadest sense logos: Cp. the motto of PT:

'Logos: oratio, proportio, ratio' (Cicero). L&S devote nearly síx columns

to logos; anong nany meanings they gíve 'verbal expression or utterance'

and note 'rarely a single word' . The usual term for '\^Iord' was lexis or

epos, cp. the Homeric figrre e¡na ptereonta, 'winged words', the main

title of Horne Tooke's fanciful Diversions of hrrley.

8.27 oçressions ... tlroughts: cp. Hjelmslev's concept of 'Expression and

Content'.

8.30-31 ryrnonlmics of pre¡nsitions: Cp. again conunent on sec. 20.

9.L-2 thro forns of lingruistic realization: Original: I to f remtrædelses-

former af sproget'.
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9.5 ff. The numbers (*1 - *8) in the diagram refer to the nr¡mbered topícs

set out in Sec. 2.

9.20-2L tlre rcst general frarework .. . : Cp. separate discussion of ¡nrtes

ard mbra.

9.25-26 Slznorrymics ... togical frareqork ...: The associatíon of synonlm-

ics and the presupposition of the logical framework of the study of word

classes with the addition of its more special (st¡mbolic) definÍtÍons'

sounds somewhat paradoxical, since the symbolic has been opposed to the

logical above. The apparent contradiction is resolved 9.30 ff.

9.32 s¡mbolic ard logical at tìe saæ tiæ: rn the final system as it

appears in DGS, rymbolic becomes orter, and logical, irmer.

10.1 f.f.. It may be of interest here to conpare the schematic represen-

tation of the systen of granunar with that of Ries:

objekt ninzelwort Wortgefüge

Betrachtet
in bezug
auf die

$brtlehre Ð/nta:(

Form Forrenlehre I. Lehre von
den Formen
der Worte
(Wortarten nach
formalen
C'esichtspunkten c

III. Lehre von
den Formen der
syntaktíschen
Gebilde



Bedeutung Bedeutungs-
Iehre
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Flexionslehre )

II. Lehre von
der Bedeutung
der Worte,
ihrer Arten &

Formen

IV. Lehre von
der Bedeutung
der slmtak-
tischen
GebÍlde

(Ries ÍLB91l L927: 79)'

Thus for Ries rnorphology (Fornenlehre) is placed with semantics (Bedeu-

tungslehre as there is no contrast with Bezeichnungslehre in this

system there is no need to render this 'study of meaning'here), and the

counterpart of slmtax is lexicology (Wortlehre). According to Ullnann,

Ries' system \^¡as developed by the Hungarian linguist Gombocz, and

Ullmann's own scheme is described as being 'in broad agreement with

Gornbocz's ideas, (Ullmann 1959: 26). The fanily resemblance to Ries'

scheme is clear in Ullmann's well-known diagraln 'the three dimensions of

Iingristics':

phonology

lexicology

sYntax

(r) (II )

(III) (w)

morphology semantics

I have entered Ries' divisions on UII-mann's diagram to show the central

agreement in the arrangement. This diagram has been reproduced in a

number of texts; one popular work on comparative lingristics says 'The

diagram is taken from Hjelrnslev. [diagram as above but without

nuneralsl This Hjelmslev claÍms to be no more than 'a working hlpothesis

/l
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a division, not the division of the domain of linguistics.' (Lord

l-966: ZZ) rhis confusion (the words guoted are in fact Ullmann's and

relate to his own scheme) can only arise from a footnote to this passage

in UIImann: 'Not dissimilar to this arrangement is Hjelmslev's scheme in

principes p.48'. This in turn is worth considering since, as we have

seen, Brøndal disagreed strongly with Hjelmslev's views on the system of

grammar as set out in the Princi¡ns (L92Bl-

Hjelms1ev's diagram is set out thus:

a
Légende:

b
x = synchronique
y = diachronique

c
x d

matérieI

association
v signes

Vùhat is 'not dissimilar, to Ullmann's scheme here seems to be the em-

phasis on the contrast of synchrony and diachrony - otherwise UIImann is

far closer to Ries. Hjelmslev says of his scheme:

Ce gue fait voir cette représentation graphigue' c'est que, Ia
théoiie des sons étant encore en égrrilibre entre les deux axes, en

se prêtant à peu près dans Ia même mesure à I'étude diachronique et
syncirronique, les parties suivantes de Ia théorie linguistigue,
pãssant pur les fo?mes et les mots- pour se terminer enfin dans les
ilmtagmesl tenOant de plus en plus à_s'éIoigrner de Ia diachronie et
d-'appiocher, dans la nêre ÍEsure, de la synchronie.

(Hjelmslev I92Bz 48-49, r{f enPhasis)

Thus sounds are represented as being in eErilibrium (egr¡idistant from the

x and y axes), while other units - forms, words' syntagms - move progres-

sively nearer the x axis, the synchronic aspect. Apart from anything
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e1se, this diagram is avowedly asyretric, wt¡ere those of Ries, Ullmann

and Brøndal are synunetric. One might say that Brøndal was obsessed with

slzrnmetry to the point where as in the global scheme in DSG - every

possible discipline is grouped around lingruistics in a synunetrical way

and everything is defined in two dimensions, as in the relatÍve1y simple

scheme given here in M & S.

oríginal: Fonologi defineret somI11.5 Phonology ryrstenatics

slrmbolernes systernatik ...'

1L.9 SOMMERFELT: The Norwegian linguist AIf A:<elssøn Sonrnerfelt, L892 -
1965. Professor at the University of Osl-o 1931 - L962 (except for the war

years spent in London with the Norwegian government in exile). His spe-

ciaLizations vrere phonoloE¿, language and society, and Celtic studíes

(Irish, Breton and Welsh). He contribr¡ted a seven-page revíew of OKL to

the t¡orsk tidsskrift for sprogvidenskap in 1930; this was one of the few

reviews of the original Danish to appear at the time, though it consists

mainly of a French sunmary of the work with little or no evaluation -
Brøndal,s system was clearly as ptrzzling to most of his fellov¡ ScandÍna-

vians then as it v¡as to be to other lingruists wt¡en the French version

appeared in L948. Sonunerfelt's general slzmpathies lay with the Pragnrian

fi:nctionalists (he is included in the entry PRAGJE SCHOOL in the Biblio-

graphy of M & S), a positionwhich brings him closer perhaps to Brønda1

than some the latter's fellow-countrymen like Jes¡rersen or ltjelmslev. He

contributed a belated obituary of Brøndal to the first volume of Lingnn

in 1-948.
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The question of Sonmerfelt's view of the syllable recurs in a paper given

by Brønda1 to the International Congress of Phonetic Sciences at

University CoIIege London in 1-936:

To speak of the phonological importance of the syllable or to con-
sider syllabication as part and parcel of a given phonological sys-
tem (Prof. SOMMERFELT) would seem to be a trespassing of Phonolog¡¡
upon the consecrated grounds of Phonetics. Articulation and division
of syllables is of course of the utmost importance in descríbing a
Ianguage as pronor¡nced by certain speakers - just as speech or melo-
dy would be. But the syllable being necessarily defined as a time-
-totality, âs a successive combination of phonic elements, its form
or rhythm can never be derived from, or even have an1Éhing to do
with, the timeless system of phonemes, wtrich ÍÌay be employed in co¡n-
binations entirely different from those temporarily chosen þz the
actual speakers. ('Sour¡d and phoneme', ICPS 1-936t 441

This appears to be the only paper given in English by Brøndal, whose

normal 'international' Iangruage r¡¡as French. The paper follor,ving was given

by his friend andmentor (since the 1928 ICL at The Hague), Trubetzkoy:

'Die phonologischen Grenzsignale' .

11.11 Phonetics ...: 'Fonetik ... slmbolernes rhythmik ...1

11.14 ætrics: original ætrik, i.e. prosody in the traditional, not

Firthian, sense.

1L.16 ltoryhology: 'Itlorfologi ... Iogisk systematik'

L1.19 Slzntax: 'syntax ... logisk rhythmik ... '

LL.27 PRAGT'E SCHOOL:

Trubetzkoy, Jakobson,

Cp. entry under this name in Bibliography, where

Karcevski and Sorunerfelt are l-isted as the leading
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members of the school.

1-1.31 GIRARD: The interpolation 'the founder of synonlmics' refers to

Girard 17L8 (Cp. 2.L0 above). Girard L747, Ies vrais princi¡ns de Ia

Iangue française, is important as the earliest extension of the idea of

granunatical subject and predicate put forward by Wilkins and Cooper in

the LTth century. Brøndal's annotation under this item lists the seven

syntactic members proposed by Girard without guotation or conunent. Given

the sígnificance of these ideas for the crucial mbra / pøttes opposi-

tion on wÌrich the morpholog¡¡ syntax division is based in Brandal's

system, a closer look at Iæs vrais princi¡ns is warranted.

The theory is set out in vol. 1-, chapter III, 'Sur la contructÍon, Ia

phrase , le régime, a tout ce qui concerne les règles générales de la

syntaxe'. After half-a-dozen pages of general discussion of 'Ies [lois]
de la construction', tconstruction' beíng the preferred tern for the

Greek rsyntaxe' ('... E:i dit précisément Ia même chose que Ie terne

français dont je me sers.'p. 83), Girard turns to the vital notion of

'régimet, government:

Le régime n'est autre chose que le concours des mots pour I'expres-
sion d'un sens ou d'une pensée. Dans ce concours de mots, iI y en a
Eri tiennent le haut bout; ils en régissent d'autres, c'est à díre
qu'ils les assujettissent à certaines lois: iI y en a gui se pré-
sentent d'un air soumis; ils sont régis ou tenus de se conformer à
l'état & atD( lois des autres; a il y en a qui, sans être assujettis
ni en assujettir d'autres, n'ont de loi à observer que celle de la
place dans I'arrangement général. Ce qui fait que quoiEre tous les
mots de Ia phrase soient en régine, concourant tous à I'expression
du sens, íts ne le sont pas néanmoins de la même manière; les r.rns

étant en régime dominant, les autres en régime assujetti, & des
troisièmes en régime libre, selon la fonction qu'ils y font.

(Gírard L747, I: 87-88.)

(I have regrlarized the orthography: thus français, lois, règle for
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françois, Ioix, regle etc. )

This discussion in terms of dependency relations seems strÍkingly rnodern.

EguaIIy so when Girard goes on to appeal to the concept of firnction in

this context. We m,rst discover how many syntactic functions there are and

of wtrat kind. His result is:

Je trouve gu'il faut d'abord un sujet & une attribr¡tion à ce sujet;
sans cela on ne dit rien. Je vois ensuite que I'attribution peut
avoir, outre son sujet, un objet, un terme, une circonstance, une
circonstance modificative, une líaison avec r:n autre, & de plus urt
accompagnement étranger ajouté conme r¡n horsdtoeuvre, sitçlenent
pour servir d'appuí à gr-relEr'r:ne de ces choses ou pour exprírer un
mouvement de sensibilité occasionné dans l'âme de celul Eri parle.
VoiIà donc sept parties constructives ou sept defférentes fonctions
gue les mots doivent remplir dans I'harmonie de la phrase.

(Girard t741, I: 88-89)

These, then, are the 'parties constructives' or slmtactic elenents, br¡t

the existing terminology is inadequate. Names should be found wttich

clearly indicate their sentential functions. Thus the subject element is

termed the 'subjectif': 'II y tient le principal rang, toujours en régirne

dominant, jamais en assujetti' (p.90). The predicator fi:nction becomes

'I'attributif'; in modern usage 'attribr¡t' refers to the complerent, but

the analysis of exam¡lles shows that Girard has the verbal elernent Ín

mind. The direct object fi:nction is 'I'objectif'. 'Terminatif is the

'goal of the attribution', a prepositional or indirect object. An adverÞ

ial phrase of manner, time, place and various circunstances is a tcircon-

stanciel', a term still in use. The clause linking function is carríed

out by a 'conjunctif'.(Some grarunarians today consider that '¡nrticles'
like conjunctions fall outside fi¡nctional analysis; cp. Leech, Deuchar c

Hoogenraad L9B2z 53-54.) 'Adjonctif' Ís an interjection, and is so called

because it is a separate addition to the sentence. The following exam¡lle
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illustrates the analysis:

Monsieur, quoique Ie mérite ait ordinairement un avantage solide sur
Ia fortune; ðependant, chose étrange! nous donnons toujours Ia
préférence à celle-ci.

,Subjectif': 'Ie mérite'; 'nous'. 'Attributif': 'ait'; 'donnons'.

'Objectif': 'un avantage solide'; 'Ia préférence'. 'Terminatif': 'sur Ia

fortune' ; r] celle-ci' .'Circonstanciel' :'ordinairement' ;'toujours' .

'Conjonctif ': 'quoique'; 'cependant'. 'Adjonctif ': 'lrlonsieur'i 'chose

étrange'. (Sununarísed from pp. 93-95) Girard is perfectly aware that his

terminoloE¡ flies in the face of the conventions of the time, b¡t is

confident that enlightened judgement wiII concede the force of his

argument:

Aurais-je à craindre ici gu'on ne me fit un crime d'avoir sr¡bstitué
d'autreá noms à ceux de nmir¡atif, verbe, cas, adverbe, dont on
s'est servi jusgu'à présent dans les écoles pour nomner les-¡nrties
de Ia phrasãa -Non,- 

on est aujourd'huí trop dégagé des préjugés o

trop atnät"nt de notre langrrre pour prendre parti contre une méthode
uniErement parce gu'il y en a une autre, sans examiner laErelle des
den:< a I'aväntage, soit par rapport à I'ar|, soit ¡nr rapport à son
sujet' (Girard L747, r: 96)

This optimism was unjustified so far as his fellær count{men vtere con-

cerned. But if Girard remained a prophet without honour in his ovrn land,

his contribution receives íts due from grøndal. The idea of firnctional

analysis had to wait some eighty years before beÍng revived þr KarI

Ferdinand Becker in GermanY.

LL.32 HøTSC,AARD L1522 According to Diderichsen (t9641 367 ) the basis of

the theory of sentence members v¡as advanced by Hq¿sgaard ín the same year

that Girard pr:blished I€s vrais princi¡ns. The reference is to

Heryrsgaard's Àccentuered gramatica L747, Sec. 390, where twelve tlpes of
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Scandinavian langruage

diffusion of his ideas.
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the maxirmrm. Then as nolì¡, evidently, to wríte in a

(only) gave a lingnrist little chance for the



MORPHOLOGY

Motto: 'Form is a mystery to the many' (or: to most, to the majoríty)

That a guotatÍon from Goethe should be chosen as the motto for the

chapter on morphology (fornl"ære, Fonnenlehre) is fitting, since Goethe

vras seriously concerned with the problem of form Ín natural science:

'Goethe's theory of metamorphosis has profoundly affected the develo¡xnent

of bioloE¡. In no other field of natural science have his ideas exerted

so deep and fruitful an effect. (Cassirer 1950: 137. rhe chapter heading

is: 'The idea of metamorphosis and idealistic morpholog¡¿: Goethe'. ) It
appears that C'oethe himself coined the term tlorphologie. Between L817

and lB24 he wrote a series of articles entitled Zur Nah¡rwissensdnft

äberharpt, besonders zur llorphologie. the earliest recorded Englísh usage

(as a biological term) is 1830, as a linguistic term L869 (þr rarrar)

(OED). In Goethe's poem Die t{et¡rcr¡ùose der pflanzen there appears the

Iíne: 'ÀIIe Gestalten sind ähnlich, und keine gleichet den andern', which

echoes the Montaigne Erotation (the master motto for the work).

13.L ff . Ttte autonmy of rcr¡ùrcIogy: One lingrist close to hone who had

recently (L928) denied the value of the morphology - slmtax distinction

$¡as Brøndal's fellow founding-member of the Copenhagen LinguÍsts' Circle,

Hjelms1ev:

Etant donné çJue, en réalité, tout fait syntaxiEre est morphologiEre
en ce sens qu'il concerne uniquement la forme granunaticale, eÈ étant
donné également gue tout fait norphologiEre peut être considéré
conme slmtaxique ¡ruisgu'il repose toujours sur une connexion syntag-
matique entre les éIéments gramnaticaux en question, nous sonnes
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persuadé que Ia division possible de Ia granrnaire en morphologie et
syntaxe est dénuée de toute importance du point de rn¡e pratique.

(Hjelmslev 1928: 94)

In the entry for the Principes in his Bibliography Brøndal quotes from

this passage (,tout fait syntaxigr:e est morphologigr-re') together with a

tater quotation from the same work, 'C'est Ere toute distinction entre

morphologie et syntaxe est impossible" adding: 'If syntax here - as it

is in the present work - were = sætningslære, this assertion would be

highly paradoxical. nut Hjelmslev tends to exclude entirely concepts like

subject and predicate from granmar ...' Hjel¡nslev v¡as consciously follov¡-

ing the Saussurean view here: a footnote to this passage gives a refer-

ence to the Cours (without quotation): the section in ErestÍon Ís the

well-known description of this dÍvision of granunar as illusory: 'Mais

cette distinction est illusoire ... Linguistiquement, Ia rnrphologie n'a

pas d'objet réel et autonome; elle ne peut constiÈuer r:ne disciplfne dÍs-

tincte de la syntaxe' (de Saussure [1916] t9722 L86). Of course, it ís

one thing to deny the distinction and to posit 'morphoslmtax', say' as an

integral study; it is another to sr:bordinate one or the other division of

gramnar. The tendenry of more recent morpheme-based grarunatical nnde1s is

to downgrade the word from the lingruistic unit to just one r¡r¡it between

morpheme and sentence, discourse or whatever. There is then, it night be

argred, Iittle point in distinguishing constructions belov¡, at or above

word level:

The description of a word in terms of morphemes ... is ... of pre-
cisely the- sane formal tlpe as that of a phrase in terms of words

ór that of a clause in terms of words and phrases. This insight
(wtrether good or bad) is fundamental to many of the theories of
gramnìar developed in the 1960s. In particular, it is comûcn ground
between the 'tagmemic' and 'scale and category' theories of Pike and
Hatliday ... it is also fi¡ndamental to most transforrnationalist con-
cepts óf ,surface structure' ... Naturally, aII these theories have
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been modified in subsequent development. But this is one point wtrich
many theorists of grarunar would regard as incontrovertible: namely,
that the fornal nake-up of words is essentially the same as that of
phrases, sentences, or any other larger unit.

(Matthews, 1.9742 78-79)

To return to the earlier period, however: some other lingruists pointed

out by Brøndal in his annotations as guestioning the autonomy of mor-

pholoE¡ include (apart from those specificallymentioned in Sec. 13):

Behagel L887, 'Auch die Flexionslehre ist Syntax'; Croce 1901, wtro denied

the reality of word classes, because the sentence (Ia pro¡nslzione) was

the sole linguistic reality; Miklosisch 1883, Ries' bête noire, the per-

petrator of 'l{ischslntax'; and Sapir I92t, who was sceptical of (the uni-

versal validity of) the word class concept (i.e. wt¡en extended beyond the

nor.¡n and the verb, though Brøndal does not mention this). One might add

Sweet to the list. the first volume ofAnsEnglistr graûnar (1891), the

only work by Sweet listed in M & S, gives E:alified approval to the dis-

tinction of accidence and syntax on practícal grounds (Sec. 581); in a

later work he expressed the gualification strongly:

The separation of meaning from form is a pure matter of conveníence,
and is not founded on any logical necessity, but only on a defect of
langruage as Ít is, for in an ideally perfect langruage fonn and
meaning would be one - there would be no irregularíties, no isolated
phenomena, DO dictionary, and what is nol.¡ dictionary and grarcnar
would be aII syntax. Even in languages as they exist forn and
meaning are Ínseparable, so that the separation of accidence and
syntax rm¡st always be a more or less arbitrary one, wtrich may vary
in different languages, guite apart from any questions of
convenience.

(Sweet 1899: 125)

In more

ing the

appeared

eighties:

recent tines the study of norpholog¡¡ has been downgraded dur-

Chomskyan period. Indeed, according to Coates, it nearly dis-

for a time, only to undergo a revival in the late seventies and
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A thumbnail sketch of the history of morpholoE¡ during the
'generative' era might be as follows. For the first twelve years or
so, morpholoE¡ as such did not exist; its territory was divided
between an abstract syntax and an abstract phonolog¡¡, seeing that
within transformational granmar no particular special status was
accorded to the g{r' lgramnatical word form]. In the succeeding dozen
years, âs both syntax and phonology became less and less abstract,
morphology gradually cane to be seen again as the depository for
those things which were subject to neither slmtactic nor phono-
logical principles. The first part to recrystallize was lexical mor-
phologl¡ ... then inflectional morphology with the 'Extended Word and
Paradign I'lodel' of Anderson (1982) (wtrich br¡ilds directly on the
work of Matthews, L972, completed a decade later)...

(Coates L987: 107)

L3.6 word. To take only the position since the publication of the Corrs

in 1916: Saussure had drawn attention to the practical difficulties of

delimitíng the unit of langrue, a sound segrment v¡hich is the signal of a

certain concept ('une tranche de sonorité E-ri est . . . le sigrnifiant d'r¡t

certain concept' p. L46):

gu'est-ce qu'une phrase sinon une combinaison de mots, et
E:'y-a-t-il de plus inunédiatement saisissable? ... Cependant nous
somres mis inunédiatement en défiance en constatant qu'on s'est
beaucoup disputé sur Ia nature du mot, et en y réfléchissant un peu'
on voit que ce qu'on entend par Ià est incompatible avec notre
notion dtunité concrète... I1 faut chercher I'r,¡nité concrète
ailleurs que dans le mot.

(Saussure t1916l L972: 147-48)

Saussure,s objection is based on the inherent ambigrity of 'word' (word

as lexeme, granunatical or morphosyntactic word, phonological r¡tord: cP.

Matthews 1970, L9741 and on the more specifically French phenomenon of

liaison ('Dans urm ("Ie rcis de décembre") et m.az ("un mis après"), on

a ...1e même mot sous deux aspects distincts, et iI ne saurait question

d,une r¡r¡ité concrète, ). Later, however, he talks in terns of words being

near enough to the

involved: 'Ceux-ci

Iingruistic unit to give a rough idea of wt¡at is

[Ies mots] sans recouvrir exactement Ia définition de

I'unité lingruistique, en donnent du moins une idée approximative gui a
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I'avantage d'être concrète' (p. 158). He is clearly uneasy about the

word, nevertheless, and his disciple nally stated that 'Íl faut donc

s'affranchir de Ia notion incertaíne de mot', proposing 'semantème' and

'molécule slmtaxique' for lexical or slmtactic elements. (gr.roted Utlmann

l-957: 46 ) .

Hjelmslev, too, had challenged the linguistic status of the word: a not

entirely unexpected position. we have seen elsewhere in our discussion of

John Ries that Hjelmslev in denying that the word could be defined

non-arbitrarily thereby rejected the usefulness of the morpholoE¡-s!¡ntax

distinction:

Nous pourrions plutôt voir I'importance et l'utilité de maintenÍr Ia
division en morphologie et en syntaxe en suivant le sysÈème de Ì1.
RIES et de FORTUIiIATOV, en comprenant par morphologie la science du
mot et par s]¡ntaxe des combinaisons de mots. Il semble d'avance que
la définition du mot est chose arbitraire, gui n'a rien affaíre avec
Ies réalités, et s'il en est ainsi, il va de soi Ere Ia divÍsion
faite par M. RIES ne devra pas être maintenue dans un exposé qui ne
prend son point de départ gue dans les réalités lingruistigues mêmes.

(Hjelmslev 1928: 93-94)

It cannot be denied that the concept of the word bulks larger ín the

native lingruistic consciousness of speakers of a langruage like English

than it does in that of speakers of French. As Bloomfield pointed out,

People wtro have not learned to read and write have some difficulty
when, by any chance, they are called upon to make worddivisions.
This difficulty is less in English than in some other languages,
such as French. The fact that the spacing of words has become ¡nrtof our tradition of writing goes to show, however, that recognition
of the word as a unit of speech is not urnatural to speakers;
indeed, except for certaÍn doubtful cases, ¡rople can easily learn
to make this analysis.

(Bloomfield 1933: 178)

Sapir nade a similar point with regard to objections to the word-as-unit

adduced from the Amerindian langrages ( - 'sometimes ... nade to straggle

along as an uncomfortable "polysynthetic" rear-giuard to the agglutinative
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Iangnrages' (Sapir t92Lz I23l z

But is not the word ...as much of an abstraction as the radical
element [morpheme]? Is it not as arbitrarily lifted out of the liv-
ing sentence as is the minimum conceptual element out of the word?
Some students of language have, indeed, looked upon the word as such
an abstraction, though with very doubtful warrant, it seems to me.

It is true that in particular cases, especially in the highly syn-
thetic langruages of aboriginal America, it is not always easy to say
whether a particular element of langruage is to be interpreted as an
independent word or as part of a larger word. These transitional
caseè, puzzling as they may be on occasion, do not, however, materi-
ally weaken the case for the psychologicaÌ validity of the word.

(Sapir L92L¿ 33)

In Sapir's ex¡rerience native speakers of these langrages had no difficul-

ty in determining word boundaries s¡rontaneously and accurately: tSuch ex-

periences do more to convince one of the definite plastic unity of

the word than any amount of purely theoretical argrument'

(Sapir L92Lz 34l..

While the word was to be discounted again m¡ch later in the transforma-

tional era along with morphology, as \tte have just seen, it has for¡nd new

support in, for example, Hudson's lilord graInlrtr of L984, as well as in the

Word and paradigm model for morpholog¡¡. Wtrat is of some interest here is

that this view, basically a fairly traditional one developed in the

context of the classical langruages by Robins and Matthews in England has

been taken up in America as weII in the present decade. (Cp. also conunent

on 14.1 belovr, Definitions of the word.)

L3.t2 MEILLET: Antoine MeiIIet (1866-f936), the great French cornparative

lingiuist. professor at the CoIIège de France from 1906. nimself a pupil
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of de Saussure in Paris and in general sympathetic to the Swiss lin-
guist's approach, he is regarded not so m:ch a 'Saussurean' but rather as

one of the leading figrures of what Leroy calls 'the French Sociological

school'. Writing in 1955 in the preface to Marcel Cohen's review of

linguistic research in France since the turn of the century, Joseph

Vendryes noted that

Though there is no French school of lingristics, claiming any
exclusive privilege, there does exist among lvleillet's pupÍI's a
rm¡tual feeling of comprehension and friendly collaboration in
applying to lingruistics the rules of enlightened reason.

(guoted Leroy 1967: 93)

Brøndal's Bibliography quotes ltleillet's words: 'un mot de Ia langrue

courante n'est défini çJue par I'ensemble des phrases où on I'entend et où

iI est licite de I'employer' and marks his disagreement ("?u). This is

understandable here given that Brøndal ís defending the status of the

word; yet Meillet's view is readily relatable to the structuralist view

of language as a system of relations as opposed to a collection of lin-
gmistic 'facts', a view Brøndal readily endorses. Indeed it was MeiIIet

who coined the famous phrase 'un ensernble où tout se tient', quoted by

Brøndal in his article ff,inguistigue structurale' (the first item puÞ

lished ín Acta lingruistica (Ilafniensis) and in effect an editorial state-

ment) and misattributed to de Saussure. He refers to the use of the term

stmcture in psychology:

Stnrcture s'emploie ici, selon TALANDE 'en un sense spécial et
nouveau pour désigner, par opposition à une simple combinaison
d'éIéments, un tout formé de phenornènes solidaires, tels que chacun
dépend des autres et ne peut être ce qu'il est que dans et par sa
relation avec eux'. C'est exactement de cette façon que DE

SAUSSIJRE avait parlé des systèmes où tout se tient et ... SAPIR du
¡nttern ou modèle des ensembres ringiuistiques 

( LSlEr.Gz 941
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Cp. Malmberg: 'Le système ting:istique est pour Meillet 'un ensemble où

tout se tientr, fornnrle très saussurienne, souvent attribuée à tort au

maître' (Malmberg 1-983: 20); also Firth (1-950: l-80).

1-3.13 DELACROIX: The study of psychological lingruistics in the first

decade of the 20th century is associated particularly, according to

Leroy, with Jespersen and van Ginneken (chided in the Bibliography here

for nisr¡nderstanding the logical síde of lang:age) r.¡nder the influence of

v,lundt. In the following decade

a number of studies v¡ere to be devoted to the relationship between
thought and language, two of the most important being H. Delacroix's
I€ langage et la pensée, L924, on the psychological plane and F.
Brunot's Iå pensée et ta langue, L922, on the lingristic plane with
particular reference to French.

(Leroy L9672 92)

Delacroix is gr-roted in the Bibliography: 'Les mots n'ont point d'auto-

nomie; ils ne sont qu'un éIément de combinaison t?] plus ou moins

constante' (Brøndal's "?" ).

l-3.L6 SAyCE: Archibald Henry Sayce (1845-1-943). Like Gardiner later,

Sayce $¡as an Oriental scholar with a keen interest in general lingruis-

tics. He taught Comparative Linguistics ('Comparatfve Philology') at

Oxford in the 1-870s. (The only work Listed in the M & S Bibliography is

his Principles of coqnrative philoloqr L874, 2nd ed. 1875.) He also

contributed the article 'Granunar' to the 9th edition of the Britannica

(L880) (qr¡oted above in the conunent to Sec 5.5) and in the sa¡ne year

produced his major work Introdr¡ction to the science of langnnge (2 voI. -

note that 'philoloE¡', a term used also for the general study of lan-
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çfuage, becomes Spractnrissenschaft under German influence, wtrich easily

preponderates in the references and discussion in his work). Sayce was

Professor of AssyrioloE¡ at Oxford from l-B9l- to 1-91-9.

The M 6, S Bibliography does not guote Sayce directly, br¡t merely states

that 'Langruage is based on the sentence not on the isolated word'. In the

rntrodr¡ction to the science of language there is a motto to chapter 5

'Morphologl¡ of speech' from Humboldt: 'In der Wirklichkeit wírd die Rede

nicht aus ihr vorangegangenen Wörtern zusanmengesetzt, sondern dÍe Wörter

gehen umgekehrt aus dem ganzen der Rede hervor'. (elso quoted by

Cassirer; cp. comment on 13.16. ) Discussing the Hunboldtian concept of a

morphological divisíon of languages, 'polysynthetíc', 'isolating',

'agglutinative' and 'inflexional', and comparing it with other versions,

Sayce declares emphatically:

EVery morphological classification of language mrst be founded on
gramnar - that is, on the relations of the several parts of the sen-
tence to one another ... !,te shall never have a satisfactory start-
ing-point for our classification unless we put word and root out of
sight, and confine ourselves to the sentence or proposition ...

(Sayce 1880, I: 369)

However, the context here is Sayce's rejection of the idea that the 'iso-
lating' languages, assuming they lack inflexional norpholoE¡ (as was as-

sumed for Chinese at this time and later by Jespersen and Brøndal at a

time wtren there was plenty of evidence to the contrary) have no granmar.

'To speak of Chinese being I'without gramnar", as Bopp does ... ís simply

self-contradictory.' He also notes that 'Steinthal was the first to nake

the sentence rather than the word the basis of morphological arrangement

[of language families]'. One might note here in passing that the later

19th century treatments of grammar moved away from the collection of
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individual word-forms (under the influence of the botanical sciences) to

concentrate more on theory. It could be said of many of the early compara-

tivists that they were obsessed with morphology for its own sake; pages

and pages of tables of individual forms overshadow discussion. Here in

Sayce we see a trend away from this kind of taxonomic lingruistics to a

more discursive style of presentation as later in Jespersen ( L9241 , de

Saussure, Sapir and so on. The same thing appears to be happening today

insofaras grarrnatical discussion no longer needs the elaborate apparatus

of tree-diagrams and E-rasi-algebraic rewrite rules and so forth to be

respectabJ-e.

13.6 JESPERSEi¡: Cp. the section on 'The word' in Itre philoso¡ùry2 of

gra¡tnnr, pp. 92-95, esPeciallY:

hle should never forget that words are nearly always used in con-
nected speech isolated words, as we find them in dictionaries
and philólogical treatises, are absÈractions, which in that form
have little to do with real living speech.

(Jespersen 1924: 95)

Nevertheless there is a difference between Jespersen's attitude here and

Sayce's. Jespersen emphasized combinations like nexus and junction, and

contrasted word classes with the three ranks, a major point of agreement

with Brøndal, who does not speak of rank as such, but uses the same led'

urrderled terminoloE¡ in slzntax. Jespersen's ideas on verbal nexus ('the

doctor's arrival') and predicative nexus words ('cleverness') demonstrate

that he was not against talking in terms of words where relevant.

L3.11 CASSIRER: Ernst Cassirer (L874-L945), German neo-Kantian idealist

phitosopher. Professor of Phitosophy at the University of Hanburg
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1919-1933. Taught at Oxford L933-35, Gothenburg 1935-41-, Yale 1941-45. He

died in New York only a few days after delivering a paper on structural

linguistics. The Bibliography here quotes from Philoso¡ùie der symb

Iischen For en. t, Die Sprache (1.923) just the expression 'Primat des

Satzes vor demWort', with a cross-reference to this section (13 *1). The

expression occurs in quotation marks in the original, as the Bibliography

here shows; nevertheless, a longer E:otation will tie the appropriate

connections. The context is Chapter 5 'Langruage and the expression of the

forms of pure relation. The sphere of judgment and the concepts of rela-

tion', and includes the HurnboJ-dt guotation used more briefly bV Sayce:

the true and original element of all language formation is not
the simple word but the sentence. This is another of the fundamental
insights v¡hich Humboldt contributed to the philosophy of language.
'We cannot possibly conceive of langruage ... as beginning wÍth the
designation of objects by words and thence proceeding to their or-
ganization. In reality, discourse is not composed from words wttich
proceeded it, on the contrary, words issued from the whole of dis-
course.' This conclusion, wtrich Hr:mboldt drew from the speculative
concept underlying hís wtrole philosophy of langruage - from the con-
cept of 'slmthesis' as the source of all thought and s¡reech - has
been fully confirmed by empirical, psychological analysis, wttich
also regards the 'primacy of the sentence over the word' as one of
its first and most secure findings.

(Cassirer Í19231 1953: 303-04. Manheim's tr. )

Cassirer adds: 'This primacy is asserted ry 9ñ¡ndt andIn a footnote,

particularly by

(1903) and Die

are included in

1913: 'tnphasizes

S Sec. 89) the

implied rejection

morphology.

Ottmar Dittrich Grurdzüge der Sprachpsychologie v.1

Problere der Sprachpsychologie (1913).' Dittrich's works

the Bibliography here: Brøndal's annotation to Dittrich

(correctly from a psychological point of vÍew, cp. M &

primacy of the sentence over the word.' Thus Brøndal's

of the prevaiting view is only from the standpoint of
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L3.L7 JctRGm{SE}t: The Bibliography guotes A treatise of fornal logic:

'Psychologically and lingruistically the sentences are prinary in relation

to the words'.

L3.21 satzbildende Wörter: clause- or sentence-forming words.

L3.28-29 satzbestirende satz- r¡rrl wortverbirr:lende: these two terms

are taken up in their (native) Danish egr-rivalents in Sec. L5, wtrere they

have been rendered: 'clause-determining words'; 'clause- and word-

-connectíng words'.

L3.30 ausserhalb des Satzes: 'outside the clause or sentence'.

13.34 rreilwort: Iit. 'part v¡ord', del-ord in Sec. 15, where the hlphen

shows it to be a coíning. (Not 'particle' - snåord or ¡nrtikel. )

1-3.35 Einzehrort: separate or individual word.

13.36 Gru¡4nnwort: group word.

13.37 Satzr¡ort: clause or sentence word. A comnon term for this notion is

'sentence substitute'. ('Word sentence' is generallyused to refer to

those complex structures of, say, Eskimo, wttich are nevertheless appre-

hended as a single word. )
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13.45-47 cas-sujet, cas-régiæ: 'appelés quelguefois aussi cas actif et

cas ¡nssif' (llarouzeau L95l-: 43)

l-3.58 A¡ssagesatz: equated with (l,atin form) indicativ ín original.

Ar¡ssagen ,declare, state, indicate'. cp. also Danish udsagn and Earle's

reference, quoted above, to Madvig's term for the verb, udsagrrsord, in

the Sense 'word of predication, predícator'. Begehrwryssatz: perhaps

'conative sentence'. Begehren (Vfahrig: 'sehnlich wülrschen' corresponds to

the Biblical use of 'crave'; the intention is that it should be super-

ordinate to $li¡nschsatz (Iit. 'wish sentence') and Willensatz (Iit. 'will
Sentence'). While 'conation', 'wish' and 'wiII' do not seem to form an

obvious semantic hierarchy, it is clear that thís is l,laíer's' origínally

Delbrück's, intention:

Delbrück,s elaborate treatise on the Greek sr:bjr:nctive and optatíve
(in his flzntaktischen Forsclnngen vol. L) with a conrparison of Greek
and Sanskrit usages, is familiar to all scholars. Whatever nay be
thought of Delbrück's main thesis, the distinction of the subjunc-
tive as the mood of wilt from the optative as the mood of wish, none
can fail to be impressed and instructed by his attractive and
original treatment of the subject, wtrich has made an epoch in
granrnaticar science' 

(Goodr¡rin 1gB9: vÍ)

As Goodr¡¡in's work on the subjunctive and optative in Greek remains a

standard (first edition: 1860), his evident lack of enthusíasm for the

'wiII and wish' thesis lends support to Brøndal's criticism in Sec. 38.

13.66ff. HARRIS: The relevant passage is cited briefly and not quite

correctly in the Bibliography to M & S. In Chapter III of lleræs, 'Con-

cerning the species of words, the smallest parts of speech', Harris takes

some lines from Shakespeare for analysis ('The man that hath no nusic in
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himself ...' etc. l{erctrar¡t of venice v. i. 83ff.) and first analyses them

conventionally: 1ltre, articlei nan, no, mrsic ... nouns | ... substantive

and adjective; that and hinself are pronouns ... and so on. Thus in

one sentence he says he has found all the parts of speech recognized by

the Greek granunarians, and notes that the Latin granunarians did not

recognize an article and assigrned the interjection to a se¡nrate class.

He then asks wtry there are not more 'species of words', wt¡y these and not

less. He reconsiders the example analysed in the usual manner:

One difference soon occnrs, that some words are rnriable, and others
invariable. Thus the word nan nây be varies into nan's and ÍEn ...
On the contrary the words the, in, ard ... remain as they are, and
cannot be altered.

(Harris 1751: 24-251

However, this distinction is not the essential one, since soÍte langruages

and Harris is concerned after all with universal, not just ttglish,

graÍunar have variations which are only particular, such as the Greek

dual, adjectival concord for gender, case and number in Greek and Latin,

or Latin inflexion in 'Brutum amavit Cassius', where English word order

('Cassius loved Brutus') indicates the subject - object relationship.

Therefore:

Suppose then we should dissolve the sentence above cited, and view
its several ¡nrts as they stand se¡nrate and detached. Sone 'tis
plain still preserve a reaning (such as n¿¡n, nrsic . . . ) others on
the contrary irrrpdiately lose it (such as anÈl, tlp, with etc.) Not
that these last have no meaning at all, but in fact they never have
it, but wtren in cqq)aqf, or associated.

(ibid. 26)

The Bibliography annotation says that this passage establishes the notion

of symsemantica. We shall return to this idea (and its status as a

'classical notion') (13.67) again in the conunent to Sec. 39 +1 belovr.
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13.85 ff. situation and context... eqriricist attitr¡de: cp. conrnent on

Gardiner above (Sec. LZl. Brøndal approved the confirmation of his idea

of word classes as systems of language (Iangrue) and fi¡nctional relations

as 'the real parts of speech', but found ¡rn¡ch of the Malinowski-Gardiner

approach unpalatable.

14.1 the definition of a r'prd: The literature on this topic is large; a

good survey is provided by Ullrnann (1957: 45-56). He points out that

The fact remains that we are faced by a rmrltipticity of definitions,
far less overwhelming, it is true, than the 200 definition routes to
the sentence, but bewildering enough as they are. (p. 46l-

The approaches to word definition are grouped under six headings: 1-, the

phonological approach; 2, the approach from lexical morphology; 3, the

se¡nantic approach'still the most frequent'; 4, the approach from syntac-

tic morphology ('consideration of verbal devices such as modification and

inflexion'); 5, syntactic semantics, under rotrich heading is quoted

Brøndalfs posthumously published paper 'La constitution du mot'; 6, the

structuralist approach, which considers

the part played by the word within the langruage system. This atti-
tude is responËible for freguent attempts to define the word and the
sentence in contradistinction to one another ... the result being
Gardiner's 'The sentence is the real part of speech'. (p.52)

so far as the basic contrast of word systems and syntactic structures is

concerned, Brøndal's theory here is structuralist; br¡t the kind of ar$u-

ments used to arrive at this position suggest that his position on the

definition of the word is something like 'morphoqrntactic semantics'.

(The concept of morphosyntax appears in fact in DSG, the final version of

'the system of granrnar'. )
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LA.LL ff. for: Danish for is glossed 'for' and 'fore-' in anticipation of

a kind of play upon words in Sec. 23.

L4.I3 for-nand: though the semantic range of the Danish word is wider

than foreman, as it can also mean president, cbairman, and so on, the

gloss will serve the point being made about compounds.

L4.I9 tlte unit in 'Iangnrage': Taken with Gardiner's definition of the

sentence as the unit of speech, this eguilibrÍu¡n evidently ap¡nals to

Brønda1 as opposed to the 'primacy of the sentence' tradition.

L4.29 en: 1. preposition in ('en hiver', 'en France') fron Latin in; 2.

unstressed adv. and pronoun - adv. tthence, from there': tJ'en arrÍvet;

pron. 'of it': 'nous en parlions' etc., from Latin irrcle, 'wtrence' (10th

c. form ent). (Petit Robert)

L4.37 the usual vievr: srøndal emphatically assigns compounds to slzntax

(Sec. 69) and I have therefore made my conunent on this question at that

point. By way of brief anticipation of the argruments discussed there the

following extract from Sweet may serve to indicate 'the usual view':

A conpound is a combination of two words equivalent formally and
Iogically to a simple word ... The formal distinction between a coÍÌ-
pound and a word-group evidently is that in a conpound the elements
are associated more closely together ... the elements of blackbird
are inseparable from one another and follov¡ one another in an aÞ
solutely fixed order ... such compounds as blackbird, hatbo:r, form
their plurals blackbirds, lratboxes ... But such a word-group as a
box for a hat can be freely altered ... a box for hats, boxes for
hats, and the elements of .. a black bird may be modified and se¡>
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arated in various \^¡ays, as in so black a bird, tlrc blackest bird,
birds black arrcl white.

(Sweet 1891: 24-25)

The criterion of the greater cohesion of compounds as against wordgroups

is often referred to as 'uninterruptability'.

15.1 ff. Irlord classes: At the end of the discussion of morpholoE¡, by way

of introducing the following treat¡nent of syntax, Brøndal concedes that

'words and forms of a given definition, if not necessarÍIy and constant-

Iy, nevertheless frequently and naturally seek certaÍn positions and play

definite roles on the linguistic scene.' (Sec. 4L.3-6) This beÍng so, Ít

is somev¡hat difficult to accept that the case for a syntactic treatment

of word classes stands or falls on the issue of a one-to-one corres¡rond-

ence between a given word class and a sole syntactic functíon' This is,

nevertheless, the line taken by Brøndal and m¡ch of his discussion r¡nder

each word class established by his logical analysis is devoted to demon-

strating that the given class can have a n¡mber of slmtactic functions

and can take a number of positions (e.9. initial, central, final) as s1m-

tactic elements. Of course, as Brøndal is at pains to point out agaÍn and

again, units established by morphological analysis recur, so to speak, in

syntactic constructions, but not qua words at all, h¡t as nembers estaÞ

lished independently by logico-syntactic analysis.

l-5.18 prepositions: usually grouped with conjunctions in the Germanic

tradition as link-words (Birderiörter), âD idea taken up in English by

Earle (1875), for exanple.
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L5.2L Hermann,s systen: The Bibliography makes a reference from the entry

for Hermann's Die gfortarten (l-928) to Ernst Otto's reply in the same

year. Otto established the classes of: Dingumrt, Vorgangsrlort, Zuordrnrngs-

vrort, Eigenschaftsrort and tnstandsrrort - 'nach ihrer Beziehungsbedeutung

auf Gn¡nd eíner kategorialen Auffassung der Wirklichkeit' ('according to

their relational meaning on the basis of a categorial conception of

reality'). The classes established are evidently of less interest to

Brøndal here than the kind of analysis employed wtrich seens to be nearer

in spirit to the approach in M c S than most other systems referred to.

L6.7 the directly o¡4rosite viery: namely, the concept of conversion:

In English, as in many other langruages, ute can often cor¡vert a word,
that is, make it into another part of speech without any modifica-
tion or addition, except of course, the necessary change of inflec-
tion, etc. Thus we can make the verb walk in he walks into a noun,
as in he took a walk, three different walks of life. We call walk in
these two collocations a converted noun, meaning a verb wttich has
been made into a noun by conversion.

(Sweet L891: 38)

ALso known as a deverbal noun. Indeed, the wide use of terms like denæ

inal, deverbal and deadjectival (deadjectival-) in current norphological

discussion suggests that Brøndal's view remains a minority one on this

point.

16.L8 Danish let: Iight i.e. not heaq¡. cp. adjective l¡rs, light, i.e.

not dark.

L6.L9-20

1igùtest.

inflexion:

SinilarIy

the contrast of Light/ Iights and lightz Ii$fte/

in Danish: though the noun lys has no plural inflex-
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ion, the adjective inflects for comparison lys, Iysere, lyst and for

concord: en lys idé (a bright idea), et lyst hoved (a bright fellovr, Iit.

'head').

L6.27 WYLD: Henry Cecil Vüyld (1870-L945), pupil of Sweet's, Merton

Professor of English Language a Literature at the University of Oxford.

The r¡niversal English dictionary G932) - reissued with appendix of new

words 1936 (Buss) and 1952 (Partridge) and still in print (source:

British books in print, L987, wt¡ich gives 1977 as the latest edition) was

a large single volume work (c. 200,000 entries) and an avov¡edly indepen-

dent effort. VüyId drafted aII the definitions himself before consulting

other works, since previous definitions tended to have a 'hlpnotic

effect' on the lexicographer, as he points out in the preface. f have

verified the citations, which are accurate enough: the exarq>Ies ,a round

table' and 'ny dear friend' are not l{1rld's, but this is of snall inpor-

tance - a more serious discrepanry, however, is the following.

L6.52 ¡nst: M & S has: ¡nst r participle: the past v¡eek (etc.). The exact

Iayout of the entry in WyId (p. 835, col. 3) is:

past (I.) adj. tl. pahst; 2. pastl. P.P. of Inss (I)

As Wyld states in 'Note on method of arrangement',

Each entry appears in black ty?e, followed ir¡nediately bV the part
of speech, noun, verb ... Next comes the pronunciation in two forms
of phonetic notation ... Following the pronr:nciation, and preceding
the definition of the word, its origin is índicated.

( p.xix )

Thus 'p.p. of ¡nss', clearly separated from the part of speech classifica-

tion 'adj.' by the pronunciation gnride, is a note on the origin of the
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form, not itself a classification. Moreover, under the entry for ¡nss the

past participle is given in standard orthography 'the pain has nov¡ pass-

edf etc. To say that VffId classes ¡nst as being a participle seems clear-

Iy mistaken. Yet this classifícation is cited repeatedly in the follovring

section:

L1 .3, L7 .L9 , L7 .28, L7 .32, L1 .37 and l-7.41: 'past' [=] participle( s) ,

while in the subsequent section ...

LB.L2 'past' is a ¡nrticiple: Brøndal even agrees with the classifí-

cation: doubtless he saw what he was looking for instead of Vfyld's actual

entry, because this idea is repeated several times in later sections on

morphology, though not in the section on participles itself (24 +1).

18.18 congnrent fr¡nction: The ¡,1 & S Bibliography quotes Gardiner 1932

(Sec. 42 'l{ord-form c word-function as correlated linguistic facts'):

'Unless there are strong reasons for the contrary view, it is always

assumed that words are functioning in accordance with their form', and

notes that this view is disputed here. Gardiner's approach is empirical,

'context of situation' based, appealing, anong other thíngs, to the

speaker's intention:

when educated persons talk consciously their word-consciousness
freErently consists in applying certain granunatical rules without
avrareness of the deeper-lying factual relations wtrich these granF
matical rules irnply. If the right words have been chosen, those fac-
tual relations can be revealed to consciousness \z a careful ana-
Iysis of 'what !{as really meant', the surrounding words and the
situation forming the basis of the deduction. Accordingly, the fi¡nc-
tion of words is, after all, something objective and scientifically
ascertainable.

(Cardiner 1932: 148)
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More recent developments of this approach have led to the establishment

of separate ling:istic disciplines, paradigmatics, discourse analysis,

where notions like conversational impticature (Grice - cp' Gardiner's

'what was really meantt, 'intention' etc.) and speech acts (Austin'

searle) are invoked. The empirical attitude was no more palatable to

Brøndal then than it was to proponents of TGG later' since the 'context

of situation, escapes the net of mathematical or symbolico-logical

analysis.

(G.T. has pointed out to ne that another v¡ay 'context of situation'

escapes the net of logical or gralEnatical- analysis is when the s¡naker's

intent.ion determines function over apparent form. As he put Ít in Chapter

seven of Stylistics, 'specific functions of langruage':

perhaps you would unthinkingly agree that anyone wt¡o asks a question
wants to know sornething,- Ëut- would you continue to agree after
reading these questions?

vlhy is a raven like a writing desk?
woüta some nice little boy like to set the table?
Where are the sno\.rs of YesterYear?
!,filt thou have this utoman to thy wedded wife

Granunatically these are all guestions indillt_lE isttable.in.form fron
,Where did you leave the keysa', but they differ in their intentiqt'
Grarunaticaliy rl wonder if you could tell me where to find the keys'
is not a guestion though it is spoken_þr someone who wants to know

something ãnd in its iñtention resembles 'Where are the keys?' In-
tentions are not observable a
guage functions eficientlY
hints and surrounding circums
sunrptions, hearers deduce the in
accuracY. An account of ling
without some attempt to deal with the shadorryr problem of intention'

(Tr¡rner L9732 203))

tg.22 ttris day: suggested simply to reflect the more strikingly compor'rnd

form of the Danish: i dag (two orthographic words) '
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L9.29 cmbination: form used in the original: 'combinaÈion (hvon:nder

sarnmensætning) ' .

19.38 global fi¡nction: original

funktion ...'

denne deres sædvanlige globale

L9.4L-43: both qmtactically arxc rcr¡Èrorogically: in spite of the

admission that the global function of compounds is that of words, and

that their constituent parts are separately susceptible of morphological

analysis, nevertheless the interrelationship of the parts is held to be

of a slmtactic nature and compounds are assigrned to syntax (Sec. 69).

20.5-6 slmorrymic status or slmbolic value: original, 'synonlmiske stil-
Iing eller symbolværdi'. Status can be interpreted in a líteral sense of

relative position or standing. Brøndal intended to work out relational

diagrams for word classes on a universal scale; his main achievement in

this regard h'as PT (1940), his theory of prepositional relations ín

wttich, in addition to the logical concepts relevant to the definition of

word classes, the 'generic' concepts first set out in OKL and applied

here in M & S, a set of relational concepts derived from modern theories

of logic, such as slnunetry, transitivity, connexity, variability, plu-

rality and generality were applied in an examínation of the preposÍtion

systems in 23 languages. Cp. conunent on 20.14.

20.L4 ¡nint of origin: original udgangspr¡kt (also 'point of departure').

Origin fits the almost mathematical spirit of the discussion here. I ohre

I
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this suggestion to GT.

20.L4 rynonlmics: r,rre may note once more grøndal's olvn French rendering of

the subtitle to PT, fndtedning til en rationel betldningslære, in a

French abstract as: (Théorie des prépositions): Introdr¡ctiqr à une

synonmie rationnelle (ELG: 150) as against Naert's choice for the

pubJ-ished translation (1953) (T. de p.): Introduction à rne sénantiEre

ratior¡nelle. To get some idea of the style of this representatíon of

preposition systems and to see how literally terms like 'central' are

used here, it is instructive to compare the relational diagrams in PI for

French and Latin. r have simplified the diagrams þr omitting superscript

numerals referring to further distinctions discussed in the text of PT

where the schemata are exhaustively analysed and logically justified. The

ror¡¡ and column headings aslnunetric - sltÍrnetric and transítive - intransi-

tive are analytic foci analogous to those given in M & S to provide the

system of gralmnr, ví2. system - rhythrn and slmbolical - logical. It is

important to note at the same time that these concepts are not Brøndalts

invention, brt are the terms used by Rr¡ssell for the logical analysis of

relations as set out ín the principles of natlrematics (L903) and else-

where. The doctrine is explained informally in Or¡r knowledge of tlre ex-

te-rna} vrorld (19L4) (included in the Bibliography of OKt). Rr¡ssell states

that there are two classifications of relations, the fÍrst of wtrich is

slamnetry:

Some relations, when they hold between A and B, also hold between B

and A. Such, for exam¡lle, is the relation 'brother or sister'. If A
is a brother or sister of B then B is a brother or sister of A. Such
again is any kind of similarity, sêy similarity of colour. Any di9-
similarity is also of this kind ... Relations of this sort are caII-
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ed syretrical ... Atl relations that are not synrnetrical are called
non-syrrr¡Etrícal. Thus 'brother' is non-slznnetrical, because, if A is
the brother of B, it may happen that B is a sister of A.
A relation is called as¡zmetrical when, if it holds between A and B,
it never holds between B and A. Thus husband, father ... etc. are
aslnnmetrical relations. So are before, after, greater, aborre, to the
right of etc.

(Russell 1914: 56-57)

Russell is evidently talking of concepts rather than words here. Brøndal

now takes the notion of slzunetry and applies it to members of a word

class, prepositions. Thus sur, sous and super, sub are analysed as

aslznunetric in the relational diagrans.

The other relational classification drawn from RusseII is that of tran-

sitivity (in the logical, rather than the conventional granunatical sense,

though these senses are clearly allied: in principle, a number of classes

other than the verb Íì¿ry be so described from the relational point of

view):

À relation is said to be transitive, if, whenever it holds betweenA
and B and also between B and C, it holds between A and C. Thus
before, after, greater, above are transitive. Alt relations giving
rie to series are transitive, but so are many others ... A relation
is said to be non-trar¡sitive whenever it is not transitive. Thus
'brother' is non-transitive, because a brother of one's brother may
be oneself. AII kinds of dissimilarity are non-transitive ... A
relation is said to be intransítive when, if A has the relation to
B, and B to C, A never has it to A. Thus 'father' is intransitive.
So Ís such a relation as 'one inch taller' or 'one year later'.

(Rr¡ssell L9L4: 57-58)

Thus super, like above, are logical-Iy transitive, just as they

are

sur and

logically asynunetric. In this way Brønda1 notes in the BÍbliography

to PT that the philosopher Wohlstetter, in a paper on 'The structure of

the proposition and the fact' (Philosoph¡z of science, ILl, 2, L9361,

defines English on as transitive and asynunetric, an analysís accepted in

PT.

r have omitted connexity from the diagrams here as this dimension only
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occurs within specific fields, not as an axial definition or focus.

Brøndal drew this concept from Professor Stebbing's discussion in a

nodern introdr¡ction to logic (1930; PT cites 2nd ed. 1933), where the

historical background is discussed at length. Stebbing herself clearly

distinguishes between the stiII valid Aristotelian basis of logic (shorn

of its scolastic accretions - a point Brøndal refuses to take), the

dubious contributions (from a realist standpoint) of the ldealist logic

of Hegel and Bradley (- Brøndal would differ again, at least in regard to

the English ldealist), and the Pragrmatist logic of Sidgrwick and others,

as against modern symbolic logic (Frege, Russell and Whitehead, Carnap,

Tarski and their successors. ) The synonymics of PT thus r¡rites classical

Aristotelian logic (the generic concepts of lf c S continue to serve for

the analyisis of word classes) with 20th century theories of logical

relations. Thus:

(Modern French: PT L27l

intr. intr. - trans. trans

asy. sur sotrs

contre
asy-

vers

s]¡m. sans

A
sym

pour Ftr
apres

DE
entre

EN
dans

avant
dès chez

selon
avec
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(Latin: PT l-30)

intr. trans.

asy.

asy-
sym.

s!¡m'
de apd cum

(The central column for Latin is deliberately blank in the original to

show that a complex 'intransitive - transitive' class cannot be estaÞ

Iished for that langruage system. ) What is important here is that these

constellations of prepositions have been established by exact and care-

fully considered analysís; Èhat many might disagree with Índividual re-

sults and placings or Erite likely with the entire undertaking is not the

point. The schematic status of each pronoun is thus defined (with a bat-

tery of logical foci omitted here) for each given system. Slightly analo-

gous perhaps are the phoneme charts for individual languages in, for

exam¡lle, Trubetzkoy' s Grundzüge, or for different stages of a given lan-

guage as a basis for arguments about 'gaps in the system' and the like.

Thus 'central and dominant' (20.17 ) applies to the French preposition de

- and according to Brøndal here, to the conjunction çn¡e, so one can readi-

Iy imagine the kind of diagrams wt¡ich could be drawn up for conjunction

systems, âs was Brøndal's intention = wtrile Latin de is 'analogous to ab

and ex (cf. French dès ...)' (20.22), illustrated by the fact that de, ab

ab

ante post transpraeter

sl4)er sr¡b

ínter/ proptery
per in

conEcar/ prae/
ob pro

ad

s¡.ne penes cor¿rm
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and ex are placed in the syncnetric - intransitive field (defined þt row

and column) in the Latin diagram just as dès (and sans) are in the French.

20.35-36 abstraction ... Chinese: To make this observation intelligible,

it wiII be necessary to anticipate the listing of the abstract word

classes (Sec. 21.30 ff. ). These are given as: preposítions, proper na¡nes,

adverbs and numerals. While an irnprovement on the comnon European notion

that Chinese has no definable word classes, the view is scarcely tenable

that, as is specifically stated in OKL, Chinese lacks nouns, verbs, pro-

nouns or conjgnctions 'ín our sense' ('Her [Kinesisk] findes hverken

nominer eller verber, hverken pronominer eller conjunctioner i vor for-

stand.' OKL 2l-2) What are translated into European languages as such word

classes ,are always more abstract expressions from the Chinese point of

view'. On the other hand, if we were to say (with Steinthal) that Chinese

had no word classes at all, that would deprive the langruage of a rnorpho-

loglf or indeed any gramnaticat systemwhatever (OKt 213). This degree of

abstraction in word classes is then held to be representative of an ana-

Iytical style of thought, and to a greater extent than French, the most

abstract EUropean language. The essence of this analytic spirit is seen

in the Chinese script, a logical sigrn system ('et logisk tegn-system') in

which each symbol is created by a combination of its formally sinrplest

elements, a system rightly arousing Leibniz' admiration (OKL 215). (This

comnon view of Chinese characters holds true only for a few percent of

the vocabulary: thus the primitive ideograms rì (sr¡n) and yuè (rcon) are

combined to form níng (bright). The majority of characters are compounds

of a radical, a kind of broad semantic indicator, and a phonetic ele-
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ment. ) However, reasonable or not, Brøndal repeated these views in Ic

français, langrue abstraite (1936). At the same time he points out that

Chinese has all the syntactic resources for the expressioh of any

thought: for him, this is a t¡niversal of langruage. He repeats his idea

that 'more abstract' means 'more analytical thought' and notes again the

attraction of Chinese for Leibniz' concept of a universal slmbolic

langruage:

C'est pourguoi LEIBNIZ, dans ses efforts prolongés et passionnées
pour construire une langue universelle ou charactéristique générale,
ne pouvait ne pas s'intéresser au chinois, précurseur historíque de
son ceuvre génia1e.

( Fr.A L2 )

We have seen elsewhere that Bacon's description of Chinese characters

(ideograms, ideographs) as 'real, not nominal, characters' provided the

impetus for the English 'projectors' Iike Dalgarno and VÍilkins in their

attempts to establish a lingruistic calcuÌus. Thus the claimed 'abstrac-

tion' of Chinese is invoked here as a prelude to the establishnent of the

fundamental categories of langruage which in isolation will provide the

'abstract' word classes.

zL.L f.f.. four categories: specifically stated in Sec. 84 to be the first

and most important of the Aristotelian categories, where they are given

in the original order: substance, guantity, Erality, relation. In the

Kategoriai (Categories) ten categories are established: substance,

quantity, qr-raIÍty, relation, p1ace, time, state, condition, action and

passion ('undergoing'). However, these are not considered to be egual

divisions: the fundamental distinction in the Categories is sr¡bstance

versus the nine 'accidents' (in the Prior analltics reduced to seven),
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the sr:bstantial and the accidental. Moreover, it seems that Aristotle had

a more relaxed view on the guestion of how many categories or genera of

entities can be established than his scholastic followers:

Although Aristotle implied that his ten categories constitute the
ten highest genera of entities and hence the only true genera - the
only genera that cannot be taken as species of higher genera - he
also implied that it is not essential to his theory that the cate-
gories be exactly ten in number or even that they be mutually ex-
èIusive and exhaustive. Categories are listed in various of Aris-
totle's writings, but the list usually stops short of ten without
indication that categories have been onitted. He explicitly stated
that no absurdity would result if the same items were included in
both the category of guality and that of relation... Despite these
indications that his theory of categories is not entirely complete,
medieval philosophers generally wrote as though Aristotle's list of
ten provided a final, exhaustive enumeration of the highest genera
of being.

(Thompson L967 z II , 47')

We shall see how Brøndal arrived at four categories in the discussion of

the theory developed ín Ordklasserne inunediately below. It is of interest

to note, however, that the Stoics, whose views on the sígrnifier and the

sigrnified sound so startlingly modern, argued that there were only four

most generic concepts: 'substratum, or subject; guality, or essential

attribute; state, or accidental condition; and relation' (Thotnpson t967'.

II, 52). (Sqbjectrn is the Latin version of to lryçnkeirenon, 'the under-

Iying', substrate, substance. ) Thus three of the four categories coincide

with Brøndal's: substance, quality, relation. We shall also see that the

precise number of categories for his purpose is by no means arbitrary,

since it determines (mathematically) the number of combinations of cate-

gories realizing word classes (by the 'rule of Leibniz' quoted in OKL).

Ivloreover, wtrile he was able to work here (M & S) with only four 'generic'

categories for morphology (and for slmtax), he needed an extended set of

concepts for the analysis within a given system, namely the relational
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concepts of PT (slnunetry, transitivity etc

above ) .

cp. conunent on 20.5-6

2L.B-9 an earlier v¡ork on nord classes: Ordklasserne, with over 200 pages

of closely reasoned argrument, about twice the length of M a S, the result

of a decade's elaboration of the basic theory, is a work wttich is diffí-

cult to condense in a few paragraphs without doing its author an injus-

tice. The intention here is to provide some background on the genesis of

these ideas.

rn the foreword to OKL Brøndal tells us that his studies with Høffding

introduced him to the philosophical literature on caÈegories, while with

Jespersen he was led to a critical revision of traditional granunar. 'A

slmthesis (sanunenarbejden) and elaboration (videreførelse) of these ídeas

Ied to a search for the general organon of língruistic classification;

almost ten years ago I believed I had found a basis for a theory' (viii).

He sought confirmation of his hypotheses by studying a ntrmber of indÍvid-

ual languages as weII as the history of granunar. (The discussions of the

historical aspects of word class theory in OKL are in fact most valuable

in themselves apart from Brøndalrs own results. ) He realized that his

approach ran counter to the spirit of the time - the positivist fear of

analysis, âs he calls it ('positivistiske angst for analyse') and that

the work would be considered too philosophical by tinguists and too

Iingruistic by philosophers (ix). Part I discusses the history of the

terrninology (pp. 1-9); of the definitions (9-55); of proposed groupings

of word classes (55-62); the basic concepts of the new theory are given

(63-73). Part II (74-180) discusses the classes in depth. Part III
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(181-216) concerns the consequences of the theory for style, individual

langruages and linguistic tlpology. Part IV, the conclusion (2L7-L9),

restates the main results: (i) the theoretical maxim-rm number of classes

is fifteen (based on combinations of four elements), the mini¡m¡m four

(Chinese, the 'abstract' classes); (ii) a given language is always

divided into classes and these classes always form systems ('Et sprog er

altid delt i klasset, og disse danner altid systemer'), though the sys-

tems vary from langruage to langnrage; (iii) in spite of lingruistic varia-

tion, the logical basis is everl'where the same, aII word classes are

susceptible of analysis using the four generic categories.

The historical discussion examines and rejects morphological and sfn-

tactic definitÍons of word classes and reviews attempts at logical ana-

Iysis. One idea from the Port-Royal granmar is highlíghted in the dis-

cussion of adverbs: there the adverb is defined as eguivalent to a pre-

position plus government (styrelse). The gran¡nar is not Eroted dfrectly,

but the analysis is referred to a nunber of times, so the original is

worth consideration:

Le désir que les horunes ont d'abréger Ie discours, est ce guí a
donné lieu aux adverbes. Car Ia plupart de ces particules ne sont
que pour sigrnifier en un seul mot, ce qu'on ne pourrait marquer que
par une préposition & un nom: comme sapienter' sagement' pour cun-sapientia, avèc sagesse: hodie pour in hoc die, aujourd'hui.

(unðelot c Arnauld 1-660: BB. orthography normalized.)

The chapter on syntax in the Port-Royal granunar divides the topic into

two parts, agreement (corwenance) and government (régiæ). The sYntax of

the latter is said to be arbitrary, unlike that of the former. After some

discussion, the reader is referred back to the passage quoted: 'On peut

voir sur ce sujet lrégime] ce que nous avons dit cidessus, des préposi-
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tions ç des cas.' (p.LaZ) The Port-Royal conceptual division of word

classes into two, 'Ies objets de pensée' and 'la forme et manière de nos

pensées' is rejected (OKt 59), as is Harris' division ínto 'principals'

and 'accessories' (OKL 60), but a logical three part division of word

classes by the Belgian grarunarian Burggraff (rrincipes de gramaire

générale 1863) is described as meriting close attention:

For him the noun expresses an object, the verb expresses the exis-
tence of a relation, and the particle expresses the nature of a
relation (Among the particles, prepositions express a relation
between thoughts, conjunctions a relation between clauses, while
adverbs, in agreement with PORT-ROYAL, are defined as the expression
of a relation and a relatum ['udtryk for relation plus relat']. )

(oKL 58)

The formrla is repeated as: 'adverbs ... according to PORT-ROYAL'S own

definition (preposition plus government, i.e. relation plus relatum)'

['præposition plus styrelse, d.v.s. relation plus relat') (oKt59). The

idea that a preposition sigrnifies relation is for¡rd in Scaliger L540 and

a nr¡nber of others, such as Girard 1747 and Becker L827 (OKt 32-33). The

Danish nane for preposition forholdsord ('relation word') is advanced in

support, as is Sütterlin's VerhäItnisr*ort (OKL 33). (In the English tradi-

tion the idea had been suggested by the anonymous writer 'Mica' in Obser-

vations on graûIrrr L193. nis system of eleven classes used in part tradi-

tional denominations article, conjunction - and categories - gualÍty,

existence, relation examples of the latter are of, to, w'ith. (Michael

1970: 27211 Although the Port-Royal classification of the adverb is re-

jected, the concept of a preposition as an expression of relation is main-

Èained as relator in opposition to relatr.m: nrøndal's insistence on the

structuralist principle of systems and oppositions leads him to seek out

part and counterpart wt¡erever possible. The concept of st¡bstance as a
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relah.¡n can be forrnd in Fichte's 'das Bezogene', that wttich iS related:

Thing or substance can be conceived simply as an object of relation.
To think is in fact, as FICHTE said, to establish relations ['at
sætte forhold'l; the thing which is thought is then neccessarily a
relatrn. . . If the thing is conceived purely and simply as a relatr-m
('das Bezogene') it takes on a purely objective character in the
sense that is applies only to objects of thought.

(oKr 70)

Substance, then, is relattn, the counterpart of the preposition, the

relator. The word class corresponding to srrbstance is not the substan-

tive, but the proprium, the proPer naÍle, one of the abstract classes

(having a single logical focus). But a system of classes cannot be es-

tablished with two categories alone. The idea of attribution as des-

cription is a classical one, but Brøndal rejects the traditional idea of

the adjective as playing a p,urely descriptive role. In any event, he is

determined, Iike Jespersen, to preserve the classical unity of the noun

as a bípartite class of substantive and adjective. Thus he draws atten-

tion to the systems of the German granmarians J.C.AdeIung (thst¿¡rxtlicltes

Ichrgebäude der deutschen Spractre 1182) and K.w.L. Heyse (1838 revision

of J.C.A. Heyse's Ar¡sftihrliches lchrh¡ch der deutschen Sprache).

Rdelung,s system classes verbs as 'attributing' ('attribr¡erende') words,

adjectives as 'attributed' ('attribueret'). In Heyse's work, adjectíves,

verbs and adverbs are classed as 'attributive' ('attributíviske').

Brøndal praises Heyse's system for considering verbs ('more clearly than

edelung does') together with adjectives and adverbs as attributive, i.e.

describing (descriptive) words ('som attributiviske, d.v.s. beskrivende

ord'). (OKt62) Holding to the idea that the verb has an attributive or

descriptive facet, Brøndal goes on to point out that 'verbs have usually

been considered as words of predication: but already ARISTO{IT,E and later
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PORT-ROYAL analysed them as copula, or relation, and attribute, or qual-

ity., (OKL 63) Hence the classification of verbs in the concrete (two

facet) class as both relating and describing. we now consider what can be

classed aS ,described, aS against 'describing'. The scholastics had a

number of expressions for what is called the subjective concept of thing

or object. 1. sul4nsitr.m, Iike sr:bjectrn a version of hlpokeinnnon. 'This

denotes the basis of predication, frame of contents.' 2. nateria prina -

'Used by Drns Scotus for prime (primordial) matter ('allerførste rå-

stof'), the still indeterminate theme'. 3. nateria quantitate sigrnata -

'Matter defined quantitatively and no longer gualitatively'. 4. ca¡ncitas

formann 'Dms Scotus' expression for a certain neutral capacity for

any definition or determination whatsoever' ('en vis neutral tilgmgeli-

hed for en hvilkensomhelst formbestenrnelse eller determinatíon') - an

idea said to be of the greatest importance for the definition of numer-

als, pronouns and conjunctions, all of wtrich contain, in Brørrdal's analy-

sis, at least a 'described' facet. The definitions point away in fact

from substance, the objective 'object', towards the 'objects' of

mathematics:

These definitions are all in striking contrast to the object,ive or
proper concept of object ['det objektive eller egentlige genstands-
begreb'l; they can be classed as indeterminacy ('non-determined-
ness') or capacity for determining (irrteternir¡atr.m or determinardm)
[,ubeste¡nthed eller evne til at modtage bestenunelse']. Now this i3
just what, according to the latest theoreticians, characterizes the
òbjects of mathematics. These are, as is well-knov{n, unnamed or in-
determinate [,ubena¡nte eller ubestemte'], so that mathe¡natics can
properly be called the science in wtrich one never knows what one is
talking about. Vttrether this science deals with nu¡nber or space or
'structure', whether it treats these objects as chaotic or ordered
elements, static or dynamic, the objects are always without guality

They are only forms or frames which are created (or found) and
are held ready to take a descriptive content. They are objects of
description (or descripta), not describers (or descriptores)

(oKr 71-72)
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(This is perhaps the weakest part of the system and few, if any, lín-
gruists or logicians would accept this view of numerals as ¡rure descripta.

Cp. comment on Sec. 33.1- below. ) Thus the system has four facets of logi-

cal analysis, relation and the related, description and the described, or

the domains of relativity and 'descriptivity' ['to områder, det relative

eller relativitetens og det descriptive eller descriptivitetens'l and

these domains m¡st be considered as constituting the entire world of

Ianguage:

In both domains we find a single substance concept and a correlated
function concept; an object proper is defined sinply as being a
relatr.m; a subjective object or object of description is defined
sinply as a descriptrn. In the objective or relative do¡nain are thus
found only oppositions between bound and binding members ... in the
subjective or descriptive domain only (oppositions) between
described members and describing members.

(oKr 72)

There follows in italics the statement of Brøndal's hypothesis of the

four fundamental categories for lingruistic analysis:

It is thus proposed to consider these four concepts and only these
as fi:ndamental. It is assumed on the basis of the preceding
argruments that they are the constant categories of langruage, the
only necessary and sufficient ones for the definition of the word
class system of any langruage wt¡atever.
It is furthermore proposed to desigrnate the term of combination or
relator in the relative domain by r, the object or relatr.m by R, -
and in parallel fashion to desigrnate, in the descriptive domain, the
the describing element, guality or descriDtor bv d. anrl the 'capac-
ity for form', guantity or descripttm by D.

(oKL 72)

The four concepts

totelian categories

guality (cp. adverbs);

necessary categories,

totle's ten are all

have already been linked with the four generic Aris-

substance (cp. proper nane); E:antity (cp. numeral);

relation (cp. prepositions). These are the only

for as Grote pointed out, the last six of Aris-

special forms of relation. (OKL 67) The maximrm
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number of word classes in any given system will be formed by taking the

concepts one, two, three and four at a time. It is inunediately obvious

that there are four vrays of taking four items one at a time, namely

d,D,r,R: these form the abstract classes. It is eErally obvious that

there iÉ only one v/ay to take four items four at a time without regard to

their order: dDrR, the undifferentiated class. The number for four Ítems

combined two at a time is six (the concrete class), while the nu¡nber for

four itens taken three at a time is four. These latter can readity be

calculated either by listing or by calculation (the formula nCr for conr

binations of n items taken r at a time ísz nl/r! (n-r) !, wtrere n! = n

factorial (L x2x 3 .. x n). Brøndal does not use this formula, but re-

fers to Leibniz, rule for establishing the maxim:m nr:mber of co¡nbinations

taken one, two, three etc. at a time as 2n - 1, though he confuses its

use þr calculating the nr¡mber of combinations of combinations, giving the

preposterous result of 321767 - of wtrich, as he remarks, only a relative-

ly small nr¡nber wiII be realisable. (OKt 77). In fact, the rule shows

that three concepts combined in this way will yield seven classes (23-Ll,

wtrile five would yield 31. In seems intuitively evident that Less than

three facets or more than four will produce too few or too rnany classes,

although it ís true that Brøndal nov¡here claims that any given langnrage

realizes aII possible classes. Such, then, are the consideratíons leading

to the statement of the four category hlpothesis ín its barest form in

M&S.

2I.35-49 The examples have been carefully chosen as neutral ones, that

is, emphasizing no particular element.
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2Iz55f.f. In the subclasses of the concrete or two-dimensional classes,

the emphasized element is shown in bold type.

22.1, practical reasons: In OKL the classes are discussed in order of size

as in the list in 2t.30f.f. It is conceivable that the discussion of the

abstract classes is postponed here not because of diffÍculties with the

morphological aspect, but of the difficulty of establishing their

slrntactic counterparts, as can be seen in Sections 57 - 6L.

23.I Nouns: Like Jespersen, Brøndal wishes to preserve the classical

unity of noun substantive and noun adjective.

23.tL-L2 rn¡st not be coqroxded: the elements of compounds are assigrned

to a word class, but compounding is considered to be slmtactic in nature,

as pointed out above. The topic is discussed in Sec. 69.

23.L5 ff. Here as elsewhere, the argument against conversion. The insís-

tence on the idea 'once an adjective, participle etc. always an adjective

..., wilÌ lead to some fairly counterintuitive classifications from the

traditional point of view, more so perhaps in the classes other than noun

or verb, but the analysis is consistently and rigorously applied, horvever

unlikely.

23.27 Hæ Office: tn his paper 'l{ords, Iogic and granunar' Sweet relateS

the anecdote of a school inspector finding fault with some children
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for saying that carvpn in cannon-baLl was a noun instead of an
adjective. The fact is that he had observed that 'cannon' in
'cannon-ball' v¡as not a thing-word, but an attribr¡te-word, and
imagining that thing-word and noun v¡ere convertible terms, hastened
to make the children feel the weight of his brilliant discovery.

(Sweet 1870: 487ì,

Some twenty years later, Sweet reverted to this exam¡lle in the preface to

A nerú English grann¿rr:

Practical teachers, who generally confine themselves to one book and
one method, are often hardly able to realize how unsettled granunar
still is. I remember once reading a paper on graÍmar before the
Philological Society, in which I modestly advanced the vÍew that
carìnon in camon-ball was not an adjective. llhen I had finished my
paper, an English philologist, who was also a teacher, 9ot up, and
told me that my criticisms were superfluous, as no practical teacher
possessed of co¡ûnon-sense would think of calling ca¡rnon in camqr-
-ball an adjective. Thereupon another eminent philologist, wtro was
not only a schoolmaster, but had written an English granunar, got up,
and, to the intense a¡m:sement of the meeting, maintained that cannon
in cannon-ball hras an adjective and nothing else; and although he
refused to conrnit himself to a comparison cannoner, cannonest, he
for¡nd another speaker to support him.

(Sweet 1891: v-vi)

Sayce, î.or example, had stated that 'c¿urnon in cannor¡-ball is as rmrch an

adjective as black (Sayce 1880b, II: 3321, doubtless with Sweet's 1870

paper in mind. The problem is generally solved nowadays þr avoiding the

word adjective and speaking in dependency terms ínstead, namely, of a

noun standing as nodifier to its head.

23.29 ff. The denial of a one-to-one correspondence between word class

and given syntactic function; an essential part of the argrument through

the part on morphology.

23.37 Oculos ...: Psalm 1l-5, verse 5. The Latin order is preserved in the

Revised Version: "Eyes have they, but they see not'.
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23.41, l¡ledice ...: 'Physician, heal thyself ' Luke 24, verse 23. trledice, 'o

physician', is considered as a vocative to stand outside the sentence to

which it is in apposition.

23.47 for narrC for ...: PIay on example in l-4.1,I-t2.

23.6L epitheton: According to L&S

'adjective' in Apollonius Dysco1us,

tively (LoS: 634)-.

this occurs as both 'epithet' and

de Syntaxi 4L.15 and 8L.24 respec-

23.83 prepositive, postpositive: Postposition of adjectives is normal in

French (and the other RoÍiance langruages) save for a small number of high-

-frequency adjectives like bon, nornreau etc. The examples guoted here are

from an eErally snall group of French adjectives wtrich can be postposi-

tive, wtren they have the literal sense, or prepositive, when they have a

metaphorical sense. Thus 'un honune brave' - 'a brave man'i 'un brave

honune' - 'a decent sort' (uansion - Harrap's). Similarly, 'une nouvelle

certaine' -'a definite, sure piece of news'; 'une certaine nouvellet - ta

certain news item'.

23.96 les ¡ùriloso¡ùres grecs: Jespersen used this example to demonstrate

the closeness of the French adjective and substantive:

there is no invariable rule for the position of adjectives,
wtrich are in some cases placed before, âDd in others after their
sr¡bstantives. As a consequence of this, one may here and there be in
doubt wtrich of two collocated words is the substantive and wttich the
adjective, thus in t¡n savant aveugle, un ¡ùiloso¡ùe grec.

(Jespersen L924: 73)
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There is further discussion of the second example ('Interchange of the

two classes', p. 78) which derives from the French logician Couturat.

Mansion observes that if the collocation involves a possible liaison then

it is always in the combination adjective + noun, not in the reverse

order. 'Thus, un sav¿¡nt aveugle is either tË sa€ arre:gll, a blind scien-

tist, or [é savant airæ:gl]', a learned blind man.' (Mansion 1919: L94).

24.I-2 words ntrich conbine relation and description: original: 'ord der

forener forhold (r) med beskrivelse (d)'.

24.22 kindred forms: since they share the emphatic descriptor element.

24.33 amarites arentes: f Lovers (are) madment.

24.55 vivere ...: 'To live is to fight'. Given the relative freedom of

Latin word order, such constructions have a potential for ambigtity. Cp.

the ecclesiastical 'laborare est orare', where the position of the copula

makes such ambiguity much less likely.

24.56 Felix ...: ,Happy the land where to live is to drink', or more

likely, 'where to drink is to live', Ioosely 'where living means drink-

ingr. On either interpretation, one infinitive stands as subject, the

other as ,attribute' (the traditional 'complement', a tern rejected by

Brøndal ) .

24.57-58 central renber or ... nain verb: original: 'sætningens centrale
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Ied eller sætningsverbum.' In Sec. 24 #Z this is repeated in an alter-

native form, ví2. that the view that the finite verb is always the

central member is mistaken.

24.60 suspicio ...: 'I suspect hin to be with that $¡oman'. The Latin con-

struction 'infinitive with subject accusative' occurs in indirect state-

ments, here with the infinitive as an object following (finite) verbs of

saying, feeling or believing.

24.6L historical infinitive: 'The infinitive is linked to the subject by

de in the construction known as the historical infinitive (always affec-

tive). The subject is always stressed: 'On ermena Ie soldat et Ie paysan.

Et er¡n de s'irdigner!"' (Mansion 1919: 81)

24.62 einsi dit le renard ...: The line is from the fable 'Les anímaw<

malades de Ia peste' (Book VII, no. 1, Iine 43): 'Thus spake the fox and

the sycophants applauded'. Dupré calls this infinitif de narration and

'flatteurs d'applaudir' is described as the classic exam¡1Ie, brut overdone

by contemporary journalists :

Dans I'usage actuel, l'infinitif de narration ne se trouve gruère Ere
dans une proposition introduite par êt, mais ou alors. II évogue
toujours plus ou moins La Fontaine et donne donc f impression d'une
sorte de badinage distingué 

(Dr¡pré Lg72 rrt L322)

24.69 to katthanein: dying (r,aS gr¡ote Aeschylus, Agawrcn f . 1290)

24.70 to esse: Graeco-Latin hybrid, 'the' being, existing. In most Latin

verbs a gerund exists, e.g. (amo) amandum, 'the loving', but gerund and
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supine are hranting for esse.

24.7L faire: technigr:e, style. Normally classed as a noun (le faire), a

classification which Brøndat now rejects in the case of the infinitive as

he has earl-ier done for other classes cp. 23.L8-20.

24.gL le plaisir: 'Plaire (1050) a remplacé plaisir d'après faire ou

d'après Ie futur je plairai.' The first nominal use is dated 1080. (Petit

Robert )

24.8L le nanoir: L2th century. OId French naneir, nanoir (ex Latin

nanere) 'to live in, to dwell' (Petit Robert)

24.89 Finis ...: 'The end crowrìs the work.'

24.LLg Carpent ...: 'Your grandsons are robbing your fruit-trees.'

24.L20 Fortes ...: 'Fortune favours the brave.' (also: ' ... juvat')

24.L25 Deus est: 'God is, exists'. (Jakobson says somewhere that the

scholastic argrument 'Deus est bonus; ergo, Deus est' fel-I flat with

Orthodox theologians as Russian lacks a copula in the equivalent,

atthough of course there is a Russian verb 'to exist'. )

24.L28 Festina lente:

(Horace) ; arnat ¡ntriam:

'Hurry slowly' ; ca4)e diem: 'seize the day'

'He/she loves hisTher countrY'.
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24.L38 fac-simile: fac is the imperative of facio.

25.8-11 so-called definite ... arid indefinite article: The articles have

an interesting history and have been assigrned to a number of classes

including a separate one. Brøndal's classification of the articles as

definite and indefinite pronotrns echoes the earliest ideas. In the Stoics

and Thrax arthron covers article and relative pronoun, wttich have marked-

ly similar declensions in Greek. Thus Thrax: 'Article - a declinable part

of speech placed before or after the inflexion of nounsi before it as ho

['the, ], or after it as hos [who, which]' (quoted I'tichael L9702 67l-.

Classical Latin, however, had no word corresponding to ho, he, to, though

the Romance vernaculars developed a definite article from ille. Varro

used the term articrrlus for case-inflected words not themselves nouns (in

the older inclusive sense). Àccording to Michael, Varro made the pronor¡n

an article and Servius made the article a pronoun, wtrÍIe Priscian denied

that Latin had any such class as 'article'. In the I'liddle Ages' Roger

Bacon coined the term 'pronomina articularia' for hic. (Michael L970:

67-68). The disagreements of the Classical era on this head were still

unresolved in the early modern period wtren the first English gralnnars

were composed:

As the granunarians found no clear precedent in Latin, and as few of
them toõk notice of Greek, their treatment of the words a, an, the
is at first uncertain and varied. Four tlpes of classification are
used: (i) the articles may be linked finnly with words like of, bY,
with, to as 'signs of cases'; (ii) they rnay be treated in various
v¡ays as attachments to the substantive, hJt distinct from the signs
of cases; (iii) they may be included with another part of speech;
(iv) they may themsel-ves be treated as primary parts of s¡nech.

(Michael 1.970: 350)
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Harris, whose universal graÍnrÌr we have looked at above, antícipated

current terminology by calling the articles 'definitives' (Harris l-751-:

36), i.e. one of the two cl-asses of 'accessories' (synsemantica), and

further noted 'their near alliance with pronouns' (p. 71). By the begin-

ning of the 20th century the situation was still a matter of debate.

Onions speaks of the 'demonstrative adjective the, conunonly called the

definite article' and similarly of the 'indefínite adjectíve a, an'

(Onions tl-9041 L97Lz L42, L44). Nesfield likewise classes the articles

with the adjectives (Nesfie1d [18981 L964: 36). The difficulty is par-

ticularly well-íllustrated in Sweet's discussion. The articles are called

forpwords (Sweet 1-891: 54), listed under pronouns and then called adjec-

tives: 'The most important of the indefínite pronouns Ís the indefinite

article a, arn, which, like the definite article, is used only as an adjec-

tive' (p.84). (The apparent confusion stems fromadeliberate cross-

classification thus: declinable words - L. noun words. Noun, noun-pro-

noun, noun-numeral ... 2. adjective words: adjective, adjective-pronoun,

adjective-numeral (p.38).) Thus for example:

Every pronoun is either a noun - nourtspronoun or sírply pronoun, or
an adjectíve - adjectivÈpronoun ... ¡4any pronouns are used both as
nouns and as adjectÍves, in v¡trich case the adjective use is general-
ly the primary and the more important; thus that is a nowrprdroun
in 'I know that', ân adjective-pronoun in 'that man', 'that fact'.

1p.6e )

Jespersen, too, considered the articles to be pronouns, and refers to

them in quotation marks rn¡ch as Brøndal speaks of the 'so-called'

articles:

if ... the 'definite article' is justly reckoned among pronor¡ns,
the sane should be the case with a, ¿tn, Fr. r¡ri etc. To establish a
separate 'part of speech' for the two articles, as is done in some
granmars, is irrational.

(Jespersen L924: 85)
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The separate classification can still be found in current traditional

scholarly work (e.9. O¡irk & Greenbaum 1973: 18). A more conmon approach

is to place them in the class of deterniners (Bloomfield 1933: 203; more

recently in, for example, Leech, Deuchar & Hoogenraad 19822 42).

25.L5 certain: Classed

indefinite adjective &

mention that ...').

rn e.g

pronoun

Mansion

'Certains

(1967) as: L. adjective; 2.

affirment que . .. r ('Some

25.16 conjunctions like dont: 'whose', normally considered a relative

pronor¡n (thus Mansion L967). No example with dont is gíven in the dis-

cussion of conjunctions (Sec. 26). one might have imagined dont to be a

mísprint for donc (which is listed as a conclusive conjunction in OKt (p.

114)), but the Danish equivalent hvis (given in 25.17) confirms the

example.

25.27 attribr¡te: 'Complement' would be the usual English term, but

Brøndal specifically rejects (original:) 'Conplementer' here Ín M & S and

elsewhere. Cp. cor¡nent on Sec. 55 below.

25.28 Tt.m iIIe ...: 'Then he said "r amnot unaware ..."'; iIIe is

normalty classed aS a demonstrative pronoun 'that (yonder) or he, she,

it' (Kennedy 19622 49).

25.28-29 Cæru:lo vobis tI (re)conunend this one and this one (him
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and him) to you.'

25.29 id est iden: 'That is the same' (neuter definite pronoun, idem,

eadem, idem)

25.3L hoc dico: Tttis I say ...; dixit iste: t... said he'.

25.103 renain identical trith tl¡enselves: original: 'Ord der ... forbliver

identisk med sig selv'

26.L3 F¡re or neutral conjunction ...: cp. 27.L7-LB, where que is

described as the universal- conjunction.

26.46 larger r'prd classes ...: i.e. open cl-asses, also major classes.

26.62-63 og Ìrvad så: cp. German usage, where r¡rrl can stand alone in the

sane sense ('So what').

26.63 EIIer ...: Likewise, German oder? can stand alone.

26.L00 a kind of'article': Danish atwith the infinitive corresponds to

English to.

28.5-6 conjunct absolute possessives: Quirk & creenbaum (1-973: L05)

caII these attributive (ny) and predicative (nine) possessive pronouns.'
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28.32 r¡n mien ami: thus inMansion (1967) where mien is described as an

'occasional possessive adjective'. Here again, the argument is based on

unusual as well as standard forms.

28.43 Dit bæst: A peculiarly ScandinavÍan usage of the possessive pronoun

before terms of abuse (V & B: 'foran skæIdsordr = 1lou (fx 'you idÍot').

Thus Din idiot! Dit fjols! (Jones & Gade 1981: 85). Cp. also Swedish Din

toker!

30.4 rnre relation: cp. again 'Mica's' scheme of L797 Etoted above,

where 'relation' is the term for prepositions. However, as the previous

o!{ner of my copy of OKL (flyleaf dated l-931) noted in the margÍn against

the original exposition of this idea, 'rel. er altid mellem to ting': a

relation always holds between (at least) A and g. A 'mere' relation

wíthout a goal seems about as plausible as a grin without a cat.

30.L.0 sauf: consídered both adjective (sauf, sar¡ve) as in 'S'en tÍrer Ia

vie sauve' ('to get off whole') and preposition 'save, but, except: sauf

accidents, barring accidents' (Mansion l-967). with que, sauf can be (in

conventional terms) a conjunction, sauf que (except that).

30.1L ¡nrticiples like excepté: GT has reminded rne that in French the

difference between excepté as preposition and participle can be seen in

agreement, €.9. prep. 'tout Ie monde était arrivé, excepté Ia maríée'

(,... except the bride'), adj. 'tous les habitants, les fenrnes exceptées'

('... except the women, the r¡¡omen apart') (Mansion L972: E 69), and that
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in English the difference is seen in 'except these things' and 'these

things excepted'.

30.1-1 ¡nst: cp. corunent on l-6.52 above.

30.11- gerunds like dr¡rant: conventionally a preposition (or postposi-

tion): 'Il travailla durant toute sa vie, sa vie durant' (He worked aII

his life).

30.18 a-tout: '... vint li roys de France atout son ost' (The King of

France cane with atl his army) Joinville, Histoire de Saint lot¡is

(c.1300), guoted EVart l-933: 374.

30.18 endroit: opposite: '... si se herberjera Sor I'autre rive, d'autre

part, endroit als ...' (stayed on the bank opposite them) Villehardouin,

Conquête de Constantinople c.1210, quoted Ewart (L9332 377). Cp. also

Diez 1887 l 272 (under entry ritto).

30.22 chies: variant forms ctr(i)es(e) (E\¡¡art 1933: L2Ll ¡ 'house', from

Latin casa, 'hut, cabín'.

30.28 gonernrent: This r,rtas the notion derived by Brøndal from the

Port-Royal granunar: to the equation 'adverbe = préposition + régime' is

added'i.e. preposition plus relation'. Cp. cornment on Sec. 21 above.

til: conventionally, in this usage classed as conjunctions:30.39 fra
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'fra jeg var barn' (since I was a child); (V c e¡; similarly for til.

30.41-: near relatives of the prepositions: as in the concept of linkwords

embracing prepositions and conjunctions, perhaps, but not close enough in

Brøndal's analysis to have the same number of logical constituents. cp.

again the objection to the concept of the preposition as a pure reLation

raised above.

30.43 ff. object infinitive: cp. Onions' analysis of the infinítive

as object ('I want to go'), quoted in comment on Sec.24 +2 above.

31.8 ff. proper nouns ... not nouns: This sounds less paradoxical in the

original: 'Proprier nå ikke regrnes ord af andre ordklasser f. ex.

nominer.' But propria is the reduced form of nmina propria and thus

'nmina propria are not nmina' is egually paradoxical.

31.20 ttre Skaw; scaw: (archaic) headland, promontory. Of Scand. origin,

akin to o.N. skagi (Webster's 3rd); 'OId Norse via Shetland' (OED).

31.57-58 Charmiden

form).

Lysiteles greets Charmides (-en is accusative

31-.58 Saluten

form).

: Timarchides gives greeting to Taxilus (-o is dative

31.60 lledice ...: cp. 23.41 above.
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31.68 Pro ¡lilone: i.e. Pro trlilone oratio (Cicero's speech on behalf of

l,tiIo ) .

31.70 Eng-Iand: not a true proper noun for Brøndal because compound

(3L.24 above ) .

32.4 radical revision: in fact, a radical reduction. cp. OKL 'The genuine

adverbs are altogether of a guite abstract and subtle character. In our

lWestern] langruages there are few of them and they are rarely very old.'

(OKL 92-93) Thus subsections 1-3 (32.6 - 32.L6) specify what is to be

removed from the class of adverbs.

32.18 hmnlm: the conjunction si, 'if', is derived from Latin si; the

affirmative response to a negative question si (cp. German dodt! ) is der-

ived from sic (cp. reference to French en as a 'so-called homonlm' on the

gronnds of different etymologies, ví2. Latin in and irde, Sec. 14.28-30. )

In OKL the affirmative si is said to be historically identical to the

Eralitative adverb si, but no Ionger so in current usage. (OKt 177).

33.1 nrrerals: cp. sunnary of the argrument in OKL (in corunent on 2L.8-9

above) for regarding numerals as words 'whose sole defining character-

istic is the denoting of enpty frames or objects for description', as

descripta not descriptores. cp. also Sec 70 # ll, where the slmtactic

submember, the determinative analytic submember, can be realized 'not

just by numerals, but atso þr adjectives wtrich are morphologically Etite

different from them,. The contradiction is hardly resolved \l Brøndal's
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insistence that sentence members are not words, for v¡hile the idea that

there is no one-to-one correspondence between rnembra and ¡nrtes (similar

to Jespersen's rejection of a direct link between word classes and ranks,

a notion approved by Hje1mslev), it seems quite unlikely that numerals

can be passive objects of description rnorphoJ-ogically but can fill a

determinative role in syntax.

34.1,6 lù¡lla crùtus jactatio: [Among the German tribes there was no]

'ostentation in dress' (Tacitus, Cernania 6; Lewis 1889 renders the

phrase as 'vain display in armour'). Jactatio from jacto (I thronr; meta-

phorically, I boast).

34.t6 Funenu nr¡lla anrhitio: [There was no] 'pomp at burials': Germania

27. Ànbitio from ambio, I go about. (The sernantic development is from

going about, especially: canvassing; seeking to flatter; hence, ambition

etc. )

35.52 single form ...: original: 'een form dvs. indre logisk struktur'.

Thus alt the classes have nov¡ been defined by their inner logical

structure, not by their syntactic functions, for each class, including

interjections, has more than a single function.

36.2-3 mrphology seen from ttre inside ...: cp. connent on the autonomy

of morpholoEf, Sec. l-2 above.

37.L5 MIKKELSm{: Danish granunarian whose works were authoritative in
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Danish schools in the l-900s. He has been described as'Denmark's

Nesfield'.

37.I5 SONNHTISCHEIN: Characterized by Fillmore ('The case for case') as

'Jespersen's favourite bad-gruy'; Sonnenschein's claím to find the

accusative and dative alive and well in Modern English was probably the

main reason for Jespersen's negative criticisms of hin in The ¡ùitoso¡*ryr

of gramar and elsewhere.

37.L6-L7 accrrsative ... dative: Thus too Nesfield, wtro lists fÍve cases,

although he recogrnizes that 'the [non-genitive] cases have lost their

case-endings, and are indicated only by granunatical relations' (Nesfield

t1898l L964: 30); to wtrich his reviser F.T. lVood adds the footnote:

'Since, even in those pronouns wttich are still inflected the sane form is

used for lindirect and direct objectl, there is perhaps not much point in

continuing to make the distinction.' Sweet, while discussing exanples of

wtrat might be even an instrumental case ('struck by lightning') or

locative ('to stop at home') in other h¡ropean languages, had already

pointed out (1891) that English in fact had (a¡nrt from the genitive)

'the r¡ninflected base constituting the coû¡tþn case . . . and for personal

pronouns we have nmir¡,ative (he) and an objective case (hin).' (Sweet

1891: 52) Or¡ions noted that

to speak of a noun as being in the nominative, accusative or dative
case, is equivalent to saying that the same word would have been in
that case in the corresponding OId English construction, or that the
meaning expressed is such as we associate with that case in highty
inflected languages.

(onions [].9041 L97L: 83)
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After which it is surprising to find the concession that though the

dative 'can no longer be recognized by its form as a distinct case', it
is nevertheless 'convenient to keep the term for preserving syntac-

tical distinctions - as, for example [I.O. and D.O. ] - and for comparison

with other languages in which it has a distinct case-form' (p. 92).

37.53 tithenai, tithesthai: to place, to be placed.

37.58 Horc hmini h4rus: Man (subject) [is] a wolf to [his fellow-] nan.

H@, Iupus nominative case, hmini dative.

37.6I R@aq,/d@.¡n ire: to go to Rome, to go home.

37.6L oikon eleusetai: (he) will come home. Homer, Od'1rssry Bk 19, I. 313.

(In context, Penelope is saying'f do not see Odysseus coming home'.) The

usual Attic future form of erkhmai is eini.

37.62-63 [Ita prorsum] oblitus stm æi: I have utterly forgotten myself .

Terence, Eurn¡ctn¡s 306. oblitus srn, perfect of deponent obliviscor.

37.63 Ciceronis dm¡s: Cicero's (genitive) house.

31.63 ¡nrtitive: One of the case forms of Finnish and Estonian, wttich

have a large number of relational suffixes:

It denotes part of a larger entity, an indefinite amount or indefi-
nite nr:mber in contrast to the basic form which denotes a total
entity ...(in English often the), e.g.'saanko jäätelö-ä?' (partitive
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ending -ä), 'May r have some icecream?' [as against] 'JääteIö (basic
form) maksaa X. markkaa', 'ltre icecream costs x (Finnish) marks'.

(Aaltio L9642 37)

38.20 possibility:

The optative with an forms the apodosis of the less vivid future
condition (Iike the English form $rûuld or shor¡ld) , oE has a
potential sense, €.9. Ei touto poieseien, athlos an eie, 'If he
should (were to) do this, he would be wretched'.

(Goodnin 1889: 67)

38.35 subjwrctive: 'The subjunctive has disappeared almost entirely from

Danish. It has only survived in a few stock phrases, such as ... 'Leve

kongen!' ('Long live the King!')' (Bredsdorff l-958: 104). Similarly,

Koefoed 1-958: l-85. Jones and Gade call this mood 'the optative

(subjunctive)':

There is no real subjunctive in Danish, but some relics of old suÞ
junctive forms are still used as set phrases: Gud bevare kongen, C'od
save the King ... @tation is novradays formd in expressions indicat-
ing indifference or lack of concern, and as such it is also found in
a nr:mber of set phrases: Fred være med ham! [peace be to him]; Sktdt
være med det! lNever mind!, or: To HeII with it! Iit. 'shit on
that/it'l; BIæse være med det! [Be blowed to itl or, Never mind! ]

(Jones and Gade 1981,: l-85)

39.8 Synsemantica: Harris did not use this expression in his ov¡n work -
for one thing, the correct combining form for syzn + s- is (b1¡ assimila-

tion) syss-, and Harris provides a lengthy guotation in the original from

¡pnllonius Dlrscolus ('one of the acutest authors that ever wrote on the

subject of grarunar') wt¡ere the form syssenainei occurs (rendered'are

consigrnificant': the verb is singrular in Greek with a neuter sr:bject,

viz. the parts of speech). Harris' translation of the passage reads:

In the sane manner, as of the elements or letters some are vowels,
which of themselves complete a sound; others are consonants, wttich
without the hetp of vov¡els have no express vocality, so likewise may
v¡e conceive as to the nature of words. Some of them, Iike vowels,
are of themselves expressive, as is the case of verbs, nouns, Prr
nouns and adverbs; others, Iike consonants, wait for their værels,
being unable to become expressive by their owrl proper strength, as
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is the case of prepositions, articles, and conjunctions; for those
parts of speech are always consignificant, that is, are only signíf-
icant, when associated to something else. (de Sltntaxi I, 3)

(Harris L75I: 28, fn. to previous page)

Harris takes up Apollonius' concept by distinguishing between words wttich

have independent meaning and words which have meaning, as quoted here by

Brøndal 39. L4-15, '\alhen in company, or associated'. The distinction,

says Harris, would seem to be essential:

For if all words are significant, or else they would not be words;
and if every thing not absolute, is of course relative; then will
all words be significant either absolutely or relatively. !{ith res-
pect therefore to this distinction, the first sort of words nay be
called sigrnificant by themselves; the latter rray be called signifi-
cant by relation; or if we like it better, the first sort may be
called princi¡nls, the latter accessories.

(Harris L75Lz 27)

The term slznsenantica appears to have been coined by the German phíloso-

pher Franz Brentano: cp. conrnent inunediately below on Marty.

39.16 I{ARIY: Anton Marty (L847-L9L4) was Professor of philosophy at the

German University of Prague. He was a student of Fra¡z Brentano (L838 -
19L7), professor of philosophy and psychology at Wtirzburg and later at

Vienna, and remained a close associate of Brentano for forty years.

Brentano developed the notion of synsemantic expressions in his psycholog-

ically based logic, in particular his nonpropositional theory of judge-

ment, the consequences of which, says Chisholm,

are far-reaching. One consequence is an interpretation of Kant's
dictu¡n that 'existence' is not a predicate. According to Brentano,
when r,tre Say that A exists, 'it is not the conjunction of an attriF
ute of "existence" with "4", but "4" itself which we affirm.' The
word 'exists' is a slmsemantic term that is used to express the act
of judgement.

(Chisholm, I96'laz r, 366)

The extension of the term slznsenantic to the formal opposition of slzrr
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senantic and autosenantic in Marty's work may have been suggested on the

analogy of phonetic terminology: the classical terms littera vocalis

(vowel, Gernan Vokal) and consonans (Konsonant) were given native forms

which make the implicit opposition explicit, namely Selbstlaut and t{it-

Iaut. Thus Ftnke,s editorial note to I'larty's Satz r¡rxl Vfort, (posthumously

published in 1925,2nd ed.1950):

Ar¡tosenantika ( selbstbedeutende Ausdrucksnittel) nennt lvlarty solche
Sprachmittel, die schon für sich allein den Ausdruck eines für sich
mitteilbaren psychischen Phänomens bilden, Synsemantika (mitbedeu-
tende Ausdrucksmittet) solche, von denen dies nicht gilt. Entfernte
analogie liegt vor zu den lautlichen Selbst- und Mítlautern.

( F\-rnke, in Marty [1925 ] 1950: 17 )

In philosophical terminology a similar distinction is invoked by cat-

egorenatic and syncategorematic. Thus Chisholm:

Marty's most important work is the Ufrtersrrclnrngen zur Grr¡ndleçJung
der allgereinen Spractrttreorie (Halle, 1908), a treatise on the
philosopñy of langnrage. His theory of meaningr or 'semasiolog![', is
based upon Brentano's descriptive psychology. From a contem¡rorary
point of view, the most interesting aspects of this theory are the
áistinction between categorematic and syncategorematic uses of words
and the theory of emotive utterances. Like Brentano, Marty appeals
to the correctness of affirmation and rejection, and of love and
hate (in a broad sense) to explicate the syncategorematic character
of certain basic philosophical concepts. In the assertion 'There is
a horse', the words 'a horse' refer to an object, br¡t the words
,there is, Serve only to express the fact that the speaker is
accepting or acknowledging the object. en object is said to have
being ii it rnay be correctly accepted; it has nonbeing if i! rnay be
corréctly rejeèted; it is good if it may be correctly loved; Ít is
bad if it rnay-be correctly hated; the necessary is that wtrích nay be
correctly aãcepted a priori; the inpossible is that wtrich nay be
correctly rejected a priori.

(Chisholm l-967b: V, 1-70-7L)

39.1-6 FSNKE: Otto Funke, Professor of English at Pragrue in the 20s and

30s and later Bern in the 40s and 50s. Apart from his support of t'tarty's

theories from a linguistic standpoint (cp. his Innere Sprachform: eine

Einführwrg in Àntcrr üartlrs Spracphiloso¡ùrie, L924) he was a keen student
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of the history of English granunatical works (cp. grrotations from Fl¡nke.on

Cooper l-685 above). AIso a- vigorous opponent of Jespersen's rank theory,

cp. comment on Sec. 67 below.

40. L8 rcr¡ùological systens: Here

identification of the paradigmatic

structures of the syntagmatic axis).

again the general structuralist

axis with systems (as against the

40.56 citation order: In the M & S Bibliography Rask is quoted as support-

irg, in a polemic against Grinun, the citation order deriving from the In-

dian (i.e. Sanskrit) granunarians: nominative, accusative, dative, genÍ-

tive etc., as the only justified order, an order grounded in the nature

of langruage itself. The 'Continental' order, nominative, genitive, da-

tive, accusative was established by Thrax and followed by Varro (michael

1970: 1L2-113). The order shown in the rnglish tradition of granunars of

the ctassical languages nominative, accusative, genitive, dative -
evidentty seeks to simptify declensional paradiEns where nominative and

accusative .are identical in the neuter gender, for example. AII schemes

begin with the nominative, and it is precisely in the classical langnrages

that the problem arises. In many instances, the oblique forms reflect the

nature of the stem better than does the nominative, €.9. Latin cor (ex

*cords), cordis. Though Brøndal insists that the matter is completely

arbitrary, the problem is still topical if one attempts to establish

paradigrms on a marked versus unmarked basis.

40.6L ¡ùronology: cp. conunents above on the Pragrue School and Trubetzkoy,
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who víewed the phoneme as a bundle of features or oppositÍons, that is,

phonology as systems of relations, not aggregates of atomic items.



Motto: ,Langruage is perpetual creation'. Estetica coÍE scienza dell'-

espressione e lingruistica generale, l-901: chap. )VIII, the conclusion to

part I, Theory of aesthetic(s). To get some idea of Croce's philosophy of

language, and to see how far it is removed from the inductive positivÍsm

of the still influential Neo-granunarians, here is the context of the

motto:

Language is perpetual creation. What has been linguistically ex-
pr"ãseã is not - repeated, save by reproduction of what has already
Ë"ett produced. The ever-ne\¡¡ impressions give rise to continuous
changeã of sound and meaning, that is, to ever-nev¡ expressions. To

seek the model langruage, then, is to seek the inunobility of motion.
Everyone speaks aÃa 

-should speak according to the echoes which
thin-gs arouse in his soul, that is, accordíng to his ímpressions.
. . . ,Ífre questíon of the unity of the language is always reappearing'
because, stated as it is, it is insoluble, being based upon a false
conception of what langruage is. Language is not an arsenal of arns
alreaäy made, and it is not a vocabdlary, a collectíon of abstrac-
tions, or a cemetery of corpses more or less well embal¡ned.- (Croce t19011 AinslÍe's tr - t922: 150-151)

Croce even refused to countenance the existence of parts of s¡reech, on

the grounds that 'Expression is. an indiv'is'ible wtrole. Noun and verb do not

exist in it, but are abstractions made b1r uS, destroying the sole lin-

gruistic reality, v¡hich is the sentence.r (ibid. 146). He concludes by

stating his doctrine that linguistic(s) and aesthetic(s) are ultinately

SY\TTÐ(

These scattered observations rm-rst suffice to show that all the
scientific problems of f,ingruístic are the same as those of Aesthe-
tic, and drat the truths and errors of the one are the truths and

errors of the other. If Linguistic and Aesthetic appear to be two
different sciences, this arises from the fact that people think of
the former as graÍûìar. oY as a mixture between philosophy 1d grarF
nar, that is, añ arbitrary nnemonic schematism or a pedagogic nedley

one:
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and not of a rational science or pure philosophy of speaking. Gran-
mar, or something not unconnected with gralrunar, also introduces into
the mind the prejudice that the reality of language lies in isolated
and combinable words, not in living discourse, in the expressive
organisms, rationally indivisible.

(ibid.151)

Of this one can only say that if the Junggranunatiker can be accused of

atomistic fact-grubbing, at least they provided the basis for a new

interpretation of the data. Croce takes a stand, but provídes no analy-

sis. Às Arens remarks of the Estetica, 'Croce's Schrift ist weniger ein

wissenschaftliches Werk als das temperamentvolle Manifest eínes theoret-

ischen Kijnstlers ...' (Arens 1955: 375) Fortunately, the other outstand-

ing member of the ldealist Movement in lingruistics, Schuchardt (also

referred to in trt o S. ), produced work which was recognizably linguistic,

e.g. his famous iiber die lautgesetze. Cegen die Junggramatiker of l-885.

Nevertheless, and in spite of the fact that Brøndal concedes Croce's

position to be extreme (see Sec. 862 61-79), the appositeness of the

motto for syntax follows from Brøndal's view of slmtax as the 'rhlthmic'

or dynamic aspect of grafinar. Hence too his annotation of tlu¡nboldt's

famous observation that langruage is energeia, not ergon: 'llore correctly:

both and' (Bibliography for M & S). (Croce's idea of creatívity is an

aesthetic one. I forget wtro observed - rightly, I belÍeve - that the

TransformationalÍst notion of 'creativity' confuses genuine creativity

with mere novelty. )

42.I-2 autonm¡r of syntax: bfe have seen above that the autonomy of mor-

phology as a linguistic level was questioned in the 30s and subsequently,

especially in the Transformational era; only in the 80s has there been a

renewal of interest in the topic as an independent domain of research. In
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turn, where for TGG syntactic problems accounted for the bulk of lingruis-

tic literature, current views are challenging the autonomy of granunar ít-

self : Langacker, for example, in the Preface to volume 1- of Eomdations

of cogrnitive granmar, says

Lakoff has long insisted on the need for a cognitively grounded
approach to granunatical structure, the importance of naturalness in
lingristic tñeory, the centrality of metaphor to langrrage and our
mental life, the criticaL nature of categorization, and the non-
autonomy of gramnar... I greatly appreciate Moore and Carling's
views ón the nonautonomy of lingruistic structure (1982), [and]
Hudson's efforts in developing 'word granunar' (L984) ...

(Langacker 1987:4)

Similarly, Givón, wtro rejects the Transformational assumption of a lin-

guistic structure independent of function:

Language - and syntax - v¡ere conceíved of [by pro¡ronenÈs of TGG] as
structure, existing and understandable independently of meaning or
function. 'Autonomous slmtax' then constituted its own explanatíon
even within lingruistics, thus essentialty following Saussure and
Bloomfield wtrÍIe vigorously protestÍng to the contrary. (Cf. Chomsky
L957, 1965)

(Givón 1984: 7)

Brøndal had presented a paper 'L'Autonomie de Ia syntaxe' in Augrust 1931

at the International Lingruistics Conference in Geneva in wtrich he sketch-

ed his ideas for this part of IrI c S. While he changed his views on a

number of points, his insistence on the separate status of rorphology

(forms and meanings derived analytically from the generic concepts) and

slmtax (the study of sentences/clauses and sentence members deríved from

the syntaEnatic combination of the same generic concepts) remained un-

shaken. At the sane time, his readiness to use concepts derived from

non-Iingruistic disciplines and his ultimate view of the status of lin-

guistics vis-à-vis the universe of knowledge (cp. the chart in 'Délini-

tation et subdivision de Ia granunaire' L942, ELG: 136) means that grøndal
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could not subscribe to Hjelmslev's notion of Glossematics as a lingruistic

calculus or to a Copenhagen School attitude that rejected 'hlphenated'

Iinguistics out of hand. Thus, when Brøndal supports the autonomy of

syntax to maintain clarity of perspective and a clearcut division of the

paradigrmatic and the syntagmatic, this is not at, all in the spirit of

njelmslevorChomskyclaimingautonomyforslrntaxandlingruisticsitself

so that lingruistics, in their view a mathematical science, should not be

'tainted' by the social sciences.

42.5 concepts of the logical r\rthn: original: den logiske rythæs

begreber. Like morpholoE¡, syntactic analysis sÈill comes r¡nder the

column of logic (and s]¡mbolico-logic) but lies in the row of rhlrt'hn, the

dlmamic aspect of language in use, ¡nrole, speech. (U C S, Sec. 10) Here

again, Brøndal's structuralism was considered 'unorthodox' bV the

Genevans and by Hjelmslev, who considered himself to be the true heir of

Saussure. Brøndal here is nearer to Gardiner and the Prague School.

43.6 words: Like Cnardiner, Brønda1 is at pains to deny that sentences

consist of words - for him, sentences consist of sentence members derived

from s!¡ntactic, not morphological, analysis. In DSG 1942 there is, how-

ever, an indication of a concession in the direction of traditional sYn-

tax: Brøndal there posits a subdivision of lilorpholoE¡ and Slmtax (wttich

remain two of the four major divisions), a morpho-syntax wtrich would, for

example, study the order of stords in a sentence, where s}ntax proper

studies the order of renbers:

La morpho-syntaxe est l'étude de I'emploi des nots dans Ia phrase,
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de Ifharmoníe entre les éIéments morphologiques et les élénents
syntaxiE:es, de Ia variation sémantigue des mots dans Ia phrase, de

Iå r"ction et de I'accord. Tandis gr:e la syntaxe étudie I'ordre des
membres de phrase, Ia morpho-syntaxe étudie I'ordre des mots' Cette
discipline ãorrespond donc à peu près à la syntaxe de Ia granmaire
tradilionnelle. (cf . JOHN RIES Was ist flrntan? 1894)

(DSG in ELG: 139)

43.L2 word classes: cp. Croce's denial of 'noun and verb' aS 'abstrac-

tions ... destroying the sole linguistic reality ... the sentence' quoted

inunediately above.

43.25 sr¡bstantival ...: original: 'substantivisk (sigtende mod ting?) ..'

adjektiviske (prædicerende? )'

44.3 RIES: In Was ist ein Satz? (1931) Ries compiled over L50 definitions

of the sentence. Some of these are quoted by Arens, beginning with the

great Neo-gran'cnarian Delbrück :

B.Delbrück: 'eine in artikulierter Rede erfolgende Äusserung, welche
dem Sprechenden r:nd Hörenden als ein zusanunenhåingendes r¡nd

abgeschiossenes Ganzes erscheint'; 'von seiten seiner Form

bei.rachtet: dasjenige, $¡aS von zwei Pausen eingeschlossen ist, oder
positiv g"sproãheni eine aus artikulierter Rede bestehende
-expi rationãeinheit. inr¡erhalb deren, sobald sie eine gewisse
eu-sdehnung erreicht, ein lrfechsel zwíschen höherer (stärkerer) r:nd

tieferer ( schwächerer) Betonung stattfindet.'

B. Erdmann: 'die prädikative Verknüpfung von Worten.' [cp. 44.91

O. Jespersen: ,eine (retativ) vollständige und unabhängige
menschl iãhe Äusse rung, deren Vollständigkeit und Unabhåingi gkei t_ sich
in ihrem elleinstehen zeigl, d.h. darin, dass sie für sich allein
geäussert wird.'

A. titeillet: 'eine C,esamtheit von Artikulationen, die r¡ntereinander
durch gewisse gramnatische Beziehungen verbunden sínd, granunatisch
von keiñer anderãn Gesamtheit abhängen und sich selbst genügen.'

(Arens 1955: 350-351)

Ries'ovtn definition

kleinste Redeeinheit,

ran

die

thus: 'Ein Satz ist eine granunatisch geformte

ihren rnhalt im ninbtick auf sein VerhäItnis
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zlrr Wirklichkeit zum Ausdruck bringt' (guoted Gardiner L9322 239). ì

Gardiner's rendering: 'A sentence is a granunatically formed smallest unit

of speech, which brings its content to expression with an eye to this

content's relation to reality'.

44.6 pRISCIAIi¡: Priscian's definition was: 'Oratio est ordÍnatio dictionum

congrua, sententiam perfectam demonstrans' (Institutiones gramnticae II.

4. 1-5, quoted Robins L961263, glossed simply as 'expression of a corçlete

thought' (ibid. 56). Michael's version is more exact: 'A proper arrange-

ment of words, expressing fully what the speaker wants to say' (Michae1

1970: 40). Michael shows that oratio in Priscian could mean anyEhing from

a sentence to a paragraPh.

AIl hre can say is that oratio, like logos, is used either for dis-
course in general or for a guantity of discourse which has some

measure of wholeness. It is not clear how far cqrgrrra means 'harmo-
nious, and how far it means 'agreeing grarunatically'. The latter
sense Priscian usually expresses þr oratio ¡nrfecta. (ibíd. 41)

Sententia, oD the other hand, means 'statement' or 'expreSSion of Opin-

ion'. The uncertainty of the terms is reflected in the nodern vernacl¡-

Iars: in nnglish, the sense 'maxim' for sentence is generally narked

'archaicr, though it is current usage in French 'une sentence'; it shares

the sense 'Iegal judgement' with French, br¡t not the granunatÍcal ('une

phrase'). cp. German: Sentenz = maxim; Satz = sentence; (Urteil - legal

judgement).

44.7 TIIRA,K: It is general-Iy agreed that Priscian followed Thrax for his

definition of word and sentence: word, dictio, is Thrax's lexis, while
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oratio (discourse, sentence) corresponds to Thrax's logos, wt¡ich had a

range of meanings:

Dionysius Thrax gives a formal definition of logos, but here also it
is ñot clear that he means by it only what we mean by the sentence.
Iogos certainly includes the sentence, but it seems also to include
moie. It is not yet possible to say that the category of sentence is
unanbignrously formed: we have rather something wtrich corres¡ronds to
'small unit of discoursef. Dionysius' definition runs: 'A combina-
tion of words, in prose [or metre] expressing a complete thought'
(¡nzes lexeos syntÌresis dianoían autotele delousa). Sir ¡Ian
Gãrdiner questions the translation of autotele as 'complete?. He

prefers iself-sufficient', and blames Priscian's translatíon
þrfectrn f sicl for introducing into lingruistic theory a mísleading
conception of the sentence.

(tlichael 1970: 39 )

44.9 ERDITIANN: Brønda1 has

(Verknüpfung ... )' cp. Ries'

irrnediateJ-y above.

omitted the qualification'prädikative

collection of sentence definitions quoted

44.LL SÍ{EET: M&S bibliography adds to the quotation '...capable of

expressing a thought'. In the líght of wtrat Brøndal is attacking, the

theory that sentences are composed of words, it might be fairer to Sweet

to enlarge the guotation :

Sentences are made up of words, but we Speak in sentence5, not
words, although it rnay happen that a sentence is made up o¡_a single
word. A sentence is a word or combination of words capable of ex-
pressÍng a thought, that is, a combination of logical predicate with
a logical sr:bject.

(Sweet 1891:19; r'ny enrPhasis. )

44.L2 BRATE: In the bibliography, grøndal applies his critical excla-

mation mark to the fuller guotation "Sats är en ordgrupp med finit verb

t!l sompredikat'.

Wortfügrung: The entry for GÚIVIF,RT in the bibliography has: Satz = 'ein

Wortgefüge'; this is also Ries' term.
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44.L3 C,ARDINER: We have already seen that Gardiner's view \,Ias 'noun,

adjective... are parts of langruage, âDd the real parts of speech are

subject and predicate' (L932: 106) (conunent on Sec. 11) and again

Brøndal has guoted Gardiner's view that 'the word is the unít of lan-

guage' but not of speech (M&S L4/21. It seems odd then that Gardiner

should be ranked with the 'sentence = words' party. rn fact, Sec 30, p.

93-99 of Gardiner 1932, 'the nature of the sentence', where the phrase

'word or set of words' occurs, is merely an anticipation of part II of

the work, (chap rV: The sentence and its form, pp i-81--239; chap V, The

sentence and its locutional content, pp 240-327). Gardiner's examination

faces the possibility that we nny have to dispense with either word or

sentence (or both), and notes 'Of recent times there has been a tendency

to enphasize the reality of the sentence at the expense of the word'

(p.94). But he concludes that both concepts are necessary. His disct¡ssion

of the sentence invokes 'the four factors of s¡nech'. He gives these at

the beginning of his work in Btihler's terms (apparently from a lecture

given by Bühler in London 1931): 1, the speaker; 2, the listeneri 3, the

things referred to; 4, the linguistic material - 'the Ínterrelation of

which I had declared, nearly L0 years ago, to constitute the wtrole mecha-

nism of speech' (p.7) (cp. Gardíner L922 quoted in the M&S bibliography:

,word; denoting some thing. Sentence; volitional attitude of the

speaker.' In these terms, appeal is made to:

... adequate relevance both to some definite thing-meant and to some

definite audience or listener wtrich alone can entitle an utterance
to the rank of 'sentence' ... An attentive and intelligent attitude
on the part of the lístener is the correlate to the speaker's pur-
pose, anã is the mini¡m:m requirement of speech. I co¡re back,
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therefore, to rrly dictum that the sentence is the r:nit of speech. For
a sentence to be uttered, the four factors of speech must be
functioning harmoniously and adequately. . .

(Gardiner 1932t 97-98)

Gardiner then offers the definition: 'À sentence is a word or set of

words followed by a pause and revealing an intelligible purpose'. (p.98)

However, v¡hile Gardiner uses 'urord or set of words' here, the following

chapter gr-ralifies this clearly in the passage referred to Ínrnediately

above ('noun, adjective are parts of langruage [etc.l' So it might

reasonably be said that 'word or set of words' should be interpreted in

the light of the later Eratification. In any case for Brøndal (norpho-

Iogical) word classes are realized bywords (or v¡ord forns), slmtactic

classes are realized by sentence rembers. In sentential context they need

no longer be considered as words. At the same time, Gardiner does not

envisage a thoroughgoing analysis in terms of sentence me¡nbers (constitu-

ents). rnpart from ,subject', 'predicate' and 'sentencenualifÍers' Ie.g.

dor¡btless, perhapsl there are so far as I can see no further parts of

speech.' (p.2691.

44.33 not equal to tlre srm ...: a characteristically structuralíst

view that a structure has organizational meaning above and beyond the

inventory of its constituents. Bertalanffy, wtro does not use structure as

a key term br¡t speaks of systems instead, says:

In dealing with complexes of 'elements ', three different kínds of
distinction nay be made - i.e. (I) according to their nu¡nberi Q')
according to their species; (3) accordíng to the relations of ele-
ments... In case (3), not only elements should be kno¡n, but also
the relations between them. Characteristics of the first kÍnd may be
called surunative, of the second kind constitutive. We can also say
that su¡runative characteristics of an element are those nùrich are the
same within and outside the complex; they rnay therefore be obtained
by means of suunation of characteristics and behaviour of elelents
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as known in isolation. Constitutive characteristics are those which
are dependent on the specific relations with the complex; for
understãnding such characteristics we therefore rm¡st knovr not only
the parts, but also the relations.

(Bertalanf.fy L973: 53-54 )

44.35 altered by the synthesis: just as the reverse procedure, i.e.

reduction, involves change. cp. Bradley's famous observation 'It is a

common and ruinous supposition that analysis constitutes no alteration'

44.36 dead ¡nrts: OKL quotes Humboldt 'Das Zerschlagen in Vüörter und

Regeln ist nur ein totes Machwerk wissenschaftlicher Zergliederung', and

conunents:

Her er på romantisk vis en væsentlig distinktion miskendt; man vil
på een gang omfatte åndslivets hele indhold, men man riskerer derved
ãt oveise-de faste tlper og disses gøren-sig-gæIdende selv i åndens
tilsyneladende frieste og mest indÍviduelle ytringer. Som F- DE

SAUS-SLRE med klarhed og konsekvens har tra¡det, må man skelne selve
sproget ('la langue') fra tal-en ('Ia parole') (OKL:52)
(ìneie an esseñtial distinction has been in characteristically
romantic fashion misunderstood. He [Humboldt] is trying to grasp the
entire contents of intellectual/spiritual life in a single fornula.
But by so doing he runs the risk of overlooking the fixed tryes an!
their -realization in the apparently most free and most individual
expressions of the mind. As Saussure clearly and consistentl-y
deinonstrated, it is necessary to distinguish between language itself
('Ia langrue') and speech ('la parole')'.

44.40 WIINDT: Wilhelm vñ¡ndt (t832-I920), generally acknovrledged to be the

,father, of experimental psycholog¡¡. A recent textbook of psychology

suggests that I.Tr:ndt's position can be called structuralist:

According to Vüundt, the subject matter of psycholog¡¡ was inunediate
consciouÁ experience, one's experience or awareness of the content
of one'S own conscious mind. Accordingly, Wr:ndt's theory is some-

times called structuralism. Influenced by the rise of modern physics
and chemistryrWr:ndt argrued that the fi:ndamental approach of science,
namely, analysis, should be apptied to the human mind. To understand
any þroblem, we need to break it do¡¡n into its smallest parts' or
elêmeäts, and then examine the parts thenselves as fi¡¡danental
building blocks. Structuralism, therefore' \^Ias an attempt to corr
partmenúalize the mind into its basic parts, the so-called mental
elements.

(Bourne, Ekstrand and D.¡nn 1988: 7)
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Viewed askance by many linguists (Hermann PauI was particularly opposed

to Wundt's (alteged) ,psychologism') for his unlicensed trespassing on

their domain, Vümdt was an intellectual giant who cannot simply be

written off as a 'positivist psychologist of langruage' (see entry in

Bibliography for lvt e S). After initial studies in medicine at Tübingen,

Heidelberg and gerlin, Wundt became a Privatdozent at Helmholtz's Physio-

Iogical Institute from LB57 to 1864. At the age of 24 he fell critically

i11 and was near death for many weeks; during this crisis he developed

,his most essential religious and philosophical views, and also his ideas

concerning the mental lmental phenomena]'. (weltek 19672 349) (This epi-

sode is graphically related in Vn¡ndt's absorbing memoir, Erlebtes urrËl

Erkanntes Lg2O, which not only charts his own intellectual progress but

also gives a first-hand account of German (and Swiss German) university

and intellectual life from the middle of the 19th century to the after-

¡nath of the First florld War, an account by no means limited to his maín

field of experimental psycholoE¿ but embracing many disciplines. ) From

physiological studies he moved to psychology in the course of producing a

series of studies on sense perception (L852-62). In 1864 he delivered a

series of lectures on physiological psychology primarily for students of

phitosophy; these lectures were published in l-874 under the title Grund-

zvge der ¡þzsiologisctren Psyctrologie. The largest part of the 5th ed. was

translated by his sometime doctoral student and enthusiastic supporter,

the American psychologist E.B. Titchener (Principles of physiological

psychology, 1904). This work is considered by psychologists to be his

najor work (e.g. wellek 1967 loc. cit., Zangwill L987¡ 816).
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During the Franco-Prussian war he served as an army doctor' rn 1874 he

was offered the Chair of Inductive Philosophy at Zurich and in the follow-

ing year he accepted the Chair of Psychology at Leipzig, a position he

held for the next 42 years, retiring in 1917. Here he founded the world's

first experimental psychology laboratory in 1879. Apart from psycholoE¡,

he wrote on logic (Logik 2v. 1880-83, Lth/stlr. eds 3v. 1919 - 24), ethics

(Ethik 1886; sth ed. 3v. L923-241, systematic philosophy (Systen der

rhilosoptrie 1889; 4th ed. 2v. 1919), cultural history (Die lfatior¡en r¡nd

ihre philoso¡ùrie L915) and philosophical bÍography (I€ihllz 1916). AI-

though he drew ideas from contemporary positivÍsm, he was in fact strong-

Iy opposed to (philosophical) sensationalism, materialisn and ethical

relativity, which freçrently went hand in hand with positivism from Comte

to I'tach and beyond (Wiener Kreis, early A.J. Ayer and so on). He was in-

fluenced by Leibniz (whose dualism he maintained, though certainly not in

the terms of 'monadologl['l, Hegel and Schopenhauer. In the light of the

generally negative tone adopted by lingruists on Vütndt - Brøndal, for in-

stance, while a student at Høffding's philosophy seminar, gave a critical

review of Die Sprache 1900 (V.l- Pt 2 of Vólkerpslahologie) - it is of

interest to note WeIIek's observation on Vüundt's 'Psychologism':

W¡ndt resisted 'psychologism' as later form,rlated and critícized brlz

Edmund Husserl - ttrãt Ís, the reduction of cultural organizatíon and
normative evaluation to mere mental processes and the relativization
of the timelessly valid to the mere here and nov¡ of consciousness.

(!{ellek L967 t 3491

ffi¡ndt,s specificatly lingiuistic contribution was the work Brøndal is

referring to here (Die Sprache), as noted, part of the massive 10 volume

Vdlkerpsychotogie 1900-1920. (That I had to order this work from the

AdelaideÆlinders University Joint Store, a warehouse of items no longer
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in frequent use, nay be some indication of the current opinion of lttrndt.

Ho\^¡ever, âs recently as L980 there appeared Tlilhe1n I{l¡rdt ard the naking

of nodern psychologryZ, ed. R.W. Rieber. For a good current estimate, see

Sir Oliver Zangwill's article on l¡üundt in the or<ford c@panion to the

mirxtl, L987.) Despite Brøndal's assertion that th¡ndt required noun and

verb as the basic elements of the sentence (naming Mikkelsen shortly

Iater as being of the same opinion - thus linking by mere adjacency the

German polynath with the Danish pedagogical gramnarian -'Denmark's

Nesfield, ), he fails to point out that elsewtrere Vfundt specifically

denies this. titoreover, Vìtundt's whole purpose is far removed fron peda-

gogical gramnar: he is concerned with the way langruage is shaped by

thought. Consider the following passage from Die Spractre wt¡ere l{r¡ndt is

discussing'RÍchtungen des sprachlichen Denkens (gegenståindliches und

zuständtiches, objektives und subjektives Denken' :

Die wichtigen Unterschiede des gegenständlichen r¡nd des zuständ-
lichen Denkens können 'Richtungen' genannt werden, weil sie weder
die Art der Verbindung der sprachlichen Denkinhalte betreffen ...
noch auch die Inhalte des Denkens selbst ... sondern víelmehr die
eigentürnliche Auffassungsweise, der ein gegebener lrùtalt, sei es
eiñe aus der r:r¡mittelbaren V{ahrnehrm-rng ge$¡onnene oder aus früheren
Anschauungen zusaÍmengesetzte Gesamtvorstellung unterworfeq wird.
Wenn im ,fákutischen [Yakut, a Tr,rrkic langruage spoken in Sibería] und
im Sanskrit irgend eine Tatsache berichtet wird, so karur der Inhalt
des Ceschauten und in der Sprache ausgedrückten ein vollkonrnen
übereinstirrnender, r:nd bei der Neigung des Sanskrit zu verwickelten
WortbíIdungen kann auch der Grad der Zusanunensetzung des C'edankens,
das synthetische oder analytische I'loment der inneren Sprachform, im
ganzen wenig verschieden sein. Dennoch trennt beide Sprachen eine
ungeheure Kluft durch die ganz ah¿eichende Richtung des Denkens, die
in- ihnen herrscht: der Jakute fasst denselben Gedankeinheit
gegenständtich auf, der dem SanskrÍt-Inder zuständlich erscheint.
piese Gegensätze beruhen also auf den verschiedenen Stand¡runkten,
die der Denkende und Sprechende den Dingen gegenüber einninunt, und
die sich in den ab¡¡eichenden Begriffen reflektieren, welche die
Sprache aus der C,esamtvorstellung herausgreift, um diese und die
Beziehungen ihrer Teile auszudrüCken. ... Wenn der einfache Satz 'er
weint' im Sinne unserer Sprache eine vollkonunen eindeutige Aussage
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von einer durch das 'er' bezeichneten dritten Person macht, so ist
der Vorsteltr¡ngsinhalt kein anderer, als wenn etwas dasselbe Faktum
in einer andern durch 'seine Träne' ausgedrückt wird. Ar¡ch die VgII-
ståindigkeit des Satzes ist die gleiche. Dennoch ist die Richtung des
oenkenè eine vöIlig abr^¡eichende, und die verschiedenen Wortformen,
hier das Nomen mit dem Possessivpronomen, dort das Verbum mit dem

Personalpronomen, sind dafür schlagende äussere Zeugnisse.
(I¡üundt 1900 I, PL 2z 4I2-4I3. My emphasis)

44.54 ZIEHH\í: (cp Bibl. M&S) Author of a work on logic using a positivist

approach. (Lehrbr¡ch der fogik auf ¡nsitivistischer Grr¡rrcllage nit Berfick-

sichtigrqng der Cæschichte der logik, !9291 cp. cotrnent on Vfundt above.

45.29/30 there are languages lacking both nor¡n ard verb ( . . . ar¡l

pronoun and conjunction in ot¡r sense...': If this is the authorial plural

(i.e. ,in my sense') then doubtless erøndal could provide arguments Ín

terms of Ìogical systems and constellations, but there seem to be no ex-

anples of analysis to justify this view, other than Brøndal's general

conunents about chinese (in oKL and elsewtrere for example).

45.31'primitive languages': the concept of 'primitive' langruages has

Iong since been rejected by all schools of lfngruistic thought. There may

be primitive cultures but there are no primitive langruages. cp. ün¡rm's

general re¡narks on the vocabulary of Australian eboriginal Langrages; 'In

the vocabulary of a given [aboriginal] language' various classes of

words, such as nouns, verbs, and others, are clearly distingruishable and

definable... (hlurm, t974, EB Y.2, 431, article 'Australian eboriginal

Languages', (pp. 430/3L) ¡ in the current rearranged form of Eg - L985,

v.222 765.) One of the most recent rebuttals of the concePt is given in

Ruhlen L987 (e grgide to the World's langnrages, VI, Classification) where

the author states bluntly 'there are no "primitive" Ianguages' (p.xxiii).
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Cp. also Sapir's view guoted above doubting the universal validityof any

word class except noun and verb: ('No language wholly fails to distin-

gruish noun and verb ...' Sapir l192ll 1963: 119) (C.r. has reminded me of

the problematic case of the transitional stage from pidgin to creole, as

discussed by Trudgill t984, p. 206 ff. (Ondialect); however, it seems

reasonably clear that Brøndal has nothing as margihal as this in nind. )

45.33/34 su¡rerior redir.m of civilizatiør like Chinese: here again

Brøndal seems to have classical Chinese in nind wlth Georg von der

Gablentz' Anfangsgründe der ctrinesischen GrâÍmetik , 1883, a likely

source of inspiration (possibly via Jespersen; cp. comnent on 52. 32 and

33 below). In the 'Allgemeiner TeiI'' (I) we find:

Die meisten (einsilbigen) Stanunv¡örter gehören nicht ein für allemale
einem bestinrnten, sondern batd diesem, bald jenem Redeteile an; die
Redeteile werden nicht durch tautliche, sondern durch syntaktische
Mittel bestinunt,. . . zu denen auch die Zusantnensetzr-mgen zu rechnen
sind. Die Chinesen reden nicht von Stanum.¡örtern, sondern von
schriftzeichen" ' (Gaberentz, Lgg3: 19)

Had Brøndal got as far as Section IIf, ('Neuere Sprache r¡nd Niederer

StiI') (i.e. Iate Lgth century colloguial Chinese) he would have for¡nd

the following description:

Der Unterschied zwischen der neueren Sprache und der äIteren ist zum
grössten Teile lexikalischer r¡nd phraseologischer Art. Die Composíta
ñaben sich gemehrt, und zu den alten Arten derselben sind neue hin-
zugekonrnen; ein Teil der alten Hilfswörter ist durch neue ersetzt
worden, andere haben neue Funktionen angeno¡ûnen. Die Satzfügung
bietet wenig Neues; die Arbeit der Analyse ist durch die umständ-
Lichere Ausdrucksweise sehr vereinfacht, und die Redeteile pflegen
ohne weiteres kenntlich zu sein.

(Gabelentz, t8832 76l-

By the

indeed

i-930s the langruage had further developed in this direction, and

has continued to d so ever since: cp. subtitle of and general
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discussion in Kratochvil 1968: llhe Ctrinese language today: features of an

eærging standard.

46.1- Sentence?: Brøndal's '?'.

46.22 word sentence and sentence r*ord: original, 'ordsætning og sætnings-

ord.'

46.40 sum of convertible eleænts: cp. Sec. 25 pronouns (RD) can also be

(Sec 25 +2 (2) indefinite (DR) and in final tables of Partes and Membra.

The interjection in Sec 21 is rRdD but DrdR in the table to show parallel

form to Dr:dR as members.

47.3L-32 verb or predicatior¡-r'¡ord: original, 'verbet eller udsagnsordet.'

!'lhile 'predication-word' is awkward, not to say dubious English, the

choice as elsev¡here in M c S is to igrnore the native term (wttich is nor-

mally rendered 'verb') or choose a term which reflects Brøndal's ernphasis

on drawing a clear dístinction between words (word classes) and sentence

menbers.

48.L-2 In the general ¡nrt of ryrnta:< . . . : original, 'i syntaxens almene

del eller sætningslæren'; cp. my introductory sectíon on C'ermanic Lin-

g:istic terminolog¡y, Partes & membra, corrnents on Ries' 'satzlehre' etc.

48.LZ basis ...: original, 'basis eÌIer ranne for beskrivelse'
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48.13 combination ...: 'forbindelse eller forhold, dvs. stillingtagen til

noget nyt eller andet'

48.15 descriptive content:'beskrivende indhold'

48.L6 object ...: 'genstand eller resultatf

48.24 subjective: cp. argument in OKL (70-72) discussed above based on

scholastic terms (ca¡ncitas formann etc.) which distinguishes the

'objective object concept' ('objektive genstandsbegreb') = R (nelatum)

and 'subjective object concept' ('subjektive genstandsbegreb') = D

(Descriptum).

48.30 in every possible vtay: cp. 'rule of Leibniz'

48.34 elerentary renbers

classes. (Sec 48)

parallel to abstract (r:nidimensional) word

48.35 analytic æmbers: parallel to concrete (two-dimensionaL ) word

classes.

48.35 synthetic: paralJ-el to complex (three-dimensional) word classes.

48.36 r¡ndifferentiated parallel to the sole undifferentiated word

class.
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48.63 practical ...: just as the discussion of word classes begins on

practical grounds with the morphological counterpart of the analytic

members, ví2. the complex classes (Sec. 22 ff.). Again, possibly because

the unidimensional classes and members, though logically prior' are

hardest to justify: cp. conunent on Brøndal's argument for his analysis of

numerals.

48.68-69 togical rank: cp. Jespersen's Erite different system wtrere sub-

ject and object are primaries, adjectíves and verbs (as members) are sec-

ondaries, adverbials tertiaries, though Jespersen, like Brøndal, insists

there is no direct connection between word class and sentence member.

49.9 st¡bjectrn: original, 'subjectum eller grundled' - Iit. 'basic merr

ber'; the parallelism in the origrnal is between the classical and the

native term, wtrich provides a gloss or (re-)interpretation of the clas-

sical term in a way difficult to translate in English.

49.10 objectrn: 'objektun eller genstand.' @nstard was borrol,¡ed c. 1760

from German 6iggenstard (Nietsen 1976:L281¡ Nielsen adds that it was one

of the words ridiculed by Charlotte Dorothea Biehl in her comedy ttår-

klanreren (Itre llair-splitter) (1765) (cp. the similar satire þr Saint-

Evremond, t-å cmédie des Académistes (1638, never performed). The Danish

Academy's Dictionary rejected genstarr¡l in the 1777 edition; it was final-

Iy accepted in L802. PauI (3rd ed 1921: 190) says @genstand was original-

1y 'Cegenrrurf' and was used in philosophy to render 'Objekt'. l{ahrig's

Deutsctres Iúirterh¡ch (1968) glosses Cegenstarrù as '[eigl. "das Gegenüber
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stehender'1,, ví2. lit. 'the thing standing opposite or facing (one)'. To

complicate matters, the native GerÍttrn term for Subjekt is Satzgegenstard,

for Objekt, Gegenstand. Danish grundted (which would correspond formally

to (non-existent) 'kcn¡ridglid) is m:ch clearer; unfortr:nately Nielsen has

no entry for íts etlzmology. (A coining of Hc¡¿sgaard's? )

49.lL praedicatrn: prædicatum eller udsagrn. Calgued on A¡ssage

(statement) Iit. 'out-saying' (cp. Earle on I'ladvig agaín ('udsagrn').

4g.2L attrih¡te or cqrlerent: 'Det er det . . . Ied som vi har kaldet

attribut eller omsagn' [i.e. msagrrsled]. Brøndal does not use the term

complement cp. Sec 55.55 'complements - an extremely vague concept in

French'; again, in the 1937 article on hlpotaxis (Householder's version)

'In French graÍì¡rtar the term 'complement' (a very vague notion) Ís often

applied to the object. This is an attempt (doomed to fail) to bt¡ild the

entire edifice of syntax on the notion of determination.' (Householder

L9722 26 ; 'H14>otaxe' in ELG: 75 note 2: 'On sait gu'en granunaire fran-

çaise complément notion très peu claíre ...' etc.) pespite Brøndal's

suspicion of the term, I can think of no other; cp. the entry in V&B:

'msagn. predicate, verb; msagnsled: - til grurdleddet, subjectÍve con-

plement., (V&B 1973 II: 56). Kjærulff Nielsen has: complement: prdikat,

msagrrsled; subjective c. r msagrnsled til grr.nxtled; objective c. ' cfr

sagnsld til genstarrclsled; objektsprdikat' (tol L9642 228). (Although

Brøndal,s view here is not the general one - it is accepted as a clause

element in Systemíc Lingruistics and in the various versíons of Quirk et

aI. Lg1.:-, for example - the term has also been challenged by Mitchell;
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cp. colrnent on 55.L below. )

49.26 æmber of extent . . . : omfangsleddet eller extensirnrm. cp. conment

above on extension.

49.33 ff.. introdr¡ctor etc.: Latin forms as in original.

50.i. Introdr¡ctor or introductory renber: 'introductor eller indleder'.

Cp. the suggestÍon in Leech et al. (1982) E:oted above: 'prepositions

and conjunctions are "Iittle parts" [cp. empty words, Chinese xiùcí] of

sentences in that they do not enter into the structure of phrases: they

are rather like arithmetical signs *, -, x, etc. - wtrich is not to say of

course, that they are devoid of meaning.' (L982: 54)

SO.2g hmlogous r¡nits: word classes and sentence members are homologous,

not analogous

50.39 das dass identical: dass, with ss realized in current

Ce rman orthography as a single graph (þ), coÍrnon in fnglish to the end of

the 18th century (cp. facsimiles of Dr. Johnson's letters), transcribed

dasz as a reflex of the written Gothic form ('Fraktur') in the 1920s -

30s, is accepted as a variant of the neuter arEícLe/telative Pronoun,

e.g. in V{ahrig (dass: [= das]'; Kluge -'dass: etymologisch identísch

mit das als ¡¡[eutrum] des Àrtikels' (1889: 50)

50.44: Accusah¡s est quod ...: 'He is accused of corrupting yorth', Iit'
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,that he corrupted Iinperfect subjunctive of corrumpo]' C'eorges

identifies the gr:otation as Quintil-ian without precise referencei cp.

aLso Lewis (1BB9z 862-63),'qud as introducing a fact' as an

explanation.'

50.44-45 Ptus ça va ...: cp. earlier reference to ptus as an introductory

member in sec. 32 on adverbs: 'No-one can doubt ... that plus rnaíntaíns

its morphological identity ... in spite of syntactic variations"

50.48 oÞgleich: oþIeich was considered separable in 18th century usagei

cp. 'Ob er gleich arn ist' (guoted Flügel l-894 but already archaic) '

50.69:...notbor¡rdtoasinglewordclass:rnthiswaythediscrrs-

sion of sentence members will seek to disprove the theory that there is a

one-to-one correlation of partes and membra; nol"¡ this wiII be r'rndertaken

fromtheperspectiveofslrntaxinm¡chthesamefashionasBrøndaldis-

proved the correlation from the perspective of rnorpholog¡.

5L.14 SAÌIDFELD: Kristian sandfeld-Jensen, L873-L942. Professor of Romance

Languages at Copenhagen. The reference here is to Sandfeld's celebrated

Symtaxe du français conteqnrain, I. I-€s pronoos (1928) secs. 76-78 (pp'

129-l-33). Sandfeld deserves special attention, because he and grøndal

both held chairs in Ronance Langnrages (and both chairs fell vacant in

L}LZ wtren sandfeld died at the age of 69, Brøndat at the age of 55

(posner L9672 426). Brøndal had studied r¡nder sandfeld and l$rop in the

Ronance field; Brøndal fregtrently referred to sandfeld's work (criti-
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catly), and while Sandfeld referred to Jespersen ( rank theory) in his

Syntaxe (v. II, 1936; V.III,Lg43), he did not mention erøndal. Tempera-

mentally they were poles apart; Sandfeld, a great descriptivist, shunned

abstraction and purely theoretical disct¡ssion, while Brøndal's interest,

not to say obsession, with abstract analysis led Henri Frei, as already

mentioned, to descrÍbe Brøndal as an example of everything a lln9ttist

should not be. Suffice it to say for the present that lingruístics needs

many approaches, practical and theoretical, so Copenhagen University had

the unigge benefit of two chairs in Romance filled by men of internation-

al stature working, as it were, in opposite directions. sandfeld began

his studies at Copenhagen, later in France and Germany (under Brugmann,

Leskien and weigand). From 1893 on he published works on cultural topics

(on uolière, for example) as weII as in lingristics (nornain et aÌ-

banais). He took his doctorate in l-900, Etr¡des rotnaines I: L',infinitif

et ses ¡Ériptrrases en rornain et dar¡s les langues balkaniçn¡es. I}li exaren

cqnratif. He became Reader in Romance studies at copenhagen in 1905

(wtren Brøndal was matriculating from the rrederiksberg Granunar School)

and professor in 1914. In 1909 he wrote a Danish monograph on French

subordinateclauses(criticizedinl'I&S76'4rcP'relevantcon¡nentbelov¡)

wt¡ich v¡as the first version of v. rr of the S¡zntalre, [€s pro¡nsitions

sr¡bordonnées ( rte présent volume, gui a pour fond un petit livre intitulé

I-€s pro¡nsitions gue j'ai publié en langrue danoise en L909 "" -

Avant-pro¡ros, tviil). In 191-3 he wrote Ia linguistique, wtrich appeared in

German translation 1915, rev. ed. L923. (At this time Brøndal was

studying at the Sorbonne under l'1. Roques' J. Bédier and Antoine MeiIIet'

the great Indo-Et¡ropean comparatist. ) In L926 he produced a study of the
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Ianguages of the so-called 'Balkan Union' (languages of different Indo-

-European families havíng unusual features in cornnon such as the peri-

phrastic infinitive in Modern Greek and Romanian, for exam¡rle): BalkaD-

filologien, French version La linguistique balkanique, 1930. The follow-

ing appreciation is given in DrPré:

Sandfeld est un slmtacticien positiviste, gui fuit I'abstraction et
Ies théories, c'ãst ce que fait Ia grandeur en même temps que les
limites de son apport à la lingristique. Ses ouvrages sont faits
avec beaucoup de scrupule et de soin et tiennent encore une place
très estirnablé dans I'esprÍt de tous les granunairiens d'aujourd'hui.

(pr¡pré L972, r: I [i.e. lower-case L].

52.1 predicate: cp. again current use of predicator as sentence r¡ember.

51.L s¡bject: 'subject eller grundled', Lit. 'basic member'. I can find

no reasonable Unglish expression to convey the native term.

52.L predicate: 'prædikat eller udsagrnsled', Iit. 'predícate member'

Brøndal wíI1 have to demonstrate the existence of 'verbless' predicates

to show that there is no one-to-one correspondence between verb and

predicate (predicator), Strang's 'uni$-lely close' tie; we Ítay exPect that

this will be harder to find than non-substantival subjects.

52.I ¡nrrely active: i.e. relator (here a connector (forbirder)) and

descriptor (beskriver) to denote sentence element.

52.2L fhis holds tnre ...: So he is driven to the concept of 'primitive'

Iangruages again -
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52.30 Chinese: - as well as a contrived view of Chinese.

52.32 living v¡ords: 'Verba oder "Iebende Wörter", tnrot-tsi lsic i.e.

huózìl Gabelentz (1883: l-9). cp. Jespersenz '...there is certainly much

truth in the name given to a verb by Chinese gramnarians, "the living

word" as opposed to a noun wtrich is life1ess.' (L924: 1l-5); thís may have

been Brøndal's inunediate source. No longer current in native ChÍnese graÍF

matical terminology. The word now means '(piece of) tlpe', 'Ietter'.

52.33 fi¡II r¡ords: 'Volle oder Stoffiuörter, sit-tsi [i.e. strízì] (ibid.

loc. cit. ) Unlike huózì, still conunonly used, though in the form shící

Iit. 'real words'. Cí formerly meant 'word or phrase', cP. Matthews,

char. 6984, (old) radical 160, three variants, maín form 12 strokes:

'words, speech. A sentence, an expression or phrase. A nessage, instruc-

tions, statements... Interlchangeable] with No. 6971 lold radical 149 + 5

strokesJ'. tz'uz tian,3 a cyclopaedia; book of phrases.' (Matthews t19311

1943: L033b). Similarly in Walter Simon's dictionary 'tsyrdean, diction-

ary of phrases (L60 (or 1491/L2)' (w. Simon IL947l 19642 754). The status

of word in Chinese has been a classical topic of debate in Chinese graln-

nurr, and the distinction between word and character was not drawn by the

nan in the street. Granunatical usage nor¡r distinguishes zÌ (character,

sometimes corresponding to a single word, br¡t in I'lodern Standard Chinese'

a polysytlabic langruage, it more often corresponds to to a bound forn.

Thus cídiän translates sirnply as 'dictionary' with the silçlified char-

acter cl corresponding to old radical 149 (No. 10 in the new radical in-

dex, which has extended the o1d tist of 2L4 to 2271 e.g. nãn frng cídiãn
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A Chinese English dictionary (Beijing 1978), which itself glosses shfcí

as 'notional word'.

52.40-4L newspaper headlineS Or telegraÍ¡s: a somewhat forced argnrment'

52.44 QtreIIe faute que ...: 'what a nistake that step/move (was)" This

is the exclamative que (Uansion 19L9: 1L5, 200) 'Pauvre de moi!' 'Poor

me!' Petit Robert, under [xrtn¡re, describes this use as a set phrase'

gr:oting Daudet: 'Pauvre de moi!' disait-il' 'lilaintenant, je n'ai plus

gu,à mourir, (L9?B: 13Bl). Dl¡pré lists 26 kinds of usage for de, but type

11, ,exclamatif, is somewhat different: 'C'est d'un chic!' (r, 594) (Sími-

lar examples in Petit nobert). 'Pauvre de moi!' is likewise discussed

under parntre as an idiom: 'La locution interjective'Pauvre de moí!'où

parryre est en apposition à rci et de exptétif est une transposition

plaisante, drorigine provençal, du latin'l{e miserum!" 'Malheureux çfue

je suis!" (III: 1906b)

52.45 pobrecitos ...: 'Poor us!' cp. Portuguese use of de in'Ai de mim!'

('Poor me!').

53.1- Þrtensivrn ...: 'extensirnrm eller omfangsled" AS Brøndal points out

(53.14 ff.l, such sentence elements are largely adverbial, thOugh he is

oblíged by his general strategy to seek out non-adverbial examples'

53. 29/30 (RD) (D:R): the citation order is i¡runaterial for the word

class synbols (though pronouns, for example, are consistently listed
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(RD)' the order of the analysis in the relevant discussion, ('an object

(R) of description (D)'), they are shown in the final table as (DR) to

bring out the homoloE¡ (not identity) with the corresponding menber,

which rm:st be cited in the order shown'

53.35 HUMBoLDT: the reference is to Hu¡nboldt's über die Verwarrdtsct¡aft

der Ortsadverbien mit den Pronæn in einigen Spractren 1827-29 '

53.40-41- ikke: 'glda. d<ki, no[n^¡eg.1 ikke, sv. icke, oldnord' ekki; egl'

neutr. af pron. ingen med betydn. "intet", dvs. en slanunensætningl af

pron. en i neutr: da. et, oldnord. eitt og part[ikel] *9i' (V c e t9762

17s).

53.45 Je ne peur(: I cannot (cp. je ne saurais). Omission of ¡ns in liter-

ary style ,with potnroir, cesser, oser ... governing a positive inflnitive

(expressed or understood)' (Ferrar L9672 27L)

53.73 ttre forward-¡nsitioned rember: 'det fremskudte led'' 'Fronted"

though less awkward than

senses) generative syntax.

the term chosen, evokes (apart from phonetic

53.17 rear-positioned renber: 'det tilbageskudte led'.

53.81 sitr¡atives like før arr¡l nu: while the 'situatives' cited in sec'

53.58-59 are in fact adverbs of place, Brøndal uses the term to cover any

kind of situation or circumstance, as here (adverbs of time). cp. also
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examples of 'situatives' in sec. 32 +I: her and nu etc.

53.84 r rþrçlen3 the conventional orthography leads to the classification

of this exPression as

glossed 'adverb'

an adverbial phrase, whereas idag Itoday] is

54.L object: original, 'object eller genstand'

because composed of relator and relatum'

'purely relative':

54.1-3 MISTELI: The outstanding comparatist Eranz Misteli' The reference

is to his charakteristik der haupsäcl¡tichsten 1lpen des spractrbaus, 1893.

54.L4 objective conjugation: also known as the (Hungarian) definite (as

against the indefinite) conjugation: 'The indefinite conJugatlon is used

when there is no object or [only] an indefinite one, the definite con-

jugation with a definite object.' (lihitney 1944: 15).

54.L6-L7 ¡nssessive suffixes: Hungarian 'my': -m, -im; his' hers' its: -

a, -ja, -e, -je. cp. definite present: lst s9' -om' -em' *m (depending on

rule for vowel harmony); 2nd and 3rd s9. -ja, -i, as against indefinite

present: lst sg. -ok, 2nd and 3rd sg', zeto'

54.25-26 hr¡n vilde red: current orthography has ville as the preterite

form (identical with the bare infinitive); '...especiatly Ithe modals] at

skulle and at ville are often found combined with red without the support

of other verbs: 'Drengen ville ikke med sin morr I rThe boy didn't want
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(to go) with his mother'1, 'vil du med?' ['Do you want to come with (me'

us etc.'] (Jones and Gade 1981: ]-35). cp. C'erman, 'Sie wollte mit' (=

mitkonunen). ,mit-, a flexible and pregnant prefix, denotes one of two

things (a) with Some specific person(s), determined by the context: C'ehst

du mit? Are you going with meluslthem etc-? Er brachte das Buch mit' Ich

hab, ihr aas guch mitgegeben [to take with her]; (b) more vaguely, 'with

the rest', conveying joining in ... D¡ mrsst mÍtsingen'' (Hanuner t9lLz

393-94 )

54.30 kongens død: cp. Jespersen's verbal nexus (The doctor'S arrival =

The doctor arrived) (L924: 115, I20, t29, l-31-)

54.32 fî.. first ... SeCOrrù object etc.: with pronouns, hovtrever' the order

can fluctuate in English (though not in the exam¡lle E-roted 54'39):

(ùjektets stilling) Hvis begge
og -det direkte objekt er it eII
iñidlertid normalt før det indir
engelsk: 'John told it her''
foietrækkes: 'John told it to her'
ingenlunde er sjæIdent på britisk
Atianten er imidlertid en tredi
oD, spreadingl 'John told her it.' 'she gave me them"

(Steller and sørensen 1966: 102)

In C,erman the normal order is: two nouns, dative - accusative (Er gab dem

Jungen einen Fussbal}); two pronouns, accusative - dative (Er gab ihn

ihm: though colloquially 'Gib mir's' as well as formal 'Gib es mir');

mixed, pronoun first (cp. nr gab seinem vater den Brief' Er gab ihn ihn)

Er gab ihm den Brief , Er gab ihn seinem vater (gr]oted HaÑner 1-971: 371)

It is not clear to me that Brøndal's approach here could account for such

phenomena.
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54.53 neitl¡er dative nor accrrsative: cp. corrnents above on Jespersen

contra Sonnenschein.

55.L Àttrih¡te: 'attribute eller omsagnsled', with the -Ied conpound

showing clearlY' that we are dealing with a sentence member. !{e have

already noted Brøndal's objection to the term fcomplement' (conunent on

4g.2L above). Cp. also Gardiner's view that wfiile the 'real parts of

speech, are subject, verb and object, there is no need to extend the

analysis of sentences beyond these terms. More recently, Professor

Mitchell has challenged the traditional disinction adjunct/complement:

ofi tlre table in 1rurr left your hat on tlre table has been conunonly

termed an ,adjuncti, the main criterion for wtrose recogrnition has

traditionally béen that it may be deleted without the meaning of the
remainder being affected. -... ent such a category, as well as the
opposÍtive,noñ-deletable' complemen! (e.g. the'object complement'
yäir hat in the example, a shaæ in that's a sl'Í=, ten stqre twelve
itt he weighs ten s-tone twelve, b th hin and grùra¡py in Ít nade hin
unùra¡ry tcp. SS.14-L5, 'ked af livet'l et capablg
of ãi,-pri"ätion to the same lingruistic -eI sidered
within sets of contrasting and related 5 sÍnple
op¡rositions irçlicit in [fre single sent djunct'
cä?tain verbs iite stranUle, ¡nt, set etc noticed
as necessitating extensions.o-f some kind in order to be meanÍngfully
ã*pfoy"A withiñ a verb phrasei thus, if we t tlrcy
p,t:t foas in cans, not onty is ¡nas not deletab is in
cans. Are therefore both þas ãnd cans to be t s? rf
they are, the use of the term is probably only ar as

.r"rj, ear1y, 
-tàirt"t 

superficial, èontrasts are lI in
all- Iikelihood have tà be abandoned as soon as other tlpes of rela-
tionship are discerned with their implications for the modífications
of gralnrnaticat rules. Thus, it seems reasonable to regard-they plÌ
¡nas- in ca¡rs and tlrey can peas as similar and to identífy ¡ut in
èans and can. If this Ls so,-clearly peas in ttrey ¡rrt ¡nas in cans

differs categórically from in cans ána it seems preferable to call
it 'object' íñ preferãnce to 'object complement' and perhapg even in
ge.,erai to toof wittr some suspicion at icomplelelt'. Similarly '-"
on the table might be seen as 

-'adjunct' in you left your hat m the
tabre' (Mitchelr 1975: 178) '
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Mitchell then suggests that we look at the last sentence fro¡n a TGG

standpoint,'asanamalgarnof...yotlteftlourhatandycnrrhatY'ason

ttre table, the latter being incorporated or embedded in the single sen-

you left your hat on tlre table by the apptication of (transfornma-

rules to delete your hat and was from the second (underlying)
tence

tional )

sentence.' (L7B-7g). We would then arrive at a quite paradoxical result:

If such an interPretation of the
at a deePer level on the table i
table vitas a comPlement, not an
isfactorY state of a

as adjunct because
Ieave, i.e. Yott Pt

In the sane way'
ably v¡ell but complementary-in he not o
abli vell. It seems therefore to nany

iunãt and complement - at least in the
and sometimás- 

-E it" recent lingnristic emplolzment - are indístinct
categories and perhaps even fítety to block progress tor¡¡ards a

deeper urur"rr"r" äf srrãft relat ,nshipã as between John lent tlre book

to Tm ana m borro¿ed tlre rgk fim John and conceivably towards

sentence analysis generally' (ibid. 179)

55.L2 ft. The examPles suggest

traditional'adjunct' .

that Brøndal's 'attribr¡te II' is the

55.20 extensirnn: extensirnrm r

adverbial (prepositional ) phrase'

seems to be a traditional adverb, II an

55.42 descriptive words: because adverbs (d), participles 1rd) and

reflexives (dD) aII contain the descriptor facet'

55.55 coqùenents ...: cP

hlpotaxis referred to above'

similar remarks in Brøndal's article on
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56.1 non-analytic: the very complexity of the syntax of pronomínal

objects in the Romance langruages means that almost any general state¡nent

about the order of direct and indirect object me¡nbers can be met with

counter-exampres. Brøndal also has to discover the syntactic elements

corresponding to dtre abstract classes and to the synthetic (three-di-

mensional) classes; by considering lighter (unstressed) and heavier

(stressed) pronouns as being different from the analytic (two-dimen-

sional) subject and object members, he solves the problem adeptly, if not

entirely convincinglY.

56.10 rI faut les lui rerder: 'rt is necessary (or: We have to) give them

to him (her).'

56 .1L Bisogrra rerrùerglieli: iden.

56.16: oletn ¡nrdidisti: 'You tsg.I wasted your time', Iit' 'oil'' The

Latin proverb is often cited as 'oleum et operam perdere" 'to waste tÍme

and labour'.

57.gsplítforms:original's¡nltninger'.Thustheslrntacticcounter¡nrts

of the abstract classes can be established by taking the elements of the

subject and object ProPer.

Sg.2 frare or topic rpúer: 'ramne eller emneled'. 'provisional subject':

cp. expression'anticipatory subject'; Jespersen, hor+ever, distingrished
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,unspecified it' ('It is cold today' 'It rains', from 'anticípative

or preparatory it as a "duruny subject"' ('It is dreadful to suffer.')

(Jespersen [].937I 1969: 73 )

58.10 certain affinity: i.e. by virtue of the shared descriptum dimen-

sion.

58.14 der: Jespersen devoted a major section of Sprogets logik 1913 to an

analysis of sentences with der and det and theír analogues in other lan-

guages: cp. HaIIon l-98l-, 86-l-05' 181--185.

58.30 so-called iqnrsonal verbs: also known as monoPersonal verbs.

58.31 it rains: Strang calls this the 'spot-filling' use of 'Ít' (Strang

1968:120).Agoodanalysisintermsof'zero-valenq¡,isgivenby
Matthews 1981: 103-5. AIso Jespersen t924t 'Verbs like rain, snow had

originally no subject, and as it would be hard even nov¡ to define logi-

cally what the subject it stands for and wtrat ít means, nany scholars

(lfootnote] Brugmann among others lreference to Brugmann ]'914, Ursprì¡fig

des Scheinsr¡bjekts 'es'l ) took upon it as simply a graÍnntical device to

rnake the sentence conform to the type most generally found' (p'25), with

further discussíon under the heading 'conceptional neuter' (24L-3). This

wasatreadyadisputedtopicinthelgthcentury,cp'Paul's'eine

vielfach erörtete Streitfrage' Iviz. die sogenannte verba impersonalia'J,

with references to Miklosisch l-BB3 (2nd ed) 'subjektlose Sätze' and

others. (paul L9Z0z 130). According to Paul, I'liklosísch and later l{arty
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were appealing to Brentano's psychological doctrine of the possibility of

a single-membered logical judgement:

ttiktosisch r¡nd Marty verkennen die Existenz eines psychologischen
l$j"ft" für die unpeisönlichen Sätze. Sie halten dieselben wirklich
it¡r'-éi"gtiedrig mil eerufung auf Brentanos Psychologie und sehen in
ihneneinenBeweisfürdieTheorie,dassdaslogischeUrteilnicht
notwendig zweigliedrig ztt sein braucht " '

( ibid. 132 )

paul goes on to rejegt this theory with some vehemence:

von eingliedrigen urteilen kann ich mir überhaupt ga\ keine

Vorstetlung *"ñ"tt, und die Logiker- soltten die Sprache nicht zum

Beweise für ài" rxistenz derseÍben heranziehen; sonst zeigen sie'
dass auch ihr Denken noch sehr von dem sprachlichen Ausdruck

abhängig ist,- von dem sich zu ernanzipieren doch ihre Aufgabe sein
sorlte'' (ibid. roc. clt.)

59.4-5 arrtici¡ntory form: by virtue of the relator'

5g.L7 conjgnctions: ,conjgnctioner' - en and y are traditionally con-

sidered pronouns. Cp. Sec. 25 where grøndal says that words containing

only one of the elements (RD) v¡hich characterize true pronouns should not

be so classed.

59.24 reflexives: cp. sec. 25, 'reflexives like sig are not pronouns"

French te has been analysed in Sec. 29 as morphologically parallel to 8e'

and thus remains so for Brøndal even where traditional analysÍs would

describe te here as an object pronoun. (rn the original, 'connait' is

misprinted'connais' . )

5g.28-2g re Ie etc.: refers to the prescribed order of French rpronoufis'-

indirect-direct for 1st and 2nd person s9. and pI' and se; direct-
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indirect for 3rd Person s9. and PI.

60.2I Nordic redio-¡nssive: Cp. Jespersen:

In Scandinavian the reflexive pronoun sik has in a reduced form
fused with many verbal forms, v¡hich then generally havg agçIuired a

purely passive meaning: han kaldes, originally 'he calls_himself',
àor -'he- is called.' Sometimes the meaning is reciprocal: de slås
(wíth a short vowef) 'they fight (strike one another)'; in this verb
there is another form with a long vowel (and glottal catch tstødl
for the passive sIå(e)s 'is struck.

( Jespersen, 192422251

fn the original version of this point in Sprogets logik, the fÍrst

('reciprocal,) use is transcribed slåss, the passive slåes (1913: 94).

Koefoed points out that

With some verbs, the passive s form may indicate a medial voice with
reciprocat (both aclive and passive) or intensive-neutral (neither
active nor passive) meaning: active: Jeg føLger dig tir_toget - I
will see you to the train. IÞtte tn¡s mirder mig o nin bedste ven -
This housé reminds me of my best friend. passive: $orden føIges
lføL,sl ofte af regn - Thr¡nder is often followed by rain. Her nirdes
vi on Dannark Here we are reminded of penmark. nedial: Iad os
føIges [føI's] (ad) til stationen (reciprocal) - Let us 9o together
to the station. Jeg nirrdes ikke at have set Den f:ør (Íntensive) - I
do not remember having seen you before.

(Koefoed 1958¡ 184)

The term middle voice is still retained for lcelandic; for example, in

E.V. Gordon's Introdr¡ction to OId Norse for verbs like kallask- German

granmars favour ædio-¡nssiv (.e. Noreen, Attisliindii.sehe Grat[utaLih L923¡

Gutenbrunner L951; Ranke Lglg.) Kamenski L955 uses vozvrantrnlå fotma,

'reflexive form'. (I owe all this information on lcelandic to G.T')

However, for the other Scandinavian languages the sinpler tern 'passive'

seems to be preferred in modern descriptions: thus Bredsdorff 1-958:

105-7; Jones & Gade 1981:L25-30; Hildeman & Beite's elementary Swedish

granmar distingruishes passive s, de¡ronent s and reciprocal s:
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Passiv: Biljetterna nåste håintas före klockan s:

einige verbãn haben eine passive Form aber akt se

werdén Deponentia genannt ... Jag ho¡4ns, att de

S-Form mit rezipro[.er eedeutung .. ' vi ses igen
(ttildenan 7l

60.34

noun

être

on: morphologically, for Brøndal, not a pronoun but an abstract

(sec. 25 +L); similarly, ce is an abstract pronoun. 'conunent peut-on

Persan?': the we1l-known rhetorical guestion ('Hovr (on eaittr) can

anyone be Persian?, ) from Montesquieu's satire 'Lettres persanes' (t72ll '

60.35 Faut-il Céder?: impersonal il, 7Is it necessary?" tltr¡st one

(yield)?, analysed as a single-dimension member D (descriptum) in

60.38. Morphologically this corresponds to numerals (Sec' 21, Al ' Pos-

sibly the most contentious of Brøndal's classifications' (In the conplex

word classes derived pronouns or numerals have the sane slmbolization

(rDR): prenier, mi (Sec. 21).

60.38 rþre or less pronminal: 'mer eller nindre pronominelle [ord]' -

i.e. partly homologous to word class pronoun np (relatum,/ descrÍptu¡n)'

60.39conjunctreflexives:Ð,emphasisondescriptord'

60.39-40: nothing tÌtat eqùasizes etc.: the symbolization of ce' on' iI

have no emPhasized descriPtor d.

61.13 arla: original am-lla. Nornally in ltalian the initial consonant

of the enclitic object (except gli) is doubled after an irnperative ending

in a stressed vov¡el, thus da + ni = dami, fa + mi - fami, da + lo =
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dallo (these being indirect objects in any case). vedelo: r see it (Io

vedo = unstressed form).

Ilevaron-la: theY carried her.

ctrcuÞo: r call him.

6l-;15-16 habia nezcladese: he got mixed up

6L.L7 conjwrctions: once a given word class, always a given word class'

so ci, which is generally analysed in this context as a direct object

pronoun ('Leave us!'), cp. 'c,incontrano davanti aIIa biblioteca" 'They

meet us in front of the library' as opposed to the adverb of place ci

(,sono andati alla stazione; andi4mo-ci anche noi' ' 'They went to the

station; let us go there too.'). Hence ci and vi are for Brøndal 'situa-

tives' wtrich merely ,function' ('fungerer') as pronouns.

62. 4-5 threedirensional syntlretic: corresponding

three-dimensional complex word classes in Sec' 21'

62.1L Dr:d ..: by a kind of Brøndalian arithnetic:

D:d

+ Dr:

+ Dr:d

= Dr:d.

Simí}.arly for *2, *3 and #4.

to the
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63.26 hos¡res, hostis: 'A gUest/stranger Iis] an enemyr' Trärre, Schärrc:

Dreams [are but] shadows ('frothr). cp. PauI: 'Wir dürfen doch nicht

ausser acht lassen, dass sätze wie Träume sind schäume ... gleichwertig

sind mit Sätzen ohne Kopula: Träume, Schäume (PauI L9202 294'l '

63.47 absorbed subject: in the inflection -o'

63.50 salva res: aII [or: the matter] is well'

63.53-54 beati possidentes: blessed (are) they who have ...(r,uke)

63.67 intrar¡sitive: fiat, let there be (Ir¡r, Iight) 3rd s9. sr:bjunctive

of fio, 'r become', used as a passive of facio'

64.30 arc: cp. 63.47, 'absorbed subject"

64.40 ff . no v¡ord class ... r¡nsuited ...: Thus the final exa¡nination of

sentence members demonstrates that there is no one-to-one corresPondence

between word class and sentence member'

63.60 ¡runcttn

head).

65.1 Ellipsis: JesPersen

appealed to elliPsis or

l-924 and elsewhere.

tetigisti: you have touched the point (hit the nail on the

was generally suspicious of explanatíons which

suppression: numerous references in Jespersen
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65.5 cantat = est cantans: cp. Vüilkins' analysis of calificio in his

Essay ... (1668)

65.19 TOBLER: Eroted at some length in the bibliography to M c S'

professor of Romance studies at Berlin and cLassed by lotdan/Otr as a

neo-gramnarian 'whose work on French syntax ... is still invaluable and

universarry appreciated' (rordan/orr [1937] 19702 24ì.'

65. 5l- here arxd

as against langue.

now: the synchronic as against the diachronic and ¡nrole

65.60 quos ego ...: 'You' wtrom I - !' Neptune sultrlþns the East wind'

Eurus, and the West, Zephyrus, to rebuke them for creating a storm at

Juno's behest to destroy the Trojan fleet. The fuller context': 'iam

caelum terranque meo sine numine, ven:.:l,/ miscere et tantas audietis

tollere moles? /qvos ego ... ! sed motos praestat cofrponere fluctus" 'Do

you realLy dare, you winds, without my divíne assent / To confound earth

and sky, and raise this riot of water? / You, wt¡om I ...! vtell, you have

made the storm, I mrst lay it.' (Day Lewis' translation) (G'f' points out

that the fact that everybody knows that the sentence Ís incornpletd (an

instance of aposiopesis) rnay be part of its pragrrnatic meaning')

66.1 sr¡henbers: original "underled' .

66.5 ttre dog barks: Jespersen's famous exalrpte in Sprogets logik 1913
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which shows the parallel rank of adjective and verb thus:

meget bidske HITNDE gøer sjældent

meget gøende HUNDE bider sjældent

(three tlpe sizes in the original) - in terms of rank, each sentence is:

tertiaryr secordary, PRIMARV, SeqOndary, tertiary. In this form' the

DanÍsh is difficult to translate wíth the same economy to yíeld the same

parallel, since there is no English form of 'bite' corresponding to

bidske (snappish, fierce), nor can very collocate with a present par-

ticipte in this context (one can have 'A very biting renark' bt¡t hardly

*'a very biting dog'). Thus the example is reworked in fhe ¡üriloso¡ùry2 of

gra[nar as .a furiously barking dog' and 'the dog barks furiously' to

illustrate the difference between junction and nexus (terms only arrived

at in 1921 in IÞ to hor¡edarter " ' )' As Sandved remarked' ¡ " ' that weII-

-knor,'¡n dog, wtrich has barked its way ínto so many descriptions of English

syntax ...' (Sandved t9692 7Ll

66.8 pattl: There is, Somewhat surprisingly, no entry in the biblíography

Èo M & S for the great neo-gramnarÍan. This may have been an Oversight'

yet the only biblíographical entry for PauI in any of Brøndal's major

works is in pr and that is not the Prinzipien, ht Paul's lÞr¡tsches

It<irterh¡cÌr. Contrast this with Jespersen's attitude, already cited above

(,... Paul's golden words ..., Lg24: 1-86, requoted t1937] 1.9692 t02). My

surmise is that the greatest of the neo-graÍmarians could by no means be

tarred with the general brush of 'atomistic fact-grubbing' - he was'

indeed, an important transitional figure to later schools' in part by

bringing the qrrestion of lingristics as an avowedly historical science to
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the forefront.

66.g degraded predicate: 'ein degradiertes Prädikat' (Paul L9202 140,

'Sätze mit doppeltem Subjekt oder prädikat') '

66.LLff. JESPERSE'I: i.e. Jespersen I92L'

66.52 is at a loss: Gardiner,s views here warrant more attention than the

four words quoted:

Jespersen has given to this subject-predicate relation ... the name

of ,nexus', and-he rightly insisLs on the firndamentat duality of the
relation. ...But wtrile stressing the duality whtch distinguishes Ihe
dog / tElrks ñrriously from a ñrriously barking dog, he is at a Ioss
to- explain it. f think we Inay weII retain the term 'nexus', though

it wiif be clearer to extend it into 'predicational nexus' " ' He

seems reluctant tPG L45l to give the names 'subject' and jPredicate'
to the correlaied parts ót a next¡s like -(I know) Rafph / to b
brave, but to this tirere is little objection so long as it is real-
ized that in one and the same sentence subordinate subjects and pre-
dicates can coexist with the main subject and predicate.-T?ke, fot
àxampte, the sentence Joan having asked þe1 mther, t¡¡e latter aÈ
vised her to ¡-r""rr.t. in the cor¡ise she had adopted. -Here -the main

subject is ti* latter and the main predicate adr¡ised her " '
aaoitea. But side by side with these are no less than three sub-

ãiainat" predicational nexuses, namely (1) Joan (s) having asked her

rcürer (Þ), e) her (S) to persevere ... adopted_(P), and (3) she

til had aAopùe¿ (p). In all-four nexuses the predicate is felt as

being pr"="n-tly said of its subject, and the warnrbtooded vitalíty
ãviaéncäa Uy air granunatical preãicates contrasts markedly with the
Iifelessn""= rñi"É aistingrisires their subjects. Each predicational
nexus, whether main or Subordinate, Seems to reflect a separate act
of speech aisuming its characteristic aspect of saying something

about something. e"a this aspect persists, notwithstanding the fact
that all four nexuses are tin-ked together both formally and

functionally as each playing its respective part in the achievement

of a corunon purpose. 
(Gardiner lg32z 26L_621

66.78 ff. cp. again Jespersen's verbal nexus (L924: 136)
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6j.g FUNKE: Funke subjected the theory of Rank to searching criticism in

his 1925 article 'Jespersen's Isic] Lehre von den'three ranks', to which

Jespersen replied in the Sane year ('Die grarunatischen Rangstufen') '

F\¡nke repeated his criticisms in L927 ('Ein letzes !'lort zur Rang-

stufenlehre Jespersen's'), noting at the same time the personal animus

apparent in the Dane's reply. For a fuller account, see Hallon 1981:

r59-L64.

HJEIJ,ISLEI/: Hjelmslev accepted the terms primary, secondary and tertiary,

but denied that they were categories. For Hjelmslev L928, the chíef

granunatical categories hrere government and subordination (dependency). It

was in the course of his discussion of Jespersen's theory of rank

(princi¡ns p.128 ff. ) that Hjelmslev denied the validity of the dis-

tinction drawn by Jespersen between the two series, word classes and

primaries, Secondaries, tertiaries (or adjgncts and sgbjuncts) and

arrived at the celebrated dictum discussed above: 'c'est que toute dís-

tinction entre morphologie et slmtaxe est impossible' (etc') (1928: 154)

67 .LL-L3 rembers ... not words: the fi¡ndamental distinction of morphology

and slmtax.

6g.L Cqounds: Brøndal iS emphatic in assigning compounds (sarrmen'-

sætninger, coq)osita) to syntax as he says here, from Sec' 1-0 (cp'

diagram) onwards. As the rationale for this view is expounded in this

section, this appears to be the most appropriate place to consider the

conflicting views on this controversial matter. Nor^t wtríIe Brøndal classes
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derivation and inflexíon together as morphological processes' the 19th

century Gernanic tradition grouped compounding and derivation together as

Iexicology (Wortbildungslehre) : as PauI observed:

Die Stellung der Wortbildungslehre im System der Grarunatik ist utt-
stritten. rtri sãrrtipier ¡. Griñrn, Dietz, sópp und andere brachten sie
zwischen ftexionsiehre und Syntax, Schleicher, Miklosi"gÞf Brugmann

und Wilmanns vor der Flexiänslehre. Da aber die Wortbildungslehre
gleichzeitig llorphologie und Aedeutqngsfunktion erforscht wie die
ËV"iu*, da-ferne? häuÉig auch neue Wörter aus sltntaktischen. Gruppen

ãñt"t"ft"n, wird sie hier-im Anschluss an die S'ntax F!u"9"1!.--Gàúlstolte 
L9622 328, abridgement of PauI 1916-20)'

Sinilarly in the Prinzípien: 'Der tibergang von syntaktischem Gefüge zum

Kompositurn ist ein so allmählicher, dass es gar keine scharfe Grenzlinie

zwischen beiden gibt.' (PauI L9202 328) '

Jespersen, âs we noted earlier, removed sound and meaning from his systen

of gramn¿ìr, and was left with 'wtrat is by coÍunon consent reckoned as the

central part of granmar, by some even as the r"¡trole ... of graÍmar"

namely, 1-. morphologf, 2. word-fornation, 3. syntax. (1924: 37) Word-for-

mation is explicitly identified with 'vlortbildr:n9" 'dérivation' (ibid'

38). Compounds are discussed in the section 'word' (92- 95): now

Jespersen, (IE phonetician of world rank evidently familiar with the

stress phenomena referred to ín discussions of conpounds and phrases

(,distínction between a 'strongbox and a 'strong 'box' tilEG I:

l-55; also in his Engelsk fonetik (LgLz],, section 13.3 on stress ín

compounds), here chooses to draw attention rather to the difficulty of

deciding wtrat a word is:

Í{ords are ling.ristic units, but they are not pho-netic units: no

merely pno"ãliÉ ånalysis of a string of-spoken sounds can reveal to
us the nr*¡"t of ivords Ít is made up of , or the division between

word and word. This has long been recoþized by phoneticians and is



indisputable: a naze sot¡nds exactly like aÍ¡aze' ... Fr; a senblé like
."".rLIé Nor can the spetling ue decisive, because spelling is
often perfectly arbitrary and dependent on fashion or, in some coun-
tries, on miñisterial decrees not always weII advised' There is
hardly sufficient reason for German official spellings like
miteinander, infolgedessen, zurzeit etc...

( Jespersen L9242 92-931

(The Germans are Jespersen's favourite whipping-boys in such matters; the

are given good marks for linguistic 'progress" e.9. shedding the
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system, and for conmon-sense - no linguistic Academy, and

phonetic considerations are to be rejected, so must semantic

English

Germanic

so on. )

case

If

ones, and we are left with syntactic criteria as being decísive:

On the
remarks,
tilinear
neither
wtrat is
(syntactic) criteria to decide the question'

( ibid. 93 )

Nevertheless, Jespersen has not dogmatically rejected the relevance of

phonetic and semantic criteria, he has simply stated that slmtactic con-

siderations are paramor:nt. This pragmatic approach is still valíd today:

In a langruage such as English, how can hte expect a single críterion
to mark 

-thã 
boundary bétreen lexicalisation and nere institutÍon-

ãiirâtio.t? This is not to say the distinction is spurious; it is
often the mark of a genuine unit that'one has trouble with it! But

as with the word iñ general criteria at aII levels tnay be

rerevant' (I{atthews L974¿ 193-94)

There had been a fair amount of discussion in the Englísh-speaking

tradition apart from that of continental scholars wtro wrote in English

(Jespersen, pouts¡na): we have already qtroted Sweet in the llorpholoE¡

section wtrere Brøndal states flatly that compounds are a syntactic

phenomenon. Bloomfield's Låfi$¡age appeared a year after t'l & S - 'for

compounds v. phrases the best discussion is stíIl that of BI¡oMFIELD
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[1933]' (Matthews L9742 195) - but Bloomfield 1-91-4: l-40, l-59-66 provides

a good treatment of compounds In 'Morphology" Sec. 12, 'word-composi-

tion: semantic value') he observes:

The problem of in any way classifying compounds ís an exceedingly
difficult or,",- becausË tire nateriãf ánd logical relations between

the ,membersi' ot- 
-ãompounas are, even withiñ one and the eame lan-

guage, often.weli-nigh 
-endless in variety. Perhaps the most justifi-

able basis åi 
"ru"Éifícation 

is that v¡ricrr distingnrishes compounds

wtrich in form resemble a syntactic word-group and those wtrich do

"ot. By this classificatiott 
-Iott9-nose,. shorthard, crovrs-foot¡ Ílârts

of-war, for-i"ãlånc., woutd beloñg to the former class, for, though
mpoún¿s externally resemble such col-

, ctow' s foot, nan of war " ' To

Idog, a¡Ple- tree, sofa-cushion'
syntactic groups. The comPounds

iviaea according to wtrether theY

describe an actually present feature of the experience, Iike a¡ple
_tree, of , iilr" ni,riaog, express _merely an associative element

visible on mã-lree, but Étre doö merely reminds one of the buII'
(Bloomfield 1914: L59-60)

(Compare the Wr¡ndtian echo of 'associative' here with the celebrated,

even notorious, stimulus-response account of Jack, JilI and the apple in

rån$nge. ) Btoomfield 1914 also discusses tlpes of composition not found

in English: he Erotes Nahuatl verbal compounds, copulative corq>ounds in

sanskrit, chinese compounds of the oppositive tlpe like (nodern tran-

scription) xiongdi, Iit. 'older brother' (xiong) -'younger brother' (di)

to yield the meaning ,brother(s)'(in general). (p. 161) In sec' 13' 'Word

-corçosition not a phonetic process' there is a detailed treat¡nent of the

relevant stress phenomena, though noting 'Not even the stress-accent of a

language like English or German necessarily distinguishes a compor:nd from

a succession of words' (P. l'62) and that

the concePt of a is not absolutelY

definable. Is stard rnpo-undZ-It differs
from the ordinary us idea of movement;

on the othei ftåia, in view of s aside we might say

that stand means not only 'to ¡rosition' but also



'to assume an upright position'. That is to say, thenf th9-differ-
ence between compounas- and sets of simple words is, like that
between derivatioñatly formed hrords and coÍlpounds, a matter of the
speakerrs associative disposition which ¡nay vary fron person to
person and from hour to hour.

(ibid. p. 163)
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considered wtrere stress does distinguish conrpounds and

not in the detail of tangruage (L933: Chap. t4, 'llor-

p. 227-46). Sec. L4 'Simple word: compor-rrd: phrase'

Then cases are

phrases, though

phologic t1pes,

points out that

conpounds n6y approach the value of slmtactlc collocatíons, untíI'
in cases lii<e Éirffaog and s ard off, we may hesitate before the
alternative of speaking-of conposition or of setting up the ap[larent
first members aã itta"p"ndent words. - Thus we see, in our sunrey of
morphology, the most varied tlpes of expression; first, the unit
rorä ..:- then the inflected worá ... then again, the derived word,
bordering on a compound, such as rmt<ird, fourteent and finally, the
compor:nd] borderin-g, in its turn, on a syntactíc collocation of
words (ibid. p. 166)

In the 60s support for the view of conpor:nds as slntactic units came from

the Transformationalist perspective in Lees' Gramar of English riæiriaf-

izations, 1963 (first published in l-960 as a supplenent to the Inter-

r¡ational Journal of Arerican LingruisticS), one of the earliest, and, with

Chomsky,s Syntactic stn¡ctures, still one of the best works of the tradí-

tion. The preface is stim:Iating and provocative in its review of previ-

ous treatments of composition and is worth 4roting at sone length' The

(then new) approach challenges

The tong-standing traditional view that sentences are constn¡cted
from left to ríght, word for word, by the sinple adjunction of
successive constituents one to another has obscured for a great nany
iinguists the clarifying conception- of -nominal 

expressions, and

espãcially nominal compounds, as transformed versions of senÈences.
(Lees 1963: xix)

The preface tooks at the ,three distinguishable tradítions' in the lit-

erature on coÍìpounding: L, the Panini, of Taxononic approachi 2, the
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Brugnann'orHistoricalapproach,3)theÏ\pographer'sHlphenatíon
problem. ,The latter two traditions may be disposed of guickly as being

Iargely irrelevant to our problem, though the literature involved is by

no means triviat' (ibid. loc. cit. ) The Junggranunatiker historical

approach is exemplified by Brugmann's 1900 paper 'Ùber das Vüesen der

sogenannten Wortzusarunensetzungen. EÍne sprachpsychologische Studie"

wþile the 'typographer's problem' is said to be more scientific than

historicat: can general rules be constructed to predict the orthography

of compounds as separate, hlphenated, or simple wordsi if not, can the

rules of orthography be revised to overcome the diffícultíes? 'since

solutions to these problems obviously involve nany non-Iinguistic

criteriamostoftheliterature...isoftittleinteresthere.'
(ibid. xx). The lingruistic traditions can be: semantic; or, rigidly

anti-notional and physicalist; or finally, the sophisticated classical

approach: in the first

TheideaofusingphysicalpropertiesinataxonomyisErite
ancient, but the i.áea-o-f basinga Laxonomy.strictly and exclusively
upon phonemic form is a *oá"ttt notion derived from the rnistaken

conviction that scientific analysis can proceed only by the regis-
tration an¿ iisting of dírectly oËservable-physical features "' The

physicalist viãw aÉtempts to ciassify comporlnás according to wtrether

they exhibit a certain stress, ot êotsiËt of a certain sequence of
affixmorphemes,otcontainceÍnpartsofspeech-i'"certaín
order ...or-ãri such physical co s tñe lfollowingl fíve compound

çrite sufficient to danrç>en one'
áutomaticalty applicable analyti
naticaÌ struäturã to arbitrarily chosen expressions " ' (ibid. xxi )

The third example is that of 'the more moderate and sophisticated clas-

sical approach "' exemplified þr Panini's classification of sanskrit com-
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pounds, ot Whitney's elaboration of it' and appears at its best in

Bloomfield,s detailed and perceptive treatment of compounding Iin fan-

guagel., (ibid. xxi-xxii) Lees points out that Btoomfield 'understood

Erite well, and even discussed explicitly, the duplication within co¡tt-

pounds of slmtactic relations found externally in other expressions of

the language., (ibid. xxii) (Examples are given from t'anglrage' but we

have just seen that Bloomfield had made the point in 19L4' ) After over a

page of discussion of wtrat Bloomfield in the 1933 work called 'asyn-

tactic, compounds (e.g. door-knob), Lees concludes 2 | " 'barring the

improbable case of Bloomfield's simply overlooking the existence of the

prepostional phrase knob of a door, the abstract syntactic relatÍon

between it and door-knob was just physically too indirect to be admis-

sible for him ...' (ibid. xxiii). A couple of pages are devoted to

Jespersen, with special reference to l{EG part VI - MorpholoE¡, L942,1 ,

beginning

If we search among the myriad granrnatical, semantic, and historical
detairs ." Eúïi;É wnich'otto Jespersen so patiently catalogued' we

find that t'ã'-ióo perceived the- sr:iterltå3ll1riffi :ffi"y#il:
rm ear1Y riser, enonInua eater, or
ete ignorance, and, just as in ttre
derivation of these ññn€ f-ron tÏe
, eats enorrcr¡slYr or utterlY dark

and coqùetery ignorant-' 
,ibid. xxiii, rÌv emphasis)

(This is an early exam¡rle of the 'Jespersen as precursor of fGG', clai¡n of

Katz and chomsky: I have discussed this at length in Hallon 1981' Suffice

to say here 'Yes, but ...') However, Jes¡rersen's treatmenÈ of compounds

'is much more traditional and taxonomic' (ibid. Ioc. cit')' What is

worse,
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He \^tAs never able to draw the correct conclusions from his SònetimeS

very penetrating studies, nanely, that_there sirnply is no neat phys-

ical or semanti; criterion for éonpounds, that there need not be any

such, and thai inå point of lingruiËtic research is to find granunati-

cal descriptions, rrät to classiiy physical or semantic "objects"'
(ibid. xxiv)

This \^ras written, of course, in the heady early period of IGG, charac-

terized by an exuberant confidence in the new methodolog¡¡. subsequently'

however, the problems were seen to be as resistant to inStant solutions

as ever. llatthews, having rejected the transformationalist view of

derivation('...thetransformationalistproposalhasnowbeengivenmore

than enough rope to hang itself' (Lg74: 187) ), examines compounding and'

citing Lees' exam¡rles, reviews the position thus:

In the development of the 'transforrnationalist' vievtr, it was in
fact the compounds that were first subjected to full analysis:
madnan, ro'. t*amjiã, 'u" related syntactically to a Dan who is nad'

girlfri.end to î-i.i"tta who is a girl, arrowhead to tlre head of an

arroÍ¡ ... The case for such analysãs *as similar to the one ... for
derivational girlfrierd and arrcrrtread are on

the ,surfacer tñeir types rnay be distingruished
semantically sentencéÈ with a Nominal Comple-

ment (Ttre fr aY be disti
Possessives ( ad) ' The ar
of the same sort. one talks of a girlfrierd
usually of a nanfrierd and still less of a

frierd. wtry soi This cannot be explained by syntax, but only by the

particular properties of [the lexenes] GIRLFRIE¡¡O and BOYFRImID as

semantic units. (ibid. 1gg)

Matthews' discussion

Iogical, sYntactic,

convincinglY that

where all levels

of the results provided by analysis from morpho-

phonological and semantic standpoints demonstrates

the classification of. compounds is a complex matter

of lingristic analysis nlay be relevant (as already

Eroted earlY in this conunent):

The criteria we have discussed tend to give different results' Red

adniralisacompounabythetestofmeaninglh!bythephono-
iogical test it *oüta be tåken merely as a fossilised or non-trans-
parent metaphor. Heir a¡4nrent is-morphologically two words, but
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syntactically the arrangement of Noun + edjective is unproductive'
However, it would be a rnlstake to conclude that one of them must be

TTIE criterion--pát excell-ence. rn the history of a langruage, co1lo-
cations and fiþres of speech may often be INSTITLÍIIO¡ÍALISED (as

clichés or iaiãmá) without aiso being LExrcÀLrsED as single units"'
( ibid. L93 )

A decade later Hudson's word grarnar adopted a network approach wtrere the

question of levels can be blpassed; in this approach, it is no longer

necessary to decide wtrether compounds belong to morphology or slmtax:

compounds and clitics are similar in that in both kinds of con-

struction a word contains another word (or words) among its con-

stituents. In both cases, it is hard to decide wt¡ere the boundary

between "v"iã* 
-ã"á 

morphology lies, because we could be on either
rever, u""oiãi.tg to how ile inúãrpret our definitions of the revers'
Widely u"""p[ãã' ããfittitiott= toütd be: 'S'ntax. is the.Ievel wttich

deals with relations between words' and ;t'torphology i!-!1" Ievel
wtrich deals with the internal structures of words'' clitics and

compounds sati;it boûr of these definitions' so we could locate the

structurer 
"ãÃããtñed 

on either or both of the levels. It seens best'
in view of ihi= *""rtainty, not to make too rm-rch depend- on getting
the *orpftofãW7 

-"y"t.* 
Uoünaary llgh!, and one of the characteris-

tics of wora li'anuna? is tttat very little depends on it ...
(Hudson 1984: 521.

69.2g bris+glace: ice-breaker (ship¡ ; ¡nrte-plrre: penholderi savoir-

-vivre: good manners (Iit. 'to know (how) to live (behave)"

69.30 chi*erplit: havoc, uproar. Nov¡ normally written ctrientit t ljanli]'

Lit. ,shit in bed', chier (ex Lat. cacare). (Petit Robert quotes De

GauIIe, s well-known slogan of the Ìilarch 1968 student troubles ' 'Lã

réforme, oui; Ia chienlit, non.' Passing through parÍs in ltlay of that

year, I noticed a graffito near the Pont des Beau( Arts: 'La chienlít'

c,est lui !, , with a caricature of the General, 'Charlot, . ) narclrepied:

running-board (on cars of the 30s); trotterernr: pitter-¡ntter (of mice)'

from trotter; réveil-natin: alarrrclock. Normally réveillenatin' from

réveiller.
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69.31- bon-hæ: fellow, chap; also 'good-natured man'. avant-coureur:

forerunner, precursor; bien-tôt: Soon, Iit. E:ite Soon. hor-mis: except,

written hornis, from hors, outside and nis, p.p. rettre 'put outside'.

69.32 non-sens: nonsense, meaningless (phrase, translation, action etc')

'c,est un nonsens' ; deni-frère: half-brother; qnsi-déIit: technical

offence (Iegal).

69.33 quelq'¡n: somebody, someone; clrac-ur: everyone; qgis-quig: whoever,

whosoever.

69.34 cerf-volant: kite, lit. 'ftying-stag' i bor¡t-rinÉ: set rhltme;

honebête: lit. ,man-beast' (not in Petit Robert, though lræeand¡rrdt

is. ); sé¡nrtcreenfer: lit. 'tonÞhell''

70.18 Sa - plus large - acception: 1in) its - widest - sense'

70.18-19 I¡Ion - ctrer - ami¡ ¡y - dear - friend'

70.19 ces - diverses - hiStoires: these - various - storíesi

70.19-20 Certaines

- of history.

- brarrclres -de l'histoire: certain (given) - branches

10.20 une - date - certaine: a - definite - date'
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70.20-2r

knowledge

Toutes nos - cor¡naissances - historiques: all our - historical -

70.2L-22 totrs les - phénmènes - de ta nature: all the - phenomena - of

nature (aII natural Phenomena) '

70.22 IÞs - écrits - littéraires: ('some') [normally omitted in English]

- titerary - writings.

70.55 omris determinatio est negatio: E\rery determination is (a) negation'

70.56 une - vraie - épopée: a - veritable - epoch. un - grand - hæ: a

- great - Íìan

70.65-66 head or su¡nr-ænber: 'hoved- eller overled'.

70.76 r¡n hæ - brave: a - brave - nìan (brave honune, decent fellow)

Irne - épopée vraie: a - genuine - epoch

10.76-71 tlne - IangUe - une: a - homogeneous - langrage' Dupré 1972' III"

26L5 ,l¡n, adjectif gualicatif ' - qrrotes the Académie: 'Un est aussi

adjectif gr:alicatif et sigrnifie "qui est seul, uniçre, Ç$i n'admet poinL

de pluralité." ,La vérité est une', 'Truth is one (and índivisible)'

1,o.1l r¡n - savant - de premier ordre: a - scholar - of (the) fírst rank.
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12.30 arDr patriæ: lOVe of one's country, ¡ntriæ genitive s9' of ¡ntria'

7 4.59 s'gt¡' as

gud (hjalpe nig) ).

embedded clause - cp. etymology given above (= såg[r = så

76.4 SAITIDFELD: we have Seen above that Sandfeld gave a completely

different treatment to subordinate clauses in vol. II of his French

syntax, 1936. This claSSification comes from sandfeld's short Danish work

of 1909, Bisætningerne i derne fransk'

79.r a word always renains identical rrith itself ...: Brøndal's cartesian

principle.

80.9 rhlrthm: to characterize the dynamic aspect of the slmtagmatic axis;

cp. again grøndal,s gloss on Humboldt'S famous 'die sprache ist energeia'

nicht ergon': 'more correctly: bothr/and' (in the Bibliography to t'l6's)'

Rhythm is energeía, permanent morphological classes are ergpn' But grart-

matical rhythm at the same time constitutes more than syntax' its logical

form: the symbolic form of granunatical rhythm is phonetics (sec' 81) '
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CONCLUSION

82.9-10 synonlmics ard senantics: this was to be developed in PT 1938.

83 .8 !ùords

Germanic view

Satzlehre.

forns

fomlære,

arxd

of

sentences and rembers:

Forrenlehre as against

upholding the

sdningslære,

83.32 tlre logical constant: original, 'den logiske konstant'

g4.9 I(AIil'I: the categories were set out in the Kritik der reinen Verrn¡nft

(1781: table of categories p. 106). The literature on Kantian categories

alone is voluminous. What Kant meant by category (roughly: the very

principles by wtrich perception of the external world is possÍble' the

conditions wtrere\z any judgement can be rnade) was not wtrat Àrístotle

meant. vlalsh's paper on categories discusses the Aristotelian notíon of

category mistake (and its then topical $rlian version) and concludes:

No doubt people who nake category-rnistakes can, and frequentlY do,

also make lo-gical mistakes in the narrow sense, br¡t the two do not
necessarily gó together, nor is the absurdity of one_reducible to
the other. rÉ tfris-is granted we find a formal point of contact be-
tween investigations of the Kantian and Rlrlian t14res, or, if that is
fi"ierr"O, beÉween Kant and eristotle. Both parties are concerned in
what they write about categories to exSmine a spegi
and absuidity which is neither material nor formal
resemblance eñds. Categoríal principles of the Kanti
imate to material truths, in that they seem to be

and are hence readily confused with empirical hypothese!' By con-
trast, the categorial iñjunctions wtrich might be expected from Aris-
totle or Ryle ( for inStance "Do not confuse substance-exPressions



r¡rith quality-expressions") Iook far more like'rules of logic or
gramnar' (warsh tl-9541 1968:69-70)

84.10-11 IiøFFDING sr¡bstance: The eibliography for M & s quotes Den

ænneskelige tanke 191-0 briefly on substance as a moribund concept' I

have been unable to locate a copy of the original but the French version

of 191-L at least provides a larger context here:

Depuís Leibniz, on ne peut appeler. substance que ce qui -agit; toute
substance est en action. Par Ia est éIimíné Ie concept-de-substance
et ta 1oi de i'activité en a pris la place. L'indÍviduatité ¡nrticu-
Iière trouve son expression ãans Ia loi des changements qgi.se Pas-
sent dans áffå, aiec elle et par eIIe. L'ancierlne souveraineté du

concept était accompagnée de.Ia sup¡rosition que I'inunr-
able et taient ce grfiÍ y avait de supéri995 "'.surtout
pour I a besoin de s" ieposer dans une idée qui ne re-
mette exion en mouvement' La substance offre I'exemple

d,une urante, sinon déjà morte' 'La chose en soi' de

Kant e rnières formes gu'éUe a prise' Htrme-d'une part'
Fichte de I'autre, ont prouvé Ia non-valeur du concept-de substance

. L'observation inunédiate ne nous
ârne, déclarait Hume. Plus nous
moyen de la réflexion, PIus nous

notre âme n'est qu'action.
(Høffding t19101 191-1t 2201

(These unlikely allies, the Scots empiricist and the German rornantic' can

hardly be said to have had the last word on this head. )

tløffding,sov¡llcategoriesh'eresetoutinatableinHøffding1924:
TABLE DE CATÉCÐRIES

r. Catégories forrclarentales

316

Séríe de différence Progresive.
Série d' identité Partielle.
Série de réciProcité.
Série d' indentité absolue.

= Séries rationelles

1
2
3

Synthèse. - Relation.
Cãntinuité. - oiscontinuité.
Ressemblance. - oifférence.

Série de différence chaotigue
såii" de différence à variãtions indéterminées'
séti" de différence à variations regulières'
Série de différence à variations identiques'

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

a
b
c
d
ô

f
g
h
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rr. Catégories forreIles

l-. Identité.
2. Analogie (réduction du rapport de gr¡alité).

a) temps b) nombre c) degré d) lieu
3. uégation.
4. rationalité.

III. Catégories réelles

Causalité.
Totalité.
E\¿olution.

IV. Catégories idéales (Concepts de valeur).

1. napports de valeur for¡nels.
L. napports de valeur réels.

(Høffding L9242 L64, su¡tunarizing Høffding 1910)

The strong family resemblance this table bears to the categorial analyses

in OKL, M e S and pT make the Ínfluence on Brøndal pretty evident, and,

perhaps, makes the charts and argrunents in the latter works not Erite so

startling as they rrndoubtedly do on first sight.

84-L7-20 tlre forrer system, tlre l-atter "' rhythn: wtrich wourd seem

to claim eristotle for morphotoE¡ and Kant for syntax - a novel view.

1
2
3

85.18 BERGSON: The reference is to Bergson's Essai stre les dorurées iffii-

ates de Ia conscience, l-889, a doctoral thesis (Englísh translatlon 1910,

Tiæ arxct free will: on tl¡g irediate data of consciotrsness):

This work was primarily an attempt to establish the notion of dura-
tion, or lived time, as opposed to wtrat [Bergson] viewed as the spa-
tialized conception of time, measured by a clock, that is employed
by science. Hê proceeded by analysing the a!,¡areness man ahs of his
iäner setf to show that psychological facts are gr:alítatively dif-
ferent from any other, charging psychologists in particular with
falsifying the -facts by trying to guantify and number them. Fech-
ner's Law, claiming to èstablish a calculable relation between the
intensity of the stirm¡Ius and that of the corresponding sensatÍon,
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was especially criticized. Once the confusions't",e cleared away

that cónfor¡ndêd duration and extension, succession with sím¡Itane-
iiv, a"a guality with Erantity, he maintained that the objections to
human liberty'made in the ñame of scientific deterninism could be

seen to be baseless.
(Thibaudet & Bird 1975: II, 843)

Similar conclusions are expressed in the final chapter of Bergson's

üatièreetnémire(1896).Interestinglyenough,whileBergson,sidealist

philosophy is generally derided by the 'ordinary langruage' Anglo-Saxon

school, Thibaudet and Bird state that his work ínfluenced, anong others,

the pragmatist, william James, the realist, c,eorge santayana and the

mathematician and philosopher, A.N. whitehead (co-author with Rr¡ssell of

the Principia matlrenatica, which can hardly be dismissed as 'idealist

verbiage').

85.25 MEyERSON: Émite Ivleyerson, 1859-1933 . An astonishing pollmath,

lleyerson, Iike Bergson, htas a French phÍlosopher of Polish-Jewish extrac-

tion. Born in Lublin, Poland (then part of the Russian Empire), he was

educated in cerrnany (first classics, then chemistry r:nder the celebrated

chemist, Bunsen) but moved to Paris in 1882. At one time he lvas a direc-

tor of the Jewish colonization Association for EuroPe and Asia-llinor'

After world war I he became a naturalized French citÍzen. He applied his

knowledge of science and the history of science to epistemology (Identité

et réalité 1908), to the philosophy of science (IÞ I'e:çIicationdans les

sciences Lgz:l and to epistemology on the grand scale (fll cheminerBnt de

Ia pensée L931): 'In the last twoworks it is shown that the mindworks

always and everlnartrere in the same fashion, and this catholicity of reason

proves that it does indeed include a portion that is a priori" (Blanché

Lg67z 307) Here again is grøndal's cartesian identity principle. Though
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published only a year before Ìrt er S, h chemineænt dè la pensée evidently

chimed nicely with Brøndal's long-held views, âs did Gardiner 1932:

rather than influences on Brøndal, they are adduced as confirmation of

the keystones of the system towards which he had been working since 1-917

viz. the a priori nature of mental structure, reflected in the system of

graÍÍnar, and on the fundamental opposition of ¡nrtes and renbra.

The nain thrust of tvleyerson's (and Aergson's) thought is anti-positivist

and thus attractive to Brønda}, not only here in I*1 C S, but in the final

sketch of the place of langruage in the universe of knowledge (DSGÆLG

l:|gLzl 1943). In the Preface to PT Brøndal states that he has been influ-

enced by, among many others, the thinking of Niels Bohr; his admÍration

tor lteyerson may have been slightly jolted by lleyerson's rejectíon of

copenhagen quantum physics 'because it sets bounds to continuÍty and

objectivity, (elanché L9612 308), an attitude wtrich seens to fit

Bergson's views on Erantification. Blanché finally notes that Meyerson's

philosophy

enjoyed great Prestige ?Þ9"t
ovãrshadowed bY the Philos
Copenhagen School leohr] ' alt
eslimatè of it stated in
Essais t19361 . I'teyerson's philoso
of the general shift a$¡ay

epistemolõgical to existential problems'
(ibíd. loc. cit.)

Fortunately, the inanities of the 'Existential' movement are no longer

taken seriouslyi in their time the existentialists were (deservedry) a

target for logical positivists and ordinary language philosophers, and

serious idealíst philosophy no longer has to suffer by association with

l,Être et Ie néant or its like. That Meyerson is not entirely forgotten
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by serious thinkers is shown, r believe, in Kuhn's preface to iltre stn¡c-

ture of scientific revolutionsi here Kuhn states that the work was first

conceived in the mid 40s when he was approaching the end of his doctoral

dissertation in PhYsics:

A fortunate involvement with an experimental college course treating
physical science for the non-scientist provided my first ex¡rosure to
tftè history of scíence. To lrqf cornplete surprise, that exposure to
out-of-date scientific theory añd práctice radically undermined some

of my basic conceptions about the nature of science and the reasons

for its special success ... my first opportunity to pursue in depth

some of the ideas set forth belo was provided by three years as a
Junior Fellow of the Society of Fellov¡s of Harvard University ...
part of ÍÌy time in those years was devoted to histo e

proper. In practice I continued to sludy the writings e
-XoV?¿ and fi?st encountered those of Émile Meyerson, H t
anå Ar¡neliese Meyer. More clearly than any other.rec t

this group has shown wt¡at it was like Lo think scient a

period- wtrãn the canons of scientific thought were very dtfferent
from those current todaY.

Kuhn adds in a foornore rhar Meyerson," ,u"".:T:itt::irî:;:i:.".
K. Loewenberg) v¡as among the works he found particularly influential'

Kuhn's ov¡n work, of course, has been frequently çroted by the proponents

of TGG to their ol{n purpose, though the wtrole notíon of '¡nradigms' of

thought has come under a number of attacks, especially by students of

Iinguistic historiography like hr' Koerner'

.Another researcher v¡ho has not forgotten Meyerson is l'lalmberg; in his

study Stn¡ctural tingruistics ard hrman cm.rricatíon he noted that

A tendenry similar to that of structuralism and of glossematics nay

be for.rnd "ãi 
-o"f' in philosophy (ÉMrr,e MEYERSON) br¡t also in

aesthetic ""ã 
iitåtury c?iticis* i"...g. in WOLFGAIIG KAYSER .. . ) and

within natural sciences, e.9. E' SCHRODINGER " '
(¡{almberg L963: I 93 )

86.L4 t{isctrsynta:<: cp. sec. 5 (RIES) and corunent thereon.
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86.29 colour theory: the Farbenlehre, an ingenious'attempt, although in

this field the views of the more prosaic Newton have prevailed. (Goethe

is famous for his protean talent, but I have read somev¡here that his

practical activities as a statesman of Weimar were often unsuccessful,

rather lÍke those of the protagonists in Die lilahlverrraruttschaften. )

86.54 eqgally necessary arrt equalty legitimate: a view vindicated ín re-

cent times (the 80s) with the resurgence of interest in morpholoE¡ dis-

cussed above (cp. Coates 1987).

g6.j7 golden rpan: for aII the apparent strangeness of Brøndal's theo-

ries, at least as they rm-rst seem, say, to students exposed only to the

tlpical courses in lingruistics offered in the English-speaking world over

the last few decades, there is beneath the unfamilar terminoloE¡ and

symbolization a core of conmon-sense. Cp. here Givón's recent plea for

negotiating

a middle ground between egrrally untenable- extremes: on the one hand

is the Chomskyan extreme, insisting on the Cartesian gniqueness of
the human facul-ty of language ... On the other ... Skir¡ner's propen-
sity for triviålizing -bo[h 

langruage and cognition þr víewing !!9n
thräugh the reductioniãt glasses õf stirm¡fus-response ... The middle
grornás that m¡st be struck again should retain both corunon-sense

and empirical accountability ... 
(Givón 19g4: 3)

(Wtrile the example here is from psycholinguistics, Gívón lists simíIar

extremes in all areas pertinent to linguistics, thus biotogy, anthropol-

on,f, socioloE¡ as weII as the specific lingiuistic disciplines themselves:

his topic in fact is syntax - the work is called Slzntax: a finctional-

-Qçnlogical introduction. ) One thinks again of Brøndal's gloss on
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Humboldt's romantic notion of langruage as 'nicht ergon, sondern energeia'-

- 'better: t'both - and".'

g2.35 f.f. tl.e reconstmctive rethod ... cannot at all be a¡plied to syrr-

tactic ¡ùrenæna: For a more recent view, See J. M. Anderson'S stim¡Iat-

ing Stnrctural aspects of langnrage change (1973), esPecially chap. 6,

'structural change ( syntag'matic)' .

g8.g pRAGttE scHool: As pointed out earlier, Praguían functionalism was

far more compatible with Brøndal's tem¡rerament than it was to the Copen-

hagen Schoo} proper (Glossematics). The success of Praguian theories of

systems of oppositions in phonolog¡¡ (Trubetzkoy and Jakobson in particu-

lar) or of fruitful notions like Mathesius' early topic and conunent a¡>

proach in slmtax did not exclude an interest in the lingruistic analysis

of emotive and literary langruage (exported to America in the ¡nrson of

René l{ellek this became the 'New Criticism' of the post-war era). Cp.

also con¡nents above on KarI Bühler's contributions from the psychoLogical

perspective to the Praguian movement, though in this case Brøndal had as

Iittle slmpathy for Bijhler's views as Bühler had for Brøndal's'

90.4-5 clnracterizing not only lang¡ngre . . . h¡t also tlrougùt: The recent

work on Brøndal in Denmark and France has vindicated Brøndal's analysis

of language in terms of generic concepts (OKL and tt & S) and relational

categories (pT) from a semiotic standpoint. Vlho would have thought even a

decade ago that a collection of essays would apPear to mark the Brøndal

centenary in 198? and that the inevitable comparison between the co-
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-founders of the Lingruistic circle of copenhagen would be explicitly

drawn and examined in length - and would conclude in Brønddl's favour?

(Rasm¡ssen L9B7: ¡nssin) .
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CONCLI.]DING NOTE

The reader who has survived thus far will probably feel like Seneca

wtren he wrote:

O¡attuor milia librorum Didyrm-rs granunaticus scripsit.
Misererer, si tam rm¡lta supervacua legisset. rn his libris de
patria Homeri quaeritur, in his de Aeneae matre vera, in his
Iibidinosior Anacreon an ebriosior vixerit, in his an Sappho
publica fuerit, et alia, quae erant dediscenda, si scires. I
nunc et longarn esse vitam nega.

lDidym¡s the grammarian wrote 4,000 books. I should feel píty
for him if he had only read the same number of superfluous
volumes. In these books he investigates Homer's birthplace, wtro

was really the mother of Aeneas, whether Anacreon was more of a
Iecher than a drunkard, whether Sappho htas a tart and other
problems the answers to which, if found, should be inunediately
iorgotten. Come now' do not tell me that life is long! (In
effect: And then some complain that life is short! ) l

(Seneca: Ad Lucilium epistulae morales. #88.
London: Heinemann, 1962. V. ?: 372)

To be sure, the context makes it obvious that grarnnatícrrs is only

conventionally translated as'granunarian';'pedant' or'scholiast'

might be nearer the mark. We have had to look into a great many

matters which the reader nny weII feel would be better forgotten.

Nevertheless, hre point out for the last time that Brøndal's grarF

matical system on a number of points anticipates current trends in

linguistics. He clearly distingruishes morphology from syntax, rnain-

taining for morphology the significance it was later to lose in the

Transformationalist era. His system sharply distingruishes word-

-classes, the ¡nrtes of the classical tradition, from sentence

menbers, the renbra of the classical tradition, the sætrringsleQ,z

Satzglieder of the Germanic tradition. And last1y, perhaps, $¡e can

see in grøndal a great representative of the logico-philosophical

tradition in linguistics, a flËn of the widest learning and the
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broadest culture who sought to apply nany disciplines in the service

of 1ingtristic analysis. Brøndal's system of granunar could never have

been conceived by a positivistically-minded descriptive lingruist

however such a scholar might pride himself in being a cobbler sticking

to his last and avoiding any matters beyond his ken. If Brøndal be

called a dilettante, as so m¿lny of his contemporaries seemed to think'

then we a1low this only in Jacob Burckhardt's sense:

DaS l,Iort [Dilettantism¡s] ist von den Künsten her im Verruf, wo

nlan freilich entweder nichts oder ein t'teíster sein und das
Leben an die Sache wenden muSS, weil die Künste wesentlÍch die
Vol lkonunenhe i t vo raussetzen.
In den bfissenschaften dagegen kann flEÌn nur noch in einen
begrenzten Bereiche ueister sein, nåimlich als speziuliF!,.q9
iriendrn'o soII nan dies sein. So11 man aber nicht die Fåihigkeit
aeí allgemeinen übersicht, ja die wi.irdigrng derselben
einbüssen, to sei man noch an ögtichst vielen anderen Stellen
Dilettant, wenigstens auf eigene Rechnung, zur Mehrt¡tg der
eigenen Kenntniá und Bereicherung an Geslchtspunkten; sonst
blãibt man in allem, was über die spezialität hinausliegt' ein
Igrnorant und unter umständen im ganzen ein roher GeseIIe.
Oãm Dilettanten aber, weil er die Dinge liebt, wird es

vietleicht im Lauf seines Lebens. möglich werden, sich auch noch
an verschiedenen Stellen wahrhaft zu vertiefen.

(Weltgeschichtliche Betrachtungen t1905I 1973,
BerIin: Ullstein: 39)




